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Preface

The NSF-CBMS Regional Research Conference on Random Number Generation
and Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods was held at the University of Alaska at Fair-
banks from August 13-17, 1990. The present lecture notes are an expanded
written record of a series of ten talks presented by the author as the principal
speaker at that conference. It was the aim of this series of lectures to familiar-
ize a selected group of researchera with important recent developments in the
related areas of quasi-Monte Carlo methods and uniform pseudorandom number
generation. Accordingly, the exposition concentrates on recent work in these
areas and stresses the interplay between uniform pseudorandom numbers and
quasi-Monte Carlo methods. To make these lecture notes more accessible to
nonspecialists, some background material was added.

Quasi-Monte Carlo methods can be succinctly described as deterministic ver-
sions of Monte Carlo methods. Determinism enters in two ways, namely, by work-
ing with deterministic points rather than random samples and by the availabil-
ity of deterministic error bounds instead of the probabilistic Monte Carlo error
bounds. It could be argued that most practical implementations of Monte Carlo
methods are, in fact, quasi-Monte Carlo methods since the purportedly random
samples that are used in a Monte Carlo calculation are often generated in the
computer by a deterministic algorithm. This is one good reason for a serious
study of quasi-Monte Carlo methods, and snother reason is provided by the fact
that a quasi-Monte Carlo method with judiciously chosen deterministic points
usually leads to a faster rate of convergence than a corresponding Monte Carlo
method. The connections between quasi-Monte Carlo methods and uniform
pseudorandom numbers arise in the theoretical analysis of various methods for
the generation of uniform pseudorandom numbers.

The last five years have seen tremendous progress in the subject areas of
these lecture notes. The field of quasi-Monte Carlo methods was enriched by
the systematic development of the theory of lattice rules and of the theory of
nets and (t, s)-sequences, and new and better low-discrepancy point sets and
sequences were constructed. Important advances in the area of uniform pseudo-
random number generation include the introduction and the analysis of nonlin-
ear congruential methods and the much deeper understanding we have gained
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of shift-register pseudorandom numbers. Furthermore, a systematic study of
methods for pseudorandom vector generation was initiated.

The main aim of these lecture notes is to give an account of the recent develop-
ments mentioned above. The material in Chapter 4 on nets and (t, s)-sequences
and in Chapter 5 on lattice rules is of central importance, since many of the
new advances in quasi-Monte Carlo methods, and even in uniform pseudoran-
dom number generation, revolve around the concepts and results in these two
chapters. Indeed, nets and lattices appear in so many different contexts that
they must be viewed as basic structures. Another fundamental notion is that of
discrepancy, for which the essential facts are presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The
concept of dispersion plays a role in Chapter 6 on quasi-Monte Carlo methods
for optimization. In our discussion of uniform pseudorandom number generation
in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, we emphasize those algorithms for which a detailed
theoretical analysis has been performed.

For some results, especially for classical ones, the proof has been omitted, but
a reference is always provided. The notes to each chapter contain supplemen-
tary information and historical comments. The bibliography is not meant to be
comprehensive, but lists only those references that are cited in the text. Since
a detailed bibliography up to 1978 is available in [225], the present bibliography
concentrates on the more recent literature.

The conference would not have occurred without the initiative and the en-
thusiasm of Professor John P. Lambert of the University of Alaska at Fairbanks,
who originated the idea, did all the necessary paper work, and organized the
conference in a perfect manner. Many thanks, Pat, for the generous hospitality
you extended to all participants and for making sure that everybody survived the
white-water rafting on the Nenana River. I also want to express my gratitude to
NSF-CBMS for the financial support of the conference. The actual production of
these lecture notes relied heavily on the word-processing skills of Rainer Göttfert
and Irene Hösch. Special words of appreciation go to Rainer Göttfert for his dedi-
cated help in proofreading the manuscript and to Dipl.-Ing. Leonid Dimitrov and
Dipl.-Ing. Reinhard Thaller for expert technical advice. The cooperation of the
SIAM staff is also noted gratefully. Last, but by no means least, I wiste to thank
Gerlinde for putting up with a husband who was somewhere between the real
world and mathematical elysium during the last 15 months.

Vienna, August 1991 	 H. NIEDERREITER



CHAPTER 1

Monte Carlo Methods and
Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods

In this chapter we set the stage for the more detailed discussion of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods in later chapters. An appreciation of the merits of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods is impossible without an at least rudimentary understand-
ing of Monte Carlo methods. For this reason, and also to motivate the introduc-
tion of quasi-Monte Carlo methods, we include a brief exposition of the statistica)
Monte Carlo method. A numerical problem that lends itself to a straightforward
and illustrative comparison of classical, Monte Carlo, and quasi-Monte Carlo
methods is that of numerical integration. We will use this problem to describe
the basic ideas behind Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods in §§1.2 and
1.3, respectively.

1.1. Introduction.

We consider the problem of numerical integration in dimension s. For s = 1 there
are classical integration rules such as the trapezoidal rule and Simpson's rule, to
mention only two of the most well-known ones. For concreteness, let us look at
the trapezoidal rule for the unit interval [ 0,1 ]. In this case, the trapezoidal rule
yields the approximation

(1.1)	 f 1 ?(u)du Ewnf (ml'
0	n=0

where m is a positive integer and the weights wn are given by wo = w„. = 1/(2m)
and w, ti = 1/m for 1 < n < m —1. The error involved in thik approximation is
O(m—z ), provided that f has a continuous second derivativé.,óh [0,11.

In the multidimensional case s > 2 with an interval as integration do-
main, the classical numerical integration methods use Cartesian products of
one-dimensional integration rules. In such multidimensional integration rules,
the node set is a Cartesian product of one-dimensional node sets, and the weights
are appropriate products of weights from the one-dimensional roles. These multi-
dimensional integration rules are obtained by viewing the s-dimensional integral
as an iteration of one-dimensional integrals and by applying a one-dimensional
integration rule in each iteration. To illustrate this procedure, we state the s-fold
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Cartesian product of the trapezoidal rule (1.1), which is

m m

(1.2)	
ƒl.

f(u) du E ...	
flnl	 ns / 

wnl. .wn, m ,. ., m
n1=0 n,=0

where i = [0, 1  ]" is the closed s-dimensional unit cube and the w n are as
in (1.1). The total number of nodes in (1.2) is N = (m + 1)'. From the error
bound for (1.1), it follows that the error in (1.2) is O(m-2), provided that
02 f /8u; is continuous on Í" for 1 < i _< s. To see that the error in (1.2)
need not, in general, be smaller than the one-dimensional error, it suffices to
apply (1.2) with a function f on Í° that depends only on one variable, in which
case (1.2) reduces to (1.1). In terms of the number N of nodes, the error in (1.2)
is 0(N -219). With increasing dimension s, the usefulness of the error bound
O(N-2/') declines drastically. Specifically, to guarantee a prescribed level of
accuracy, say an error that is in absolute value < 10 -2 , we must use roughly 10'
nodes; hence the required number of nodes increases exponentially with s. This
phenomenon is often called the "curse of dimensionality."

The phenomenon described above manifests itself in an analogous way for
the Cartesian product of any one-dimensional integration rule. For an s-fold
Cartesian product, the order of magnitude of the error bound, in terras of the
total number of nodes, is the 8th root of the order of magnitude of the one-
dimensional integration rule.

A decisive step in overcoming the curse of dimensionality was the develop-
ment of the Monte Carlo rnethod in the 1940s. The Monte Carlo method is
actually a very general tool, and its applications are by no means restricted to
numerical integration (for this reason, the plural "Monte Carlo methods" is also
used frequently). In simple and general terms, the Monte Carlo method may
be described as a numerical method based on random sampling. It is there-
fore a method with a strong statistical and probabilistic flavor. We will discuss
the Monte Carlo method for numerical integration in §1.2 and the Monte Carlo
method for global optimization in §6.1. An important fact about the Monte Carlo
method for numerical integration is that it promises integration errors for which
the order of magnitude, in terms of the number of nodes, is independent of the
dimension. This is obviously a big step forward compared to classical methods
based on Cartesian products of one-dimensional integration rules. However, the
stochastic nature of the Monte Carlo method causes some unpleasant side ef-
fects. These drawbacks of the Monte Carlo method will be discussed more fully
in §1.2. Let us mention now that the Monte Carlo method yields no guaran-
teed error bound (this is why we used the phrase "it promises integration errors

" earlier on).
A crucial task in the application of any Monte Carlo method is the generation

of appropriate random samples. The success of a Monte Carlo calculation often
stands or falls with the "quality" of the random samples that are used, where,
by "quality," we mean how well the random samples reflect true randomness.
This intuitive notion will attain a more precise meaning in §1.2 and Chapter 7,
where the statistical requirements on random samples will be made concrete.
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Because of the decisive role played by random samples, the subject of random
number generation has become an important spin-off of the study of Monte Carlo
methods. With the present trend toward parallelized algorithms there is a surge
of interest in random vector generation as well. In the computational practice
of Monte Carlo methods, the required random numbers and random vectors are
actually generated by the computer in a deterministic subroutine. In this case of
deterministic generation, we speak of pseudorandom numbers and pseudorandom
vectors. The development of the theory of pseudorandom numbers and pseudo-
random vectors has accompanied the development of the Monte Carlo method.
Specific algorithms for the generation of pseudorandom numbers were already
proposed in the late 1940s. We refer to Chapters 7-10 for a detailed treatment
of pseudorandom number generation and pseudorandom vector generation.

As mentioned above, the Monte Carlo method has lome disadvantages, which
are inherent in the stochastic character of the method. For concreteness, let us
again return to our standard example of numerical integration. In this case,
the Monte Carlo method yields only a probabilistic bound on the integration
error. On the other hand, a detailed analysis (see Chapter 2) reveals that, in
Monte Carlo integration, it is not so much the true randomness of the sam-
ples that is relevant, but rather that the samples should be spread in a uniform
manner over the integration domain (in a sense that can be made precise). More-
over, the analysis shows that a deterministic error bound can be established if
deterministic nodes are used. This leads to the idea of selecting deterministic
nodes in such a way that the error bound is as small as possible. This idea suc-
cinctly expresses the fundamental principle of a quasi-Monte Carlo method. A
quasi-Monte Carlo method can be described in simple terms as the deterministic
version of a Monte Carlo method, in the sense that the random samples in the
Monte Carlo method are replaced by well-chosen deterministic points. The main
aim is to select deterministic points for which the deterministic error bound is
smaller than the probabilistic Monte Carlo error bound. In the case of numerical
integration, this aim can be achieved in a convincing manner. There are, in fact,
various types of quasi-Monte Carlo methods, and so this term is also often used
in the plural.

It turn out that the technical tools developed in the theory of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods are very useful in the theoretical analysis of several impor-
tant methods for pseudorandom number generation and pseudorandom vector
generation. Consequently, the material in these lecture notes is arranged in such
a way that the chapters on pseudorandom numbers and pseudorandom vectors
are preceded by the discussion of quasi-Monte Carlo methods.

1.2. Monte Carlo methods.

In a Monte Carlo method, the quantity to be calculated is interpreted in a
stochastic model and subsequently estimated by random sampling. In this sec-
tion, we illustrate this method in the context of numerical integration. A further
application to global optimization will be described in §6.1.

Consider the problem of approximately calculating the integral fB f (u) du
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with an integration domain B C R satisfying 0 < .\,(B) < oo, where A, hence-
forth denotes the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We turn B into a probability
space with probability measure dµ = du /,\.(B). Then, for f E L' (µ), we have

(1.3)	
JB f (u) du = 

\.(B) 
JB

 f dµ = ^,(B)F%(f ),

where E(f) is the expected value of the random variable f. The problem of
numerical integration is thus reduced to the problem of the approximate calcu-
lation of an expected value. For the latter purpose, we use a basic idea from
statistics, namely, to estimate an expected value by a sample means. This idea
can be developed in the general framework of an arbitrary probability space.

Let f be a random variable on an arbitrary probability space (A, A, )). Then
the Monte Carlo estimate for the expected value E(f) is obtained by taking N
independent ) -distributed random samples a1,... , aN E A and letting

N

(1.4)	 E(f) N N E f (an)•
n=1

The strong law of large numbers guarantees that this procedure converges almost
surely in the sense that

N

lim 1 E f(an) = E(f) ) °O-a.e.,N-^^ N
n=1

where Al is the product measure of denumerably many copies of A. For the
probabilistic error analysis of the estimate (1.4), we need the variance

«2 (f) = JA (f — E(f )) 2 da,

which is finite whenever f E L 2 (A).

THEOREM 1 .1. 1f f E L2 (A), then, for any N > 1, we have

L Â 
(f(a — E(f))2d(ai)...dA(a) _ °N)

 \ n_1

Proof. Write g = f — E(f); then fA g dJ► = 0 and

N E .f (an)
N	 N

—E(f) = N E g(an)-
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Thus

j
n=1

= f ...	 (	 9(an)) a dA(al) ... dA(aN)JA	 A 	 n=1
N /'

^T2 r^A... j g(an)2d)^(al). ..d,\(aN)2L^

f ...
 fg(am)g(an) dA(a1)...dA(aN)

1<m<n<N 	A

_	 /
JA

g2 d c(f) 	13

Theorem 1.1 may be interpreted to mean that the absolute value of the error
in (1.4) is, on the average, a(f )N'/2 , where a(f) = (a2 (f)) 1/2

 is the standard
deviation of f. Fouther probabilistic information about the error is obtained
from the central limit theorem, which states that, if 0 < a(f) < oo, then

lim Co Prob cl^.!) < f (a ) —E(f) < c(f)
) 
_ fc^

1 ca e t212 dt
- /IN tt=1^/N27r

for any constants c l < c2, where Prob(•) is the )i°°-measure of the set of all
sequences al , a2 ,... of elements of A that have the property indicated between
the parentheses.

If we apply the statistical estimate (1.4) to the original problem of approxi-
mately calculating the integral fB 1(u) du, then, in view of (1.3), we obtain the
Monte Carlo estimate

(1.5)	 ff(u)du .^, '(B Ef(x),
 N n- 1

where x1,... , xN are N independent µ-distributed random samples from B. By
the above analysis, the absolute value of the error in (1.5) is then, on the average,
A.(B)Q(f )N -1/2 . On the basis of this fact, or on the basis of the central limit
theorem, we can state that the Monte Carlo method for numerical integration
yields a probabilistic error bound of the form O(N 112) in terras of the number
N of nodes. The remarkable feature here is that this order of magnitude does
not depend on the dimension s. This should be compared with the error bound
O(N-2/°) for the classical s-dimensional integration rule discussed in §1.1. The
Monte Carlo method for numerical integration is definitely preferable to the
classical integration rule for dimensions s > 5.

There is a case in which the statistical estimate (1.5) is not useful for the com-
putational practice, namely, when the integration domain B is so complicated
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that ) 3 (B)  is difficult to calculate. In this case, we can take recourse to the
following alternative Monte Carlo estimate. By applying, if necessary, a suitable
change of variables, it suffices to consider the situatien where B is contained in
the unit cube P. Then we can write

ƒB 1(u) du = J f(u)CB (u)  du,

where CB is the characteristic function of B. If the last integral is estimated
according to (1.5), then we arrive at the Monte Carlo estimate

N

(1.6)	 L1du  	 f(xn),
 N n=1

x„EB

where x1,... , XN are N independent random samples from the uniform distribu-
tion on P.• Since the estimate (1.6) is derived from (1.5), it follows that for (1.6)
we also have a probabilistic error bound of the form O(N-112 )

The preceding description of the Monte Carlo method for numerical integra-
tion gives some idea as to what the basic elements of Monte Carlo methods are,
in general. The first step invariably consists of the statistical modeling of the
given numerical problem, usually in terms of suitable random variables. This
step is obvious in the case of numerical integration, since an integral can readily
be interpreted in terras of the expected value of a random variable (compare
with (1.3)). Subsequently, the random variables occurring in the model must be
analyzed with regard to their statistical properties, such as law of distribution,
statistical dependence or independente, and so on. Another important step is
the generation of random samples that reflect these statistical properties. It is
advisable not to be satisfied with just one run of a Monte Carlo calculation,
but to use as many runs as is feasible—each time with renewed sampling—to
increase the reliability of the result from the statistical point of view. These pro-
cedural steps in a Monte Carlo method are typical of the larger area of stochastic
simulation to which Monte Carlo methods belong. Stochastic simulation deals
with the simulation of stochastic phenomena by special, but randomly selected,
instances. The methods used in stochastic simulation are often called simulation
methods. Monte Carlo methods are thus examples of simulation methods.

Monte Carlo methods are used in a wide range of applications. In addition
to the applications to numerical integration and global optimization discussed
in these lecture notes, there are applications of Monte Carlo methods to many
other basic problems of numerical analysis, such as the solution of large systems
of linear equations, the solution of partial differential equations and of integral
equations. Natural applications arise in problems with a stochastic background,
for instante, in computational statistics, stochastic optimization, and queueing
theory. There is also a wealth of applications to real-world problems in areas
such as computational physics, structural mechanics, reliability theory, systems
analysis, and so on.

As we have explained above, the Monte Carlo method for numerical integra-
tion offers a way of overcoming the curse of dimensionality. However, it must be
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pointed out that the Monte Carlo method is not a panacea. On the contrary, it
has several deficiencies that may hamper its usefulness. First, the Monte Carlo
method for numerical integration provides only a probabilistic error bound. In
other words, there is never any guarantee that the expected accuracy is achieved
in a concrete calculation. This is certainly not a desirable state of affairs, and,
for some applications—e.g., in sensitive areas where highly reliable results are
needed—it is actually an untenable situation.

We also draw attention to the following fact: the probabilistic error bound
O(N-1 /a) in the Monte Carlo method for numerical integration holds under
a very weak regularity condition, namely, for any square-integrable integrand,
but no benefit is derived from any additional regularity of the integrand. The
numerical practice teaches a different lesson: more regular functions are "easier"
to integrate numerically, in the sense that they lead to a faster convergence
rate when increasing the number of nodes in suitably constructed integration
rules. The fact that the Monte Carlo error bound does not reflect any additional
regularity of the integrand must therefore be seen as another drawback of the
method.

A fundamental difficulty of the Monte Carlo method for numerical integration
sterns from the requirement that the nodes be independent random samples. This
immediately raises the question of how to generate independent random samples
concretely. The practitioners avoid this question and use pseudorandom numbers
instead of truly random samples. Since "random sample" is a statistical concept
that only makes sense in the context of a whole ensemble of samples, there is
actually no way to define this concept rigorously for an individual sample.

To summarize, the following points must be viewed as deficiencies of the
Monte Carlo method for numerical integration:

(i) There are only probabilistic error bounds;

(ii) The regularity of the integrand is not reflected;

(iii) Generating random samples is difficult.

As we have seen in Theorem 1.1, the mean-square error of the Monte Carlo
estimate is equal to a2 (f)/N. To improve the efficiency of the Monte Carlo
method for numerical integration, a number of techniques for variance reduction,
i.e., for decreasing the variance factor o2 (f ), have been developed. One such
technique is called stratified sampling and proceeds as foliows. Let f again be
a random variable on the probability space (A, .,4, )). Partition A into the sets
Al ,... , Ak E A with \(A1) > 0 for 1 < j < k. For each j with 1 < j < k,
choose Nj independent -distributed random samples alj) , ... , a E Aj, where
p^ = )(A)- 'Â  is the probability measure on A induced by A. Then use the
estimate

b k k A Ni

E(f) = 	 f f dA = >2 . (Ai)ƒ
Ai
 f dÍ^lNJ)

j=1 Ai.i= 1 	 j=1 j n=1

The mean-square error of this estimate can be calculated by the method in the
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proof of Theorem 1.1, and this yields, instead of a2(f)/N, the expression

)(A1)

ƒA i7=1 N^ 	 `	 A(Ai) JA,

The numbers N, must be chosen suitably so as to achieve a variance reduction.
Let N = E^=1 N. be the total number of sample points. Then the following
standard choice yields a variance reduction.

PROPOSITION 1 .2. 1f the numbers N1 = \(A1)N, 1 < j < k, are integers,
then

(N1) L	 fdada
,\f A(A')^a	 )
	 — N)

^	 ^	 s

Proof. With the special form of the N1 it suffices to show that

^A	
2

\f	 (A) JA 
f dA 1 d)►

 < JA 
(f — E(f )) 2 da.

—1	 s	 i

By expanding the square on both sides, it is seen that this is equivalent to proving

E(f) 2 <	
^(A') (Li

da2

and the Jatter inequality is obtained from the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality by
noting that

k	
2	 k2

E(f)2 = 	
ƒAi

f da) = (E^(A1)1/2 

1
^(Aj)1/2 J f d)/

k	 k

(r,\(Aj»
	 )t(A1) (L1 f d,\

)
2 = k )(At) (L1

 f d)1) .	 ❑
1	 1	 j 1

Another technique for variance reduction is the method of antithetic variates.
We explain this method in the simple case of an integral

E(f)=j   1 f(u)du.

We introduce the auxiliary function

(1.7)	 g(u) = Z (f(u) + f(1 — u))	 for 0 < u < 1

and use the estimate

E(f) = E(g) ^^ N E 9(xn) = 2N E (f (x) + 1(1 — xn))
n=1	 n=1
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with N independent and uniformly distributed random samples xl, ... , xN E
[ 0,1 ]. According to Theorem 1.1, the mean-square error of this estimate is
o2 (g)/N. Since there are 2N function values of f involved in this estimate, the
mean-square error a2 (g)/N should be compared with the quantity o2(f)/(2N).
The following result shows a case in which a variance reduction is achieved.

PROPOSITION 1.3. 1f f is a continuous monotone function on [0,11  and g
is defined by (1.7), then

o2(9) < 1a2 (f).
Proof. We have

oa (9) _ 
J1 

(9(u) - E(9)) 2 du 
= J 

(!ƒ(u) + 2 f( 1 - u) - E(f))2 du

-! 
J 

f2(u)du+ 1 J f(u)f(1 - u)du- E(f) 2 .
2 o	2 0

The desired inequality is therefore equivalent to

(1.8)	 f(u)f(1 - u) du < E(f) 2 .
o

By replacing, if necessary, f by -f,  we can assume that f is nondecreasing.
Then the function

F(u) = J u f(1 - t) dt - E(f)u

on [0, 1 ] has the nonincreasing derivative F'(u) = f(1- u) - E(f ). Since F(0) _
F(1) = 0, it follows that F(u) > 0 for all u E [0,1]. This implies that

J 1 F(u) dƒ(u) > 0.
0

Integration by parts yields

1.

J 
1 ƒ(u) dF(u) 

= J 
1 ƒ(u)F'(u) du <_ 0.

0	 o

By inserting the formula for F'(u), we arrive at (1.8). ❑

1.3. Quasi-Monte Carlo methods.

We recall that in Monte Carlo integration with N random nodes the absolute
value of the error has the average order of magnitude N - l'2 . Clearly, there exist
sets of N nodes for which the absolute value of the error is not larger than the
average. If we could construct such sets of nodes explicitly, this would already be
a useful methodological advance. The quasi-Monte Carlo method for numerical
integration aims much higher, as it seeks to construct sets of nodes that perform
significantly better than average. The integration rules for the quasi-Monte Carlo
method are taken from the appropriate Monte Carlo estimate. For instance, for
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the normalized integration domain Í°, we have the quasi-Monte Carlo approxi-
mation

N

(1.9)	 fr. f (u) du N E f (xn),
n=1

which formally looks like the Monte Carlo estimate but is now used with de-
terministic nodes x1 ,... , xN E P. These nodes should be chosen judiciously
so as to guarantee a small error in (1.9). In analogy with the more general
Monte Carlo estimate (1.6), we have the quasi-Monte Carlo approximation

JB 1HN
(1.10)	 f(x,),

  n=1
x, EB

where B is a subset of Í' and x1 ,... , xN E Í" are deterministic points.
The error analysis for the approximations (1.9) and (1.10) will be performed

in §2.2 and for a special situation in Chapter 5. Explicit constructions of sets of
deterministic nodes guaranteeing small errors will be the subject of Chapters 3,
4, and 5. We do not wish to preview these results at length, but the following
very concise summary may be given at this early stage. If we assume (1.9) to
be the standard case, then the benchmark is the probabilistic Monte Carlo error
bound O(N-1/2). The quasi-Monte Carlo method yields a much better result,
giving us the deterministic error bound O(N - l(logN)"- 1) for suitably chosen
sets of nodes and for integrands with a relatively low degree of regularity. In the
special circumstances considered in Chapter 5, even smaller error bounds can
be achieved for sufficiently regular integrands. The sets of nodes producing this
high accuracy in (1.9) are obtained by effective constructions.

This brings us to a discussion of the advantages of the quasi-Monte Carlo
method for numerical integration, which should be compared with the list of
deficiencies of the Monte Carlo method in §1.2. The very nature of the quasi-
Monte Carlo method, with its completely deterministic procedures, implies that
we get deterministic—and thus guaranteed—error bounds. In principle, it is
therefore always possible to determine in advance an integration rule that yields
a prescribed level of accuracy. Moreover, with the same computational effort, i.e.,
with the same number of function evaluations (which are the costly operations
in numerical integration), the quasi-Monte Carlo method achieves a significantly
higher accuracy than the Monte Carlo method. Thus, on two crucial accounts-
determinism and precision—the quasi-Monte Carlo method is superior to the
Monte Carlo method. For a special type of quasi-Monte Carlo method, the lat-
tice rules to be discussed in Chapter 5, we have the desirable property that a
higher degree of regularity of the integrand leads to more precision in the inte-
gration rule. The one problem with the Monte Carlo method that attains almost
philosophical dimensions, namely, the difficulty of generating truly random sam-
ples, evaporates when we consider a quasi-Monte Carlo method, since here we
just implement ready-made constructions to obtain the required nodes.
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There are quasi-Monte Carlo methods not only for numerical integration,
but allo for various other numerical problems. In fact, for many Monte Carlo
methods, it is possible to develop corresponding quasi-Monte Carlo methods as
their deterministic versions. Invariably, the basic idea is to replace the random
samples in the Monte Carlo method by deterministic points that are well suited
for the problem at hand. A further illustration of this principle will be provided in
Chapter 6, where we discuss quasi-Monte Carlo methods for global optimization.

Quasi-Monte Carlo methods have first been proposed in the 1950s, and their
theory has sine developed vigorously. However, for a rather long time, these
methods remained the province of specialists. The wider acceptance of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods was pioneered in computational physics where large-scale
Monte Carlo calculations are very common and where it was recognized that
quasi-Monte Carlo methods can lead to significant gains in efficiency. The re-
finements of quasi-Monte Carlo methods and the expanding scope of their ap-
plications have recently made these methods known to larger segments of the
scientific computing community.

Fairly obvious applications of quasi-Monte Carlo methods arise in problems
of numerical analysis that can be reduced to numerical integration. An exam-
ple is the numerical solution of integral equations for which quasi-Monte Carlo
methods are discussed in the books of Korobov [160, Chap. 4] and Hua and
Wang [145, Chap. 10] and in the more recent work of Sarkar and Prasad [301]
and Tichy [349]. For applications to initial value and boundary value problems,
we refer to Hua and Wang [145, Chap. 10] and Taschner [340]. Important applica-
tions of quasi-Monte Carlo methods to the numerical solution of difficult integro-
differential equations such as the Boltzmann equation have been developed by
Babovsky et al. [121, Lécot [181], [182], [184], and Motta et al. [214]. Applica-
tions to approximation theory can already be found in the books of Korobov [160,
Chap. 4] and Hua and Wang [145, Chap. 9]. Quasi-Monte Carlo methods for
the numerical solution of systems of equations are studied in Hlawka [140] and
Taschner [341]. A survey of quasi-Monte Carlo methods in computational statis-
tics is presented in Shaw [309]. Deák [52] reviews applications to stochastic
optimization, and Adlakha [1] describes an application to stochastic algorithms.
Drmota [69] and Drmota and Tichy [70] have developed applications of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods to statistical measurement techniques. Quasi-Monte Carlo
methods for the approximate calculation of vector-valued integrals are sketched
in Trendafilov [354]. Some further applications of quasi-Monte Carlo methods
and corresponding references are listed in Niederreiter [225, §2].

Notes.

The `official" history of the Monte Carlo method began in 1949 with the publi-
cation of a paper by Metropolis and Ulam (211], but at that time the method had
already been used for several years in secret projects of the U. S. Defense Depart-
ment. This rather fascinating chapter in the early history of the Monte Carlo
method is outlined in Eckhardt [74] and Metropolis [210]. Several precursors are
mentioned in Hammersley and Handscomb [130, Chap. 1]. The Jatter book is
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the classic on Monte Carlo methods. More recent books on Monte Carlo meth-
ods and on the general area of simulation are Bratley, Fox, and Schrage [34],
Dek [53), Kalos and Whitlock [150], Morgan [213], Ripley [295], and Rubin-
stein [297]. For a general background on numerical integration, we refer to Davis
and Rabinowitz [51].

Expository accounts of quasi-Monte Carlo methods are given in the books of
Korobov [160], Hlawka, Firneis, and Zinterhof [141], and Hua and Wang [145].
A detailed survey of quasi-Monte Carlo methods with an extensive bibliography
is presented in the article of Niederreiter [225], and a recent update of this
survey can be found in Niederreiter [251]. A brief review of quasi-Monte Carlo
methods is contained in Lambert [168]. The first article in which the expression
"quasi-Monte Carlo method" appeared seems to have been a technical report of
Richtmyer [293] from 1951.
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Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods for
N u merica I Integration

According to §1.3, the basic idea of a quasi-Monte Carlo method is to replace
random samples in a Monte Carlo method by well-chosen deterministic points.
The criterion for the choice of deterministic points depends on the numerical
problem at hand. For the important problem of numerical integration, the se-
lection criterion is easy to find and leads to the concepts of uniformly distributed
sequence and discrepancy. The discrepancy can be viewed as a quantitative
measure for the deviation from uniform distribution. Various types of discrep-
ancies and their basic properties will be discuseed in §2.1. The important role of
the discrepancy in quasi-Monte Carlo integration is documented in §2.2, where
deterministic bounds for the integration error in terms of the discrepancy are
presented.

2.1. Discrepancy.

For the following discussion, we normalize the integration domain to be Í' :=
[0, 1 ]', the closed s-dimensional unit cube. For an integrand f, we use the
quasi-Monte Carlo approximation

N

(2.1)	 L f (u) du N E f (xn)
n=1

with x1,... , xN E Î. In an idealized model, which we adopt for the moment, we
replace the set of nodes xl, ... , xN by an infinite sequence xl, x2,... of points in
Í'. A basic requirement for this sequence is that we obtain a convergent method
from (2.1). Thus we want a sequence x1, x2, ... for which

N

(2.2)	 limf(x)n) = f f (u) du

holds for a reasonable clans of integrands, say, for all continuous f on P. The
resulting condition means that the sequence xl, x2,... should be uniformly dis-
tributed in Í', according to one of the standard definitions of this notion (com-
pare with Kuipers and Niederreiter [163]). An equivalent definition stafes that

13
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xl, X2,... is uniformly distributed in Í" if

N

(2.3)	 limgl N E ci(xn) _ A.(J)

for all subintervals J of Í', where c j is the characteristic function of J and X,
denotes the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure. It is well known that, if xj, x2, .. .
is uniformly distributed in Í", then (2.2) holds even for all Riemann-integrable
functions f on P (see [163]).

The above discussion suggests that the desirable nodes in (2.1) are those for
which the empirical distribution is close to the uniform distribution on P. In an
intuitive language, the nodes x1 ,... , xN should be "evenly distributed" over Í".
The various notions of discrepancy that we will consider are quantitative mea-
sures for the deviation from uniform distribution, or, in other words, for the irreg-
ularity of distribution. The significance of the discrepancy for quasi-Monte Carlo
integration will become even more pronounced in §2.2, where bounds for the in-
tegration error in terms of the discrepancy are shown.

Let P be a point set consisting of x 1 ,... , xN E I". We will always interpret
"point set" in the eense of the combinatorial notion of "multiset," i.e., a set in
which the multiplicity of elements matters. In the theory of uniform distribution
of sequences, the term "finite sequence" is often used instead of "point set,"
but we will restrict the usage of "sequence" to its proper meaning in analysis,
namely, that of an infinite sequence. For an arbitrary subset B of Í", we define

N

A(B; P) = E cB(xn),
n=^

where cB is the characteristic function of B. Thus A(B; P) is the counting
function that indicates the number of n with 1 < n < N for which x, E B.
If 13 is a nonempty family of Lebesgue-measurable subsets of Í', then a general
notion of discrepancy of the point set P is Biven by

(2.4) DN(B; P) = sup I A(B; P) — .X8(B)I.
BES N

Note that 0 < DN (B; P) <_ 1 always. By suitable specializations of the family B,
we obtain the two most important concepts of discrepancy. We put P = [0, 1)".

DEFINITION 2.1 . The star discrepancy DN(P) = DN(xl, ... , XN) of the
point set P is defined by DN(P) = DN(J*; P), where J is the family of all
subintervals of I° of the form fl . 1 [ 0, u;).

DEFINITION 2.2 . The (extreme) discrepancy DN(P) = DN(xl,... ,XN) of
the point set P is defined by DN(P) = DN(J; P), where 3 is the family of all
subintervals of I° of the form 11i_ 1 [ uí, vs).

REMARK 2.3 . If the points of P are in P, which happens in most cases of
practical interest, then DN(P) = DN(,'Je ; P) and DN(P) = DN(,J ; P), where
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.:lc· is the family of all subintervals of P of the form n:=l [0, Ui 1 and J; is the
family of all closed subintervals of P.

PROPOSITION 2.4. For any P consisting of points in t-. we have

Proof. The first inequality is trivial. For s = 1, the second inequality is
immediately obtained from

A([ u, v)j P) = A([O, v)j P) - A([O, u); P), Al([u,v)) = Al([O,V)) - Al([O, u)),

and for s ~ 2 it is obtained from analogous identities (compare with [163, p. 93]
for the case where s = 2). 0

In the case where s = 1, simple explicit formulas for the discrepancies D'N(P)
and DN(P) can be given. The following lemma is useful for the proofs.

LEMMA 2.5. If Xl, .. ' ,XN, Yl,'" , YN E [0,1] satisfy IXn - Ynl ~ e for
1 ~ n s N, then

ID'N(Xl,'" ,XN) - D'N(Yl,'" ,YN)I ~ s,

IDN(xl"" ,XN) - DN(Yl,'" ,YN)I ~ 2e.

Proof. Denote by P the point set consisting of Xl, ... ,XN, and by Q the
point set consisting of Yl, .. ' ,YN. Consider any interval J = [O,u) <;::; [0,1).
Whenever Yn E J, then Xn E Jl := [0, u + e) n [0,1]; hence

A(Jj Q) _ A (J) < AUl; P) - A (J ) + e < D" (P) + e.N 1 - N 11 -N

Whenever Xn E J2 := [0, u - e), then Yn E J; hence

Thus D'N(Q) ~ D'N(P) + e. By interchanging the roles of P and Q, we obtain
D'N(P) ~ D'N(Q) + e, and so ID'N(P) - D'N(Q)I ~ e. The second part of the
lemma is shown similarly. 0

For s = 1, we may arrange the points Xl,'" ,xN of a given point set in
nondecreasing order. The formula in Theorem 2.6 is due to Niederreiter [217],
and the one in Theorem 2.7 is a simplified version of a formula of de Clerck [55].

THEOREM 2.6. If °~ Xl ~ X2 ~ ... ~ XN ~ 1, then

Proof. Since D'N is a continuous function of Xl,'" ,XN (see Lemma 2.5), we
can assume that °< Xl < X2 < ... < XN < 1. Put Xo = °and XN+l = 1. If P
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is the point set consisting of x1,... , xN, then

DN(P) = max	 sup A([0,u);P) u I
0<n<Nx

n <u<xn+1
i	

N	
_

n
= max sup --u

0<n<N1n <u<xn}1 N 	1
= oma<xNmax`I N _ xn l , IN	 _ xn+l )

= l ma<xN max
\ I N —xn l,) nN 1 — xn l

= — +
1 	_ 2n-1 '  

2N1<n xNlxn 	2N ' ❑n

THEOREM 2.7. If 0< xl < X2 < • • • < xN < 1, then

1 	n	 n
DN(xl, ... , XN) = — + maX	 — xn — min	 — xn

N 1N (N	 1<n<N N

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we can assume that xo := 0 <x1 <
X2 < • • • < xN <1 =: xN+1. If P is the point set consisting of x1,... , zN, then

1
A([u,v);P)

	DN(P) = max	 sup	 — (v — u)
0<i<j<N x{<u<xi+l	 N

x j <v<xi+i
u<v

	= max	 sup 1 1 — ' —(V—U) l
0<i<j<N x{<u<x{}1 N

xj<v<_x,+l
u<v

= max max I
0<i<j<N	

jN Z — (xj+ l — xi)I, I N Z — (xi — x+I)I
).

Put rn =n/N—xn for0<n<N+1;then

DN(P) o<ma^N max I rj+l — ri — N 1,1 rj — r•+l +

= max 1 + ri — rj
0<i<N I N

1<j<N+1

If the last maximum is restricted to 1 < i, j < N, then its value is clearly given
by the expression for DN(P) in the theorem. Using

max r,,>rN>0,	 min rn<rl< ,
1<n<N	 1<n<N	 N

it is seen that in the last expression for DN(P) the terms in the maximum
corresponding to either i = 0 or j = N + 1 are dominated by the expression for
DN(P) in the theorem. ❑
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For a sequence S of elements of 18 , we write DN (S) for the discrepancy and
DN(S) for the star discrepancy of the first N terms of S. According to a classical
result in the theory of uniform distribution of sequences (see [163]), the following
properties are equivalent:

(i) S is uniformly distributed in Í";

(ii) limN. , DN(S) = 0;

(iii) limN	 DN(S) =0.

In this sense, the discrepancy and the star discrepancy can be viewed as quantifi-
cations of the definition of a uniformly distributed sequence in J 8 given in (2.3).

For integration domains that are more general than Í°, we need various other
types of discrepanties. The following notion is the appropriate one for general
convex integration domains (compare with Theorem 2.14).

DEFINITION 2 .8. The isotropic discrepancy JN(P) = JN(xl,... ,xN) of the
point set Pis defined by JN (P) = DN (C; P), where C is the family of all convex
subsets of P.

We always have DN(P) < JN(P) < 48DN(P) 1/8 , where the first inequality is
trivial, and the second one follows from a result of Niederreiter and Wills [278].
By combining this with a criterion mentioned above, we see that a sequence S
is uniformly distributed in J1 if and only if limN.w JN(S) = 0, where JN(S) is
the isotropic discrepancy of the first N terms of S.

There is_a classification of all Jordan-measurable subsets of Í (i.e., of all
subsets of J8 for which the characteristic function is Riemann integrable) in
terms of the complexity of their boundary. For B C Í" and e > 0, define

Be _{xEP:d(x,y)<e forsome yEB},

B_,={xEP d(x,y)ke forall yE18 NB},

where d is the standard Euclidean metric in W. Let b = b(e) be a positive
nondecreasing function defined for all > 0 and satisfying lim„- 0+ b(€) = 0.
Then we let Mb be the family of all Lebesgue-measurable B C J 8 for which

A.(B, ^ B) < b(E) and ) 8 (B B_ E ) < b(e) for all e > 0.

Every B E Mb is actually Jordan measurable, and, conversely, every Jordan-
measurable subset of i' belongs to Mb for a suitable function b (see Nieder-
reiter [219, pp. 168-169]).

For a family Mb, we now consider the discrepancy DN(Mb; P) defined ac-
cording to (2.4). Niederreiter and Wils [278] have given a bound for this dis-
crepancy in terms of DN(P). If the function b satisfies b(e) > e for all e > 0,
then the bound can be simplified to yield

DN(Mb; P) < 4b(2CDN(P) 1/').

In many cases of interest, the function b will have the form b(e) = Ce for lome
constant C > 0, and then the bound in [278] reduces to

DN(Mb; P) S (4C f + 2C + 1) DN(P)11'
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Since every convex subset of 1" belongs to MN with bo being the function
b0(e) = 2s€, we have

JN(P) ^ DN(Mb; P)

whenever the function b satisfies b(e) > 2se for all e > 0. If the sequence S is uni-
formly distributed in P, then, for any function b, we have limN_.., > DN(Mb; S) =
0, where DN(Mb; S) is the appropriate discrepancy of the first N terms of S.
Under suitable conditions on the function b, e.g., if b(e) >_ 2se for all e > 0, we
also have the converse result; namely, limN. DN(M b ; S) = 0 implies that S is
uniformly distributed in P.

2.2. Error bounds.

We discuss the most important error bounds for the quasi-Monte Carlo approx-
imation (2.1) and analogous bounds for more general integration domains. A11
these bounds involve a suitable notion of discrepancy. We start with the one-
dimensional case in which the proofs are quite easy. A classical result is the
following inequality of Koksma [155].

THEOREM 2 .9. 1f f has bounded variation V (f) on [ 0,1 ], then, for any
x1,... , xN E [0,11, we have

N^f(xn) — J 1
f(u)duI < V(f)D1V(x1,...,XN).

n=1	 0

Proof. We can assume that x l < x2 < ... < XN. Put xo = 0 and xN+l =1.
Using summation by parts and integration by parts, we obtain

N	 1	 N	 1

f(x)_ j   ƒ(U) du = —	 n (f (xn+1) — f (xn)) + j u df (u)
n=1

(N̂ rxn+l=
	— 

n
u N df (u).

n=0 Xn

Forfixedn with 0<n<N,wehave

n
4L — N I < D* (xl, ... , XN)	 for x,,, < u G xn+1

by Theorem 2.6, and the desired inequality follows immediately. 13
In Theorem 2.12, below, we will prove a result that implies that Koksma's

inequality is, in general, the best possible, even for C°° functions. We recall
that, for a continuous function f on [0, 1 ], its modulus of continuity is defined
by

w(f;t) = sup lf(u) — f(v)	 for t>0.
u,uE [ 0,1
Iu-vI <t

The following error bound for continuous integrands was established by Nieder-
reiter [218].
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THEOREM 2 .10. If f is continuons on [ 0,1 ], then, for any xl, ... , xN E
[0,1 ], we have

N

E f (xn) — J 1 ƒ(u) dul w (f; DÍ r (x1, ... , IN)) .

n=1 

Proof. We can again assume that x1 < x2 < • . • < xN. By the mean-value
theorem for integrale, we have

f 1

	

f(u) du =	 ƒ«,n _ l f(u)du= N	 f(tn)
0 	n=1 	 1^/N	 n=1

with (n - 1)/N < tn < n/N. Therefore

f(xn) — f l f(u)du = 1 E(f(xn) — f(tn))•
n=1	 n=1

Now f xn - tn 1 < DN (x 1 , ... ,IN) for 1 < n < N by Theorem 2.6, and the result
follows. ❑

To extend Koksma's inequality to the multidimensional case, an appropriate
concept of total variation for functions of several variables is needed. For a
function f on Í" and a subinterval J of P, let 0(f; J) be an alternating sum of
the values of f at the vertices of J (Le., function values at adjacent vertices have
opposite signs). The variation off on Í" in the sense of Vitali is defined by

V(f) = sup E IA(f; J)i,
9 JE1

where the supremum is extended over all partitions P of Í' into subintervals.
The more convenient formula
	1 	 08f

(2.5)	 V(')(f) _	 ..dul ...du.
0

	ƒ ' j 8u1 ... 0u8

holds whenever the indicated partial derivative is continuous on Í°. For 1 < k <_ s
and 1 <_ il < i2 < • • • < ik < s, let VQC)(f; il, ... ,ik) be the variation in the
sense of Vitali of the restriction of f to the k-dimensional face {(u,... , u,) E
Í8 :uj=1 for j34i1,...,ik}. Then

e

	V(f) = t	 r	 V(k)(f;i1,... ,ik)
k=11<il<i2<•..<ik<8

is called the variation off on Í' in the sense of Hardy and Krause, and f is of
bounded variation in this sense if V(f) is finite. With this notion of variation, we
have the following inequality of Hlawka [134], which is often called the Koksma-
Hlawka inequality. We again put .P = 10,1)8.
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THEOREM 2 .11. If f has bounded varéation V(f) on P in the lense of Hardy
and Krause, then, for any x1,... , xN E I', we have

1 N 	f
^ f (x) — 

( 

f (u) dul < V (J
t
) DN(xl, ... , XN).

N n=1 Jr

THEOREM 2 .12. For any x1,... , xN E I' and any e > 0, there exists a
function f E C'(!&) with V(f) = 1 and

1 N
	jE f (xn) —   	 f(u) du>  D* (Xi, ... , XN) — E.

N n=1

Proof. By the definition of D(P) = DN(xl,... ,XN), there exists an inter-
val J=f 1 [0,vi) with 0<vi<1 for 1<i<sand

1 A(J;P)
  — a,(J)I > D(P) — 2.

Furthermore, there exists an interval K = Ij{=1 [ 0, ti j with 0 < t i < vi and
vi — ti < e/(2s) for 1 < i < s such that J K does not contain any point
x,. For any Biven 0 < t <v < 1, we can construct a nonincreasing function
ft,,, E C- ([0,1]) with ft,(u) = 1 for 0 < u < t and ft,(u) = 0 for v < u < 1.
Then

f(u) = ƒ(ui,... ,ua ) _ J ft m(ui)
i=1

is a function in C'(!#) with 0 < f (u) < 1 for all u E Í', /(u) = 1 for u E K,
and f (u) = 0 for u 0 J. From (2.5) we obtain V(')(ƒ) = 1. Since /(u) =
0 whenever one of the coordinates of u is 1, we have V (k) (f ; i r ,... ,ik) = 0
whenever 1 < k < s. Altogether, we obtain V(f) = 1. It is clear that

N F, f (xn) = A(N P)
n=1

and that
A.(K) < li

s

 f(u)du  < )A,(J).

Since > 1 (J) — .1,(K) < F, 1 (vi — ti) < e/2, it follows that

N

f (xn) — / f (u) du> I A( ; P) — a, (J) I — > DN(P) — E.	 O
n=1

There is also a multidimensional version of Theorem 2.10. For a continuous
function f on Í', we define its modulus of continuity by

(2.6)	 w(f ; t) = sup f (u) — f (v)	 for t > 0,
u,vE!'

IIu-vII<t

where IIuiI = max1 < i .< 3 lui t for u = (ui ,... ,u8 ) E R. The following bound is
due to Proinov [288].
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THEOREM 2.13. Iff is continuous on t-, then, for any Xl>'" ,XN E Ie, we
have

I~ i: f(xn ) -fr. f(u) dul ~ 4w(fj Div(Xl> ... ,XN )l/e).
n=l I

The error bounds given already in this section all lead to the same conclusion,
namely, that point sets with small star discrepancy guarantee small errors in
quasi-Monte Carlo integration over t-. Constructions of such point sets will be
discussed in detail in the following chapters.

We now consider more general bounded integration domains. By applying,
if necessary, a translation and a contraction, we can assume that such an inte
gration domain B is contained in Ie. We have already seen in (1.10) what the
quasi-Monte Carlo approximation looks like in this case. For convex integration
domains, the following error bound in terms of the isotropic discrepancy was
proved by Zaremba [364].

THEOREM 2.14. If B <; Ie is convex and f has bounded variation V(f) on
Ie in the sense of Hardy and Krause, then, for any point set P consisting of
Xl, •.• ,XN E P, we have

I~ t. f(xn ) - Lf(u) dul s (V(f) + If(I, ... ,I)1)JN(P),

xnEB

The most general situation that we consider is where B belongs to a family
Mb of Jordan-measurable sets introduced in §2.1. The following theorem is an
improvement by de Clerck [54J on a result of Niederreiter [219].

THEOREM 2.15. If BE Mb and f has bounded variation V(f) on Ie in the
sense of Hardy and Krause, then, for any point set P consistingof Xl, •.. ,XN E
I", we have

I~ t. f(xn ) - Lf(u) dul s (V(f) + If(I, . . . ,I)1)DN(Mbj P).

XnEB

The term If(I, ... ,1)1 is needed in the inequalities in Theorems 2.14and 2.15
because without this term the bounds would fail to hold even for constant func
tions f.

Notes.

The notion of discrepancy was first studied in its own right by Bergstrom [24],
but the applications to numerical analysis became apparent only after the later
work of Koksma [155]. The use of the isotropic discrepancy was suggested
by Hlawka [136]. The discrepancies DN(Mb; P) were introduced by Nieder
reiter [219]. If, instead of the maximum deviation between the empirical dis
tribution and the uniform distribution, we consider the mean-square deviation,
then the £2 discrepancy is obtained, and, more generally, an £P discrepancy
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may be defined for 1 < p < oo. Discrepancies for point sets with nonequal
weights and for nonuniform distributions have also been studied. See Nieder-
reiter [225] for a survey of various notions of discrepancy and Niederreiter and
Tichy [274], Niederreiter, Tichy, and Turnwald [277], Proinov [283], [285], [289],
and Tichy [348] for more recent literature.

Apart from various types of discrepancy, there are other quantities measuring
the irregularity of distribution of point sets, for instante, the nonuniformity due
to Sobol' [322] (see also Niederreiter [225, §2]) and the diaphony introduced by
Zinterhof [369] (see also Zinterhof and Stegbuchner [371]).

Multidimensional analogues of Theorema 2.6 and 2.7 are not easy to obtain.
Partial results are given in Niederreiter [217] and de Clerck [55], [56]. For two-
dimensional point sets with no repeated coordinates, de Clerck [56] established
an explicit formula for the star discrepancy. The problem of calculating the
isotropic discrepancy was considered by Niederreiter [217] and Zaremba [367].
An example of Zaremba [362] shows that the exponent 1/s in the inequality
JN(P) < 4sDN(P) 1/' is the best possible.

A proof of Theorem 2.11 different from that of Hlawka [134] can be found
in Kuipers and Niederreiter [163, Chap. 2]. Theorem 2.12 is due to Nieder-
reiter [234]. Versions of Theorem 2.13 with 4 replaced by larger constants were
proved by Hiawka [137] and Shi [310], [311]; according to Proinov [288], the
constant 4 cannot, in general, be replaced by a constant < 1. The paper of
Hlawka [137] also contains an error bound for arbitrary Riemann-integrable func-
tions; for the case where s = 1, see also Proinov [284]. A survey of further error
bounds can be found in Niederreiter [225, §2]. A number of more recent papers
have dealt with error bounds for integration rules with general weights in terme
of an appropriate discrepancy; see Niederreiter and Tichy [274], Proinov [283],
[284], [286], [287], [288], [289], and Totkov [353]. A variant of Koksma's inequality
was shown by Horbowicz [142]. Integration rules involving values of derivatives
of the integrand have also been considered, and error bounds in terms of suit-
able discrepancies were established; see Proinov [286], [287], [289], Proinov and
Kirov [290], and Stegbuchner [334].

Since it is often difficult to obtain the exact value of the variation V(f),
a discretization scheme for the approximate calculation of V(f) described in
Niederreiter [237] can be useful in practice. Upper bounds for V(f) are presented
in Blümlinger and Tichy [29], Hua and Wang [145, Chap. 5], and Tichy [349].

The notion of discrepancy. plays a tentral role in the theory of quasi-
Monte Carlo methods and is also important for the theoretical analysis of pseudo-
random numbers, as will become apparent in later chapters. Various types of dis-
crepancy have also found useful applications in a wide range of other areas, such
as the combinatorial theory of irregularities of partitions (Beck [18], Sós [332]),
geometry (Laczkovich [164], Linhart [194]), statistica (Gyires [120], [121]), ap-
proximation theory (Proinov [286], [287]), stochastic algorithms (Lapeyre, Pagès,
and Sab [170]), and cryptology (Niederreiter and Schnorr [270]).



CHAPTER 3

Low-Discrepancy Point Sets and

Sequences

The error analysis for quasi-Monte Carlo integration in §2.2 has demonstrated
that small errors are guaranteed if point sets with small star or extreme discrep-
ancy are used. This is true not only for the normalized integration domain Í",
but also for integration domains contained in Í°, since the discrepanties occur-
ring in the inequalities in Theorems 2.14 and 2.15 can be bounded in terms of
the extreme discrepancy by results in §2.1. A point set P consisting of N ele-
ments of Í" is informally called a low-discrepancy point set if D ,  or DN (P)
is small. In the computational practice of quasi-Monte Carlo integration, it is
often convenient to be able to change the value of N without losing the previ-
ously calculated function values. For this purpose, it is recommended to work
with a sequence of nodes and then to take its first N terms whenever a value of
N has been selected. In this way, N can be increased while all data from the
earlier computation can still be used. The desirable notion in this connection is
that of a low-discrepancy sequence, which is informally defined as a sequence S
of elements of i" for which D^,(S) or DN(S) is small for all N > 1.

In this chapter, we initiate the study of low-discrepancy point sets and se-
quences (some authors speak of quasirandom points and quasirnndom sequences,
respectively). Further information on this topic can also be found in later chap-
ters. In §3.1 we review some classical constructions of low-discrepancy point sets
and sequences. Several general principles for obtaining upper and lower bounds
for the discrepancy are presented in §3.2.

3.1. Classical constructions.

In the one-dimensional case, it is easy to determine the minimum of the star
discrepancy D* (xl, ... , XN) and of the discrepancy DN(xl, ... , XN) if N is
fixed. In fact, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that we always have

„ /	 1

and equality holds if xn = (2n — 1)/(2N) for 1 _< n < N. The quasi-Monte Carlo
approximation

10 f(u)du^NEf 
2n

10 	n=1
23
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with these nodes is a classical integration rule, namely, the N-panel midpoint
rule for the interval [0,1 ]. Similarly, Theorem 2.7 shows that we always have

DN(x1, ... , XN) ? N

and that equality holde if x, = (2n — 1)/(2N) for 1 < n < N.
While DN(P) = O(N 1 ) is possible for N-element point sets P from [0,1],

there is no sequence S of elements of [0,1] for which DN(S) = O(N 1 ) for all
N >_ 1. On the contrary, we have the phenomenon of irregularities of distribu-
tion, according to which the discrepancy DN(S) is infinitely often of a larger
order of magnitude. Concretely, we have a result of Schmidt [303], which says
that there exists an absolute constant c> 0 such that, for any sequence S of
elements of [ 0,1 ], we have

DN(S) > cN-1 logN for infinitely many N.

Currently, the best value of c is c = 0.12 (see Béjian [22]). In view of Proposi-
tion 2.4, we obtain that, for any sequence S of elements of [ 0,11, we have

D .,(S) >_ (0.06)N— ' log N for infinitely many N.

Thus, for low-discrepancy sequences in the one-dimensional case, we cannot
expect anything better than D* (S) = 0(N-1 logN) for all N > 2. This or-
der of magnitude can indeed be achieved by several constructions. Although
quasi-Monte Carlo methods are not so important in the one-dimensional case
(classical integration rules are to be preferred for dimension s = 1), we discuss
two constructions of one-dimensional low-discrepancy sequences, since these con-
structions form the basis for the extension to the multidimensional case.

For an integer b > 2, we put Zb = {0, 1,... , b-1}; i.e., Zb is the least residue
system mod b. Every integer n >— 0 has a unique digit expansion

00

(3.1)	 n=Eaa(n)d
j=o

in base b, where aa (n) E Zb for all j > 0 and aj (n) = 0 for all sufficiently large
j; i.e., the sum in (3.1) is actually finite.

DEFtNIT^ON 3.1. For an integer b > 2, the radical-inverse function ob in base
b is defined by

00

gb(n) = Eaf(n)b'j -1 for all integers n > 0,
3=o

where n is given by its digit expansion (3.1) in base b.

Thus bb(n) is obtained from n by a symmetric reflection of the expansion (3.1)
in the "decimal point." Note that 4b(n) E I := [0,1) for all n > 0. In the
construction of many low-discrepancy sequences, we find it convenient to index
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the terras by n = 0,1, .... In particular, in our constructions of one-dimensional
low-discrepancy sequences S, we denote the terme by xo, xi..... Accordingly,
we then write

DN,(S) = DN(xo, x1, ... , xN-1)

for the discrepancy of the first N terme of S, and similarly for the star discrep-
ancy.

DEFINITION 3 .2. For an integer b > 2, the van der Corput sequence in base
b is the sequence xo, xj, ... with x„ = Ib(n) for all n > 0.

If Sb is the van der Corput sequence in base b, then DN(S,) = O(N-1 log N)
for all N > 2 with an implied constant depending only on b. This follows from
a more general result shown in Theorem 3.6 below. Faure [94] established the
following more precise asymptotic result:

	ND' S	 NDN(Sb) 	4(b + 1) log b
for even b,

N( 6) __
	N oo log N	 Nil oo	

__
log N	 b -1

4 log b	
for odd b.1

Consequently, S3 is asymptotically the best van der Corput sequence. The case
where b =2 is of historical interest, since S2 is the sequence that was originally
introduced by van der Corput [356]. In this case, Béjian and Faure [23] proved
that

ND^,(S2) = NDN(S2) 5 l0 8 +1 for all N > 1
g

and

lira (ND,(S2) - 
log N _ 4 + log3

N- oo	 log 8	 9 log 8

Further improvements in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the discrepancy
are obtained by considering a generalized van der Corput sequence in base b,
which is defined by

00

xn = Eo (af(n)) b-i -1 for all n > 0,
j=o

where n is given by (3.1) and o is a permutation of Zb. This sequence can allo
be generated recursively by

xo = b (Ol, xb„+,. = b (xn + o(r)) for n k 0 and 0 < r < b - 1.

Currently, the best choice of parameters is that found by Faure [100], who used
b = 36 and a specific permutation o of Zm and showed that the resulting gener-
alized van der Corput sequence S satisfies

NDN(S) = 23 _
N-oo logN	 351og 6 - 0.366... .
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At this time, this is the sequence that yields the smallest value of the limit
superior on the left-hand side for any known sequence of elements of 10, 1 ]. For
the star discrepancy, the current "record holder" is a generalized van der Corput
sequence S in base 12 constructed by Faure [94], which satisfies

hm 
NDN(S')

 =
1919

 = 0.223....
N- oo log N	 3454log 12

Another class of one-dimensional low-discrepancy sequences is obtained by
considering the multiplee of suitable irrational numbers modulo 1. For u E R let
{u} = u — lu] be the fractional part of u. Note that {u} E 1 always. For an
irrational number z, let S(z) be the sequence xo, xl, ... with

xn ={nz} for all n > 0.

Let

z = [ao; al, a2, ...1

be the continued fraction expansion of z, with partial quotients ao, al,... E Z
and ai > 1 for i > 1 (compare with Appendix B for a background on continued
fractions). The denominators of the convergents to z are denoted by qo, qi, ... .

THEOREM 3.3. Let z be irrational and N > 1. Then N can be represented
in the foren

1(N)

N = cigi,

where 1(N) is the unique nonnegative integer with ql(N) < N < qt(N)+1 and
where the ci are integers with 0 < c; < for 0 < i < 1(N). Furthermore, we
have

1(N) 1(N)+1

DN(S(z)) < N E (G + 1) <_ N ai.
=o i= 1

ca #o

Proof. Since 1 = qo < ql < q2 < • • • , the existence and uniqueness of 1(N) is
guaranteed. Now we can write N = ci ( N)gz ( N) + r with integers C1 (N) > 1 and
05 r < ql(N). If we had CI(N) > at(N) +1, then

N k CI(N)q!(N) k a!(N)+lq!(N) + ql(N) k q!(N) +1,

a contradiction. Thus ci(N) < al(N)+1. If r > 0, then we apply this procedure
to r instead of N, and, continuing in this manner, we arrive at the desired
representation for N.

Given this representation, we decompose the point set SN(z) consisting of
the first N terms of S(z) into blocks of consecutive terms, namely, ci blocks of
length q; for 0 < i < 1(N). Consider such a block of length qi for fixed i; it is a
point set Pi consisting of the fractional parts {nz}, n = ni, ni + 1,... , ni +q; —1,
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for lome integer ni > 0. Let pi/q; be the ith convergent to z. Then, from the
theory of continued fractions,

z=p`+ 	 with 15d<1.
qi	 qiq++l

Thus, if n = ni + j, j E Zq„ as above, then we obtain

{nz} _ ^p^ + ntiz + Aa'

	qi 	 giqi+l 1.
Since gcd(pi, q;) = 1, the fractional parts { jpi/q; + n1z}, j E Zq„ form a point
set Q{ of q; equidistant points in I with distance 1/qi, and these points have
discrepancy 1/q; by Theorem 2.7. Because

ja' I < 1 for j E Zq„
q+qi+i	 qi+i

the point set Pi is obtained by displacing modulo 1 the elements of Qi in one
direction (which depends only on the sign of 5) by distances < 1/qi+l. Therefore

DQ((Pi) < 1 + 1
q{	 qi+i

From the triangle inequality for discrepancies (see [163, p. 115]) and the way in
which we decomposed SN(z), it follows that

1(N) /	\	 1(N) /	1(N)

NDN(S(z)) < E c; I 1 + 9' I <	 I cz i a:+i 4t 1 <	 (Cj + 1),
\	 9t+^ II	 i_o \	 qi+l J — i-0

c, #o	 c,o

which is the first bound for DN(S(z)) in the theorem. The second bound is
deduced from two properties of the coefficients c t obtained by the algorithm at
the beginning of the proof, namely, that co < ql = a l and that c; = a l implies
ci_1 = 0. To prove the second property, we note that, if q= < N < qi+l and
ci = ai+i, then N - cigi = N - ai+lq{ < qi+l - ai+ lq{ = qi-1• ❑

COROLLARY 3 .4. If the irrational z is such that E;_ 1 ai = 0(m), then
DN(S(z)) = 0(N-1 log N) for all N >_ 2.

Proof. Theorem 3.3 and the hypothesis imply DN(S(z)) = 0(N -1 (1(N) +

1)). Induction shows that q; > ai- ' for all i > 0, where a = (1 + f)/2. Thus
N > ql(N) > aI(N)-1, and the desired bound follows. ❑

Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 show that S(z) is a low-discrepancy sequence
if the partial quotients ai, i > 1, in the continued fraction expansion of z are
small. The following is a particularly interesting special case.

COROLLARY 3 .5. If the irrational z is such that there exists a positive integer
K with ai < K for all i > 1, then

DN(S(z)) < G(K)N -1 log(N + 1) for all N > 1,

where G(K) = 2/ log 2 for K = 1, 2, 3 and G(K) = (K + 1)/ log(K + 1) for
K>4.
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Proof. In view of Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that

1(N)

(3.2)	 s(N) :=	 (ci + 1) < G(K) log(N + 1) for all N > 1.
i-o
c,#o

Here s(N) is well defined if we use the coefficients ci produced by the algorithm
at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3. We establish (3.2) by induction
on the value of 1(N). If qo <q, then the least possible value of 1(N) is zero,
and a corresponding N satisfies 1 < N <q1 <- K. If qo = ql =1, then the least
possible value of 1(N) is 1, and a corresponding N satisfies 1 < N < qa -1 < K.
Since s(N) = N + 1 for these N, it suffices to show, for the first step in the
induction, that

(3.3)	 N + 1 < G(K) log(N + 1) for 1 < N < K.

This follows readily from the definition of G(K), however. Now consider an
arbitrary 1 with qi > 1 and a corresponding N with 1(N) = 1, hence with
qi < N < ql+l. We write N = c qi+r with 0 <- r < q,. Then s(N) = ci+l+s(r),
and the induction hypothesis yields

s(N) < cl + 1 + G(K) log(r + 1),

which also holds for r = 0. Now N+1  = ccgz + r + 1 > (c^ + 1)(r + 1) and
1 < ci < al+l < K. Thus, by (3.3),

s(N) < G(K) log(ci + 1) + G(K) log(r + 1) < G(K) log(N + 1),

and (3.2) is shown. O
The sequences S(z) have an obvious analogue in the multidimensional case

s > 2. We first define the ƒmctional part of u = (ui , ... , u,) E R' by

{u} = ({Ui},... ,{u9 }) E I' = [0,1)'.

Now let z = (z1,... ,z,) E R' be such that 1, z1,... ,Z, are linearly independent
over the rationals, and let S(z) be the sequence xo, xl, ... with

xn = {nz} for all n > 0.

Then, by a classical result [163, p. 48], the sequence S(z) is uniformly dis-
tributed in P.• For the discrepancy of S(z), there is a probabilistic result
of Schmidt [302] to the effect that, for every e > 0, we have DN(S(z)) =
O(N-1 (1 + logN)'+ 1+`) for A,-almost all z E R'. For 8 > 2, no individual
z E R' with DN(S(z)) = O(N-1 (1 +logN)'+ 1) is known. If the coordinates
of z E R' are algebraic numbers satisfying the linear independente condition
stated above, then DN(S(z)) = O(N -1+') for every e > 0 by a result of Nieder-
reiter [218]. Point sets that can be viewed as discrete versions of the sequences
S(z) will be discussed in §5.1.
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A more satisfactory way of producing low-discrepancy sequences in any di-
mension is obtained by extending the notion of a van der Corput sequence in-
troduced in Definition 3.2. This leads to the family of Halton sequences. For a
given dimension s > 1, let b1,... , b 8 be integers >_ 2. Then, using the radical-
inverse functions Ob in Definition 3.1, we define the Halton sequence in the bases
b1 ,... ,b8 as the sequence xo , xl , ... with

xn = (Ob, (n), ... , Ob. (n)) E 1'	 for all n > 0.

For s = 1 this definition reduces to that of a van der Corput sequence.

THEOREM 3 .6. 1f S is the Halton sequence in the pairwise relatively prime
bases b1,... ,b8 , then

D,(S)<+
N^ 210 bt

logN+ bi 2 1 	for all N > 1.
i=1	 g

Proof. Fix N > 1 and write D(J) = A(J; SN) — NA,(J) for an interval
J C 18 , where SN is the point set consisting of the first N terms of the Halton
sequence. For 1 < i < s and an integer e > 0, let Ei(e) be the family of all
intervals [ 0, ab, e) with a E Z, 0 < a <_ b, and let .fit (e) be the family of all
intervals [ cb; , (c + 1)b ) with c, f E Z satisfying 0 < f < e and 0 < c < b(.
For integers er,... ,e 9 > 0, let E(el, ... ,e8 ) be the family of all intervals E
rjt=1 Ei with Ei E E(ei) U.(e^) for 1 < i < s. We claim that

(3.4)

D(E)I < IT 2 (bi — 1)ei + 1
	

for all E=HEi EE(el,... ,e,),

Et^FF(ei)

where an empty product is meant to be 1. We prove (3.4) by induction on the
number k of indices i for which Ei §É .^i(e^).

First, let k = 0, i.e., E = Ij{_1 [c;b; f', (ct + 1)bi 1') with ct , fi E Z, 0 < f; <
ei, 0 < ci < b; ` for 1 < i < s. Note that

xn = (Ob, (n),... ,Ob.(n)) E E

if and only if, for 1 < i < s, the first fi digits (in base bi) of ob,(n) after the
"decimal point" have certain prescribed values. Equivalently, for 1 < i _< s, the
fi least significant digits of n in base bi must have certain prescribed values, or
in other words, n must lie in a prescribed residue class mod b(. Since b1,... , b,
are pairwise relatively prime, it follows from the Chinese remainder theorem
that the last condition is equivalent to n lying in a prescribed residue class
mod m = bl l • • • b. Consequently, among any m consecutive terms of S, exactly
one of them lies in E. This implies that D(E)I < 1.

Now suppose that for lome k > 1 the claim bas been established for k — 1,
and consider E = Wi_ 1 Es E £(el, ... , e,), where we assume without loss of
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generality that Ei .Fi(ei) for 1 < i < k and Ei E .Fi(ei) for k + 1 < i < s.
Then El = [ 0, abi ') for lome a E Z, 0 <a < b 1 . Let

el

abi '
^=1

be the digit expansion in base b1. Then El can be written as the disjoint union
of di intervals in .Fi(el) of length bi 1 , of d2 intervals in Fi(el) of length bi 2 ,

and so on. Thus
d

E1=UF,.
r=1

with pairwise disjoint Fr E .Fi(el) for 1 < r < d :_ ^^1  dd, and so E is the

disjoint union
d

E=U(Fr xE2x••.xE,).
r=1

It follows that

(3.5) ID(E)I <>ID(Fr xE2x.•.xE3 )I <dfl 2(bi-1)ei+ 1
r=1	 i=2

where in the second inequality we applied the induction hypothesis. With G =
[ abi `' ,1), we have El = [ 0,1) G; thus

I D(E)I < ID([0,1) x E2 x • x Es )I + I D(G x E2 x • • • x Es )I

k

< 	 2(bi-1)ei+1 +ID(GxE2x•••xE,)I.
i=2

Now G can be written as the disjoint union of (b1 — 1)el — d + 1 intervals in
.F1 (el ); hence

k

D(E)I < ((bi — 1)el — d + 2) [J('(bi — 1)ei + i).
i=2

Adding this inequality to (3.5) and dividing by 2, we get (3.4) for the value k.
Now let J = fl .. 1 [ 0, u) C I' be arbitrary. For 1 < i < s, let ei be the

least integer with bi" > N and let ai be the least integer with ab i " > ui. Put

E = flti=1 [ 0, aibi "). Since the ith coordinates of all points of SN are rationals

with denominator b, we have A(J; SN) = A(E; SN). Furthermore, we have

EEE(el,...,e.),andso

I D(J)l ^ N (aa(E) —)1e(J)) + I D(E)I
a

<N^bz"+ID(E)I <s+ID(E)I
i=1

:58+^ 2(bi-1)ei+l
i.l
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by (3.4). To finish the proof, note that ei < 1 + (log N)/(log bti) for 1 <_
i _<8. 	 ❑

For a dimension s >_ 2 and for integers N >_ 1 and b1,... , b a _1 > 2, the
N-element Hammersley point set in the bases b1,... , ba _1 is given by

n
	xn = N , Ob, (n), ...  Ob,_, (n) E I'	 for n= 0,1, ... ,N-l.

A bound for the star discrepancy of this point set is obtained from the following
general principle.

LEMMA 3.7. For s >_ 2, let S be an arbitrary sequence of points x0, x1, .. .
in I°-1 . For N > 1, let P be the point set consisting of (n/N, xn) E I° for
n=0,1,... ,N-1. Then

NDN(P) < max MDM(S) +1.
1<M<N

Proof. For an arbitrary J = f ;_ 1 [ 0, u^) C P, we have (n/N, xn) E J if
and only if xn E J' := lli=2 [0,ui) and n < Nul. If M is the largest integer
<Nul + 1, then A(J; P) = A(J'; SM), where SM is the point set consisting of
the first M terms of S. Therefore

A(J; P) - N\ 8 (J) 	 I A(J'; SM) - Ma,-1(J')I + I M
)e-1(J') - N), (J)I

< MDM(S) + (M) 9_1(J') - NA.(J)J .

Now Nul <M < Nul + l; thus

8	 8

0 < Ma a_1(J') - Na, (J) < (Nul + 1) ll u; - N JJ u < 1,
i=2	 i-1

and the desired result follows. ❑

THEOREM 3.8. If P is the N-element Hammersley point set in the pairwise
relatively prime bases b1 ,... ,b8_1, then

8_l f bl
DN(P)<+ N1 1 210 b•logN+

b2 1
	t  B s

	)

Proof. For the proof, use Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.7. ❑

It follows from Theorem 3.6 that, if S is the Halton sequence in the pairwise
relatively prime bases b1,... , b„ then

DN(S) < A(bl,... ,b3 )N-l (logN)s +O(N -1 (IogN)a -1 )	 for all N > 2,

where the coefficient of the leading term is given by

bi -1
A(bl , ... , b.) = ^ 2log bi
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The minimum value of this coefficient is obtained by letting b1,... , b, be the
first s primes pl = 2 ,P2  = 3,... ,p8 . In this case,

(3.6) D(S) < A,N- '(logN)" +O(N- 1 (logN)s -1) for all N > 2,

where A. = A(pi,... , pa ). In a similar vein, to minimize the bound in Theo-
rem 3.8, we choose b1,... , b,- 1 to be the first s - 1 primes Pi,... , ps- 1 , and
then we obtain

(3.7)	 D(P) < A3-1N- '(log N)°- ' +O(N-l (logN) 8_2 )

for the corresponding N-element Hammersley point set P with N > 2. The dis-
crepancy bounds for Hammersley point sets and Halton sequences serve as bench-
marks for further constructions of low-discrepancy point sets and sequences. In
fact, it has become customary to speak of low-discrepancy point sets and se-
quences only in the case where their (star) discrepancy is 0 (N- 1 (log N)') in
dimension s, with N > 2 being the number of points considered.

We emphasize that, in view of Theorem 2.11 and the discrepancy bounds
above, the use of Hammersley point sets and Halton sequences in quasi-Monte
Carlo integration leads to a dramatic improvement on the Monte Carlo error
bound O(N -1/2 ), at least as far as the order of magnitude is concerned. Con-
cretely, if the integrand is of bounded variation on 1' in the sense of Hardy
and Krause, then the quasi-Monte Carlo error bound is O(N-1 (1ogN)"- ') for
an N-element Hammersley point set in pairwise relatively prime bases, and
0 (N (log N)') for the first N terms of a Halton sequence in pairwise rel-
atively prime bases, where N > 2. Further advances in the construction of
low-discrepancy point sets and sequences (see Chapter 4) yield corresponding
improvements in quasi-Monte Carlo methods for numerical integration.

It is widely believed that, in the s-dimensional case, the star discrepancy of
any N-element point set P satisfies

(3.8)	 D* (P) > B8N-l (logN)°- 1 ,

where the constant B3 > 0 depends only on s. This would mean that the star
discrepancy of an N-element Hammersley point set in pairwise relatively prime
bases attains the least possible order of magnitude. As mentioned previously
in this section, (3.8) is obvious in the case where s = 1. For s = 2, (3.8) was
established by Schmidt [303], but (3.8) is still open for s > 3. The best general
result in this direction is due to Roth [296], who showed that, for any N-element
point set P in dimension s, we have

DT,(P) > B5N -1 (log N) 1'- 1 )/2 .

For s = 3, a slight improvement was recently obtained by Beck [19], namely, that

D.1 (P) > B3N-l (logN)(loglogN)` for N > 3,

where c> 0 is an absolute constant.
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If (3.8) holde, then, with the help of Lemma 3.7, we would easily obtain that
any s-dimensional sequence S satisfies

(3.9)	 DN(S) > B,N — ' (log N) 	 for infinitely many N,

where the constant B', > 0 depends only on s. This would meen that the
star discrepancy of a Halton sequence in pairwise relatively prime bases attains
the least possible order of magnitude. By a result of Schmidt [303], mentioned
previously in this section, (3.9) holde for s = 1, but this is the only case in
which (3.9) is known. The results of Roth [296] and Beck [19], stated above,
have analogues for sequences. For arbitrary s and any s-dimensional sequence
S, we have

D(S) > BN_ l (1ogN)'/2 for infinitely many N,

while any two-dimensional sequence S satisfies

DN (S) >— BáN — ' (log N) (log log N)` for infinitely many N,

where d > 0 is an absolute constant. These results on irregularities of distribu-
tion are quite difficult to prove. Expository accounts of this topic are given in
the books of Beck and Chen [201 and Kuipers and Niederreiter [1631.

3.2. General discrepancy bounds.

Because of the finite-precision arithmetic of computers, all point sets and se-
quences of practical interest consist only of points with rational coordinates. For
this case, there are several important principles for obtaining upper and lower
discrepancy bounds.

For an integer M > 2, let C(M) = (—M/2, M/2 J f1 Z and C' (M) = C(111)
{0}. Furthermore, let C,(M) be the Cartesian product of s copies of C(M) and
C; (M) = C1 (M) ^ {O}. Put

r(h, M) = ( M sin 1 for h E C' (M),
1	 for h = 0.

For h= (h1,... ,h) E C,(M), put

r(h, M) _ [J r(h; , M).

We write e(u) = e 2 	u for u E R and x - y for the standard inner product of
x,y E R'.

LEMMA 3 .9. Let t;, u; E [ 0,1) for 1 < i < s and let v E [ 0,1) be such that
fit{—ujf <vfor 1<i<s. Then

e	 s

Iut;-flu;l <1-(1-v).
i=1	 i=1
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Proof. We proceed by induction on s, with the case s = 1 being trivial. If
the inequality is shown for some s >_ 1 and we sssume without locs of generality
that t,+1 >_ u,+l, then

a+1	 8+1	 8	 s	 s

fl ti — 
'

Huil <(t3±1 — us+l) Ij ti + us+i I H ti — fl ui
i=1	 i=1	 i=1	 1=1	 i=1

< ts+1 — us+l + us+l (1 — (1 — v) s )

= ts+1 (1 — (1 — v) s) + (t8+1 — us+l ) (1 — v)s

	<1—(1—v)'+v(1—v)"=1—(1—v) 1 .	 11

THEOREM 3 .10. For an integer M >_ 2 and yo, ... , YN-1 E Z', let P be the
point set consisting of the fractional parts {M-lyo}, ... , {M-lyN_1}. Then

	) s +

	N-1
1	DN(P)<1— 1— M 	 r

(
h,M

) 
N ru e Mh•Yn •

hE^M)	 +►_O

Proof. For k = (k1,... ,k3 ) E Z", let A(k) be the number of n with 0 <
n < N — 1 and yn - k mod M, where a congruence between vectors is meant
componentwise. Then

	N-1 1
	 1

	A(k) _ E Ma	eM h (Yn —1c)

	

n=o	 hEC,(M)

since the inner sum has the value M' if yn - k mod M and the value zero

otherwise. Therefore

N-1

(3.10) A(k) — Ms = Ms	 e — M h. k	 e  h ' Yn
hEC;(m)	 n=0

Now let J = j1;=1 [ui,vi) be a subinterval of P.• For each i, 1 <_ i < s, we choose
the largest closed subinterval of [ ui, vi) of the form [ ai/M, bi /M] with integers
ai <_ bi, which we again denote by [ ai/M, bi/M ]. The case where for some i no
such subinterval of [ ui, vi ) exists can be easily dealt with, since we then have

A(J; P) = 0 and vi — ui <1/M; hence

S
A(J; P) —

(3.11) 	N 	^s(J) _ )a(J) < M <l— 1 —

In the remaining case, the integers a i , bi , 1 < i < s, are well defined, and we
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obtain, by (3.10),

A( J;
NP) — \8 (J) _	 AN)  Ma + Mg ^(bi — ai + 1) — ^,(J)

k	 s=1
a; <k; <b;

N-1

= Ms	 e(_h.k))( e(jh.Yn))
hEC•(M)	 k	 n=0

'	 at<k;<bi

81
+Ms ll(bi—a;+1)—A,(J).

s=1

Now

I b 	+ 1
.— (v; — ui)I <	 for 1 < i < s,

and so an application of Lemma 3.9 yields
8A (J ;

^(3.12) A (NP ) — a,(J)I < 1— 1— M

N-1

+ Ms	 I 	 e Mh k IIN F e`Mh yn I.
hEC,(M)	 k	 n=0

For fixed h = (h1,... , h,) E C, (M), we have

1	 1	
8̂7

e Mh.k = I	 e Mh-k ( = 11I^ e M hi k; I'
nf<k <6;k

	 i=1 k4=0
0<k; <b{ —a{

If hi = 0, then

b{ —a;

E e jh= k; =b= —ai +1 <M= r M'
kt —0

( t^	 )
whereas, for h; E C`(M), we have

bi—at 	1 	— e (h^(b^ — ai + 1)/M) — 1 — sin (irh= (bi — ai + 1)/M)
k= e ii	 I— I	 e(hi/M) — 1	 I— 1	 sin(irhi/M)

<	 1 	= M
— sin(irIhtiJ/M)	 r(ht, M)

Therefore

e 1 h-k <^ M — Mek	M	 I — t_ i r(h„ M) = r(h, M)

We use this in (3.12) and obtain a bound for the left-hand side, which is valid
for all J because of (3.11). 0
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COROLLARY 3 .11. Let P be as in Theorem 3.10 and suppose that the read
number B is such that

N-1

Ee	 h•y„ I <B forall hEC,(M).
n=0

Then

DN(P)<1— 1— 	a
+

N 	logM+1.72 s .

Proof. From (3.12) we obtain

S

NP) —,(J)I <1— 1—M + M,N 	 e
A(J;	

Mh•k (.
hEC; (M)	 k

a i <kt <6i

Rom the proof of Theorem 3.10, we obtain

E I >2 e ih.k I <
hEC; (M)	 k

ar <ki <bj

, b^—ai	 1

f)	 ehi^i 
hEC,(M) i=1 ki=0

a	 6{—a{

—11>2 ( >2e Mhki i=1 hEC(M) k{=0

<	 ( M-1 sin(7rh(bi — ai + 1)/M)
M +	 I	 sin(irh/M)	 )

h=1i=1 \ 

By an inequality of Cochrane [42], we have

M-1

	(3.13)	 EI ssi (h/M) 1 < - M log M + (0.41)M + 0.61
h=1

for any integer j, and this yields

`^ (NP) —J►.(J)1 <1—(1—M)s+ N (- logM+1.41+ M).

In view of (3.11), this holds for all J, so that the desired bound for DN(P)
follows. O

We now consider point sets for which all coordinates of all points have a finite
digit expansion in a fixed base b > 2. Let

	

(3.14)	 w„ _ (W ( ' ) , ... , w ) ) E P 	 for n = 0,1, ... ,N-1,

where, for an integer m > 1, we have

wni) _	 wn`^b-J for 0<n<N-1, 1<i<s,
j=1
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with wn{ f E Zb for 0 <n < N-1, 1 <i < s, 1 <j <m. For simplicity, we write
w;;f instead of w(ia, and a similar convention applies in the rest of this section.
For (hl, ... ,hm ) E Cm (b), define

(3.15) d(hl, ... ,hm
) = largest d witti hd # 0 if (hl , ... , hm) # 0,

0	 if (h l , ... , hm ) = 0.

For b = 2, put

(3.16)	 Qb(hl,... ,hm) = 2d(hl,.,h,,,)

For b> 2, put

(3.17)Q&(hl,... ,hm) = b-d (csc. fhdl +a(d,m)) if (hl,... ,hm ) 00,
1	 if(hl,...,hm)=0,

where d = d(hl, ... , hm ) and where o(d, m) = 1 for d < m and v(m, m) = 0.
Let C(b)'xm be the set of all s x m matrices with entries in C(b). For H =
(hij) E C(b)exm, we define

s(3.18)	 Wb(H) _ [J Qb(hi1, ... , him ).
i=1

THEOREM 3 .12. 1/ P is the point set (3.14), then

N-1	 s m
	DI(P)< 1—(1—b-m ) ° + EW,,(H)I N ^e	 hijwn^ I ,

HO	 n=0	 i=1 j=1

where the outer sum is over all nonzero matrices H = (hij) E C(b)"xm
Proof. Let J = n=1 [ 0, t) C I. Then

N-1
	(3.19)	 A(J; P) = E c(t i , wnl)) .. . c(te, w() ) ,

n=o

where c(t, •) is the characteristic function of the interval [ 0, t]. For 1 < i < s, let

00

ti = E tir b—r

r=1

be the digit expansion of ti in base b, where all tir E Zb, and, for each i, we have
ti,. <b — 1 for infinitely many r. Put

	(3.20)	 uit._ ti,	 for 1 5 r < m,

{

ti, + l forr=m.
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Forv,wE Zb let b(v,w)=1 ifv=wandb(v,w)=0ifv0w. Then

m	 uir-1
	c(ti, w$) _ > a(uii, w1). • 5(1yi,r_ i, wni r-1)	 a(v, wnr ),

r=1	 v=0

where we henceforth use the standard convention that empty sums have the
value zero and empty products have the value 1. Now

8(v, w) = 1 E e b (w — v) ,
hEC(b)

and so

mr	 r-1	 u{,.-1
c(ti, wni) ) _	 b-r	e 1 	 hjw;; — 1	hjuij	 e — 1 hrv

r=1	 hl,... ,hEC(b) 	 j=1 	 j=1	 v=0	 b

m	 r

=	 b 	 e( E hj (w (' — uij) T (hri uir)
r=1	 h1,...,hrEC(b)	 j=1

with

L

T(h,L)=Ee bv 	for L>0.

Substitution in (3.19) yields

N-1	 m	 a r{

A(J; P) = 	 e 6 Ê hij(wn^ — uij)

n=0 rl,... ,r 1 =1	 h{ j EC(b)	 i=1 j=1
1<j<ri,1<i e

T (hlr l , ulr,) • • • T(hsr,, uar, )•

In the innermost sum, we split off the term corresponding to the choice hij = 0
for 1 < j < ri , 1 < i < s. Also using T(0, L) = L and putting

m
ui = E u;rb-r for l<i<s,

r=1
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we obtain

A(J;P)_N flui+ > 	 C	 e(_ Ê Êhu
	ii =11 	ri,.. . $ra =1	 H O 	j=1

h;j=0 for j>ri

•	

N-1 1 

Ê mT(hlri,ulrl)...T(%dar,,uar,) L.^ e b	 > hijwnj
n=0	 i=1 j=1

	s 	 1 s m	 N-1	 1 s m

=N Ij ui+ E e — b L 1: hhijuij E e b^E hijwni
	i=1	 H 0	 i=1 j=1	 n=0	 i=1 =1

	•

m	 m

E ... E b_ r1_.. '_r, T(h1d,air 1 ) ... Y(/.r,3Uer,),
ri=a(hi) r a(h.)

where hi = (h 1 ,... ,hl.), a(hi) = d(hu, ... , hir„) for hi # 0, and a(0) = 1.
By (3.20) we have (ti — uil <_ b -m for 1 < i <_ s, and so an application of
Lemma 3.9 yields

A(J ' P) — e (J)I < 1— (1 — b-

m)a
N

+ 	 I
1 N- 1	 1 s m	 a

N E e b ^ E hijw^ j (^ IV(hl, ui)I
H90	 n=0	 i=1 j=1	 i=1

with
m

	V(hi, ui) =	 b-rT(hlr, uir).
r=a(h,)

To complete the proof, it thus suffices to show, in view of Remark 2.3 and (3.18),
that

(3.21)	 IV(hi, ul)I	 Qb(hil, ... , him)•

If hi = 0, then

m	 m

IV(hLui)l = I
r=l

Eb—"T(O,uir)I = I Eb—r uin = ui <_ 1 ,
 r=1

and (3.21) is shown. If hi 0 and b = 2, then put d = a(hl) = d(hi l , ... , hl.)
and note that T(1, L) attains only the values 0 or —1. Together with (3.15), this
yields

m

V(hi, ui) = 2 -dT(1, uid) + E 2-rui„,
r=d+1
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and so IV(hi,ui)I < 2-d, which proves (3.21) in view of (3.16). If h i q& 0 and
b> 2, then, again putting d = a(h) = d(hi 1 , ... , h•), we obtain

m

IV(hi, ui)I = lb-dT(hid, uid) + E b—ruin
r=d+1

< b-d IT(hid, Uid)I + b—dc(d, m).

For hEC*(b),wehave

IT(h,L)I=e
e(/b))-11 I —` Ie(h/b)-1)

thus (3.21) follows because of (3.17). ❑
LEMMA 3 .13. Let s > 1 and m > 1 be integers. Then for b> 2 we have

Wb(H) = b	 csc !4 + m- m 1
H	 hEC' (b)

< 2m logb+ 7m— m b 1

where the first sum is extended over all matrices H E C(b)' x m. In the case
where b = 2, we have

s

Wb(H) = 2( +i) .

Proof. From (3.18) we obtain, for any b,
s

Wb(H) = E 
H	 H=(h1) i=1

_Qb(h1, ...  hm) .

hi,... ,hm EC(b)

To evaluate the last sum, we split it up according to the value of d(hl, ... , h,,,)
for (h1 ,... , hm) E Cm (b). For 1 < d < m, there are bd-1 elements (h1,... , hm )
of Cm (b) with d(hl, ... , hm ) = d and a fixed nonzero value of hd. Thus by (3.17)
we obtain, for b> 2,

m7rh
Qb(hl, ... , hm) =1 + 	 bd-lb-d E ^ i + Q(d, m)

h1,•..,h,EC(b)	 d=1	 hEC'(b)

=1+ m r csc^bh + b b 1 Ea(d,m)
hEC•(b)	 d=1

	m 	 ,rIhI 	m-1

	

= --
	 csc b + m - b
hEC (b)
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By [222, p. 574), we have

(3.22)	 csc ^bh) < 2 b log b + 5 b for any b>2,
hEC• (b)

and, by combining these results, we obtain the first part of the lemma. In the
case where b = 2, we use (3.16) to obtain

m
m

Q ( h1, ... , hm ) = 1 + E 2d-12—d = 2 + 1,
h1,..• h-EC(b)	 d=1

and the second part of the lemma follows. 0

We now consider some general principles of obtaining lower bounds for the
discrepancy. The following is an elementary lower bound for the discrepancy of
point sets comprising only points with rational coordinates.

THEOREM 3.14. Let M > 2 be an integer and let P be an s-dimensional
point set with the property that all coordinates of all points are rational numbers
in [0, 1) with denominator M. Then

) s .

DN (P) > 1- 1- M

Proof. All points of P lie in the interval J = [0, 1 -  M -1 ]' C I'. Thus, by
Remark 2.3, we obtain

e

	DN(P)> 1 A(NP) -\.(J) =1- 1-M	 0

REMARK 3 .15. For an integer M > 2, consider the point set P consisting of
the N = M' points (n l /M, ... , n8 /M) E I', where n l , ... , n, run independently
through ZM. Then

e

DN(P) > DN(P) > 1- 1-

by Theorem 3.14. On the other hand, if the points of P are denoted by M-lyn ,
0<n<N-1,then,foranyh=(hl,...,h 8 )EC,(M), we have

i 1	 M-1 M-1 1 e

Ê e Mh Yn =' ...' e(M hgync
n=0	 nl=0 n,=0	 i=1

e M-1

_^ Ee hM =0,
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and so Theorem 3.10 implies that DN(P) < 1 — (1 — M-1)'. Therefore

8

DN(P) = DN(P) = 1— 1— M

This shows, in particular, that the term 1— (1 — M -1 )' in Theorems 3.10 and
3.14 is, in general, the best possible. The expression 1 — (1 — M -1)' may be
viewed as the discretization error, since it arises from the specific discreteness
property of the point sets in Theorem 3.14. Note that in first approximation the
discretization error is s/M for large M.

It is often easier to obtain formulas or lower bounds for cosine or exponential
sums than for discrepancies. The following results can then be used to derive
lower bounds for discrepancies. For h = (h 1 ,... , h,) E Z', we write

r(h) _ fl max(1, Ih ; I).
i=1

Note that Theorem 3.16 and Corollary 3.17 can be viewed as special versions of
Theorem 2.11.

THEOREM 3 .16. For arbitrary to, tl, ... , t j,r_1 E R' let P be the point set
consisting of the fractional parts {to}, {ti }, ... , {tN-1}. Then, for any nonzero
h E Z' and any real 0, we have

N-1

N E cos 2x(h • tn — 0)  < ((ir + 1)m — 1)r(h)DN(P),
n=o

where m is the number of nonzero coordinates of h.

Proof. We first consider the case where h = (hl, ... , h 3 ) with Ih;I = 1 for
1 < i < s. Then the function f (ul, ... ,u8 ) = f (u) = cos 2a(h • u — 0) satisfies

1
f(ul,...	 que) _ —f(ulo... puk-1,uk,ukF1,... ,ue )

for each k with 1 < k < s and all uk,... , uk-1 i uk+ 1 i • • • , u, E [ 0,1 ], uk E [ 0, 1 ].
Thus we can apply [234, Lemma 5.3]. With suitable 9= E R, this yields

1 N-1
N 	cos21r(h•tn -9)

n=o
8 

CS) 	/

	 /a
< DN(P)	 (2x)3 ^1 2 ... j cos2x Lhiu;—Bt  du l ... duj.
— i_ 1 	 o 	 i=1

Now
1/2	 r1/2	 .1	 1

o ...J	 lcos
 2a	 h;u; — 0 

)
ku'

 ... du = 2j-1w ,
Jo	 o	 i=1
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and we arrive at the inequality of the theorem in the case under consideration.
Next, we treat the case where h = (h 1 ,... , h,) with all hi ,-6 0. Let tn =

(tril ,... , t) and put w, = (Ih,It, ... , lh,Itn' 1 ) for 0 <_ n < N - 1. Then
h • tn = 1 • wn , where all coordinates of 1 have absolute value 1. According to
what we have already established,

N-1	 N-1

cos 21r(h • tn — 9)  = I N	 cos 2zr(1 • wn — 0)
n=0	 n=o

< 2 «ir + 1) 8 — 1)DN({WO}, ... , {WN-1}).

To bound the last discrepancy, we note that, for a positive integer h and t E R,
we have {ht} E [ u, v) C [ 0, 1) if and only if {t} belongs to one of the h intervals
[ (q + u)/h, (q + v)/h), q = 0, 1,... , h - 1. Using this property, we obtain

DN({wo}, ... , {wN-1}) ^ Ihl . .. haI DN(P) = r(h)DN(P),

and this again yields the inequality of the theorem.
Finally, we consider an arbitrary h = (h1 ,... , h9 ) 34 0. We can assume

without locs of generality that h i 96 0 for 1 < i < m and h i = 0 for m+ 1 < i < s.
Let h' = (h 1 ,... ,hm ), and if tn = (t,(,l ^ , . ,t), we put tn = (tnl) , ... ,tm))

for 0 < n < N — 1. According to what we have already established, we obtain

N-1	 N-1

cos21r(h•tn -0)=I N	 cos21r(h' tn -0)
n=o	 n=o

<_ 2 «ir + 1)m — 1)r(h')DN({tá}, ... , {tN_ 1 }).

Now r(h') = r(h), and, from the definition of the discrepancy, we see that

DN({tÓ},... , {tN-1}) S DN(P)•

Thus we have proved the theorem in the general case. O
COROLLARY 3.17 . For arbitrary to, t1, ... ,t_1 E R8 , let P be the point set

consisting of the fractional parts {to}, {t 1 }, ... , {tN_ 1 }. Then, for any nonzero
h E Z", we have

N-1

N e(h - tn)I ^ 2 «ir + 1)+„

 — 1)r(h)DN(P),E

where m is the number of nonzero coordinates of h.

Proof. We write

N-1	 N-1

e(h . tn ) = e(9)I	 e(h . tn )
n=0	 n=0
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with some real 0, a representation that is possible for any complex number. Then

N-1	 N-1

I ^ e(h • tn )I =	 e(h • tn — 0),
n=0	 n=o

and, taking real parts, we obtain

N=1	 I N-1

e(h • tn) _	 cos 27r(h • tn - 9).
n-0	 n=o

The desired bound now follows from Theorem 3.16. ❑

Notes.

For the van der Corput sequence 52 in base 2, a quick proof of DN(S2) _
O(N -1 log(N + 1)) can be found in [163, p. 127]. Haber [122] showed that
ND .,(S2) <- (log N)/(log 8) + 0(1) and that the constant 1/(log8) is the best
possible. The van der Corput sequence in base b can be obtained by iteration
of an ergodic transformation on [0,1), as was demonstrated by Lambert [165];
see also Lapeyre and Pagès [169]. This fact was used by Lambert [166] for anal-
ogous constructions in dimensions s = 2,3,4. Further work on the (star) dis-
crepancy of generalized van der Corput sequences was carried out by Béjian [21],
Faure [94], [96], [97], [99], [100], and Thomas [347]. The study of the discrep-
ancy of the sequences S(z) with irrational z is a classical area of number theory;
see [163, p. 128] for work prior to 1974. More recent papers on this topic are
Dupain [72], Dupain and Sds [73], Ramshaw [291], Schoiiiengeier [305], [306],
[307], and Sós [331]. In particular, Schoiílengeier [305] has shown the converse of
Corollary 3.4; i.e., if DN(S(z)) = 0(N log N) for all N >_ 2, then necessarily
E;_ 1 a: = O(m).

Distribution properties of the multidimensional sequences S(z) were recently
studied by Larcher [172], [176], [178] and Liardet [191]; see [163, p. 129] for
references to earlier work. The sequences S(z) play an important role in a quasi-
Monte Carlo method for the numerical integration of periodic functions, which
is based on the theory of diophantine approximations (see [225, §5]).

Halton sequences were introduced in Halton [125], and Hammersley point
sets in Hammersley [129]. Discrepancy bounds of the orders of magnitude in
Theorems 3.6 and 3.8, respectively, were established in Halton [125], and the im-
plied constants were first improved by Meijer [209] and then by Faure [93]. The
bounds in Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 are essentially those of the Jatter paper, but we
have used a somewhat different method of proof. The principle in Lemma 3.7 is
attributed to Roth [296]; for a converse of this principle, see [163, p. 106, Ex. 2.2].
The paper of Roth [296] already contains the construction of two-dimensional
Hammersley point sets in the base 2. For this case, and for the number N of
elements being a power of 2, an exact formula for the star discrepancy was es-
tablished by Halton and Zaremba [128]. More generally, an exact formula for
the star discrepancy of two-dimensional N-element Hammersley point sets in an
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arbitrary base b, with N being a power of b, was Biven by de Clerck [55), [56].
Computer implementations of Halton sequences and Hammersley point sets are
described in Fox [107], Halton and Smith [127), and Lécot (183). Generalized Hal-
ton sequences, which are the obvious analogues of generalized van der Corput
sequences, were first considered by Braaten and Weller [32], and further results
on these sequences can be found in Hellekalek [132). For generalized Hammer-
sley point sets in the two-dimensional case, see Faure [98]. Other variants of
Hammersley point sets are discussed in [225, pp. 977-978].

Theorem 3.10 is due to Niederreiter [224). Theorem 3.12 is a special case
of a result of Niederreiter [241] in which the points (3.14) may be such that in
each coordinate the digit expansions can have a different length and a different
base. A somewhat weaker form of Theorem 3.12 was already stated in Nieder-
reiter [229], and the one-dimensional case was proved in Niederreiter [232). A
discrepancy formula that is more general than that in Remark 3.15 was estab-
lished in Niederreiter [241]; note that the discrepancy formula in Remark 3.15
can also be derived by elementary counting arguments. Theorem 3.16 was shown
in Niederreiter [234], and, for Corollary 3.17, see Niederreiter [255]. In the one-
dimensional case, the problem of obtaining a result like Corollary 3.17 with opti-
mal constants was studied by Horbowicz and Niederreiter [143] and Niederreiter
and Horbowicz [265].

Low-discrepancy point sets and sequences and irregularities of distribution
have also been considered for domains other than intervals. A useful survey
can be found in Beck and Chen [20]. The case of spheres has received special
attention; see Hlawka [138] and Lubotzky, Phillips, and Sarnak [195], [196] for
important work on this case, and Tichy [351] for applications. A detailed study
of various other special domains was recently carried out by Hlawka (139].
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Nets and (ts)-Sequences

We have seen in §3.1 that, for an s-dimensional Halton sequence in pairwise
relatively prime bases, we have D ,(S) = O(N' 1 (logN)°) for all N >_ 2. By
optimizing the choice of bases, we arrived at the discrepancy bound (3.6). Let
us now take a closer look at the coefficient A, of the leading term in this bound.
We have A, = A(pl , ... , p,), where Pi,... ,î. are the first s primes. By the
formula for A(pi,... ,p,) and by the prime number theorem, we obtain

• log A, _
8 00 slogs — 1.

Thus A, increases superexponentially as s —+ oo. Similarly, for Hammersley
point sets with an optimal choice of bases, we have the discrepancy bound (3.7),
where the coefficient of the leading term again increases superexponentially as
8 —► oo. This fast growth of A. (compare also with Table 4.4) makes the
bounds (3.6) and (3.7) practically useless for all but very small dimensions s.
For most applications, we need point sets and sequences satisfying discrepancy
bounds with much smaller implied constants. Constructions of such point sets
and sequences will be described in this chapter.

In §4.1 we define point sets and sequences with a very regular distribution
behavior. These will be called (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences, respectively.
On the basis of the strong properties enjoyed by these nets and (t, s)-sequences,
we can derive very good discrepancy bounds. The definitions of (t, m, s)-nets
and (t, s)-sequences have a certain combinatorial fiavor, and some concrete con-
nections with classical combinatorial problems are explored in §4.2. General
principles for the construction of nets and (t, s)-sequences are presented in §4.3.
These principles are used in §§4.4 and 4.5 for the construction of special fami-
lies of nets and (t, s)-sequences, respectively. By optimizing the parameters in
the construction of (t, 8)-sequences in §4.5, we obtain sequences for any dimen-
sion s > 2, which asymptotically have the smallest discrepancy that is currently
known.

4.1. Definitions and discrepancy bounds.

To motivate the following definitions, we focus on the following special property
of the van der Corput sequence xo , xi , ... in an arbitrary base b > 2 (this
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sequence was introduced in Definition 3.2). For fixed integers k > 0 and m > 1,
consider the bm points x„ with kbm < n < (k + 1)bm. We claim that every
b-adic interval [ab-m, (a + 1)b-m), where a E Z and 0 < a < bm, contains
exactly one point x, with kbm < n < (k + 1)bm. To prove this, note that, for
kbm < n < (k + 1)bm, the m least significant digits in the digit expansion of
n in base b can range freely, whereas the remaining leading digits are fixed; for
xn = (b(n) this means that its m leading digits after the "decimal point" can
range freely, whereas the remaining digits are f xed; so each b-adic interval of
length b' contains exactly one of these x,,.

For the subsequent definitions, we fix the dimension s > 1 and an integer
b > 2. A subinterval E of P of the form

E _ [f[a;b-d', (ai + 1 )b-d`)
i-I

with ai, di E Z, d; > 0, 0 < a; < bd, for 1 < i < s is celled an elementary interval
in base b.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let 0 < t < m be integers. A (t, m, 8)-net in base b is
a point set P of bm points in I' such that A(E; P) = bt for every elementary
interval E in base b with X,(E) = bt-m

DEFINITION 4.2. Let t > 0 be an integer. A sequence xo, xl, ... of points in
I' is a (t, s)-sequence in base b if, for all integers k > 0 and m > t, the point set
consisting of the xn with kbm < n < (k + 1)bm is a (t, m, s)-net in base b.

In this language, the van der Corput sequence in base b is a (0, 1)-sequence
in base b. Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 were introduced by Sobol' [323] in the case
where b = 2; the general definitions were first given by Niederreiter [244].

REMARK 4.3. If P is a (t, m, s)-net in base b, then A(E; P) = br.\, (E) for
every elementary interval E in base b with a,(E) = bt-m. More generally, it
follows that, if E is an elementary interval in base b with A,(E) > bi -m, or a
disjoint union of such intervals, then A(E; P) = bm),(E) (observe that such sets
E can be written as disjoint unions of elementary intervals in base b with ),-
measure bt-m). This implies that any (t, m, s)-net in base b is also a (u, m, s)-net
in base b for integers t < u < m and that any (t, s)-sequence in base b is also
a (u, s)-sequence in base b for integers u > t. Therefore it is clear that smaller
values of t mean stronger regularity properties.

We now establish upper bounds for the star discrepancy of nets. These
results are due to Niederreiter [244]. We use a standard convention for binomial
coefficients, namely, that (i) = 0 for i > r or i < 0.

LEMMA 4.4. Let P be a (t, m, s) -net in base b, let E be an elementary interval
in base b with ),(E) = b-u, where 0 < u < m - t, and let T be an affine
transformation Erom E onto P. Then the points of P that belong to E are
transformed by T into a (t, m - u, s)-net in base b.
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Proof. It follows from Remark 4.3 that A(E; P) = bm-". If the points of P
belonging to E are transformed by T, we obtain a point set P' of bm-u points in
P. To prove that P' is a (t, m-u, s)-net in base b, we take an elementary interval
E' in base b with \,(E') = b'-m+u and note that for x E E we have T(x) E E' if
and only if x E T- 1 (E'). Now T-1 (E') is an elementary interval in base b with

= bt_m; hence A(T-1 (E'); P) = bt, and so A(E'; P') = bt. ❑
THEOREM 4.5. The star discrepancy of a (t, m, s)-net P in base b > 3 satis-

fies

(4.1)	 NDN(P) < bt	
\s z 1/ (m z t) [2)

.
i-o

Proof. Write D(J; P) = A(J; P) - N.,(J) for an interval J C P, where N is
the number of points of P, and let / b(t, m, s) denote the right-hand aide of (4.1).
We fix t > 0 and proceed by double induction on s > 1 and m > t. First, let
s = 1 and consider an arbitrary m > t. If an interval J = (0,u), 0 < u < 1,
is given, we split it up into the disjoint intervals Jh = (hbt-m, (h + 1)bt-m),
h = 0,1,... , k -1, and Jk = [ kbt -m, u), where k = lubm-t j . For a (t, m, l)-net
P in base b, we have D(Jh; P) = 0 for 0 < h < k; hence D(J; P) = D(Jk; P).
Now 0 < A(Jk;P) < bt and 0 < bm)tl(Jk) < b°; thus ID(J;P)I < bt . It follows
that NDN(P) < bt = Ab(t, m, l), and so (4.1) is shown for s = 1.

Now let s > 2 be given• and suppose that (4.1) hee been shown for the
dimension s -1 and all m > t. We verify (4.1) for, the dimension s by induction
on m > t. If m = t, then it is trivial that NDN(P) < N = bt = b(t, t, s).

Suppose that (4.1) has been established for lome m > t and consider a
(t, m + 1, s)-net P in base b. We must show

(4.2)	 ID(J;P)I <De(t,m+1, ․ )

for every interval J = jiti 1 [ 0, u;) C P. We distinguish cases depending on the
value of u,. If u, = 1, then we apply to P the projection T: I" ... 	 defined
by

(4.3)	 T(vl,... ,v,) = (v1,... ,v9 _1)	 for (v1,... ,v,) EI".

This transforms P into a (t, m + 1, s - 1)-net Pl in base b. Also D(J; P) _
D(T(J); Pl), and so by induction hypothesis

(4.4)	 JD(J; P) I <_ Ob(t, m + 1, s - 1).

Hence (4.2) follows from the obvious inequality

tb(t,m+ 1,8-1) < 1 b(t,m+ 1, ․ ).

If u, < 1, then we introduce the integer 1 = Lbu, J satisfying 0 < 1 < b - 1.
Next, we consider the case where 0 < 1 < b/2 J.. We split up J into the disjoint
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intervals
a-1	

h h^-1
Jh=rj[O,ui)x f b , b 	for h=0,1,...,1-1,

i=1	 l
s-1

J1 = fl[O,ui) x
i=1

Then

(4.5)	 D(J; P) _ > D(Jh; P).
h=o

Put Ei = [0,1)3-1 x [i/b, (1 + 1)/b) and let Ti be an affine transformation from
E! onto J. By Lemma 4.4, Ti transforms the points of P that belong to Ei into
a (t, m, s)-net P2 in base b. Also, D(Ji; P) = D(Ti(J1); P2), and so, by induction
hypothesis,

(4.6)	 I D(J1; P)I <- Db(t, m, s).

For 0 <_ h < 1, the projection T: P  --+ I" -1 from (4.3) transforms the points of

P that belong to Eh = [0, 1)8_1  x [ h/b, (h + 1)/b) into a (t, m, s -1)-net P3h)

in base b. Also, D(Jh; P) = D(T(Jh); P (h) ), and so, by induction hypothesis,

(4.7)	 ID(Jh;P)(<Ob(t,m,s-1) for 0<h<1.

Combining (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), we obtain

(4.8)	 ID(J; P)I < ob (t, m, s) + [b/2jo b (t, m, s —1).

Therefore

a-1s-1
I D(J;P)i	 bt

m—t

/ 2
[ ' ] i
 â— 1̀ s-2	 m—t

 + bt (i —1)	 i —1

b `

i ó	 \	 / L 2 J

< bt
i 1/\s i	 t/\m

t + bt	(s i l
) 

l i^- 1)
[ b

]2 
ti_o L2 ^-o	 \

_ bt r: (s-11 rm+l-t1I b 'I06 t=	 (, m+ls ),
Li—o	 Jl i	 JL 2 J

and so (4.2) is established.
Finally, we consider the case where [b/2 j + 1 < l < b - 1. We view J as

the set-theoretic differente of the intervals L = Hi_i (0, ut) x (0, 1) and M =
fl . [0, ui) x [u„ 1), and we split up M into the disjoint intervals

'-1	( 	l+l l
Mt = [J[O,ui) x lu„ b J,

i=1

' -1 	h h + 1 \
	Mh =Ij[O,ui ) x ^ b , b I	 for h=l+1,1+2,...,b-1.

i=1
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Then we have

b-1

(4.9)	 D(J; P) = D(L; P) — E D(Mh; P).
h=!

By (4.4) we obtain
ID(L; P)I < b(t, m + 1,s — 1).

The interval Mi is treated like the interval Ji in (4.6); hence

D(Mi; P)1 ^ Ab(t, m, s),

and, for 1< h .< b— 1, we obtain, as in (4.7),

I D(Mh; P) I < Ob(t, m, s —1).

Altogether, we obtain, from (4.9),

(4.10)

ID(J; P)I < ob (t, m + 1,s —1) + ob(t, m, 8) + (b — l2] — 2) o b (t, m, s —1).

Therefore

'D(J;
 P)' b^ E (s 

i 21 ^m +i — t 	
,_

	) I I t+ bt 	I s -

1 i / \
m i t

/ [ bf
i_o 	2)	 J L J	 o \

+ ([ b ] -1/ bt `(s i 2)(m i t)[b i=_o

=bt \s2/\m-1 )l 2 ) = +bt
-1)(it-1 )[ -2t_o

+btEs
i l/ m i t/L 2 J i

=bt
)

(8-1(m+1—t)[bjt_0 t m+l s
	L 	 i	i 	 J 2 	6(,	 )

i=0

and so we again have (4.2). ❑
THEOREM 4 .6. The star discrepancy of a (t, m, s)-net P in an even base b

satisfies

(4.11)

ND )—l/P <bt
^\m i t)(.) +(2-1)bt^(m—ti 

i+11^-
N	 `	 ) J

	i-0	 i=o
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Prof. Denote the right-hand aide of (4.11) by b°E(m, s), where we suppress
the dependence of E(m, s) on b and t for simplicity. If we follow the proof of
Theorem 4.5, then it is clear that it suffices to verify the analogue of (4.2). In
view of (4.8) and (4.10), this amounts to proving the inequalities

(4.12)	 E(m, s) + 2 E(m, s — 1) < E(m + 1, s),

(4.13) E(m + 1, s —1) + E(m, s) + (b — 2) E(m, s —1) < E(m + 1, s)

for s > 2 and m > t. Now

	_ 	 i
E(m, s) + bE(m, s —1) <

/mt) (b) '
+  E(i_it )){=o \ 

+ 2-1J^(m—t+i+l)(b)	 )E m—it+l+ll(b) *

 / ;_o 	 JLo	 J`J
r: j+i —t)(b)r21	 (m—t y +i+2)(b)
 `	 l 	 , ),
s—o 

and so (4.12) is established. Note that the case corresponding to (4.13) in the
proof of Theorem 4.5, namely, lb/2J + 1 < 1 < b —1, does not occur for b = 2;
henceforth we can assume b > 4. We write

(4.14)	 E(m, s) = F(m, s) + (2 =1) G(m, s)

with

F(m, ․)= (m—tl(bl' 
Gms 

E(m—t+i+1)(b)'

Now

F(m+1,s-1)+F(m, ․)+ ( _)Fims_ 1)

— (m+1_t)(b)+((m+1_t)-2(mzt))()

_o
a-2

=F(m+l, s)+E\\
(m — t\	

m—1/ —	 Z t// \2 / t:—o
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Furthermore,

G(m+1,s- 1)+G(m, ․)+ (_2)G(m8_1)

= G(m + 1, s) - (m s t 2 s) (^) °-z + ^m -s +2 -1) (b) °-z

°-z m-t+\á b	 é-3 m-t+á+l b`
+E( á-1)(Z)-(	 i	 )^2)

=G(m+1, s)- (m-t+4 -2)(b)
z°- - s=3

Because of (4.14), this yields

E(m+ 1,s - 1)+ E(m, ․)+ (2 -2)E(m,s-1) = E(m+ 1, ․ )

- (m_t))( b)'

- ( b - 1)	 (m -yt + á) (2) '.
2	 l

i=0

To prove (4.13), it remains to show that

(4.15)

— (	 4m—t+s-2) (t —1) (^)°—z

ii-_1)	 m t  

i-0	 \

i 

)) (

b) ' (m —st+8-2\   ( 2 1)(b)8_2
(2)°—z

+ (_ i) E (m_t+i)(;)i .
0

For s = 2 and s = 3, this is a simple verification. For s > 4, we prove that,
for 0 < i < s - 2, the coefficient of (b/2) on the left-hand side does not exceed
the corresponding coefficient on the right-hand side of (4.15). This is trivial for
i=0. Forl<i<s-3,wehave

(m
-1) - (m i t

) (m_ i) < (m_t+i_1) - (m_t+i)

/ b - 1) (m -2t + i) .

For i = s - 2, we must prove that

(8-3) - (
m
8-2

_t) < (M- s +4 -2 ) (2 - 1).
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This is trivial for m = t, and, for m > t + 1, we obtain

(s-3) -(s-2) - (m s t4 1) - (m s t2 1j
<(m - t - 1

s  4)

(m-t+s-2)(b(b411'

so that (4.15) is shown in all cases. O
If the bounds in (4.1) and (4.11) are expressed in terms of powers of m - t

with m > t, then they can be written in the form

bt 	 e-1
NDN(P) <_ (s -1)! [b]2 	

(m - t)"' 1 + O(bt (m -

where the implied constant depends only on b and s. In terms of the number
N = bm of points in a (t, m, s)-net in base b, this says that for m > 0 we have

NDj,(P) <- (s bt-1)! I logti a-1 (logN)'' 1 +0(bt (logN)'-2 )

with an implied constant depending only on b and s.
In the cases where s = 2, 3, 4, there is a different method of proof, which yields

results that are sometimes better than Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. We illustrate this
method in the case where s = 2, and we only state the resulting discrepancy
bounds for s = 3,4 (see Niederreiter [244] for the complete proofs in the latter
cases).

THEOREM 4 .7. For s = 2, the star discrepancy of a (t, m, s)-net P in base b
satisfies

NDN(P) < ( b 2 1 (m -t)+ J bi .

Proof. Write D(J; P) = A(J; P)) - bm) 2(J) for an interval J C 12. Now let
J = [0,u)  x [0,v)  C I2 . Write u = E 1 uj b-j with uj E Zb for all j > 1,
and put r = m - t and d = U.. Then [ 0, E'_ 1 uu b-i) can be represented
as the disjoint union of u1 elementary intervals in base b of length b-1 , of U2
elementary intervals in base b of length b -2 , and so on, hence of d one-dimensional
elementary intervals E1,... , Ed in base b. With F = [ E 1 ujb- ', u), we then
obtain

d

(4.16)	 I D(J; P)I ^ E ID(Eh x [ 0 , v); P)I + ID(F x [ 0 , v); P)I •
h=1

Now let K be an arbitrary two-dimensional interval that is contained in some
two-dimensional elementary interval in base b of area b - ''. Then 0 < A(K; P) <
bt and 0 < bma2(K) < b; thus

(4.17)	 I D(K; P)I < bt.
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Next, we claim that, for any one-dimensional elementary interval E in base b,
we have

	(4.18)	 ID(E x [0, v);P)l <b'.

If al (E) < b- ', then (4.18) follows from (4.17). Otherwise, we have Al (E) = b'°
for lome a E Z with 0 < a < r. In this case, we split up [ 0, v) into one-
dimensional elementary intervals in base b of length ba-r and a remaining interval
Fi of length < b° - ''. From Remark 4.3, it follows that D(E x [ 0, v); P) =
D(E x F1; P). However, E x Fi is contained in a two-dimensional elementary
interval in base b of area b- , and so (4.18) is implied by (4.17).

Note that F x [ 0, v) is contained in a two-dimensional elementary interval in
base b of area b-r. Thus it follows from (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) that

	

(4.19)	 ID(J;P)I < (d+ 1)bt .

Now consider L = [u, 1)  x [ 0, v). By treating the interval [u, 1)  in the same
way as [ 0, u) at the beginning of the proof, we see that [u, 1)  can be represented
as the disjoint union of (b - 1)r - d one-dimensional elementary intervals in base
b and an interval that is contained in a one-dimensional elementary interval in
base b of length b-r. Hence, by the argument leading to (4.19), we obtain

ID(L; P)I < ((b - 1)r - d + 1)bt .

Furthermore,
D(J; P) = D([ 0,1) x [0, v); P) - D(L; P),

and, together with (4.18), this yields

	(4.20)	 ID(J; P)I < ((b - 1)r - d + 2)bt .

It follows that 1 D(J; P) is bounded by the minimum of the right-hand sides
of (4.19) and (4.20). Maximizing over 0 < d < (b - 1)r, we obtain the result of
the theorem. 0

THEOREM 4 .8. For s = 3, the star discrepancy of a (t, m, s)-net P in base b
satisfies

_	 _
NDr,(P)<l( b 2 1 )

2

 (m-t) 2 + b 2 1 (m-t)+41bt .

THEOREM 4 .9. For s = 4, the star discrepancy of a (t, m, s)-net P in base b
satisfies

ND.J(P) < [(j  1)3
(M

  - t)3 + g (b- 1)2 (m - t) 2 + 8 (b- 1)(m -t) + 4 I bt .

We combine these discrepancy bounds in such a way that, in the asymptotic
form, the coefficient of the leading term is as small as possible. This yields the
following result.
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THEOREM 4.10. The star discrepancy of a (t, m,8)-net P in base b with
m > 0 satisfies

ND.,(P) < B(s, b)bt (log N)"-1 +0 (b'(log N)"-2),

where the implied constant depends only on b and s. Here

b-1	1
B(s,b) = (2l

ogb)

if either s = 2 or b = 2, s = 3,4; otherwise

B(s,b) =	 1 	1 1b^2, ^ 1 •
(s —1). \ log b

The fact that these upper bounds for the star discrepancy of nets are increas-
ing functions of t is in accordance with au earlier observation on the values of t in
Remark 4.3. We now consider the problem of bounding the star discrepancy of
(t, s)-sequences. In the following general lemma, we let b(t, m, s) be a number
for which NDN(P) <— O,(t, m, s) holds for any (t, m, s)-net P in base b.

LEMMA 4.11. For the star discrepancy D(S) of the first N terras of a (t, s)-

sequence S in base b, we have

k

ND.J (S) <— b 2 	 Ab(t, m, s) + 2 Ab(t, k + 1, s) +  max(bt , Ab(t, r, s))
m=t

for N > bt , where k is the largest integer with bk < N, where br is the largest

power of b dividing N, and where we set b(t, r, s) = 0 if r < t.

Proof. Let x0 , x1 ,... be a (t, s)-sequence in base b. For N > bt let

k
N= E ambm

m=0

be the digit expansion of N in base b, so that all a m E Zb, ak 0, and k > t. We
split up the point set xo, x1,... , xrr_1 into the point sets Pm , 0 < m < k, defined
as follows: Let Pk consist of the x n with 0 < n < akbk , and, for 0 < m < k —1,

let Pm consist of the xn with Eh=m+1 ahbh < n < rk=m ahbh . The P,,, with

am # 0 are nonempty, and, by the definition of a (t, s)-sequence in base b, they
can be split up into am (t, m, s)-nets in base b provided that m > t. Therefore

k	 t-1

(4.21)	 ND.J(S) <_ .^ amáb(t, m, s) +	 am
bm•

m=t	 m=0

Now we apply the same method to the point set consisting of the x, with N <
n < bk+l. This point set has

k
bk+l — N = c` cmbm

m=0
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points, where the right-hand side is the digit expansion in base b. Also, using
the fact that the point set consisting of the x„ with 0 _< n < bk+l forma a
(t, k + 1, s)-net in base b, we obtain

k	 t-1

	(4.22)	 NDN (S) < b(t, k + 1, s) + E cm1b(t, m, s) + E embm.
	m=t	 m=0

Adding (4.21) and (4.22) and dividing by 2, we see that

k

	(4.23)	 NDN(S) < -1 >(am +c n)Ob(t,m, ․)+ Ab(t,k+1, ․)
m=t
1 t-1

+ 2 E(am+cm)bm .
m=0

From the definition of r, it follows that am = Cm = 0 for 0 < m < r, a,. +c,. = b,
and am + cm = b —1 for r < m < k. If r < t —1, then (4.23) yields

k
NDN(S) < b 2 1 E £(t, m, s) + 2 f b(t, k + 1, s)

m=t
t-1

,.^ 2 br+l + > (b —1)bm
	m=r+1 	)

— b-1 > t	^ ms) 	 ) 2 	6(,	 +20b(t,k+l,s + t2b,
m=t

which is the result of the lemma. If r > t, then (4.23) yields

_	 k

ND^,(S) < 2L1b(t,r, ․)+ b 2 1 	Ab(t, m, ․)+20b(t,k+1, ․)
m=r+1

k

< b 2 1 E Ab(t, m, s) + 2 1 b(t, r, s) + 2 0b(t, k + 1, s),
m=t

and the result of the lemma follows. 13
THEOREM 4 .12. The star discrepancy D(S) of the first N terms of a (t, s)-

sequence S in base b > 3 satisfies

<b 2 1btt (i-1)(
k+1—tll 2^ i-1

N1 )—	 JL
i-1

+1bt "^(s i 1/\c

k+ i —t) +
(k z t))[b f_a	 J

for N > bt , where k is the largest integer with bk < N.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.5, we can use Lemma 4.11 with

^6(t, m ' s) bt	s  1/ \m i t) Ijj.i

For N > bt , we have k > t, and it is clear that the integer r in Lemma 4.11
satisfies r < k. We then obtain

f
NDN(S) < ?. 2-bt	

(s i 1
) [ ] > \m/ + 20b(t, k + 1, s) + 20b(t, k, s).

i=0	 m=0

An easy induction on M yields

M

(4.24)	
(M)=

  (M+1) for all M > 0 and i > 0,

and this implies the desired result. 13

THEOREM 4 .13. The star discrepancy DN(S) of the first N terme of a (t, s)-
sequence S in an even base b satisfies

NDN (S) < (b _1)b_'t (k + 1— t)
(.j)
(b

 i 

+ (b 2 1) bt-1
`

 (k + i 1— t) (b )'
J iL1 J J

+ 1btC:\\k+Z1 t/ + \k i t// \ 2 / t

+ b 4 2bts-: \\
k+i

	J

i 2-tl (k+i+1_t))( b )i+ 
i=O 

for N > bt , where k is the largest integer with bk < N.

Proof. By Theorem 4.6, we can use Lemma 4.11 with

b(t, m s =bt^(' t
\ (b)' + (Z— l lbt8-2(m—ti i+1)(b)'.

i=0	 i=0

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.12, we obtain

s-1	 (m)	 (b; 	s-Z / i k-t

NDN()—' S < b21 btF(b
) '

+21^btFI 2\)(M+i+,)
i

    \ \ i=0	 m=0	 i=0	 m=0

+ 2 Ob(t, k + 1, s) + 2 áb(t, k, s)
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for N > bt. By (4.24) we have

(M)

-tl

m-0
z 	 i+l J

and
k-t	 k+i+1-t	 k+i+1-t

m+i+1_	 m	 ^`  (m) (k+i+2-t)^_
ó( i ) E 1 i ó

and this implies the desired result. 13
If the bounds in Theorems 4.12 and 4.13 are expressed in terms of powers of

k - t with k > t, then they can be written in the form

NDN(S) < s bt b
--ï-

 1  2 I a-1(k - t) + O(b t(k - t)'-1),

where the implied constant depends only on b and s. Since k < (log N)/ log b,
this yields

NDN(S) <	 for N > 2,
s!

bt ib/2, 1óg26 ) ' (log N)' +O(bt(logN)' -1 )

with an implied constant depending only on b and s.
In the cases where s = 2,3,4, we obtain the following additional bounds

by using Theorems 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, together with Lemma 4.11 (see Nieder-
reiter [244] for details).

THEOREM 4 .14. For s = 2, the star discrepancy D^,(S) of the first N terms
of a (t, s)-sequence S in base b satisfies

ND.,(S) < 8 (b -1)2 bt(k - t)2 + 8 (b -1)(b + 9)bt (k - t) + 4 (b + 1)bt

for N > bt, where k is the largest integer with bk _< N.
THEOREM 4.15. For s = 3, the star discrepancy D, (S) of the first N terms

of a (t, s) -sequence S in base b satisfies

NDN(S) < -L(b- 1)3bt(k-t)3+ie(b-1)2(b+5)bt(k-t)2

+ (b- 1)(b2 + 16b + 61)bt (k - t) + e(b2 +4b+  13)bt

for N > bt, where k is the largest integer with bk < N.
THEOREM 4 .16. Fors = 4, the star discrepancy D(S) of the first N terme

of a (t, s)-sequence S in base b satisfies

NDN(S) <84 (b -1)°bt(k - t)4 + - (b -1)3 (b + 5)bt (k - t)3

+ 84 (b - 1)2 (b2 + 16b + 13)bt (k - t) 2

+ —L (b- 1)(7b2 + b + 64)bt(k - t) + 1 (b3 + 8b + 51)bt

for N > bt, where k is the largest integer with bk < N.
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We combine these discrepancy bounds for (t, s)-sequences in such a way that,
in the asymptotic form, the coefficient of the leading term is as small as possible.
This leads to the following theorem.

THEOREM 4 .17. The star discrepancy D .,(S) of the first N term, of a (t, s)-
sequence S in base b satisfies

ND ,(S) <_ C(s,b)bt (logN)# +O(bt(logN)'-1) for N > 2,

where the implied constant depends only on b and s. Here

b —11
C(s, b) =

	
'

s (2logb)

if either s = 2 or b = 2, s = 3, 4; otherwise

C(s, b) ! 2 jb/2j 
( 1b/2j )a

.

 log b

4.2. Combinatorial connections.

The definitions and results in §4.1 show that the (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences
with the most regular distribution behavior are those with t = 0. The main
results of this section demonstrate that, except in trivial cases, (0, m, s)-nets in
a given base b can only exist if s does not exceed a certain function of b, and
a similar condition on s must hold so that a (0, s)-sequence in base b can exist.
The principal tool is a connection between nets and the combinatorial theory of
orthogonal latin squares.

In the cases where m = 0, 1, it is trivial to construct a (0, m, s)-net in base b
for any s > 1 and b > 2. For m = 0 take one arbitrary point from I', and for
m = 1 take the point set consisting of (n/b,... , n/b) E I', n = 0,1,... ,b—  1.
Thus we can henceforth assume that m > 2.

We recall the following standard concepts from combinatorics (compare
with Hall [124, Chap. 131). For an integer b > 2, two b 2-tuples e =
(e(0), e(1), ... , e(b2 —1)) and f = (ƒ(0), f (1), ... , f (b2 — 1)) with entries from
the same set of cardinality b are called orthogonal if the b' ordered pairs
(e(h), f (h)), h = 0, 1,... , b2 —1, are all distinct. The b2-tuples e1,... , e, with
entries from the same set of cardinality b are called mutually orthogonal if ei and
e1 are orthogonal for all 1 < i <j < s. Equivalently, the entries of a b 2-tuple
may be arranged in a prescribed marmer in a square array with b rows and b
columns, and, with such an identification of b2-tuples and b x b arrays, we speak
of orthogonal squares of order b and mutually orthogonal squares of order b. A
b x b array is called a latin square of order b if each row and each column is a per-
mutation of the same set of cardinality b. If M(b) is the maximum cardinality of
a set of mutually orthogonal latin squares of order b, then we have M(b) < b —1
for all b >— 2 (see [59, p. 158], [299, p. 80]).

THEOREM 4 .18. There exists a (0,2, ․)-net in base b if and only if there exist
s — 2 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order b.
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Prooi. For 8 = 1, both conditions are trivially satisfied, so we assume that
8 > 2. Let x„ _ (xnly, ... , x) E I', n = 0, 1,... , b2 - 1, be the points
of a (0,2,8)-net in base b. For 1 < i < s, we define a b2-tuple ei =
(ei(0), ei(1), ... , ei(b2 -1)) with entries in Zb by setting

ei(n) _ [bx(') j	 for 0 <n<b2 -1.

We will prove that ei,... , e, are mutually orthogonal. If 1 < i < j < s are
given, then ei and ej will be shown to be orthogonal once we prove that, for
any c, d E Zb, we have (ei(h),e.(h)) = (c, d) for some h. Now E = rj,',=1 E,.
with E; = [c/b, (c + 1)/b), E5 _ f d/b, (d + 1)/b), and E,. = [0,1) for r # i, j
is an elementary interval in base b with A,(E) = b-2 ; hence it contains a point
xh. From Xh E E, it follows that e{(h) = c and e(h) = d. By [124, pp. 222-
223] there exist s mutually orthogonal b2-tuples if and only if there exist s - 2
mutually orthogonal latin squares of order b.

Conversely, if there exist s - 2 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order b,
then there exist s mutually orthogonal b2-tuples ei = (e (0), ei(1), ... , ei (b2 -1)),
1 < i < s, with entries in Zb. If we fix i, then from the orthogonality of ei with
one of the other e1 , j # i, it follows that each v E Zb occurs exactly b times as an
entry of ei. Thus there exists a map i' j : Zb2 -► Zb with the property that, for
each v E Zb, the restriction of iii to the set {n E Zb2 : ei (n) = v} is a bijection.
For n E Zb2, we define

xn` 1 = ei(n)b- ' + Oi(n)b-2 for 1 < i < s,

Xn =(41) ,...,x)EI'.

We will show that the point set P consisting of the x, n = 0,1, ... , bz - 1,
is a (0,2,8)-net in base b. If E _ f*_ 1 E,. is an elementary interval in base
b with >,(E) = b-2 , then we have E,. # [ 0,1) for only one or for only two
subscripts r. If E,. # [ 0, 1) for only one subscript, say for r = i, then Ei =
[e/ba, (e + 1)/b2 ) for some e E Z and E, = [ 0,1) if r # i. Thus x, E E if and
only if ei (n)b + e,li; (n) = e. If we write e = vb + w with v, w E Zb, then xn E E
if and only if ef(n) = v and i/i;(n) = w. From the definition of ?i i it follows that
there is exactly one n E Zb2 satisfying these conditions, hence A(E; P) = 1. If
E,. 96 [ 0,1) for two subscripts, say for r = i and r = j with 1 < i < j <_ s, then
with suitable c, d E Zb we have E_ = [ c/b, (c + 1)/b), EE = [ d/bb, (d + 1)/b), and
E,. = [ 0,1) if r # i, j. Thus x„ E E if and only if ei (n) = c and e . (n) = d. Since
ei and e1 are orthogonal, we have (e{(n), e' (n)) = (c, d) for exactly one n E Zb2,

hence A(E; P) = 1. ❑

REMARK 4.19. Since the existence of b-1 mutually orthogonal latin squares
of order b is equivalent to the existence of a finite projective plane of order b
(see [124, pp. 209-210]), it follows from Theorem 4.18 that there exists a finite
projective plane of order b if and only if there exists a (0, 2, b + 1)-net in base b.
Thus the moet celebrated problem in finite geometry is equivalent to a problem
on the existence of certain nets.
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THEOREM 4.20. For m > 2, a (0, m,8)-net in base b can only exist if s <
M(b)+2.

Prooi. If there exists a (0, m, s)-net in base b for some m > 2, then, by
Lemma 4.4, there exists a (0,2,8)-net in base b. From Theorem 4.18, it follows
that there exist s — 2 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order b; therefore
s — 2 < M(b). ❑

COROLLARY 4.21. For m > 2, a (0, m, s)-net in base b can only exist if
s<b+l.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.20 and the inequality M(b) < b —1. ❑

Analogous necessary conditions hold for the existence of (0, s)-sequences in
base b. The link with the above results is established by the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.22. If there exists a (t, s)-sequence in base b, then, for every m > t,
there exists a (t, m, s + 1)-net in base b.

Prooi. Let xo, xl, ... be a (t, s)-sequence in base b. We will prove that, for
fixed m >_ t, the point set P consisting of (nb— m, x„) E I°+ 1 , n = 0, 1,... , b"— 1,
is a (t, m, s + 1)-net in base b. Let

s+1

E = Ij[aib—d', (ai +
i=1

be an (s + 1)-dimensional elementary interval in base b with Aa+l (E) = bt—m;

hence r,;+i di = m — t. We have (nb — m, xn ) E E if and only if albm —dl < n <
(al + 1)bm —dl and

s+1

xn E E' := [J[aib-d`, (ai + 1 )b-d, )
i=2

Since m - d1 > t and the xn form a (t, s)-sequence in base b, the point set
P' consisting of the xn with albm-dl < n < (al + 1)bm-dl is a (t, m - dl, s)-
net in base b. Now E' is an s-dimensional elementary interval in base b with

= bt-m+d,; hence A(E'; P') = bt, and so A(E; P) = bt. ❑

THEOREM 4.23. A (0, s)-sequence in base b can only exist ijs < M(b) + 1.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.20 and Lemma 4.22. ❑

COROLLARY 4.24. A (0, s)-sequence in base b can only exist if s < b.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.23 and the inequality M(b) < b -1. ❑

DEFINITION 4.25. For Biven integers b > 2 and s > 1, let tb(s) be the least
value of t for which there exists a (t, s)-sequence in base b.

Theorem 4.23 shows that tb(s) > 1 for s >_ M(b) + 2. Note that M(b) = b —1
for every prime power b, since b — 1 mutually orthogonal latin squares of order
b can be constructed by using the existence of a finite field with b elements (see
[192, Thm. 9.83]). For b = 6, we have M(b) = 1 by the negative solution of
Euler's officer problem (see [299, pp. 84-85]).
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4.3. General construction principles.

We now present general principles for the construction of nets and (t, s)-sequences
in an arbitrary base. The special constructions of nets and (t, s)-sequences to be
discussed in §§4.4 and 4.5, respectively, will be based on these principles.

First, we introduce a general principle for the construction of (t, m, s)-nets in
base b. Let the integers m > 1, s >_ 1, and b > 2 be given. As before, we write
Zb = {O,1,... ,b- 1}.  We choose the following:

(Nl) A commutative ring R with identity and card(R) = b;

(N2) Bijections dir : Zb -► R for 0 < r < m - 1;

(N3) Bijections qij : R -► Zb for 1 < i < s and 1 < j < m;

(N4) Elements c^;.^ E R for l < i < s, l < j < m, and 0 < r < m - 1.
For n = 0,1, ... , bm -1, let

m-1

n = E ar(n)br with all ar (n) E Zb
r=0

be the digit expansion of n in base b. We put

m

x('1 =	 y( b-^ for 0 < n < bm and 1 < i < s,
i=1

with

m-1

y;' = ti (^ crr(ar(n)) 
\
I E Zb for 0 < n < bm, 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m,

r=0

and define the point set

(4.25)	 X„ = (xn' ) , ... , xn°) ) E I 	 for n=0,1,...  , bm — 1.

THEOREM 4.26. Suppose that the integer t with 0 < t < m satisfies the
following property: For any integers d1,•. • , d, > 0 with Ei 1 di = m - t and
any fit) E R, 1 < j < di , 1 < i < s, the system of m - t linear equations

m-1

chrxr =f^` i for1<j<di , 1<i<s,
r=0

in the unknowns z0,... , x71_1 over R has exactly bt solutions. Then the point
set (4.25) is a (t, m, s)-net in base b.

Proof. Let

E _ [I[aib—d`, (a + 1 )b—d`)
i=1
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be an elementary interval in base b with ),(E) = bt_m; hence E 1 di = m - t.
For 1 < i < s, let

d{
ai = L atjbdr-j

j=1

bebe the digit expansion in base b, where all aij E Zb. For the points xn of the
point set P in (4.25), we have x,, E E if and only if

m r di	 d{

y b-j E I	 aij b-j, L aijb-j + b-d') for 1< i< s.
j	

l
9	 7

This is equivalent to

for 1<j<di, 1<i<s,

which is, in turn, equivalent to

m-1

^ chr ^r(ar(n)) = rlj 1(a,j) for 1 <j 5 di, 1 < i s,
r=0

where iitj 1 denotes the inverse map of i7 j . By hypothesis, this system of linear
equations in the unknowns -rbr (ar (n)), 0 < r < m - 1, over R has exactly bt
solutions. Each solution corresponds to a unique m-tuple (ao(n),... , a„_1(n)),
and each such m-tuple corresponds to a unique integer n with 0 < n < bm.
Therefore A(E; P) = bt . O

We frequently consider the special case where b is a prime power. In this case,
we write q instead of b, and we can take for the ring R the finite field F. with q
elements. We collect the elements c^;.) E Fq in (N4) into a system of vectors

(4.26)	 cut) _ (cri , ... , c_ 1 ) E Fq	 for 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m,

and we introduce the following general notion.

DEFINITION 4.27. For a system C = {c^` ) E V : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m}
of vectors in a finite-dimensional vector space V, let p(C) be the largest integer
d such that any system {c( i) : 1 < j < di, 1 < i <_ s} with 0 <_ ds < m for
1 < i < s and Ef=1 di = d is linearly independent in V (here the empty system
is viewed as linearly independent).

It is clear that we always have 0 < p(C) < dim(V). If we specialize C to
be as in (4.26), which is the only case of interest in this chapter, then V is the
vector space FQ over Fq , and so 0 < p(C) < m. The significance of the number
p(C) is apparent from the following result.

THEOREM 4 .28. 1f q is a prime power, R = Fq , and the system C of vectors
is given by (4.26), then the point set (4.25) is a (t, m, 8)-net in base q with
t = m - p(C).
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Prooi. It suffices to check the condition in Theorem 4.26 for t = m — p(C).
Consider integers d1,... ,da > 0 with E. 1 d; = p(C). Then, by Definition 4.27,
the vectors c, 1 < j < di, 1 <i < s, are linearly independent over F.. Thus
the coefficient matrix of the system of p(C) linear equations in Theorem 4.26 hes
rank p(C), and so the system always hes exactly que` —o(C) = qt solutions. O

The principle in Theorem 4.28 can be extended to an arbitrary base b > 2 by
using the following procedure. We can write b as a product of prime powers, say
b = rjv_ 1 q,,. Let R be the ring direct product R = Ilh 1 F:1 of the finite fields
Fqv , 1 < v < h. Then the ring R satisfies the properties in (Nl). Note that all
operations in R are performed coordinatewise. The elements c') in (N4) are of
the form

4.27	 cW = (c 	 c^`^(	 )	 ir — jrl , 	, jrh) E R,

where c^ ,, E Fqv . For fixed v, let C„ be the system of vectors

(4.28)	 c3=(c( òl,...,c_ 11 )EFq	 for 1<i<s, 1<j<m.

THEOREM 4 .29. 1f b = fv_ 1 q„ is a product of prime powers q,,, if R =
H= F.,, and if the c 	 R are given by (4.27), then the point set (4.25) is a
(t, m, s)-net in base b with

t = m — min p(C„),
1<v<h

where the system C„ of vector8 is given by (4.28).
Proof. We check the condition in Theorem 4.26 for t = m — minl<„<h p(C).

For integers d1,... ,d9 > 0 with E; d = m — t and elements

_ (i) 	(0 E R for 1 < < d 1 < i < s

consider the system
m-1

(4.29)	 E cj* xr = f(` 1 for 1 < j < dt, 1 < i < s,
r=o

in the unknowns zo,... , z_ 1 over R. Because of the direct product structure of
R, this is equivalent to considering, for 1 < v < h, the system of m — t equations

m-1

(4.30) 	c^ , zr„ = f̂ ;,1 E Fq„	 for 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s,
r=o

in the m unknowns zo,,... , Z,, _1,,, over F.. Rom p(C„) > m—t, we obtain that
the coefficient matrix of the system (4.30) hes rank m — t for each v. Thus the
system (4.30) hes exactly qt, solutions for each v. Consequently, the system (4.29)
has exactly fl..-1 qv = bt solutions. 0
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The values of t obtained from Theorems 4.28 and 4.29 can be used in the
general discrepancy bound for (t, m, s)-nets in Theorem 4.10. For simplicity, we
state the resulting bound only for a prime power base q. In this case, the point
set P in (4.25) satisfies

(4.31)	 Div(P) 5 B(s,q)q-P(C) (logN)8-1 +O(q-P(C) (logN)'-2),

where the implied constant depends only on q and s. We now show that there
is also a lower bound for D(P) in terms of p(C).

THEOREM 4 .30. 1f q is a prime power and R = F., then, for the point set P
in (4.25), we have

C 1- 13 3q
) q-P(C)

DN(P) 

1f, in addition, the bijections r)jj are such that gtij(0) = 0 for 1 <_ i < s and
1 < j < m, then

(-
21-1/DN(P) 	

2q 4-P(C)

Proof. By construction, we have

m-1

(4.32) E c^ br(a,.(n)) = rl^^ l (^(,
)
)

r=o
for 0<n <qm, 1<i<s, 1 <j<m.

If s = 1 and p(C) = m, then the lower bounds for DN(P) follow from The-
orem 2.6. Otherwise, the definition of p(C) implies the existence of integers
di,... ,d, with 0< di < m for 1 < i < s and Et_ 1 di = p(C) + 1 such that the

system	 E Fq : 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s} is linearly dependent over F.. If w
with 1 < w < s is the largest index for which d w # 0, then there exist elements
h^') E Fq , 1 < j < di , 1 < i < w, not all zero such that

w d;

h(`) c(') = 0 E F.q
i=1 ,j=1

We have hdw) 0 by the definition of p(C). By comparing components, we
obtain

w d{

>2 >2 h(i)c(' = 0 for 0 < r < m -1.
i=1 f=1
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Together with (4.32), this yields

	w di	 w d{	 m-1

(4.33)	 >2>2 hjt>riijl(iinj)_>2>2I4t) 	 ^IrTÍ%r(ar(^}}
	i=1 j=1	 i=1 j=1	 r=0

m-1	 w d;

_r(ar(n))	 h( ) c(r = 0
7 7

r=0	 i=1 j=1
for 0 < n < qm .

Since hdw ) 0, there exists a unique c E F. with

w-1 di	 d-1

(4.34)(4.34)	 >2 >2 hi'lgij'(0) + E hrq - (0) + h(w) c = 0.
j=1 j=1	 j=1

Put a = rlwdw (c) E Zq . Define the interwals

Ji=[0,q -di)	 for 1<i<w,

Jw 	[ (a + l)q-d-^ ql-dw ) if a < (q -1)/3,- 

[0,aq-d-)	 if a > (q - 1)/3.

The subinterval J of I' is then defined by

w

J=JiXI8-w .

4=1

We claim that A(J; P) = 0. Suppose, on the contrary, that xn E J for some

n with 0 < n < qm. Then x^` 1 E Ji for 1 < i < w. For 1 < i < w, it follows from
the definition of Ji that y(i = 0 for 1 < j < di . For i = w, it follows from the

definition of Jw that y,^,i = 0 for 1 < j < dw and y  a. Thus (4.33) implies
that

	

w-1 d{	 d,-1

háii '!ti 1 (0) + >2 h3w17l;B (0 ) + hd. iod.(z/ná^) = 0.
	j=1 j=1	 j=1

In view of (4.34), this yields rlwdW (ynd') = c; hence ynd) = r►wdw (c) = a, a
contradiction. Thus the claim is shown.

Now we consider two cases, as in the definition of J,,,. In the first case, let
a < (q - 1)/3. Define subintervals Il and 72 of I° by

w-1

I	 J• X [ 0,q') X I" -w

i=1
w-1

'2 Ij Jix[0,(a+1)q dw)XIA-w

i=1
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Then Il is the disjoint union of J and I2. Since A(J; P) = 0, we obtain

X(J) = 1
A(J;P)

 —.\ (J) <
 A(I^ P)

 — Ae(I1)I +I A(IN P) —.X.(12)1 <_ 2D1v(P).

Using ^w  di = p(C) + 1, we see that

DN(P) ? 1,\.(J) = 1 (q — a — 1)q_d'_•.._dW = q — a —1 q-v(C) ) q — 1 q-a(C)
2	 2	 2q	 3q

In the second case, let a > (q — 1)/3. Then, from A(J; P) = 0, we obtain

D(P) >— IA (NP) — 	 )'s(J) = aq-d1-...-d1 > q — i q -v(C) .

Thus in both cases we have the first inequality in the theorem.
If, in addition, we have '7i (0) = 0 for 1 < i < s and 1 < j < m, then

from (4.34) we get c = 0; hence a = 0. Thus, from the first case above, we
obtain

D(P)
 q — a — l q-P(C) = q — l q-v(c)

2q	 2q

which is the second inequality in the theorem. ❑

REMARK 4 .31. Since the proof of Theorem 4.30 is based on the construction
of an interval J containing none of the points x n in (4.25), it follows that the
lower bounds in Theorem 4.30 also hold for any point set consisting of the x n
with n running through an arbitrary nonempty subset of {0, 1,... , qm —1}.

If q is a prime, then Fq and Zq can be identified. There is also a canonical
way of identifying elements of Fq and C(q). Let C =	 E FQ : 1 < i < 8, 1 <
j < m} be the system of vectors in (4.26). Using the quantities Wq (H) defined
in (3.18), we set

(4.35)	 Rq(C) =	 Wq (H).
H

Here the sum runs over all nonzero H = (hij) E C(q)'  m with

a m

E hijc^' ) = 0 E Fq ,
i=1 j=1

where the hij are viewed as elements of F.
LEMMA 4.32. If q is a prime, R = Fq , and every'lij is the identity map,

then the star discrepancy of the point set P in (4.25) satisfies

D <()—' P 1—(1—N) e +Rq(C)<N+Rq (C).N
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Proof. By the assumption on the t j, we have

m-1
tyn^ _ E chr ^ir (a,.(n)) for 0 < n < qm, 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m.

r=0

An application of Theorem 3.12 yields

(4.36)
	1 N-1	 s m

Djv(P)< 1- 1
/
 1-N) +EWq(H)NEe 1 E>2htjyn^

\	 /	 H^0	 1 n=0	 q i=1 j=1

where the outer sum is over all nonzero H = (hij ) E C(q)axm. For fixed H, we
have

N-1 1 s m	 1 a m	 m-1

' e q^^ h{j y+(►i = E e g Ê E h'j cjr br
n=0	 i=1 j=1	 bo,...,bm-1EZq	 i=1 j=1	 r=0

	l  m-1	 s m

_	 e -	 br Ê Ê htjc '̂)
bo l ...,b._IEZg	q r=0	 i=1 j=1

m-1/q-1	 a m

_ fl e> q>2>2 htijcrt^
r=0 	 i=1 j=1

The last expression is equal to qm = N if
e m

>2>2hijc)=0EFq for 0<r<m-1,
i=1 j=1

and equal to zero otherwise, where the htij are viewed as elements of Fq . The
lemma now follows from (4.36) and the definition of R q (C) in (4.35). ❑

On the basis of Lemma 4.32, we can show that the construction of the point
sets (4.25) yields on the average a low-discrepancy point set.

THEOREM 4 .33. For a prime q and for integers m > 1 and s > 1, let

Mq (m, 8) 
card(C) C 

RQ(C)

be the mean value of Rq (C) extended over the set C of all choices for a system

C = {cut) E Fq : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m}. Then, with N = q', we have

(

logN
Mq (m, 8) = 1 o  + 1) — N if q = 2,

g

1 m
Mq (m, s)

_
N

q hEC'(q)
s

< N\\1+51Sq 
g18q)logti+q) —N ifq>2.

csc ^ĥl + m — m-1 \8—

q	 q	 N
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Proof. Inserting the definition of Rq (C) into the expression for Mq (m, s) and
interchanging the order of summation, we obtain

Mg (m, s)
 card(C)

 E W (H) E 1,9
H#0	 C

where the outer sum is over all nonzero H = (h ti1 ) E C(q) , xm and the inner sum
is over all C = (c) E C for which

a m

(4.37)	 hicj(') = 0 E F.
i=1 f=1

For a fixed nonzero H E C(q) 11m, the inner sumin the last expression for

Mq (m, s) represents the number of solutions (4 ) ) E C of the vector equa-
tion (4.37). Since at least one h;, is a nonzero element of Fq , we can choose

ms — 1 vectors c(i ) E Fy arbitrarily, and the remaining vector is then uniquely
determined by (4.37). Therefore the number of solutions of (4.37) is q(ms-1)m •

Since card(C) = qm 2", it follows that

Mq (m, s) = q—m2"q(ms-1)m E Wq (H) = N E Wq (H).
H#0	 HOO

If q = 2, then the second part of Lemma 3.13 yields

> Wq (H)= 1 2 +l l a - 1= I i g4 +1 J - 1,
HOO	 \\	 llj	 \\\

and the formula for Mq (m, s) follows. For q> 2, the desired result is obtained
from the first part of Lemma 3.13. ❑

If we combine Lemma 4.32 and Theorem 4.33, then we see that, if q is a
prime, R = Fq , and every qj is the identity map, and if m > 1 and s > 1 are
fixed, then the construction of the point sets (4.25) yields on the average a point
set P with D(P) = O(N-1 (logN) 8). We now show that the quantities p(C) in
Definition 4.27 and R,(C) in (4.35) are connected by the following inequalities.

THEOREM 4 .34. For s > 2 and any prime q, we have

q —P(C) -1 ^ Rq (C) < (1—!) k(q)3((m+ 1)° — (p(C) + sl) q—P(C)
q	 s //

where k(q) = 1 if q = 2 and k(q) = csc(ir/q) + 1 if q > 2.

Proof. If C = (c) is given and a nonzero H = (hij) E C(q)°xm is such that

a m

(4.38)	 >2 	 = 0 E F,
i=1 j=1
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then the system {c : 1 < j < d^(H), 1 < i < s} is linearly dependent over
Fq , where d(H) = d(hil, ... , h) for 1 < i < s with the notation introduced
in (3.15). Fiom the definition of p(C), it follows that Ei=1 d,(H) > p(C) + 1.
We obtain the lower bound in the theorem from the fact that there is an H
satisfying (4.38) and E1 dj(H) = p(C) + 1.

To prove the upper bound, we put D(H) _ E^_ 1 di(H), and note that
from (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18) we obtain

W(H) ^ k(q)8q-D.

Therefore

	(4.39)	 Rq(C) k(q) ° E q
—D(H) =: 

k(q)'Sq(C),
H

where the sum is extended over all nonzero H = (hij) E C(q)exm satisfy-
ing (4.38). We have

	(4.40)	 Sq(C) _	 A(d)Q_d' _..._d.
d

where we sum over alld=(dl,...,d,)EZ 8 with 0<di<m for 1<i<_eand
E=i di > p(C) + 1, and where A(d) is the number of H = (hif) E C(q)"xrn
satisfying (4.38) and d(H) = di for 1 < i < s. If d is fixed and H is counted by
A(d), then (4.38) attains the form

a di

hij c;' ) = 0.
i=1 j=1

Choose integers fi with 0 < fi < d; for 1 < i < s and E..1 f = p(C). Then the
last vector identity can be written in the form

e fa	 •	 di

	(4.41)	 hijen) = - E E h;fc^`).
i= 1 .i= 1	i=1.i=ft+1

Suppose that we allow arbitrary choices for the coefficients hts on the right-hand
side of (4.41), the only stipulation being that h;d, q& 0 whenever d; > f;. Since
the veetors c^{) on the left-hand side of (4.41) are linearly independent over F.,
there can be at most one choice for the coefficients hij on the left-hand side.
Therefore

s	 s

A(d) ^	 (q -1)qdi -h -1 = H

d4>f	 d4> f{

Together with (4.40), this yields

q
 i

	1  , fl	 -qd{-fa < (1q 	q l qdi+...+d,—P(C)
	t=i 	J

Sq(C) < (1- q ) q-P(C) r 1 = (1- q) q-P(c) I (m + 1) ° -
 (P(C)+s))

and, by invoking (4.39), we complete the proof. ❑
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It follows from the results already shown in this section that a point set
constructed by (4.25) is a low-discrepancy point set precisely if p(C) is large.
The problem of maximizing the value of p(C) for a given finite field Fq and
for given integers m > 1 and s > 1 is an interesting combinatorial question for
vector spaces over finite fields, which is also connected with a classical problem in
algebraic coding theory; see Niederreiter [244, §7], [260]. An explicit construction
of systems C with a large value of p(C) will be given in §4.5.

We now give the description of a general principle for the construction of
(t, s)-sequences in base b. Let the integers s > 1 and b >_ 2 be given. Then we
choose the following:

(Si) A commutative ring R with identity and card(R) = b;

(S2)Bijections b,.: Zb — ► R for r > 0,
with ?br (0) = 0 for all sufficiently large r;

(S3) Bijections	 : R —► Zb for 1 < i < s and j >— 1;

(S4) Elements c 	 R for 1 < i < s, j > 1, and r > 0.

For n= 0, 1,.. ., let	
00

n = E a,. (n) br
r=o

be the digit expansion of n in base b, where a,.(n) E Zb for r > 0 and ar (n) = 0
for all sufficiently large r. We put

xnti) _ ^ Yni>b-i for n > 0 and 1 < i < s,
.i= 1

with
00

N =hij 	 c,-0,.(a,.(n))
r=o

E Zb for n > 0, 1 i < s, and j >_ 1.

Note that the sum over r is a finite sum, sine i,. (0) = 0 and a,. (n) = 0 for all
sufficiently large r. We now define the sequence

(4.42)	 x„ = (x(1) , ... , x)	 for n = 0, 1, ... .

To guarantee that the points x n belong to I° (and not just to Í°), and also for
the analysis of the sequence (4.42), we need the following condition:

(S5)For each n > 0 and 1 < i < s, we have yn^ <b— 1  for infinitely many j.

This condition is always tacitly assumed when we consider the sequence (4.42).
A sufficient condition for (S5) is:

(S6)rlfj (0) = 0 for 1 < i <s and all sufficiently large j, and for each 1 <_ i < s

and r > 0, we have cT = 0 for all sufficiently large j.
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Condition (S6) guarantees that, for Bach n > 0 and 1 < i < s, we have
ynf = 0 for all sufficiently large j, and so each xn, is given by a finite digit
expansion in base b.

THEOREM 4.35. Suppose that the integer t > 0 satisfies the following prop-
erty: For any integers m > t and di,... ,d3 > 0 with F, 1 di = m - t and any

E R, 1 < j < d;, 1 < i < s, the system of m - t linear equations

m-1

Ec^rzr =f^'1 for 1<j<di, 1<i<s
r=o

in the unknowns zo,... , zm_ 1 over R has exactly bt solutions. Then the se-
quence (4.42) is a (t, s)-sequence in base b.

Proof. For integers k > 0 and m > t, consider the xn with kbm <_ n <
(k+ 1)bm. In this range, the digits ar (n) of n are prescribed for r > m, whereas
the ar (n) with 0< r < m - 1 can vary freely over Zb. Let

E _ fl[ ab_", (a; + 1)b_')
i=1

be an elementary interval in base b with ),(E) = bt -m; hence r,s=1 di = m - t.
Using condition (S5) and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.26, we obtain
that x, E E if and only if

00

Ecfr r (ar(n)) ='(a) for 1 <j < di, 1 < i < s.
r=0

Since the iI r (ar (n)) with r > m are given, this reduces to

m-1

E cc;,l ,.(ar (n)) = f(` 1 	for 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s,
r=0

with suitable f ) E R. By hypothesis, this system of linear equations in the
unknowns iir (ar (n)), 0 <— r < m — 1, over R has exactly bt solutions. Each
solution corresponds to a unique m-tuple (ao(n), ... , a_1(n)), and each such
m-tuple corresponds to a unique integer n with kbm < n < (k+ 1)bm. Therefore
the points xn with kb"` < n < (k + 1)bm form a (t, m, s)-net in base b. The
desired result is thus shown by Definition 4.2. ❑

In the case of a prime power base q, there is an analogue of Theorem 4.28 for
(t, s)-sequences. We must consider systems of vectors obtained from the elements
cj. in (S4).

THEOREM 4.36. Let q be a prime power, let R = F., and let t >_ 0 be an
integer. If, for Bach integer m> t, the system C (m) consisting of the vectors

c^` ) = (cj` o , ... , c(i)	) E Fm 	for 1 < i < s 1 < :5 m

satisfies p(C ( m)) > m — t, then the sequence (4.42) is a (t, s)-sequence in base q.
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Proof. We verify the condition in Theorem 4.35 for the given value of t.
Consider integers m > t and d1,... , d, >_ 0 with E^=1 d; = m — t. Fiom
p(Clml) > m — t and Definition 4.27, it follows that the coefficient matrix of the
system of m — t linear equations in Theorem 4.35 has rank m — t, and so the
system always has exactly qt solutions. O

There is also an analogue of Theorem 4.29 for (t, s)-sequences. If the ring R
is chosen as in that theorem, then the elements c^ ) in (S4) can again be written
in the form (4.27).

THEOREM 4 .37. Let b = f v_ 1 q„ be a product of prime powers q, let R =

jjh 1_  Fq , , and let t > 0 be an integer. Suppose that, for each integer m> t andv-

each v with 1 < v < h, the system C,(,m) consisting of the vectors

cnv = (c^0 , ... , c^,m-1,v) E Fq for 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m,

satisfies p(Cum)) > m — t. Then the sequence (4.42) is a (t, s)-sequence in
base b.

Proof. Proceed in analogy with the proofs of Theorems 4.29 and 4.36. O

REMARK 4 .38. The van der Corput sequence in base b (see Definition 3.2)
arises as a special case from the general construction based on (Si) — (S5). Choose
s = 1 and let the ring R be the residue clans ring Z/bZ. Then R and Zb can
be identified, and so all bijections -i,. and r, in (S2) and (S3), respectively,
can be taken to be identity maps. Put c^1 = 1 if r = j — 1, and c('' ) = 0
otherwise. Then condition (S6) is satisfied, and the sequence (4.42) is the van
der Corput sequence in base b. It is a trivial verification that the condition in
Theorem 4.35 is satisfied with t = 0. Thus the van der Corput sequence in base
b is a (0, 1)-sequence in base b (compare also with the beginning of §4.1).

4.4. A special construction of nets.

We discuss a special family of nets arising from the general construction based
on (Nl) — (N4) in §4.3. We choose the base to be a prime power q, and the ring
R to be the finite field Fq with q elements. Let Fq ((x-1 )) be the field of formal
Laurent series over Fq in the variable x-1 . Thus the elements of Fq ((x— ')) are
formal Laurent series

00

L =
k=w

where w is an arbitrary integer and all tk E Fq. The discrete exponential val-
uation v on Fq ((x-1)) is defined by v(L) = —w if L 54 0 and w is the least
index with t, # 0, and by v(0) = —oo. We have v(f) = deg(f) for all nonzero
polynomials f E Fq [x]. We also note that Fq ((x-1 )) contains the field of rational
functions over Fq as a subfield.

For a given dimension s > 2, choose f E Fq [x] with deg( f) = m > 1 and let
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91,... , 9a E Fq [x]. Consider the expansions

9:(x

f(x) = 	 Ukt)x—k 
E Fq ((x-1)) for 1 < i < s,

k=wi

where wi < 1 for 1 < i < s. Define the elements c(i in (N4) by

(4.43) chr=u j EFq for 1<i<s, 1<j<m, 0<r<m-1.

Choose the bijections in (N2) and (N3) arbitrarily. Then the general construc-
tion principle for nets described in §4.3 yields the point set (4.25) consisting
of qm points in P. We denote this point set by P(g, f), where we write
g = (91, • . • ,g) E Fq [x]a for the s-tuple of polynomials gl, ... ,g. For an
arbitrary h = (h 1 ,... , ha ) E Fq [x]a, we define the "inner product"

h - g=^h%g.

As usual, we write f g if f divides g E Fq [x]. In the following, we use the
convention deg(0) = -1.

DEFINITION 4 .39. For f and g as above, we define

p(g, f) = 8-1 +min	 deg(hi ),
i=1

where the minimum is extended over all nonzero h = (hl, ... , ha ) E Fq [x]a with
deg(hi)<m for 1<i<sand f ^h•g.

LEMMA 4.40. Let

c^') =(c^o,...,c^Em_ 1 )EFq for 1<i<s, 1<j<m,

where the c are given by (4.43). Then, for h E Fq , 1 < i < s, 1 < j <m, we
have

s m

	(4.44)
	

hts é) = 0 EFq
i=1 j=1

if and only if f1 h • g, where h = (h1,... ,h8 ) E Fq [x]  with

	(4.45)	 h(x) _	 E Fq[x] for 1 < i < s.
j=1

Proof. By comparing components, we see that (4.44) is equivalent to

a m

	(4.46)	 htju(+^ = 0 for 0< r <_ m -1.
i=1 j=1
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For t<i<s,wehave

h(z)g(x) _(
Ê h 1 -1)( Ê  uki,x—k = Ê	

hij4x—k+j-1
f(x)	=J	 k=w	 j=1 k=wj

m	 00

— L1	- j ij E	 —r-1^r Fj x
j=1	 r=wj—j

Thus, for r > 0, the coefficient of x-r-1 in h.gi/f is E 1̂ hiju;.+j . Therefore,
condition (4.46) is equivalent to the following: For 0 < r < m -1 the coefficient
of x-r-1 in E=1 hig;/ f is 0. This means that

fh•g=p+L,

where p E Fq xl and L E FQ ((x-1 )) with v(L) < -m. The last identity is
equivalent to

h -g - pf = Lf.

On the left-hand side, we have a polynomial over Fq , whereas, on the right-hand
side, we have v(Lf) < 0 sine v(f) = deg(f) = m. This is only possible if
L f = 0, i.e., if f 1 h • g. ❑

	COROLLARY 4 .41. 1f C is the system of vectors	 in Lemma 4.40 and p(C)
is as in Definition 4.27, then p(C) = p(g, f).

Proof. By Definition 4.27, there exist integers d1,... ,d9 with 0 < di < m for
1 < i < s and E1=1 di = p(C) + 1 such that the system {c^=1 : 1 < j < di, 1 <
i < s} is linearly dependent over Fq . Then there exist h;j E Fq , 1 < j < d; ,
1 < i < s, not all zero, such that

s d{

	> 	 =0EF9,
i=1 j=1

and, by putting hij = 0 for di <j <_ m, 1 < i < s, we obtain an identity of the
form (4.44). By Lemma 4.40 it follows that f ( h • g, where h = (h1,... , h,) # 0
with the polynomials hi in (4.45). Hence, from Definition 4.39, we obtain

	r 	 a.

p(g, f) < s - 1 + deg(hi) < s - 1 + t(di -1) = p(C).
	i=1	 i=1

On the other hand, by Definition 4.39, there exists a nonzero h = (h 1 ,... , h3 ) E
Fq [x]° with deg(hi) < m for 1 < i < s and fJ h • g such that p(g, f) =
s- 1 + Ei=1 deg(hi). Then, by Lemma 4.40, we obtain (4.44) with the elements
hij E Fq , 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m, determined by (4.45). Thus the system

1 < j < deg(hi) + 1, 1 < i < s} is linearly dependent over Fq , and so

p(C) <	 (deg(h;) + 1) -1 = p(g, f).	 ❑
ti=1
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THEOREM 4.42. The point set P(g, f) is a (t, m, s)-net in base q with t =
m - P(g,f).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.28 and Corollary 4.41. O
It is clear from Theorem 4.42 that the larger the value of p(g, f), the better

the distribution properties of the point set P(g, 1). Therefore the number p(g, f)
is celled the figure of merit. Fiom Corollary 4.41 and the remark following
Definition 4.27, we see that we always have 0 < p(g, f) < m. From (4.31),
Theorem 4.30, and Corollary 4.41, we obtain the discrepancy bounds

(4.47) 	q -1 q-P(g,f) < Div (P(g, f)) B(s, q)q -P(g,f) (log N) .-1

+ O (q-v(g ,f ) (log N)'-2),

where the implied constant depends only on q and s. If ruif (0) =0 for 1 < i < s,
1 < j < m, then the factor (q - 1)/(3q) in the lower bound can be replaced by
(q - 1)/(2q).

Another discrepancy bound is obtained from Lemma 4.32 in the case where
q is prime and every'7if is the identity map. If h = (h1,... , h,) E Fq [x) with
deg(h^) <m for 1 < i < s, then we can use (4.45) and the fact that C(q) forma
a complete residue system mod q to identify h with H = (hi f ) E C(q)<m, and
we put Wy (h) = Wq (H). In analogy with the definition of Rq (C), we then set

(4.48)	 R(g, f) =	 Wq (h),

where the sum is over all nonzero h = (h 1 ,... , h,) E F[x] 3 with deg(hi) <m
for 1 < i < s and f 1 h • g. It follows from Lemma 4.40 that R(g, f) = Rq (C),
where C is the system of vectors cc {) in Lemma 4.40. Thus Lemma 4.32 shows
that

(4.49)	 Di (P(g, f)) <_ 1 - (1
 

- N I + R(g, f) N + R(g, 1),

provided that q is prime and every rij is the identity map.
On the basis of (4.49), we will prove that the point sets P(g, f) are on the

average low-discrepancy point sets. For s > 2 and f E FQ [x] with q prime and
deg(f) = m > 1, put

G8(f) = {g = (91, ... ,g) E Fq [x]" : gcd(gi, f) = 1 and deg(9i) <m

fort<i<s}.

Let	 1

Ma(f) = card(Gs(f))
sEG(f) 

R(g, f)

be the mean value of R(g, f) extended over the set G,(f ). Note that
card(G.(f )) = 4; q (f )', where 1 q is the analogue of Euler's totient function
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for the ring Fq [x]. By a formula in [192, Lemma 3.69], we have

(4.50)	 a(f) = qm Ij(1- q~nk)k=1
where ni,... , n, are the degrees of the distint monic irreducible polynomials
over Fq dividing f.

The proof of the following theorem depends on the theory of arithmetic func-
tions on Fq [x] as developed by Carlitz [36] and on the theory of characters of
Fq ((x- ')) as developed by Carlitz [37] and Hayes [131]. Henceforth, an arith-

metic function is a real-valued function on the multiplicative semigroup Sq of

monic polynomials over Fq . An arithmetic function E is called multiplicative (re-

spectively, additive) if E(gh) = E(g)E(h) (respectively, E(gh) = E(g) + E(h))

for all g, h E Sq with gcd(g, h) = 1. We write Ev mod f for a sum over all

v E Fq [x] with deg(v) < deg( f ), and we write E , mod f if the additional condi-

tion gcd(v, f) = 1 is imposed. Furthermore, Ed / denotes a sum over all d E Sq

dividing f.
Let X be a fixed nontrivial additive character of F.. For L E Fq ((x-1 )), put

Xq (L) = X(tl), where tl is the coefficient of x-1 in the expression for L. Then

X9 is an additive character of Fq ((x-1 )), that is trivial on Fq [x]. Consequently,

Xq (•/ f) is a nontrivial additive character of the residue clans ring Fg [x]/(f ). For

g E Fq [x] the orthogonality relations for characters yield

vg gdeg(f) if f 19
(4.51)	 E Xq ( )_	 .

 tov mod f 	 lf f t g.

See, e.g., Car [35, p. 8] for this formula.
THEOREM 4.43. Let q be a prime, let s > 2 be an integer, let f E Fq [x] with

deg(f) = m > 1, and put N = qm . Then

M. = N(cg logN+dq )3 -cgs loN +O( (logl N)2 1

where the implied constant depends only on q and s and where d2 = 1, dq = 1/q

for q > 2, c2 = 1/ log 4, and

1	xlxlc 	lo q - 1 + r csc—J for q > 2.
q q gq	 zEC'(q)	 q

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that f is monic. Inserting

the definition of R(g, f) in (4.48) into the expression for M, (f) and interchanging
the order of summation, we obtain

M3(f) = q(f )" E A(h)W,(h),
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where the sum is over all nonzero h = (h1 ,... , h° ) E F9 [x]° with deg(hi) <m
for 1 < i < s and where A(h) is the number of g E G° (f) with f j h • g. Since
A(0) = 4q(f)8  and Wq (0) = 1, we can write

(4.52)	 M°(f) = q(f )° 
h 

A(h)W,(h) —1,

where the sum is over all h = (h 1 ,... , h°) E F[x]° with deg(hi) < m for
1 < i < s. For any such h, we have

_	 v
A(h)	 q-m	 Xq fh • g)

gEG.(f)	 vmodf

by (4.51). By the definition of W,(h), we can write

°
Wq(h) = IjQq(hi),

where we use (4.45) to identify hi with (h 1 ,... , hi„,) E Cm (q), and we define
Qq (hi) to be the quantity QQ(hij, ... , hm) in (3.16) und (3.17). Then we obtain

A(h)W,(h) = N	 > XQ (fh • g) WQ (h)
h	 vmodf h gEG,(f)

— 1 	 ... 	 Xq (
/

fhigi f ... Xq (fh9°)
N vmodf h,modf h,modfglmodf g,modf

•Qq(hl) ... Qq (h°)
1= N E Y9(v,f) 8

vmodf

with

Yq(v,f) =	 • Xe(h9)Qv(h).
hmodfgmodf

Now
Yq(6,f) _ -@q(f) E Qq(h);

hmodf

thus

°
(4.53) FA(h)Wq(h) = 4 q(f)

8 F Qe(h) + N > Yq(v,.f) ° .
h	 h mod f	 v mod f

vOO

Let µq be the Möbius function on S. (see [36] and [192, p. 145]), and note that
µq is multiplicative. We abbreviate gcd(g, f) by (g, f) in this proof. Then, for



Yq(v,f) _	 Qq(h) E XQ \f hg)	
µ9(d)

where, in the last step, we changed d into f /d. Applying (4.51) to the innermost
sum, we obtain

h mod f g mod I dI(g,f)

hmodf
Qq(h) >149(d)
 dt f X9 \Í h9lg mod f

djg

Qq(h) > µq (d) X. ( had
h mod f dl f

	

a mod f /d	 /

h mod f
Qq(h) µq d

dt f

v
> Xq ^ha ,

a mod d
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fixed v E F,[x] with 0 < deg(v) < m, we obtain

Yq(v,f) _
h mod f

Qg(h)^iiy(d)gdeg(d)
dof

=

\	 di f
f)gdeg(d) 	Qq(h)•

\	 h mod f
dlvh dlvh

Now d 1 vh if and only if d/(d, v) divides h; thus

(4.54)	 Yq(v,f) = jµq(t)gdeg(d) E,( (d v) f)
d^ f

where, for an a E S. dividing f, we put

E.(a, f) = 	 Qq(h).
h mod f

alh

If a = f, then
Eq(a,f)=Qq(0)=1.

Now let a f; then

Eq(a,f) = 1 + E Q9(ab).
b mod f /a

b960

For q = 2, we have

deg(f/a)-1

Q(ab) =	 2—deg(ab)-1 = 2—deg(a)-1	 2—k2k

b mod f /a	 b mod f /a	 k=0
b00	 b&0

= deg I f
) 

2— deg(a)-1
\a
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For q> 2 and for h E Fq [x] with 0 < deg(h) < m, we have

Qq(h) = q—deg(h)-1 (csc q ) sgn(h) + a(deg(h) + 1, m))

where sgn(h) is the leading coefficient of h, viewed as an element of C* (q). Since
a is monic, we obtain

Q(ab) _ q- deg(ab)-1(csc

`	
q I sgn(b)I + a (deg(b), deg

\ f / — i))
b mod f /a b mod f /a a\\\

b#0 b#0

deg(f /a)-1

11x1
/	 \

= q—deg(a)-1 C` kqkq (csc 	 +a(kdeg1— 11
`
f)

k=0 JJ  a	 /zEC`(q)	 q

= deg (f )q—deg(a)-1
a

csc ^Izl + (q — 1 ) (deg (f ) — 1)q__1
q  

zEC` (q)

= Tq deg (^) q — dg(.)
  

e 	 _ Eqq— deg(a) ,
a

where we put Tq = Cq log q for all q and Eq = (q — 1)/q for q > 2. The case where
q = 2 is also covered by this formula if we put E2 = 0. To include the case where
a = f, we put

aq(a,!) = Eq if, a = f,

0	 if. a 96 f .

Then, for all a E S. dividing f, we have

(4.55) Eq (a, f) = 1 + Tq deg (a 
) q

— deg(a) — (Eq — 6jq (a, .f ))q- deg(a)

= 1 + (mTq — sq + Sq (a, .f ))q— deg(a) — Tq deg(a)q deg(a)

Applying this formula with a = d/(d, v) in (4.54), we obtain

Yq(v,f) — Epq \d/
dlf

(qd.g(d) + („Tq — Eq + 6q ( d , f) / 
gdeg((d.v)) — Tq deg ` d )qdeg«d,v»);

\(d,v)	 \(d,v)

thus

(4.56)	 Y.(v, f) = 4) q (f) +(cq log N — eq )HQ 1) (v, f )

—TgHq2) (v, f) + H93) (v, f)
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with

H(') (v, f) _  	 µq (f ) gdea((d,v)) ,

	

di!	 d

Hg z ) (v, f) _	 iq (f ) deg	 d ) gdes((d,v)) ,
	d ^ f	d	 (d, v) J

Hq() (v, f) = EPg(^) Sq	 d ef)gdeg(( ,))

dlf

In the remeinder of the proof, p will always denote a monic irreducible poly-
nomial over F. For a nonzero v E Fq [x], let e.(v) be the largest nonnegative
integer such that peo(°) divides v. Now we consider Hg l) (v, f) for a fixed v # 0.
Since gdeg((d, 0) is a multiplicative function of d, it follows that Hq l) (v, f) is a
multiplicative function of f. For any integer k > 1, we have

H(1)(v, k) 
= gdeg((Pk ,v)) — gdeó((P^` -' ,v)) .

9

Hence, if e.(v) < k, then H,(' ) (v,p') = 0. If e.(v) > k, then

HH)(v,pk) 
= gdes(Pk ) — gdeg(Pk-1 ) = (11q(pk)

by (4.50). By multiplicativity, we obtain

(4.57)	 Hgl)(v, 1) _ 
tIq(f) if f ( v,
0	 if f t v.

Next, we consider Hq2) (v, f) for a fixed v 96 0. Since deg(d/(d, v)) is an
additive and gdeg((d,v)) a multiplicative function of d, it follows by induction on
the number of distinct polynomials p dividing f that

(4.58)	 HH2)(v,f) _	
H2) (v,pen(f))Hgl)(v,f/PC"(f)).

PIf
For any integer k > 1, we have

	H42) (v, k ) = degl 
(P 

kk
'v)I	 (

lgdeg((Pk,v)) — degI pkl
,v)
l )gdeg((Pk-1,v))

( 	- 

Hence, if e,(v) > k, then Hg2) (v, pk) = 0. If e.(v) < k, then

Hq2) (v, pp`) = deg(p) qen (v) deg(P) .

By (4.57) and (4.58), we obtain

H42) (v, f) _Edeg(p)gea (v)deg(P) <pq(f/per(f) ),
P
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where the sum is over all p satisfying the following two conditions: (i) ep (v) <
ep (f ); (ii) f /pe, (f) divides v. Note that (ii) means that ep, (f) <e (v) for all
monic irreducible polynomials pl over Fq with pl 34 p. Thus (i) and (ii) hold
simultaneously if and only if there exists a unique p with ep(v) < e.(f ). If this
condition is satisfied, then, with this p, we have

H 2) (v, f) = deg(p) q°a (v) deg(p) ,p4 (f /pev (f) ),

whereas Hqa) (v, f) = 0 otherwise.

Now we consider Hy3) (v, f). Note that 6.(d/(d, v), f) # 0 only if q > 2 and
d/(d, v) = f. Since d divides f, however, we have d/(d, v) = f if and only if

d = f and (f, v) = 1. Thus, if q > 2 and (f, v) =1, then Hy3) (v, f) _ (q —1)/q.
In all other cases, we have i43) (v, f) = 0.

For v E F. [x] with 0 _< deg(v) < m, we have Hql) (v, f) = 0 by (4.57), and
so, in view of (4.56) and the formula for H. (v, f), we obtain

Yq(v,f) = 4 q(f) — THg2) (v,f)+ 0 ( 1 )

with an absolute implied constant. We combine this with (4.52) and (4.53) to
obtain

/	 a

M8 (f) = Eq(l,f) 8 + 1 	(1—TgJq(v,f)+0(,
f)( //	

1,
vmodj\	 9 
v#0

where JQ (v, f) = H$2) (v, f)/^q(f ). The formula for Hq2) (v, f) shows that
Jq (v, f) = 0(1); hence

(4.59)

M.(f)=NEq(l,f) a +NÊ(Z)(—T9)' E Jq(v,f)'+o lf)/
f=1	 v mod j	 9(

v#0

with an implied constant depending only on q and s.
We now consider the sum over v in (4.59) for 1 < i < s. From the formula

for Hqa) (v, f), we obtain

deg(p)
Jq(v, f) = • q (peP(f)-ev(v))

if there exists a unique p with e(v) < e9 (f ), and J.(v, f) = 0 otherwise. We
put

H;(f)=	 Jq(v,f) 	 for 1<i<s.
vmodf

v#0

Let g, h E Sq with (g, h) = 1 and let v E Fq [x] with 0 < deg(v) < deg(gh) be
such that there exists a unique p with ep(v) < ep(gh). Then since ep(gh) > 0, p
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divides exactly one of g and h, and so the sum H;(gh) can be split up into two
subaula according to these two cases. If p 1 g, say, then v = v,h with vl E F.[xJ,
0 <_ deg(v1) < deg(g), and Jq(v,gh) = Jq (vlh,gh) = JJ (v1,g)• From this, it is
easily seen that H{(gh) = H{(g) + H;(h); hence H{ is additive. For an integer
e >- 1 and any p, we have

e-1

Hi(pe) = deg(p)'	 E §q(pe
— k) —^.

k=0 v mod p'
e,(v)=k

For 0 < k < e - 1, the number of v E FQ [x) with 0 < deg(v) < deg(pe) and
e(v) = k is equal to q (pe-k), and so

e

(4.60)	 H;(pe) = deg(p) ;	
4
)a(Pk )1-

.

k=1

For i = 1, this yields H1(pe) = deg(p)e = deg(pe), thus H1(f) = deg(f) = m by
additivity. For i = 2, we obtain

e

H2(t) = deg(p)2 t q k deg(P) (1 — q— deg(P)) -1

k=1
e

< 2 deg(p) 2 E y k deg(p) <4 deg(p)2q- deg(p)

k=1

and so, by additivity,

H2(f) < 4Edeg(P) zq- des (P) .

Pl f

Let n be the number of distinct monic irreducible polynomials over Fq dividing
f, and let Pl,... , pn be the first n in a list of all monic irreducible polynomials
over Fq ordered by nondecreasing degrees. Then

n	 D(n)

H2(f)	 + 0(1) < 4 E r2q-'I,(r) + 0(1),
j=1	 r-1

where D(n) = deg(p) and I4 (r) is the number of monic irreducible polynomials
over Fq of degree r. Since I4(r) < qr/r for r > 1 by [192, Cor. 3.21], it follows
that

D(n)

(4.61)	 H2(f) <4 E r + 0(1) = O(D(n) 2).
r=1

On the other hand, we have
n

m = deg(f) > Edeg(pj) > (D(n) - 1)Iq (D(n) - 1).
j=1
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From [192, Exer. 3.27], we obtain IQ (r) > cq'/r for r > 1 with en absolute
constant c> 0. Thus, if D(n) > 2, then m > cqD(") -1 ; hence D(n) = 0(1 +
logm), and this holds trivially if D(n) = 1. Combining this with (4.61), we
obtain

(4.62)	 H2(f) = 0((loglog N)2).

For i > 3, it follows from (4.60) that

e	 e

H;(p°) < deg(p) ° t'Dq(k ) -2 = deg(p)'tq-2kdeg(")(1- q-deg(r))•2

	

k=1	 k=1

< 2 deg(P) f(gdeg(P) — 1) -2 r

and so, by additivity,

00

HH(f) <2 	deg(9)`(gdeg(9) _ 1)-2 = 2 	 k{(qk -1)-2qk
	9ES.,	 k1

deg(g)> 1

00

< 4 E k4(gk - 1)-1 = 0(1).
k=1

Now we use this information as well as (4.62) and H1 (f) = m in for-
mula (4.59). This yields

M°(f) = 1
9

E ( 1 f) ° -c
4	 /

8 1oN +O( (log1N N)2 I +0(
(f)

^ 1 ).
4

By (4.55) we have E.(1, f) = mTQ + d = cq log N + d., and [35, Prop. VI.11]
yields 4 q (f) -1 = 0(N -1 loglog(N+ 1))• Hence the desired result follows. O

It follows from (4.49) and Theorem 4.43 that, if q is prime, every 77ij is the
identity map, and if 8 > 2 and f E Fq [a] with deg(f) = m > 1 are fixed, then, as
g runs through G.(ƒ), we get on the average DN (P(g, f)) = 0 (N -1 (log N)') .
We note that, for the number c4 in Theorem 4.43, we have the bound

cq <?+ 7 - 1 	for q>2,
ir 51og q q log q

according to (3.22).

REMARK 4 .44. In the special case where f is irreducible over Fq , q prime, a
result of the same type as Theorem 4.43 can be shown in a much easier fashion.
Put m = deg(f) and let

G:(f)={g=(91,...,g.)EFq[x]':deg(gi)<m for 1<i<8},

Má
1

(f) = card(G°(f)) F R(&f)•
	/ 	 gEG,(f)
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Then card(G;(f )) = qm$, and, in the same way as in the beginning of the proof
of Theorem 4.43, we obtain

M(f) = q—ms	 A'(h)Wq(h),

h#0

where A'(h) is the number of g E G',(f) with f 1 h • g. For every h in the
range of summation, we have A'(h) = qm(&-'), since s - 1 entries of g can
be prescribed arbitrarily and the remaining entry (for which the corresponding
entry of h is # 0) is uniquely determined because of the irreducibility of f. Thus,
with N = qm, we obtain

M:(f) = N E W,(h),
h#0

and so Lemma 3.13 yields

1	 N	1
M.(f)= 1(

log
4 +1) - N if q=2,

e

	M(f) = 
1 m 	csc xlh) + m - 

m_1 ) 8- 1 - 1

N q hE q)	 q	 q	 N

< ( ( _ -

N a + 5 10g9 9 g9lo / 
log N + l l  - N if q> 2.

	\ 	 9/

REMARK 4 .45. If f is irreducible over Fq , then the chr in (4.43) can also

be represented as follows. We first note that the sequence ul` ) , z4',... is a
linear recurring sequence with characteristic polynomial f. Thus it follows from
Theorem A.2 in Appendix A that there exist elements Bi, 1 < i < s, in the
extension field FN of order N = qm such that

uk' ) = Tr(9juk-1 ) for 1 < i < s and k > 1,

where Tr is the trace function from FN to Fq and where o is a root of f in FN.
Hence (4.43) attains the form

chr =Tr(9;o"+j -1) for 1<i<s, 1<j<m, 0<r<m-1.

Consequently, if q is prime, f is irreducible over F., and the bijections i( ,,. and il;^
are identity maps, then the construction of the point sets P(g, f) is a special case
of the construction in Niederreiter 1239, p.161], where, in the Jatter construction,
we take = 0c7 1 EFN for1<i<_s,l<_j<m.

In the case where s = 2, there is a connection between the figure of
merit p(g, f) introduced in Definition 4.39 and continued fractions for ra-
tional functions over F., where q is again an arbitrary prime power. Let

g = (91,92) E Fq [x] 2 with gcd(gi, f) = 1 for i = 1, 2. Then the con-
dition h • g = hlgl + h2g2 - 0 mod f in Definition 4.39 is equivalent to
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hl + hzg1* g2 - 0 mod f , where gi E Fq [x] is such that glgt = 1 mod f . Therefore
the figure of merit is the same for the original g and for the pair (1, gigg). Thus
it suffices to consider the figure of merit for pairs g of the form g = (1, g) with
g E F[x] and gcd(g, f) = 1. Let

f = [Ao; Al, A2, ... ,A1]

be the continued fraction expansion of the rational function g/ f , with partial
quotients An E F9 [x] satisfying deg(An ) > 1 for 1 < n < 1. Put

(4.63)	 K (f ) = max deg(An ).
l<n<1

Then we have the following formula.

THEOREM 4.46. If f E Fq [x] with deg(f) = m >_ 1 and g = (1, g) E Fq [x] 2

with gcd(g, f) = 1, then

p(g,f)=m+1 -K(f).

Proof. If h = (hl, h2) E Fq [x] 2 satisfies the conditions in Definition 4.39,
then we must have h2 0; hence 0 <_ deg(h2) < m. Drom hl + h29 = 0 mod f,
it follows that hl = pf - h2g for some p E Fq [x], and actually p is chosen so that
deg(hl) is minimal. Therefore

p(g,f) = 1 + min(deg(h l ) + deg(h2)) = 1 + min(deg(pf - h29) + deg(h2))
h	 h2,p

=m+ 1+min(VO-
harp	

p1 +2deg(h2)l,
 h2

where the last two minima are extended over all h2 E F[x] with 0 < deg(h2) <m
and all p E Fq [xJ. Now we use notation and results from Appendix B. For
arbitrary h2 and p, as above, there exists n with 1 < n <_ l such that deg(Qn _ 1 ) <
deg(h2) < deg(Qn ). Then

v(f --L) +2deg(h2) >v(f - Q.
n

I_i + 2 deg(Qn_1)

= deg(Qn -1) - deg(Qn) = - deg(An),

with equality if p = Pn_1, h2 = Q_1. Thus

	p(g,f)=m+1+ min (-deg(An))=m+1-KI g I	 p
I<n<t	 \ I'

It follows from Theorem 4.46 that the desirable pairs g = (1, g) are those with
a small value of K(g/ f ). The least possible value of K(g/ f) is 1. For any pre-
scribed m > 1, we can obtain f, g E F[x] with deg(f) = m, gcd(g, f) = 1,
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and K(g/ f) = 1, namely, by choosing partial quotients A0,... , A,. with
deg(A,) = 1 for 1 < r < m and letting g/ f be the resulting rational func-
tion (Ao can be arbitrary, the simplest choice being Ao = 0). If K(g/ f) = 1,
then, from Theorem 4.46, we obtain p(g, f) = m for g = (1,g). With such
a choice of g and f, we obtain a two-dimensional point set P(g, f) satisfying
DN(P(g, f)) = O(N-1 log N), according to (4.47). By the general lower bound
mentioned after (3.8), this is the smallest order of magnitude that can be achieved
by the star discrepancy of a two-dimensional point set.

A construction analogous to that of the point sets P(g, f) can also be applied
to sequences. A formal Laurent series L E Fq((x)) is called irrational if it is
not the expansion of a rational function over Fq . Now let s > 1 be a given
dimension and choose irrational L 1 ,... ,L, E Fq ((x-1 )), say

00

Li = > uk'la-k for 1 <_ i <_ s,
k=wi

where wi <_ 1 for 1 < i < s. Then define the elements c(i in (S4) by

(4.64)	 c j* = u;.+j E Fy for 1 i < s, j >_ 1, r > 0.

The bijections in (S2) are chosen arbitrarily, subject only to the condition im-
posed in (S2). Then the general construction principle for sequences described
in §4.3 yields the sequence (4.42). It remains to guarantee that condition (S5
holds. The following is a sufficient condition for (S5) to be satisfied. Here rlsj

denotes again the inverse map of the bijection qi1.

LEMMA 4 .47. 1f the bijections rlij are such that rl;f l (q - 1) is 96 0 and inde-
pendent of j for all sufficientlyïciently large j, then, for each n > 0 and 1 < i < s, we

have yl,) <q - 1 for infinitely mant' j.

Proof. Suppose that for some n and i we had gn{? = q -1 for all sufficiently
large j. Since, for a suitable integer R >- 0, we have Ii,.(ar(n)) = 0 for all
r > R,^, it follows from (4.64) and the definition of the y that

R„
u;.+f^i,.(a,.(n)) = ns^'(q - 1)	 for all sufficiently large j.

r=o

By hypothesis there exists a nonzero mi E Fq such that rl; (q - 1) = mi for all
sufficiently large j. Thus, with a suitable integer jo > 1, we have

R„

E O,.(a,.(n))u j = mi for all j > jo.
r=o

Hence, if we put vk = u,(' for k > 0, then the sequence vo, vl, ... of elements
of Fq satisfies a nontrivial linear recursion and is thus ultimately periodic (com-

pare with Appendix A). Consequently, the sequence 	 is ultimately

periodic, and so L{ is the expansion of a rational function over Fq , which is a

contradiction. 11
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To illustrate the analysis of these sequences, we consider the simplest case
where s = 1. For an irrational L1 E Fq ((x-1 )) as above, let

L l = [Ao; Al, A2, ...1

be its continued fraction expansion, with partial quotients Ad E Fq [x], d
0,1, ... , satisfying deg(Ad) > 1 for d > 1. Put

K(L1) = sup deg(Ad).
d>1

The hypothesis of Lemma 4.47 is assumed in the construction to guarantee the
validity of condition (S5).

THEOREM 4 .48. If K(L 1 ) < oo, then the above construction based on (4.64)
with s = 1 pields a (t, l)-sequence in base q with t = K(L1) - 1.

Proof. By Theorem 4.36, it suffeces to verify that, for each integer m > t, the
vectors

Cel)=(C^p,...,c^lm-1)EFq,	 1<j<m-t,

are linearly independent over Fq . Suppose that, for some m> t, we had

m—t

^hjci(l) =0EF4
,j=1

where not all h1 E F. are zero. Then

m—t

E hlu( ') .=0 for 0<r<m-1.
j=1

With h(x) = E it h1xj -1 E Fq [x] we obtain

m—t

hLl =	 E( hiz.'_1)
oo

(

 E ^kl)x—k
m—t

= L h'
o0
E ukl)x—k+7-1

j=1 k=w, j1 k=w1
m—t	 w

_ hi E u*+jx ,
f= 1 ?W1-9

and so the coefficient of x - ''-1 in hL1 is zero for 0 < r < m-1. Thus v(hLi -p) <
-m for a suitable p E Fq [x). Since deg(h) < m - t -1, it follows that

(4.65)	 deg(h) + v(hLi - p) < -t - 1 = -K(L1).

On the other hand, with notation and results from Appendix B, we see that
there exists a d > 1 with deg(Qd_1) < deg(h) < deg(Qd) and that

deg(h) + v(hLi - p) = 2 deg(h) + v (L, - h I > 2 deg(Qd_ l) + v I
\
 Ll -

/ 	 Qd-1 J
= deg(Qd_1) - deg(Qd) _ - deg(Ad) >_ -K(L1).

This is a contradiction to (4.65). El
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4.5. A special construction of (t,8)-sequences.

We first consider a prime power base q and we choose the ring R to be the
finite field Fq in the general construction based on (Si) - (S4) in §4.3. To obtain
suitable elements chr E Fq in (S4), we again use the method of formal Laurent
series employed in j4.4. In the following, we describe the most interesting special
case of a construction introduced in Niederreiter [247].

For a given dimension s > 1, let Pl,... , p, E Fq [x] be distinct monic irre-
ducible polynomials over Fq . Put ei = deg(pi) for 1 < i < s. For 1 < i _< s and
integers j > 1 and 0 < k < ei, consider the expansions

xk	 00

(4.66)	 pi(x)i =	 a ( `) (j, k, r)x-r-1 E F.((x-1))

Then define the elements chr in (S4) by

(4.67)	 d r  = a (' ) (Q + 1, k, r) E Fq for 1 < i < s, j>1,  r > 0,

where j - 1 = Qei + k with integers Q = Q(i,j) and k = k(i, j) satisfying
0 < k < ei. We assume that the bijections i jj in (S3) are chosen in such a way
that llsj(0) = 0 for 1 < i < s and all sufficiently large j. The bijections in (S2)
are selected arbitrarily, subject only to the condition imposed in (S2). For each
1 < i < s and r > 0, the elements in (4.67) satisfy c 0 for all sufficieutly
large j. Thus condition (S6) holds, and so (4.42) yields a sequence of points
in I.

THEOREM 4 .49. The above construction, with the c(T defined by (4.67),
yields a (t, s)-sequence in base q with t = Es_,(ei - 1).

Proof. By Theorem 4.36 and Definition 4.27, it suffices to verify the following
property: For any integer m > E!=,(ei - 1) and any integers d1,...,d. > 0
with is ^i di < m - E 1 (ei - 1), the vettors

c(`) =(c0,...a  	 , c^ ,m_ 1 ) E Fq	 for 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s,

are linearly independent over Fq . Suppose that we have

• di

E^f(' )é) =OEF.
i=1 j=1

for some f(`) E Fq , where we can assume without loss of generality that all
di > 1. By comparing components, we obtain

• d{
(4.68)	 ( i)

	 for 0<r<m-1.
i=1 j=1

Consider the rational function
• {	 k(i,1)

L =	 L.^L.^	 ft) pt (x)Q(í,7)+ 1 = L^ L^ L..^ f^ t)c r X—r-1 '
i=1 f=1	 r=o i=1 j=1
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where we used (4.66) and (4.67) in the second identity. In view of (4.68), we
have v(L) < —m. If we put Qi = J(di — 1)/ei J for 1 < i < s, then a common
denominator of L is g(x) = Iji=1 pi(x)QI+ 1 , and so Lg is a polynomial. On the
other hand, we have

t (Qi
a

v(Lg) < —m + deg(g) = —m + 	 + 1)ei < —m + t(di — 1 + ei) < 0.
i=1	 i=1

Thus Lg = 0; hence L = 0, and so

s	 d+	 ,j)

(i)	
X
ki

(	 =0.

i=1 j=1 f i pi(x)Q(i, .i)+1

The left-hand side is the partial fraction decomposition of a rational function,
and so it follows from the uniqueness of the partial fraction decomposition that
all f^`) = 0. 0

In the general construction of Niederreiter [247], Pl,... ,Pa can be any pair-
wise relatively prime polynomials over F. of positive degrees. Furthermore,
in (4.66) we can replace xk/pi(x)j by xkg j(x)/pi(x)j, where gij E Fq [x] with
gcd(gij,pi) = 1 for 1 < i < s and j > 1 and

klim (j deg(pi ) — deg(gi1 )) = oo for 1 < i < s.

Now we return to the special case considered in Theorem 4.49, and we note
that, for fixed s and q, the minimum value of t is obtained by choosing p',... ,Ps
as the "first 8" monic irreducible polynomials over F. This means that we list all
monic irreducible polynomials over Fq in a sequence according to nondecreasing
degrees, and then we let Pi, ... ,p8 be the first s terms of this sequence. With
such a choice for Pl,... ,p, we put

(4.69)	 Tq(8) _	 (deg(pi) — 1).
i.l

The polynomials Pi,... ,p are not uniquely determined, but the number Ty (s)
is, of course, well defined. We then obtain the following consequences.

COROLLARY 4 .50. For every dimension s >_ 1 and every prime power q,
there exists a (Tq (s), ․)-sequence in base q.

COROLLARY 4 .51. Let b = Hv=1 q„ be a product of prime powers q,,. Then,
for every dimension s > 1, there exista a (t, s)-sequence in base b with

t= max T9„(s).
1<v<h

Proof. For each v with 1 < v < h, we choose elements c^' ) E F for 1 < i <
s, j > 1, and r > 0 as in (4.67), with Pi,,,». , pov E Fq„ [x] being selected in such
a way that

(deg(p,v) — 1 ) = Tq„ (s)•
i=1
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Then we define the elements chr E R = f v=1 F 	 1 < i < s, j > 1, and r > 0

by (4.27). By the proof of Theorem 4.49, the system Q() in Theorem 4.37
satisfies p(C,C,m)) > m - T4„ (s) for each integer m > Te, (s) and each v with
1 < v < h. Thus the condition in Theorem 4.37 holds with t = maxl<„<h T
hence the result. O

REMARK 4 .52. If q is a prime power and s is an arbitrary dimension < q,
then we can choose for pl, ... ,p, the linear polynomials p(x) = x - b{ for
1 < i < s, where b1 ,... ,b1 are distinct elements of Fq . Thus we have Tq (s) = 0
for s < q. Furthermore, (4.67) reduces to

cir =a(') (j,0,r)	 for 1<i<s, j>1, r>0,

and these elements are obtained from the expansion

_	 -i	 * r
p.(x)i xi(1- b;x -1)i - x 	(r j-1 1)b;x-

00

()-
r=j- 1

Thus, for 1<i<sandj>1,wehave

c('= 0)1r

cj) _ r l bi -^+1
11

for 0<r<j-1,

for r> j-1,

where we use the convention 0 0 = 1 E F,. This choice of the c^;) yields the (0, s)-
sequences in base q constructed in Niederreiter [244], and, if we specialize further
to q being a prime, then this yields the sequences introduced by Faure [95]. Note
that, as far as the construction of (0, s)-sequences in base q is concerned, the
condition s < q on the dimension s is best possible, since Corollary 4.24 shows
that s < q is a necessary condition for the existence of a (0, s)-sequence in base
q. We obtain the choice of the chr leading to the van der Corput sequence in a
prime base q (see Remark 4.38) if we put s = 1 and pl (x) = x.

We now consider in more detail the quantity Tq (s) defined in (4.69). Let
Iq (n) be the number of monic irreducible polynomials over Fq of degree n, and
let Jq (n) be the number of monic irreducible polynomials over Fy of degree < n,
with Jq(0) = 0. For given s > 1, let n = nq(s) be the largest integer with
Jq (n) < s. Then it follows from the definition of TQ (s) that

fla(s)

(4.70) Tq(s) _ E (h — 1)Iq (h) + nq (s)(s — JQ (n(s))).
h=1

The values of Tq (s) for q = 2,3,5 and 1 < s < 30 are given in the following
tables. A general upper bound for Tq (s) is shown in Theorem 4.54.
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TABLE 4.1
Values of T2(s) for 1 < s < 30.

8 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

T2(s) 0	 0	 1	 3	 5	 8	 11	 14	 18	 22	 26	 30	 34	 38	 43

8 16	 17	 18	 19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24	 25	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30

T2(s) 48	 53	 58	 63	 68	 73	 78	 83	 89	 95	 101	 107	 113	 119	 125

TABLE 4.2
Values of T3(s) for 1 < s < 30.

8 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

T3(s) 0	 0	 0	 1	 2	 3	 5	 7	 9	 11	 13	 15	 17	 19	 22

8 16	 17	 18	 19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24	 25	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30

T3(s) 25	 28	 31	 34	 37	 40	 43	 46	 49	 52	 55	 58	 61	 64	 67

TABLE 4.3
Values of T5(s) for 1 < s < 30.

8 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15

Th(s) 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10

s 16	 17	 18	 19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24	 25	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30

7(8) 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 30	 32	 34	 36	 38	 40

LEMMA 4.53. For any prime power q, we have

Jq (n)> 1q" for all n > 1.
n

Proof. By Appendix A, we have

I,(n) n ^„(n)qd for all n> 1 ,
din

where p is the Möbius function. This formula immediately yields the lower
bound in the lemma for n = 1, 2, 3. For n > 3 we use induction to obtain

1	 l(n+1)/2J
Jq (n + 1) = Jq (n) + Iq (n + 1) >_ n 

qn + n + 1 qn+1	—

	 qd

d=1

	>  1 qn+1 + 1 (qn
 _ q(n+3)/2) > 1 qn+1	 13

n+1 	 n+1
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THEOREM 4.54. Let q be any prime power. Then, for 1 < s < q, we have
Tq (s) = 0, and, for s > q, we have

Tq(s) < 8(logq 8 + logy logq 8 + 1),

where logq denotes the logarithm to the base q.
Proof. The first part of the theorem was already noted in Remark 4.52. For

s > q, we have

(4.71)	 Tq(s) < nq (s)s

by (4.70). Put
k = 11ogq s + logq logq 8j +2.

If either q = 2, y > 4, or q > 3, y> 1, then

(q- 1)y>logg y+2.

With y = logq s, we obtain

glogq s > logg s+ logq log,s +2 > k

if either q = 2, s > 16, or q > 3, s > q. In these cases, it follows that

k > logq s + logq log. s + 1 > logq s + log. k,

and so Lemma 4.53 yields

Jq (k) > ._ qk > s.

By the definition of nq (s), we then see that

nq (s) < k — 1 < log. s + logq logq s + 1,

and the bound for Tq (s) follows from (4.71). In the remaining case where q = 2,
3 < s < 15, the bound for Tq (s) is checked directly by using Table 4.1.

We now discues the important question of finding a sequence S of points in
I', whose star discrepancy satisfies

NDN(S) < C.(log N)° + o((log N)") for all N > 2,

where the constant C, is as small as possible. The case where s = 1 has already
been considered in §3.1, and so we take s > 2. For any prime power q, there
exists a (Tq (s), s)-sequence in base q by Corollary 4.50, and, for such a sequence
S, we have

NDN(S) < C(s, q)qT (8) (log N)' + O((log N)"- 1) for all N > 2

by Theorem 4.17, where the implied constant depends only on q and s. If we
optimize in this family of sequences, then we arrive at the value

(4.72)	 C. = min C(s, q)qT (S),

q
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where the minimum is extended over all prime powers q. Thus, for any s > 2,
there exists a sequence S with

(4.73)	 NDN(S) <C,(logN)"+O((logN) 1) for all N > 2,

where C. is given by (4.72) and where the implied constant depends only on s.
For s = 2, we have

C2 = C(2, 2) = 8(log 2)2

For s > 3, let q,(8) be the least even prime power >_ s, let q2(s) be the least odd
prime power > s, and put

C, = min C(s, q)gTQ (8) ,

q<#

where the minimum is extended over all prime powers q < s. Then

C, = min(C,, min C(s, q))
q>&

since Tq (s) = 0 for q > s. Therefore, for s > 3, we obtain

(4.74) C. =min C, 1 1 _ 1 	qi(s) 	8 1	 2(8) — 1

°' s! (	 qi(s)/ \2logq,(s)) ' s! (
2(8)-1

\8\

2 logg2(s))
') .

This expressas C, as a minimum of finitely many numbers. We tabulate the
values of C, for 2 < s < 20. We again note that each value of C, is obtained
by considering a (T,(8), s)-sequence in a suitable prime power base q. The ap-
propriate value of q is listed in Table 4.4. For comparison, we allo tabulate the
constante A, appearing in the discrepancy bound (3.6) for Halton sequences.
The values of A, and C, in Table 4.4 have been rounded to three significant
digits.
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TABLE 4.4

Values of A„ C8 for 2 < s < 20.

s A. Ca q 8 A, C. q

11 (3.37) • 103 (8.12) • 10-5 11

2 (6.57) • 10-1 (2.60) • 10-1 2 12 (1.68) • 104 (5.60) -10-b 13

3 (8.16)•10-1 (1.26)•10 -1 3 13 (9.06)•104 (1.01)•10-5 13

4 (1.26) • 10° (8.58) .10-2 3 14 (5.06) .105 (2.19) • 10 -5 13

5 (2.62) • 10° (2.47) .10-2 5 15 (3.02) • 106 (4.42) • 10 -6 17

6 (6.14) -10° (1.86) • 10-2 7 16 (1.98). io (7.80) • 10 -7 17

7 (1.73) • 101 (4.11) .10-3 7 17 (1.41) • 108 (1.30) .10-7 17

8 (5.30) • 101 (2.99) .10-3 9 18 (1.03) • 109 (8.47) .10 -8 19

9 (1.86) • 102 (6.05) .10-4 9 19 (8.06) • 109 (1.36) .10-s 19

10 (7.72) . 102 (4.28) .10 -4 11 20 (6.62) -1010 (3.28) .10-s 23

To obtain information about the asymptotic behavior of C a as s -+ oo, we
use (4.74) and q, (s) < 2s to derive

g,()
l	 e

C° < s! ( 2 logq,(s)/ < 8! \log(2s)/

Together with Stirling's formula, this yields

log C.
á

i
00 sloglog$ ~ -1

Thus C, -► 0 at a superexponential rate as s - ► oo. This should be compared
with the observation at the beginring of this chapter that A. - oo at a super-
exponential rate as s -► oo. The sequences satisfying (4.73) have asymptotically
the smallest upper bound for the star discrepancy that is currently known.

The (t, s)-sequences in base q constructed in this section permit a particularly

convenient implementation in the case where q = 2, since then the digits y;;^ are

obtained by binary arithmetic and the coordinaten x are dyadic rationale.
For the base q = 2, Sobol' [323] constructed (t, s)-sequences in base 2 for any
dimension s. Let U(s) dente the least value of t that can be achieved by the
construction of Sobol' for given s. By Corollary 4.50, the construction in this
section yields a (T2(s), s)-sequence in base 2 for any s. A comparison with
the formula for U(s) given in [323, Thm. 3.41 shows that T2(s) = U(s) for
1 < s < 7 and T2(s) < U(s) for all s > 8. Therefore, for all dimensions s > 8,
the construction in this section yields dyadic sequences having a smaller upper
bound for the star discrepancy than the sequences of Sobol'.
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The construction in this section also has implications for the problem of
deterinining the number tb(s) in Definition 4.25. By Corollary 4.50, we derive
ty(s) < Tq(a) for all prime powers q and all s. In particular, the first part of
Theorem 4.54 then implies that tq (s) =0 for all s < q. Furthermore, the remarks
following Definition 4.25 show that tq (s) > 1 for s > q + 1. Since Tq (q + 1) = 1,
we obtain t,(q + 1) = 1 for all prime powers q. For an arbitrary baseb > 2, it
follows from Corollary 4.51 that, in the notation of this result, we have

(4.75) tb(8) < max T (s) for all s 1.
1<v<h 9° -

If q denotes the least prime power appearing in the canonical factorization of b
into a product of prime powers, then tb(s) = 0 for all s < q. For s > q, it follows
from (4.75) and Theorem 4.54 that

tb(8) < s(logq 8 + logq logq s + 1).

Another exact value of tb(s) is known for b = 6. By the remarks following
Definition 4.25, we have te(s) > 1 for s > 3, and so (4.75) shows that te(3) = 1.

The construction of (t, s)-sequences in this section also yields information
about the existence of nets. Indeed, by combining Lemma 4.22 and Corol-
lary 4.51, we obtain the following result.

COROLLARY 4.55. Let b = rlv_ 1 q„ be a product of prime povers q,,, let
• > 2, and let t = max1 <v<h Tq„ (s - 1). Then, for every m > t, there exists a
(t, m, s)-net in base b.

By the device in Lemma 3.7, the low-discrepancy sequences constructed in
this section can be used to obtain low-discrepancy point sets. For given s _> 3,
let S be a sequence of points xo, xl, ... in I' -1 for which

NDIq (S) < C,_1(logN)° - 1 + O((logN)'-2) for all N > 2,

where C,_1 is given by (4.72) and where the implied constant depends only on s
(compare with (4.73)). For fixed N > 2, let P be the point set consisting of
(n/N, x,) E P for n = 0,1,... , N -1. Then, by Lemma 3.7, we have

NDN(P) 5 Ca-1(log N)' -1 + O((log N)'_ 2),
where the implied constant depends only on s. For s = 2, we get low-discrepancy
point sets by using the one-dimensional low-discrepancy sequences in §3.1 and
the device in Lemma 3.7.

We briefly describe a method for the construction of (0, s)-sequences in a
prime power base q, which uses the theory of hyperderivatives and was introduced
in Niederreiter [251]" For an integer k > 0, the kth hyperderivative is the Fq-
linear operator H(c) on the polynomial ring Fq [x] defined by Hlkl (xr) = (")xr-k
for r > k and H(k)(xr) = 0 for 0 < r < k. We again use the general principle for
the construction of (t, s)-sequences based on (Si) - (S4) in §4.3, with R = Fq .

THEOREM 4.56. For s < q, let b1,... , b, be s diatint element$ of Fq . For
1 <i<s,  let g{ E Fq [xJ with g{(b{) 54 0. Define

cfrl = [HU-11 (x'9i(x)))(bb) for 1 < i < s, j > 1, r > 0,
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and suppose that the bijections 	 are such that ilij (0) = 0 for 1 < i < s and all
sufficiently large j. Then the sequence (4.42) is a (0, s)-sequence in base q.

Proof. It is clear that condition (S6) in §4.3 is satisfied. To prove that the
given sequence is a (0, s)-sequence in base q, it suffices to show by Theorem 4.36
that, for any integers m > 1 and d1,... , d, > 0 with ^^ df = m, the vectors

(c^0, ... , c('m_ 1 ) E FF for 1 < j < d;, 1 < i < s,

are linearly independent over Fq . Suppose that the columns of the m x m matrix
formed by these row vectors satisfy a linear dependence relation. Then there exist
fo, ... , fm-1 E Fq such that

m-1

E f,.[H(j - 1) (xr9+(x))](bi) =0 for 1 <j < d^, 1 <i < s.
r=o

With 1(x) _ E0' f,.xr E Fq [x], this yields

[H (") (fgi)](b;) = 0 for 0 < k < di -1, 1 < ti < s.

For 1 < i <_ s, this implies by [192, Lemma 6.511 that bi is a root of f g; of
multiplicity at least d^. Since gi(bi) 0 0, it follows that bi is a root of f of
multiplicity at least d;. However, deg(f) <m = di, and so we must have
ƒ=0, i.e., f,.=0for0<r<m-1. D

Notes.

The basic paper for the theory of (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences is Nieder-
reiter [244]. The results of §§4.1 and 4.2 and most of the results in §4.3
stem from this paper. For base 2, eerlier results are due to Sobol' [323].
Surveys of the work of Sobol' can be found in Niederreiter [225, §3] and
Sobol' [324]. A construction of (0, 2)-sequences in base 2 is also given in Srini-
vasan [333]. For a general background on latin squares, we refer to the book
of Dénes and Keedwell [59]. Converses of Theorems 4.28 and 4.36 are shown in
[244, §6]. Note that our definition of p(C) is slightly different from that in [244].
Theorem 4.30, Lemma 4.32, and Theorem 4.33 are due to Niederreiter [261].
Theorem 4.34 is a special case of a result in Niederreiter [241], and Theorem 4.37
was shown in Niederreiter [247].

The construction of nets in §4.4 was introduced in Niederreiter [261], whereas
the idea of using formal Laurent series for the construction of nets and (t, s)-
sequences was prevsously established in Niederreiter [247]. Theorem 4.43 is a
new result. Theorem 4.46 is shown in the same way as a special case that was
considered in Niederreiter [241]. The quantity K(g/ f) was studied in detail in
Niederreiter [243]. Calculations of the figure of merit p(g, f) have been carried
out in certain special cases, e.g., for g of the form g = (1 , xm , x2m , , x(s-1)m) ;

see André, Mullen, and Niederreiter [8] and Mullen and Niederreiter [215]. This
figure of merit also occurs in the context of pseudorandom number genera-
tion (compare with §9.1). The analysis of the sequences constructed in §4.4
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leads to interesting connections with problems of diophantine approximation in
Fq ((x-1 )), which are further explored by Larcher and Niederreiter [180]. For the
construction in §4.5, we need tables of irreducible polynomials over finite fields;
we refer to [192, Chap. 10] for such tables. An interesting application of (t, s)-
sequences to the numerical solution of integro-differential equations occurs in
Lécot [184]. Fox [107] described a computer implementation of Faure sequences
and compared their efficiency with that of Halton sequences and pseudorandom
numbers; see allo Sarkar and Prasad [301] for another comparative study. A
computer implementation of Sobol' sequences was carried out by Antonov and
Saleev [9], and an improved scheme was developed by Bratley and Fox [33].



CHAPTER 5

Lattice Rules for Numerical
ntegration

The quasi-Monte Carlo methode for numerical integration that we have discussed
are based on low-discrepancy point sets and sequences. An inspection of the
appropriate error bounds in §2.2 reveals a feature that may be construed as
a drawback of these techniques, namely, that once the integrand is sufficiently
regular, say of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause, then any
additional regularity of the integrand is not reflected in the order of magnitude
of the error bound. This is in marked contrast to classical one-dimensional
integration methods such as Gaussian formules and Newton-Cotes rules, which
can be tailored to the regularity class of the integrand so that they become more
efficient for more regular integrands.

The quasi-Monte Carlo methods presented in this chapter enjoy the property
that the degree of regularity of the integrand is reflected in the order of magnitude
of the error bound. To achieve this desirable goal, we must actually assume that
the integrand is periodic with period interval P so that the underlying Fourier
analysis makes eense, but this is no serious restriction since a nonperiodic inte-
grand can always be periodized (see §5.1). The integration rules discussed here
can be viewed as multidimensional analogues of the one-dimensional trapezoidal
rule for periodic integrands. Historically, these integration rules first arose in
the special form of the method of good lattice points introduced by Korobov in
1959, whereas the general class of lattice rules (or lattice methods) was defined
and analyzed more recently. Particularly in the last few years, intensive research
activities were devoted to these numerical integration techniques.

In §5.1 we present the fundamentals of the method of good lattice points,
which serve as a stepping stone for the general theory of lattice rules. Theorems
guaranteeing the existence of good parameters in the method of good lattice
pointe are shown in §5.2, where we allo discuss the interesting connections with
continued fractiona arising in the two-dimensional case. General lattice rules
with their intriguing group-theoretic and geometric facets are studied in §5.3,
while §5.4 is devoted to existence theorema for good parameters in the context
of general lattice rules.

101
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5.1. The method of good lattice points.

In §3.1 we mentioned the uniformly distributed sequences S(z) of fractional
parts xn = {nz} E 1', n = 0,1,..., where z = (z1,... ,z,) E R' is such that
1, Z1,... , z, are linearly independent over the rationals. Discrete versions of
these sequences are obtained if we consider points z with rational coordinates.
If z E Q' is such a point and the positive integer N is a common denominator
of its coordinates, then z = N — ig with g E Z. We are thus led to the point set

(5.1)	 xn={ ng} E P for n = 0, 1,... , N — 1.

Note that it is not necessary to consider the points xn for n > N, since they just
replicate the points in (5.1). With the points in (5.1), we get the quasi-Monte
Carlo approximation

N-1	 n

(5.2)	 jf(u)du N	 f ({ Ng})

This approximation is particularly suited for periodic integrands. Let f be
a periodic function on R' with period interval 1 (or, equivalently, with period
1 in each of its s variables). Then, first of all, we can drop the fractional parts
in (5.2) to get the simpler form

N-1r	n
(5.3) 	Jf. 

f (u) du N N
	 f (Ng) .n=0

Furthermore, suppose that f is represented by the absolutely convergent Fourier
series

ƒ(u) _	 j(h)e(h • u) for u E R'
hEZ•

with Fourier coefficients

j(h) = L f (u)e(—h • u) du for h E Z',

where as usual e(u) = e2x 'u for u E R and x • y denotes the standerd inner
product of x, y E R'. Then, since the exact value of the integral in (5.3) is given
by f(0), we obtain

N-1N-1

N E f(N8) — f ^f(u)du= N	 f(h)e(Nh.g) — 1(0)
n=0	 t	 n=0 hEZ•

N-1

= N	 f(h)	 e(Nh•g) — f(0)
hEZ•	 n=0

N-1
_	 f(h)	 e(Nh.g) •

/hEZ'	 n=0
hgó0
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Now the last inner sum is equal to 0 if h • g # 0 mod N and equal to N if
h g =-O mod N, and so

(5.4)	 N N-1

>i()g) - ! ƒ(u) du = f (h),
	n=0	 h

where the sum on the right-hand side is over all nonzero h E Z' with h • g
0 mod N. Thus the integration error in (5.3) can be expressed as a sum of certain
Fourier coefficients of f.

According to the s-dimensional Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, 1(h) tends to
zero as h moves away from the origin. The rate of convergence of f (h) toward
zero serves as a regularity condition on f. For h E Z, we put

r(h) = max(1, Ihi),

and,forh= (hl,...,h,)EZ",weset

r(h) _ [J r(h).

DEFINITION 5.1. Let a > 1 and C > 0 be real numbers. Then Ea (C) is
defined to be the class of all continuous periodic functions f on R° with period
interval Í° and with

if(h)1 :5 Cr(h)-' for all nonzero h E Z3 .

Furthermore, e is the class of all f with f E Ea (C) for some C > 0.

It is easily seen that if f E E.", then its Fourier series is absolutely convergent
and represents f. An important sufficient condition for the membership of a
periodic function f on R' with period interval Í" in the regularity class Ea is the
following. Let o> 1 be an integer and suppose that all partial derivatives

a+nl+ ...+m. f
	8um1á 	with 0 < m; < a -1 for 1 < i < s

i

exist and are of bounded variation on Í' in the eense of Hardy and Krause; then
f E E,"(C) with a value of C which can be given explicitly (see Zaremba [363]).
A more restrictive sufficient condition is the following: If o> 1 is an integer and
all partial derivatives

ami i-...+me fau,,,l aus 	with 0 <_ mi < a for 1 < i <_ s
i

exist and are continuous on It°, then f E E,(C) with an explicit value of C.

DEFINITION 5.2. For a real number a> 1, for g E Z°, and for an integer
N > 1, we put

P0(g, N) _
h

where the sum is over all nonzero h E Z" with h • g = 0 mod N.
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THEOREM 5.3. For any real numbers a> 1 and C > 0, for any g E Z and
any integer N > 1, we have

1 N-1

f
max i—
e (c) N E f ( -1jg )

 - f f (u) du = CPB (g, N) •
n=0	 j'

Proof. For f E e (C), the bound

N-1 

N	 f(
n .)

 - ^^ ƒ(u) du < CP<. (g, N)
n=0

follows immediately from (5.4) and Definitions 5.1 and 5.2. Now let fo be the
special function

fo(u) = C	 r(h) -"e(h • u) for u E R'.
hEZ'

Then fo E 6(C), and

N-1

N	 .fo (n g) - f11'ƒo(u) du = CP.(g, N)
n=0

by (5.4) and Definition 5.2. ❑
Theorem 5.3 shows that, for Biven a and N, the lattice point g should be

chosen in such a way that P. (g, N) is small. We now introducé a related quantity
that does not depend on the regularity parameter a. The idea for its definition
sterns from the observation that the main contributions to the sum defining
P. (g, N) come from the lattice points h close to 0. In the following definition,
we use the set C, (N) introduced in §3.2.

DEFINITION 5.4 . For g E Z', s > 2, and an integer N > 2, we put

R(g, N) _	 r(h) -1 ,
h

where the sum is over all h E C, (N) with h • g = 0 mod N.

Next, we establish a bound for Pa, (g, N) in terras of R(g, N) in an important
special case. A more general, but somewhat weaker, bound will be proved in
Theorem 5.26. Let [;(a) = r,m_ 1 m for a> 1 be the Riemann zeta-function.

THEOREM 5.5. Let N > 2 be an integer and let g = (gl, ... , g,) E Z', s > 2,
with gcd(gi, N) = 1 for 1< i < s. Then, for any real a>1,  we have

P,,(g, N) < R(g, N)' + (1 + 2C(a)N-')' - 1

+ N (1 + 2S(a) + 2°`C(a)N l-a )' - N (1 + 2C(a))'.
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Proof. Every h E Z" can be uniquely written in the form h = k + Nm with
k E C,(N), m E Z. Thus we can write

(5.5)

P0 (g, N) _	 r(Nm)-° +	 r(k + Nm)-' =: S1 + S2.

EZ
kEC, (N) mEZ'

k•g0 mod N

Now

	(5.6)	 S1 =	 r(Nm)-° - 1 = (>r(Nm)_a) - 1
mEZ'	 mEZ

	00 	 8

= (1+  2E(Nm)'a - 1 = (1 + 2C(a)N-Oi) 8 - 1.
m=1

Furthermore,

	ft(5.7)	 S2 =	 r(ki + Nm) -c 
kEC, (N) i=1 mEZ

k•g0 mod N

where k = (kl, ... ,k 3 ). For k = 0, we have

E r(k + Nm) = E r(Nm) = 1+ 2^(a)N -a
	mEZ	 mEZ

For 0 < Iki < N/2, we have

	r(k + Nm) -a =	 (k + NmI -«
mEZ	 mEZ

	00 	 00

_ Ik + E (k + Nm) -" + E (-k + Nm)--

	m=1	 m=1

< lkl + E (Nm)'a + E I - 2 +N:) -^
	m=1	 m=1 \

ao	 00

= lkI + 2'N-°` E (2m) -° + 2-N-'	 (2m - 1) -"
m=1	 m=1

= lk^ -a + 2a^(a)N -a .

Thus, in both cases,

E r(k + Nm) -' < r(k) - ' + 2a^(a)N- ',
mEZ
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and so from (5.7) we obtain

e

Sa <-	 E	 11(r(ki)-°` + 2 (c)N° )
kEC;(N) i=1

k•g=-0 mod N

< Ra (g, N) + 2a 8C(a) 8 N-°e#{k E C.(N) : k • g = 0 mod N}
e-1

+	 2a(a-j)«a)a-jN-a(a-j)	 >	 r (kil ) -a. .. r(kif )-a

	j=1	 1<il<...<ij<a kEC.(N)
k•g=0 mod N

with

R (g, N) _	 r(k)•
kEC; (N)

k•g=0 mod N

Forfixed1<j<s-1and1<i j <•• <ij<s,wehave

kEC.(N)
k•g=0 mod N

E r(h) -°#{kEC$ (N):k•g=_0modNandk id =hd for1<d<j},
hEC1(N)

where h = (h 1 ,... , h.). The last counting function can be determined explicitly.
If in the congruence

k•g=k1g1+•••+k,g8=0modN

the values of k 1 ,... , ki, are prescribed, then s - j - 1 of the remaining co-
ordinates of k can be chosen arbitrarily, and the last remaining coordinate of
k is then uniquely determined since gcd(g i , N) = 1 for 1 < i < s. Thus the
counting function is given by N"-j -1 . Similarly, we have #{k E C8 (N) : k • g
0 mod N} = Na'. We obtain

r(ki^)-^ ... r(kij) 	 = N8-j-1 r` r(h)-« < (1+2C(a))jN'-j-1,

	kEC. (N)	 hECCI (N)
k•g=-0 mod N

and so

S2 < Rc(g, N) + 208C(a)8N-a8+s-1

a-1

	+ 	
2o(3-j)S(c )s-j(1 + 2 (a))jN

(1-a)(8)1

_ R. N) + N (1 + 2S(a) + 2 (a)N' )" - N (1 + 2C(a))8.
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Tbgether with (5.5) and (5.6), this yields

(5.8) P.(g, N) < R.(g, N) + (1 + 2C(a)N'°) 8 —1

+ N (1 + 2C(a) + 2(a)N l"°) 1
 — N (1 + 2t;(a)) ".

The result of the theorem follows from the inequality Ra (g, N) < R(g, N)° 1 . O
We infer from Theorem 5.5 that, if R(g, N) is small, then P. (g, N) is small

for all o> 1. The quantity R(g, N) can also be used to provide an upper bound
for the discrepancy of the point set (5.1). For s > 2 and N > 2, we use the
notation in §3.2 to define

(5.9)	 Ri (g, N) = E r(h, N) — ',
h

where we sum over all h E C, (N) with h • g - 0 mod N.
THEOREM 5.6. For g E Z', s _> 2, and an integer N > 2, let P be the point

set (5.1). Then

DN(P) < 1— (1— ') * +Rl(g,N):5  8+IR(g,N).

Proof. By Theorem 3.10 with M = N and yn = ng for 0 < n < N — 1, we
obtain

N-1

DN(P)<1— 1— 1 +	 1 	1	e n h•g
N	 r(h N) N E N

hEC; (N)	 '	 1	 n=0

=1— i— 1) ' + Rl (g,N).

The second inequality of the theorem is obtained from r(h, N) > 2r(h) for
h E C, (N), which follows, in turn, from sin(irt) > 2t for 0 < t < 2 . Cl

On the basis of the discrepancy bound in Theorem 5.6, the point set (5.1)
can also be used for the numerical integration of nonperiodic functions of low
regularity, e.g., of bounded variation on 1' in the sense of Hardy and Krause.
However, the full power of the point set (5.1) is achieved only for periodic in-
tegrands belonging to a function clans E.. There are methods for periodization,
i.e., for transforming a sufficiently regular nonperiodic integrand into an inte-
grand belonging to a suitable without changing the value of the integral. A
simple periodization technique is the replacement of a given function f on Í' by
the function

Pui) ... ,u8 ) = 2—°	 ... r f (El + (- 1)`'ui, ... , e. + (- 1)Eau8)

el=0	 e.=0

for (u1,... , u,) E Í°. This technique may be viewed as an analogue of the
method of antithetic variates described in §1.2, but it is of limited usefulness
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because of a possible lack of regularity of the periodic extension off to R at
the boundary of Í'. More satisfactory techniques are based on suitable changes
of variablsa or on the device of adding functions to f that are obtained from
Bernoulli polynomials and certain partial derivatives of f. We refer to Hua and
Wang [145, Chap. 61, Korobov [160, Chap. 1], and Zaremba [365) for detailed
discussions of periodization methods.

Another quantity measuring the quality of lattice points g is the positive
integer introduced in Definition 5.7 below. The idee is that P. (g, N) and R(g, N)
will be small if the nonzero lattice points h with h • g = 0 mod N are rather far
from 0.

DEFINITION 5.7. For g E Z', s > 2, and an integer N > 2, the figure of
merit p(g, N) is defined by

p(g, N) = min r(h),

where the minimum is extended over all nonzero h E Z' with h • g = 0 mod N.

LEMMA 5.8. We always have 1 < p(g, N) < N/2.

Proof. If g = (gl, ... ,ga) with gcd(gl, N) = 1, then hgl + g2 = 0 mod N
for some h E Z with —N/2 < h < N/2, and so p(g, N) < r(h) < N/2. If
gcd(gl, N) > 1, then there exists a proper divisor d of N with dgl =— 0 mod N,
and so p(g, N) < r(d) < N/2. ❑

REMARK 5.9. It follows from Lemma 5.8 that it suffices to extend the min-
imum in Definition 5.7 over all h E C, (N) with h • g =_ 0 mod N. If a nonzero
h E Z' is such that h • g =— 0 mod N and p(g, N) = r(h), then Lemma 5.8
implies that not all coordinates of h are divisible by N. Thus, if we reduce all
coordinates of h modulo N to obtain a point ho E C, (N), then ho • g - 0 mod N
and r(ho) < r(h); hence p(g, N) = r(ho).

The quantities Pa (g, N) and R(g, N) can be bounded from below and above
in terms of the figure of merit p(g, N). In detail, for any g E Z', s > 2, and any
integer N > 2, we have

(5.10)
2 

a 
< PP(g, N) < c(s, a) (1 logp

(g, N))'
-1 

for all a>1,
P(8 N) 

where the constant c(s, a) depends only on s and a. The lower bound in (5.10)
is trivial, and the upper bound is a special case of Theorem 5.34. Similarly, we
have

1 < c(s)(logN)'
(5.11)	

p(g, N) — R(g, N) — p(g, N)

where the constant c(s) depends only on s. The lower bound in (5.11) follows
from Remark 5.9, and the upper bound is a special case of Theorem 5.35. For
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the discrepancy of the point set P in (5.1), we have the bounds

	

(5.12)	 cl (8) < DN (P) < c2(s)(logN)'
p(g, N)	 p(g, N)

where the constants cl(s) > 0 and C2(s) depend only on s. The lower bound
in (5.12) is a special case of Theorem 5.37 and the upper bound follows from
Theorem 5.6, Lemma 5.8, and (5.11). We infer from (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12)
that, for a given N > 2, the lattice points g E Z', s > 2, which are suitable
for numerical integration—in the eense of yielding a small integration error—are
those for which p(g, N) is large. Such a g is informally called a good lattice point
mod N, hence the name "method of good lattice points."

Good lattice points in large dimensions automatically yield good lattice
points in smaller dimensions. Concretely, for a given dimension s > 3, let

9 (8) =(91,•,•,g.)EV,

and, for any dimension t with 2 < t < s, put

g(t) = (91,... , 9t) E Zt .

Then, from Definition 5.7, we immediately obtain

	

(5.13)	 p(g(t), N) > p(g (8) , N) for any integer N > 2.

Thus, if g(' ) is an s-dimensional good lattice point mod N, then g(t) is a t-
dimensional good lattice point mod N. However, there is no obvious way of
constructing higher-dimensional good lattice points from lower-dimensional good
lattice points. In analogy with (5.13), we have

PP (g(t) , N) < P.(g (") , N) for any N > 2 and c> 1

and
R(g(t), N) < R(g ( ), N) for any N > 2.

5.2. Existence theorema for good lattice points.

Tb guarantee that the method of good lattice points is practicable, we need
results that demonstrate that, for given s > 2 and N > 2, there exist points
g E Z' such that p(g, N) is large and P.(g, N) and R(g, N) are small. We start
with the last quantity and show that the average value of R(g, N), taken over a
well-chosen set of lattice points g, is small. We first note that g is only relevant
modulo N, so that it suffices to take g E C. (N). We put

G8(N)={g=(gl,..., g9)EC8(N):gcd(gi,N)= 1for1<i<s}.

Recall that the Euler-Mascheroni constant is given by

-y = lim (F 1 - log n) = 0.577... .
m=1
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THEOREM 5 .10. For any integers s > 2 and N > 2, put

M,(N) =	 1	 R(g, N)•card(G,(N)) gEG.(N)

Then we have

	M. (N) = N (2 log N +c) — 
2s lo N + G ( (log lo N)2 )

N	 J°
where c = 2ry — log 4+1  = 0.768... and where the implied constant depends only
on s.

Proof. Note that card(G,(N)) = ¢(N)°, where ¢ is Euler's totient function.
By the definition of R(g, N), we then derive

M°(N) = «N) 	r(h)1 __ ^(N) E A(h)r (h)-1 ,

	° gEG,(N) hECL;•(N)	 , hEC;(N)
h•g=0 mod N

where A(h) is the number of g E G8 (N) with h • g = 0 mod N. Since A(0) _
«(N)° and r(0) = 1, we obtain

(5.14)	 M°(N) _  (N)° 	A(h)r(h)-1-1.
hEC,(N)

For any h, we have

	N-1 	 \
A(h)=	 N Ee^Nh•gI.

	gEG,(N)	 k=0	 /

In this proof, we write (m, n) for gcd(m, n). Then

e( h , g) r (h)-1

EEG. (N)  J

e((k/N)hlgl)
 ... e((k/N)h,g,)

g,EC(N)	
r(hl)...r(h,)

(g1,N)=1 (g„N)= 1

1 N-1
_ _ E T(k, N),

N k=0

with
T(k,N) _	 e(h9)r(h)_1.

hEC(N)gEC(N)	 /
(g,N)=1

1 N-1

A(h)r(h) -1 =
hEC.(N)	 k=0 hEC,(N)

1 N-1

k=0 h,EC(N) h,EC(N) 91EC(N)
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If we put
L(N) _ ^` r(h)-1 =	 Ihl-1^

hEC(N) \ /	 hEC(N)

then T(0, N) = 0(N)(1 + L(N)), and so

1	 1 N-1
(5.15)	 A(h)r(h)-1= Nq(N)a(1 + L(N)) 8 + N	 T(k, N).

hEC,(N)	 k=1

For fixed 1 <k<N— 1, we have

T(k,N)  _	 r(h) 1 	e (N h9)	 µ(d),
hEC(N)	 9EC(N)	 dl(g,N)

where µ is the Möbius function and d is restricted to positive divisors; if we allo
fix h E C(N), then

e(Nh9)	 µ(d) _ >µ(d)	 e(h9)
gEC(N)	 dI(g,N)	 dfN	 gEC(N)

dl9

_ >µ(d)	 el Nhad I = ^µl d I 	 e^dha) _ ^µ(d Id.
dIN	 aEC(N/d) 	 /	 d(N \ / aEC(d)	 dIN

dlkh

Therefore

T(k,N) _	 µ( )d	 r(h)1
d IN. 	 J hEC(N)

dlkh

Now d divides kh if and only if d/(d, k) divides h; hence

(5.16)	 T(k,N) = dEµ(d)dL( (ddk) ,N),

where, for a positive divisor b of N, we put

L(b, N) = > r(h)1.
hEC(N)

blh

If b < N, then

L(b, N) =1 +	 Jhl-1 =1 +	 JabJ-1 = 1 + 1 
L(N)

. 
hEC'(N)	 aEC'(N/b) 

blh
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If we put L(1) = 0, then this formule for L(b, N) also holde for b = N. Together
with (5.16), this yields

(5.17)	 T(k,N)=Eju d/
d (1+(dd )L \N(d'k) //

dIN

=0(N)+Em( )(d,k)L( N(d,k) )
dIN

By [226, Lemmas 1, 2] we have, for any integer m > 1,

(5.18)	 L(m) = 2log m + c — 1 + e(m) with Ie(m) I <4m 2 .

Consequently,

Eµ( )(d,k)L( N(d' k) ) = (2logN+c— 1)B(k,N) — 2H(k,N)+ V(k,N)
dIN

with

B(k, N) =	 µ l d I (d, k),
dIN

H(k, N) =	 p (d I (d, k) log (ddk) ,
dIN

V(k,N) = 1:g d)(d,k)el N(d,k) ^.
dIN

For a prime power p' with m > 1, we have B(k, per`) = (pm, k) — (pm -1 , k);
hence B(k, pm) = pm _ pm-1 = oo(pm) if pm 1 k and B(k, pm) =0 otherwise. For
fixed k, we note that (d, k) is a multiplicative function of d, and so B(k, N) is a
multiplicative function of N. Thus, for any positive integers k and N, we obtain

(5.19)	 B(k, N) = 0(N) 
if N k,

0	 otherwise.

In particular, for 1 < k < N — 1, we have B(k, N) = 0, and so

(5.20) T(k, N) = 0(N) — 2H(k, N) + V(k, N) for 1 < k < N —1.

In the rest of the proof, p will always denote a prime number. For a positive
integer n, let e(n) be the largest nonnegative integer such that p` (") divides
n. We now consider H(k, N) for a fixed k. Since (d, k) is a multiplicative and
log(d/(d, k)) an additive function of d, it follows by induction on the number of
distinct prime factors of N that

(5.21)	 H(k, N) = E H(k, pe ("))B(k, N/peP(N))
plN
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For an integer m > 1, we have

m	 m-1

H(k, pm) = (pm , k) log (pm, k) — (pm-' , k) log (p 7-1 , k)

If m < ep(k), then (pm, k) = pm and (pm-1 , k) = pm-1; hence H(k, pm) = 0.
If m> ep(k), then (pm, k) _ (pm-1 , k) = p`l(k); hence H(k, pm) = pe (k) loge.
Together with (5.19) and (5.21), this yields

(5.22)	 H(k, N) = Eper (k) 0(N/P°a (N) ) loge,
P

where the sum runs over all p satisfying the following two conditions: (i) ep(N) >
ep(k); (ii) N/pe, (N) divides k. Note that (ii) means that e., (N) < ep1 (k) for all
primes pl # p. Therefore (i) and (ii) hold simultaneously if and only if there
exists a unique p with e(N) > ep (k). Hence it follows from (5.22) that if there
exists a unique prime p with e(N) > e,(k), then

H(k, N) = p`P (k) 1,(N/P`a (N) ) loge,

and H(k, N) = 0 otherwise.
To treat V(k, N), we use the bound for e(m) in (5.18) to obtain

	(l ( l a __	 It(d)I __
IV(k,N)I 4E) µ\ d / I \N/	 4r 	 0(1)

with an absolute implied constant. Combining this with (5.14), (5.15),
and (5.20), we obtain

N-1
Me (N) = N (1 + L(N))" + N	 (1 - 2J(k, N) 

+0())8
O()) 8 - 1,

where J(k, N) = H(k, N)/çb(N). The formula for H(k, N), given above, shows
that J(k, N) = 0(1); hence

(5.23)

	

M3 (N) = N (1 + L(N)) 8 + N Ê () (-2)'	 J(k, N)` + O 1 )

with an implied constant depending only on s.
We now consider the sum over k in (5.23) for 1 _< i < s. Rom the formula

for H(k, N), we obtain

J(k, N) =	
logp

0 (pep(N)_ep(k))
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if there exists a unique prime p with e(k) < ep (N), and J(k, N) = 0 otherwise.
We put

N-1

Q.(N) _ E J(k, N) i for l<i<s,
k=1

and we claim that Qi is an additive function. Let N1 and N2 be positive integers
with (Nl, N2) = 1. If 1 < k <_ N1 N2 — 1 is such that there exists a unique p
with e(k) < ep (NiN2), then ep (NiN2) > 0, and so p divides exactly one of
N1 and N2 . Consequently, the sum Qi (N1 N2 ) can be split up into two subsums
according to these two cases. If p 1 Nl , say, then k = k1 N2 with 1 < kl < N1 — 1
and J(k, N1N2) = J(k1N2, N1 N2) = J(kl, Nl ). From this, it is easily seen that
Qi (Nl N2 ) = Q.(NI ) +Qi(N2); hence Qi is additive. For an integer m > 1 and
any prime p, we have

m-1 pm -1

Qi(pm) _ (logp) i
j=0 k=1

ep(k)=j

For 0 < j < m —1, the number of k with 1 < k < pm —1 and e(k) = j is equal
to 0 (pm-j), and so

m

(5.24)	 Q(pm) = (logp)`	 o(Á)1- '
j=1

For i = 1, this yields Ql(pm) = log(pm); hence Q1(N) = logN by additivity.
For i = 2, we obtain

m	 m

Q2(pm) = (logp)2 Ep-.i(1 — p')-' < 2 (logp)a EP I < 4(logp)2P 1 ,
j=1	 j=1

and so, by additivity,

Q2(N) < 4^(logp)2P 1.
pIN

If n is the number of distinct prime factors of N and Pl,... , pn are the first n
prime numbers, then

n

Q2(N) < 4 ^(logpt)2pL 1 + 0(1)
t=1

with an absolute implied constant. By the prime number theorem, we have
el tlog(t + 1) < Pt <_ c2tlog(t + 1) for 1 < t < n with absolute constants
Cl,c2>0, and 80

Q2 (N) = o ( n logt+ 1) ) = 0((log(n + 1))
2 )

t_1	 J
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with absolute implied constants. From the trivial bound log N > n log 2, we see
that

(5.25)	 Q2(N) = O((loglogN) 2 )

with an absolute implied constant. For i > 3, It follows from (5.24) that

	m 	 m
Q(pm ) < ( logp) i E (Y ) -2 = (logp)i Ep-2j(1 

—p')2
	j= 1	j=1	

l

< 2 (logp)'(p -

and so, by additivity,

Q(N) <2 E(logp)'(p - i) -2 <2 - (log( jZ 1))i = 0(1)
pIN	 j=1

with an implied constant depending only on i.
Now we use this information as well as (5.25) and Q1 (N) = log N in for-

mula (5.23). This yields

M.(N) = N (1 + L(N))° - 2s lo N + 0 (log lo N)2 I + o(R)

=	 1 +L(N))° - 2s lo N
N

+O ( (loglo N) 2 )
N

with an implied constant depending only on s, where we used ¢(N) -1 =
O(N- ' loglog(N + 1)). The rest follows from (5.18). ❑

Theorem 5.10 is an improved version of an earlier result in Niederreiter [226],
according to which we have

e
M. (N) < N (2 log N + 5	 for all s > 2 and N > 2.

Note that, for any s > 2 and N > 2, there exists a g E G,(N) with R(g, N) <
M.(N). It follows then from Theorem 5.6 that, for any s _> 2 and N > 2, there
exists a g E G9 (N) such that the point set P in (5.1) has discrepancy

DN(P) = O(N-l (logN)'),

where the implied constant depends only on s. Theorem 5.10 shows that the
average order of magnitude of R(g, N) for g E G, (N) is N-1 (log N)", but there
is even a general lower bound due to Larcher [175], which says that

R(g, N) > c.N- ' (log N)"

for all g E Z", s > 2, and for all N > 2, where the constant c a > 0 depends only
on s.
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We now consider the question of the existence of lattice points g for which
the figure of ment p(g, N) is large. Here the relevant existence theorem is
due to Zaremba [366]. For s > 2 and N > 2, let E,(N) be the set of all
g = (gl,... ,g,) E C.(N) with gl = 1. The following auxiliary result from
Zaremba [366, eq. (27)] is basic.

LEMMA 5.11. For integers 8 > 2, t > 2, and N > 2, let F.(t, N) be the
number of g E E. (N) with p(g, N) < t. Then

F, (t, N) < (s 1)1 N'-st(logt)'-1 I 1 +0((loglogi gt 1) )6(')

) /

where the implied constant depends only on 8 and where b(s) = 3 for 8 = 2 and
b(a)=s-1 fors>3.

It is clear that if to is of the foren to = c,N/(log N)' -1 with a suitable c, > 0
depending only on s, then F,(to, N) <N' 1 for all sufficiently large N, and so
for such N there exists a g E E,(N) with p(g, N) > to. By a somewhat more
refined argument, Zaremba [366] established the following result.

THEOREM 5.12. For every dimension s > 2 and every su f ciently large in-
teger N, there exists a g E E. (N) such that

P(g, N) > (2 log N) — .

It follows from (5.10) and Theorem 5.12 that, for every s >_ 2 and N > 2,
there exists a g E E,(N) such that

(5.26)	 PQ(g,N) = O(N- '(logN)(1)(' -1)) for all a> 1,

with an implied constant depending only on s and a. Furthermore, Theorema 5.5
and 5.10 show that, for every s > 2 and N > 2, there exists a g E G.(N) such
that

(5.27)	 P..(g,N) = 0(N- (logN)°J) for all a> 1,

where the implied constant depends only ons and a and grows exponentially
with 8. Disney [66] and Disney and Sloan [67] have developed an approach
that yields the bound in (5.27) for a suitable g E G,(N) depending also on
a, but with the coefficient of the leading term being (2e/s)°", which decreases
superexponentially as s increases and a is fixed. On the other hand, there is
a general lower bound of Sharygin [308], which shows that P. (g, N) is always
at least of the order of magnitude N-° (log N)'-1 . The following two results
of Niederreiter [264] are currently the best general existence theorems for small
values of P.(g,N).

THEOREM 5.13. For any integers s > 2 and N > 2 and any real a > 1, there
exiets a g E G,(N) with

(a-1)(,-1)

PP(g, N) = O N-"(log N)O('-i)+i N
0(N)

where the implied constant depends only on s and a.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we put

R. (g, N) =	 r(h)-" for 0>1.

hEC. (N)
h•g=-0 mod N

For fixed s,N, and a, consider now

M = M(s, N, a) := 	 p(g, N)°- 'R0(g, N)•
gEG, (N)

Inserting the definition of R„ (g, N) and interchanging the order of summation,
we obtain

M=	 r(h) "	 p(g, N)"- 1 .

hEC; (N)	 gEG,(N)
h•g0 mod N

If, for an h E C, (N), we have h • g - 0 mod N, then p(g, N) < r(h) by Defi-
nition 5.7. Thus, for every g in the inner sum, we have p(g, N)a-1 < r(h)a-1 ,

and so
M < E r(h) -1 	1=	 R(g, N).

hEC.(N)	 gEG.(N)	 gEG.(N)
h•g=0 mod N

By Theorem 5.10, we then obtain

	

(5.28)	 M = O(O(N)'N -l (1ogN)°).

For an integer t > 2, let K(s, N, t) be the number of g E G.(N) with p(g, N) > t.
If we choose t such that K(s, N, t) > 0, then it follows from the definition of M
that

M > to-' 1` Ra(g, N)•
gEG, (N)
p(g,N)>t

Together with (5.28), this yields

R«(g, N) = G(tl-aO(N)"N-i (Iog N)'),
gEG. (N)
p(g,N)>t

and so there exists a g E G(N) with p(g, N) > t and

	(5.29)	 R0(g, N) = C(K(s, N, t)-1tl-0o(N)sN-l(log N)),

where the implied constant depends only on s. Since G9(N) has ¢(N)• elements,
we can write

K(s, N, t) = 0(N)' - card({g E G8 (N) : p(g, N) < t}).

Now g = (g',... ,g,) E G, (N) satisfies the congruence h • g = 0 mod N if and
only if glg satisfies the same congruence, where . is determined by g191 =
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1 modN. Furthermore, glg is congruent modulo N to a unique element of
E3 (N). Thus

(5.30)	 K(s, N, t) > «(N)' — «(N)F,(t, N).

If we put
a-1

B= c(s)N(N2a nd to = l (logB)8_h i
with a constant c(s) > 0, then to > 2 and B > e for all sufficiently large N;
hence to(logto)" -1 < B for such N. If c(s) is chosen suitably, then it follows
from (5.30) and Lemma 5.11 that

K(s, N, to) ? cl (s)O(N) °
for a constant cl (s) > 0 and all sufficiently large N. In particular, we have
K(s, N, to) > 0 for all sufficiently large N, and so (5.29) is applicable with
t = to. For a g E G9 (N) satisfying (5.29), we then obtain

(a-1)(e-1)

Ra (g, N) = O N-a (log N)a(3-1)+1 
N

^

(N)

Since by (5.8) we have

Pa(g , N) < R.(g , N) + O(N-a ),

the result of the theorem follows. Cl
If we carefully keep track of the constants in the above proof, as is done in

the original paper [264], then we obtain the bound for P„(g, N) in Theorem 5.13
with the coefficient of the leading term being

a 	a-1
2a(1)+1 a

which decreases superexponentially as s increases and a is fixed. Using 0(N) -1 =
0(N- ' loglog(N+1)), we may also write the bound in Theorem 5.13 in the form

P4 (g, N) = O(N-°(log N)81»1(log log(N + 1))-1)(e-1))

THEOREM 5 .14. For any integers s >_ 2 and N >_ 2 and any real o> 1, there
exists a g E E3 (N) with

Pa (g, N) = O (N -a (log N)a(8-1) (1 + (log N)) -1 ) I zf s > 3,

Pa (g, N) = O N-° (log N)° N + T (N) 	/
log N	

zf s = 2,
G(N) 

where the implied constants depend only on s and a and where r(N) denotes the
number of positive divisors of N.
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Proof. For fixed s, N, and a and an integer t > 2, consider

H(t) = H(s, N, a, t) := E PQ (g, N).
gEE,(N)
p(g,N)>t

For h E Z', let D(h, N) be the number of g E E,(N) with h • g - 0 mod N.
Then, using the definition of P.(g, N) and the fact that, if p(g, N) > t, then a
nonzero h E Z° can satisfy h • g = 0 mod N only if r(h) > t, we see that

	(5.31)	 H(t) <	 r(h)-°D(h, N).
hEZ'

r(h)>t

To determine D(h, N) for any h = (h1,... , h,) E Z", we note that, if g =
(1,92,... ,g,) E E,(N) is a solution of

h•g=h1+h2g2+•••+h,g,=0modN,

then d = gcd(N, h2,... , h,) must divide h l . In this case, we divide the congru-
ence by d and obtain

	

(5.32)	 kl + k2g2 + • • • + k,g, - 0 mod m

with m = N/d and gcd(m, k2,... , k,) = 1. If m > 1, then let p, be a prime
power in the canonical factorization of m. Since at least one k^, 2 < i < s,
is not divisible by p, the number of solutions modpn of (5.32) is p° (s-z) . By
combining the solutions by the Chinese remainder theorem, the number of so-
lutions modm of (5.32) is m' -2 , and this holds for m = 1 as well. Thus
D(h, N) = (N/m) 8 'lm3'2 = Na-2d if d divides h l , and D(h, N) = 0 otherwise.
Using this formula in (5.31), we obtain

H(t) < Ne -2 	gcd(N, h2, ... , h,)r(h) -°,

where the sum is over all h = (h1,... , h,) E Z° for which r(h) > t and d =
gcd(N, h2,... , h,) divides hl. By splitting up the sum according to the value of
d, we obtain

	(5.33)	 H(t) < N"-z 	dTd(t)
dIN

with
Td(t) _	 r(dh)--.

hEZ'
r(dh)>t

We split up the last sum according to the number i of nonzero coordinates of h
and the position of these nonzero coordinates. This yields

	

(5.34)	 Td(t) = > ()d-aiY;(),
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where
yt(u) _	 (hl ... h,I

- °`	 for u>0.

(hi,... ,h4)EZ'
int •hij>u

For integers 1 < i < s and k > 1, let A;(k) be the number of (h1,... , h;) E Z{

with 0 < Ihl ... h,1 < k, and put Ai(0) = 0. Then

Y(u) = E k-a(A;(k) - A;(k -1)) < E(k -°` - (k + 1)-°)A;(k)
k>u	 k>u

< a E k-°'- 'Ai(k).
k>u

In the remainder of the proof, the implied constants in the Landau symbols
always depend only on s and a. By induction on i, we see that

Aj(k) = O(k(log(k + 1))' -1 ),

and so

V8(u) = 0 > k- *(1og(k + 1))i-1 = O(u l-° (log(u + 1)) i-1 ).
k>u

Thus, from (5.34),

a

Td(t) = O (t l-°` t d-`(log t)'-1 ) ,
i.l

and so, by (5.33),

(5.35)	 H(t) = 0 (N8_2t1_a t(logt)i-i E 
dl-il

i=1	 d^N	 J

For i = 1, we have EdIN dl- ' = T(N), and, for i = 2, we have EdIN dl-' _

FdtN d-1 < N/çb(N), where the inequality is obtained by comparing the two
arithmetic functions at prime powers and using multiplicativity. For i > 3, we
have Ed ^N dl-` = 0(1). For s >- 3, we thus obtain from (5.35),

(5.36)	 H(t) = 0 (N'-2 t1-a ((log t)'-1 + ^ 7 ) logt + r(N))) .

Let L(s, N, t) be the numbers of g E E. (N) with p(g, N) > t. Thèn L(s, N, t) _
N'-1 - F.(t, N); hence if we put

c(s)Nto = l (lag c(s)N),-1
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with a suitable constant c(s) > 0, then to > 2 and L(s, N, to) > cl (s)N' -1 for
all sufiiciently large N and lome constant cl (s) > 0, by Lemma 5.11. It follows
then from the definition of H(t) and from (5.36) that, for 8 > 3, there exists a
g E E,(N) with p(g,N) > to and

P.(g,N) = 0\L(e,N,to) 
((lot to) 1 + 

N
 log to+T(N)))

= O (N
r

 N)°i'—	
(log

 (N)N)a-1 J f

For e = 2, we see, from (5.35), that

H(t) = 0(t 1—°(^(N) logt+T(N))).

By choosing to as above and using a similar argument, we obtain the result of
the theorem for 8 = 2. ❑

The more detailed analysis performed in [264] yields the bounds in Theo-
rem 5.14 with explicit coefficients of the main terms. These coefficients decrease
superexponentially as s increases and a is fixed. Since r(N) has the average
order of magnitude log N by [188, Thm. 6.30], the result of Theorem 5.14 is usu-
ally better than that of Theorem 5.13. However, there exist sequences of values
of N through which r(N) grows faster than any given power of log N (see [188,
p. 164]), and, for such values of N, Theorem 5.13 yields the better result.

The lattice points g satisfying the bounds in Theorems 5.13 and 5.14 depend,
in particular, on a, so that these theorems can guarantee only that Pa (g, N) is
small for the chosen value of a. However, the proofs of these theorems yield the
additional property that the figure of merit p(g, N) is large, and on the basis of
this information it can be shown that PO(g, N) is small for all f3>  1 (see [264]).

For s = 2, there is an interesting connection between good lattice points
and continued fractions for rational numbers, which can be used for the explicit
construction of good lattice points. For an integer N > 2, let g = (1, g) E Z 2

with gcd(g, N) = 1. Let the rational number g/N have the continued fraction
expansion

(5.37) N = [ao; ai, a2, ... , ai ],

where the a1 are integers with a1 > 1 for 1 < j < 1 and where ai = 1 for the
sake of uniqueness (compare with Appendix B). R.ecall that the convergents to
g/N are defined by

L a a ai] for 0 < j 1.
qj

The integers p j and q1 are uniquely determined if we impose the conditions
q1 > 1 and gcd(p j, q1) = 1. Then we have the following explicit formula for the
figure of merit due to Borosh and Niederreiter [30).
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THEOREM 5 .15. If N > 2 is an integer and g = (1, g) E Z2 with gcd(g, N) _
1, then

p(g, N) = min  qi I q g - p^NI.

Proof. Because of Lemma 5.8, it suffices to extend the minimum in Defi-
nition 5.7 over all nonzero h = (hl, h2) E Z 2 with Ih1I < N, 1h21 < N, and
h • g - 0 modN. For such h, we also have hlh2 0. Therefore, we can write

p(g, N) = min h2lhzg - tNI,

where the minimum is extended over all integers h2 with 1 < h2 < N and over all
integers t. If 1 < h2 < N, then for some j with 0 <j < l we have qq < h2 < q1+l.
Then, by an inequality in Appendix B, we obtain

h21h29 - tNI ? qi I qq9 - p1Nl

hence the result. 0

DEFINITION 5 .16. For integers N > 2 and g with gcd(g, N) = 1, let

K(
9= max a3,
N i i<j<i

where a 1 ,... , ai are the partial quotients in the continued fraction expansion of
g/N given by (5.37).

In the case considered in Theorem 5.15, the figure of merit p(g, N) can be
bounded in terms of K(g/N), as was shown by Zaremba [361).

THEOREM 5 .17. 1f N >_ 2 is an integer and g = (1, g) E Z2 with gcd(g, N) _
1, then

K(9/N) +2 p(g, N) <_ K(g/N)

Proof. From the theory of continued fractions (see Appendix B), we derive

1
+ 	<_IN-pjl < 1 	for0<j<l,

q!(qi qj+i)	 qj	 giqi+i

and so

Nqj < qi I Qi 9 - P1 N < Nq^ for 0 < j < 1.
qi + qj+i	 qi+i

Now qj + qj+l = (a1+i + 1)q1 + qq-1 <_ (K(g/N) + 2)qq for 0 < j < t, and
together with Theorem 5.15 this yields the desired lower bound. if we choose j
with 0 < j < 1 and aa+l = K(g/N), then qj+l = aj+lqj + q1-i >- K(g/N)q1,
and, in view of Theorem 5.15, we obtain the desired upper bound. O

From Theorem 5.17, we infer the principle that two-dimensional good lattice
points g = (1,g) mod N are obtained by choosing rational numbers g/N with
small partial quotients in their continued fraction expansion. This principle
leads, in particular, to the following explicit construction based on Fibonacci
numbers. Recall that the sequence F1 , F2,... of Fibonacci numbers is defined
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recursively by Fl = F2 = 1 and Fm = F,,,_1 +Fm_2 for m > 3. Now let N = Fm

for some m > 3 and g = (1, Fm_1). Since all partial quotients of Fm_1 /Fm used
in Definition 5.16 are equal to 1, we have K(Fm_1 /Fm ) = 1, and so p(g, N) is of
the order of magnitude N by Theorem 5.17. In fact, we have p(g, Fm) = Fm_2
according to a formula of Zaremba [361]. Rom (5.10), we obtain PP (g, N) =
O(N'° log N) for all o> 1 with an implied constant depending only on a, a
result due to Bakhvalov [13]. This paper is also the first to contain this explicit
construction of two-dimensional good lattice points. brom (5.11), we infer that
R(g, N) = 0(N-1 (log N) 2 ), where the implied constant is absolute. Note that
these bounds for Pa (g, N) and R(g, N) are the best possible that can be obtained
for any two-dimensional lattice point with any modulus, according to the general
lower bounds for P.(g, N) and R(g, N) due to Sharygin [308] and Larcher [175],
respectively, which were mentioned eerlier in this section.

It is an interesting question as to whether the orders of magnitude of p(g, N),
P„(g, N), and R(g, N) achieved by the above construction can be obtained for
any integer N > 2 in the two-dimensional case. This question leads to the
consideration of the quantity

(5.38) KN = min K(N) for N > 2.

gcd(g,N)=1

It is clear from the above arguments that, if there exists an absolute constant C
such that KN < C for all N >_ 2, then our question has an affirmative answer.
In this context, we draw the attention to Zaremba's conjecture from [365, p. 76],
which amounts to suggesting that KN < 5 for all N >_ 2. The constant 5 cannot
be replaced by a smaller one, sine K54 = K150 = 5 (these are the only known
values of KN that are equal to 5). Borosh calculated KN for 2 < N < 104

(see [225, p. 989]), and Knuth [154, p. 548] extended this calculation to all
N < 2 • 106 , the result being that Zaremba's conjecture is valid in this range.
Borosh and Niederreiter [30] conjectured that KN < 3 for all sufficiently large
N. Zaremba's conjecture has been verified for some sequences of values of N.
It is trivial that KN = 1 if and only if N is a Fibonacci number. Nieder-
reiter [238] established the following results by constructive proofs: if N = 2'n
or 3m, m > 1, then KN < 3, and KN = 2 for infinitely many m; if N = 5m,
m > 1, then KN < 4, and KN < 3 for infinitely many m.

Consider again a point g = (1,9) E Z2 with gcd(g, N) = 1 and N >_ 2. Let the
continued fraction expansion of g/N be given by (5.37). Then the discrepancy
DN(P) of the two-dimensional point set P in (5.1) satisfies

t
(5.39) NDN(P) < E a j + 1.

j=1

This is shown by adapting the method in the proof of Theorem 3.3 for rational z
and by using an analogue of Lemma 3.7 for the discrepancy DN(P); also compare
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with Niederreiter [225, pp. 1024-1025]. The quantity

S(N) .= ! a
j-1

is connected with K(g/N) in Definition 5.16 by the inequality S(g/N) <
cK(g/N) log N with an absolute constant c > 0, since we have 1 < c log N.
Together with (5.39), this yields

NDN (P) = 0 (K I N I log N)

with an absolute implied constant, and a slightly more refined bound is obtained
by adapting the method in the proof of Corollary 3.5. In analogy with (5.38),
we define

SN = min S I 
/

N) for N > 2.
gcd(9,N)= 1

Then we have SN <_ cKN log N for all N > 2. It is conjectured that SN =
O(log N) with an absolute implied constant, and this conjecture would, of course,
follow from the validity of Zaremba's conjecture. On the other hand, it is easily
seen that SN is at least of the order of magnitude log N (see Niederreiter [2451).
For sequences of values of N for which SN = O(log N), such as for the sequence
of Fibonacci numbers, we obtain two-dimensional point sets P with DN(P) =
O(N-1 log N). Note that by a remark following (3.8), this is the least possible
order of magnitude for the discrepancy of a two-dimensional point set. The best
general bound on SN that is currently known is

SN = 0( ^ N ) (logN) loglog(N+ 1) /I = 0((logN)(loglogN) 2),

which was shown by Larcher [173].
We now return to the consideration of an arbitrary dimension s >

2. Korobov [159] suggested the use of special lattice points of the form
(1, g, ga, , g°-1 ) E Z° to restrict the number of candidates that must be in-
spected in the search for good lattice points mod N. It turn out that, at least
for prime moduli N, it is possible to prove existence theorems for these special
lattice points, which are basically of the same quality as the existence theorems
shown earlier in this section. We include the proof of the following theorem as
an example.

THEOREM 5.18. For any integer s > 2 and any prime N, put

N-1

ma(N) = 	 2 R((1,g,g2,... 
,g-1),N),

9=0

Then we have
m3(N) < -j (2logN+1)°
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Proof. Inserting the definition of R(g, N) into the expression for m.(N) and
interchanging the order of summation, we obtain

1
ms(N) = N E a(h)r(h) 1 ,

hEC:(N)

where a(h) is the number of integers g with 0 < g < N — 1 and

g2 ,...	 s-1

If we put h = (h1,... ,h8 ), then the last congruence can be written as

h;g ti -1 = 0 mod N.
i.1

For h E C; (N), this is a nonzero polynomial congruence of degree < s —1 in the
unknown g, and, since N is a prime, we conclude that a(h) < s — 1. Hence we
obtain

	m3(N) < 
s-1 	 r(h) -1 < s N 1 	r(h) -1

hEC, (N)	 hEC(N)

	= s N l 	> Ihl -1 +1 < N (2logN+1)'.	 O
(hEC'(N)

It follows from Theorem 5.18 that, for any dimension s >_ 2 and any prime
N, there exists a lattice point g E Z" of the form g = (1, g, g 2 , ... ,g 1 ) for
which

R(g,N) < s N l (2logN+ 1)'.

We also have results guaranteeing the existence of lattice points g of this form
for which P„ (g, N) is small and p(g, N) is large, provided that N is a prime;
compare with Hua and Wang [145, Chap. 7]. For s = 2, the earlier existence
theorems in this section yield good lattice points g mod N of the form g = (1, g)
for any integer N > 2. For s = 3 and any prime power N, a result showing the
existence of small values of R(g, N) for g = (1, g, g2 ) was proved by Larcher [171],
and a result showing the existence of large values of p(g, N) for g = (1, g, g2 )
was established by Larcher and Niederreiter [179].

5.3. General lattice rules and their classification.

For the point set xo, x 1 , ... , xN_1 in (5.1), consider the corresponding residue
classes xn+Z" = (n/N)g+Z", 0 < n <_ N -1, in the additive group R8/Z'. These
residue classes form a finite cyclic subgroup of R"/Z" generated by (1/N)g + Z3 .
If the point set in (5.1) is viewed in this way, then the following generalization
is obvious. Let L/Z° be any finite subgroup of 1R 3 /Z" and let xn + Z" with
x, E Is for 0 < n < N — 1 be the distinct residue classes making up the group
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L/Z8 . The s-dimensional lattice rule L is then given by the quasi-Monte Carlo
approximation

r	 N-i

(5.40)	 J /(u) du N	 f (xn ).

f 	n=0

The set {xo, xI , ... , xN_ 1 } is called the node set of the lattice rule L. If we want
to emphasize that the node set has cardinality N, then we refer to an N-point
lattice rule.

The name "lattice rule" sterns from a geometric interpretation of the above
approach. If we view L = Un 0 (xn + Z') as a subset of R, then L is an
s-dimensional lattice. Here an s-dimensional lattice is meant to be a discrete ad-
ditive subgroup of R° not contained in any proper linear subspace of R'. Equiva-
lently, an s-dimensional lattice is obtained by taking s linearly independent vee-
tors yl, ... ,y8 E R° and forming the set L = {E... aiy; : ai E Z for 1 < i < s}
of all Z-Tinar combinations. The lattices corresponding to lattice rules have the
property that they contain Z°; a lattice containing Z' is called an s-dimensional
integration lattice. If we start from an s-dimensional integration lattice L, then
the corresponding node set is determined as the intersection L fl I°, which is
always a finite set.

REMARK 5.19. The point set in (5.1) leads to a lattice rule, but it need not
be an N-point lattice rule because of a possible repetition of points. However,
it is an easy exercise to show that this point set yields an N-point lattice rule if
and only if g = (9i, • • • , ga) satisfies gcd(9l, ... , g„ N) = 1.

The error in the approximation (5.40) can be analyzed in the same way as for
the method of good lattice points. The following definition and the subsequent
lemma are basic. Definition 5.22 is an analogue of Definition 5.2.

DEFINITION 5.20. The dual lattice Ll of the s-dimensional integration lat-
tice L is defined by

L -L = {hEZ':h.xEZforallxEL }.

LEMMA 5.21. Let x0 , x1, ... , xN_ 1 be the nodes of an s-dimensional N-
point lattice rule L, and let h E V. Then

N-1	 N if h E Ll ,
e h•xn =

n=0 (	 )	 0 if h V .
Proof. If we put A = L/Z" and xh(x + Z") = e(h - x) for all x E L, then xh

is a well-defined character of the additive group A. We have

N-1

L, e(h • xn) _	 xh(a),
n=0	 aEA
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and the last sum, being a character sum for the finite abelian group A, is equal
to N if Xh is trivial and equal to zero if Xh is nontrivial. Furthermore, Xh is
trivial if and only if h • x E Z for all x E L, i.e., if and only if h E LI. D

DEFINITION 5 .22. For a real number c> 1 and for a lattice rule L, we put

P(L) = ^r(h) -^,
h

where the sum is over all nonzero h E L.
THEOREM 5 .23. For any real numbers a > 1 and C > 0 and for an 8-

dimensional lattice rule L with node set {xo, x1,... , XN_ 1 }, we have

1 N-1

/E€ ma( ) I N > .f (xn) — f  ƒ(u) dul = CP0 (L).

Proof. Any f E Ea (C) is represented by its absolutely convergent Fourier
series

f (u) _	 f (h)e(h • u) for u E W.
hEZ'

Then

	1 N- 1	 1 N-1

f (x) _f f
(u)du= N	 f (h)e(h • xn) — f(0)

	

n=0	 I'	 n=0 hEZ'
N-1

= N	 f (h)	 e(h . xn) _	 J(h)
her	 n=0	 hEL-L

h0

by Lemma 5.21. The bound

1 N-1

N E f (xn) — L f (u) dul < CP.(L)
n=0 

follows now from Definitions 5.1 and 5.22. The proof is completed by using the
special function fo E Eá(C) as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. D-

Theorem 5.23, which is due to Sloan and Kachoyan [316], shows that, for
given a, the integration lattice L should be chosen in such a way that PP (L) is
small. The following definition is analogous to Definition 5.4.

DEFINITION 5.24 . For an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with s _> 2
and N > 2, we put

R(L) _

hEE(L)

where E(L) = C, (N) fl L.
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REMARK 5.25. By the proof of Lemma 5.21, the dual group (or character
group) of LIZ' is Z'/Ll . Thus, since L/Z' has order N, so has Z'/Ll . It
follows that Nh E Ll for all h E Z'; hence Ll contains (NZ)'. F irthermore,
Ll/(NZ)' has order N'/N = N 1 . Since C(N) is a complete system of
representatives for Z'/(NZ)', the set C,(N) f1 L -- has N'-1 elements, and so

card(E(L)) = N' -1 - 1. In particular, if s > 2 and N > 2, then E(L) is
nonempty.

THEOREM 5.26. Let L be an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule with s > 2
and N > 2. Then, for any real a> 1, we have

P0 (L) < (1 + C(a)s)R(L)°` + (1 + 2C(a)N -
°`)' -1-}- 2asC(a)sN-0,+s-1

s-2

+	

\2Q(e-j)S(a)a-j(1 + 2C(a))iN(1-«)(s- i )

In particular, if either s = 2 or a > 2, then

Pa (L) < (1 + «a)s)R(L)' + O(N-°)

with an implied constant depending only on s and a.

Proof. Every h E Z' can be uniquely represented in the form h = k + Nm
with k E C,(N), m E Z'. Since Ll D (NZ)' (see Remark 5.25), we have h E Ll
if and only if k E LI. Separating the cases where k = 0 and k 0, we obtain

(5.41) P(L) = E r(Nm) -°` +	 E r(k + Nm)-a =: Sl + S2.

mEZ'	 kEE(L) mEZ'
m#0

As in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we see that

S2 < R0 (L) + 2°'S(a) 8 N-°" card(C,(N) fl L1 )
s-1

+	 2a(8-j)S(a)1-jij-0(5-3)	 r(kl)-° ... r(kij )-^^

j=1	 1<i,<•••<ii<s kEE(L)

where k = (k l ,... , k,) and

R(L) =	 r(k)-°
kEE(L)

Now card(C,(N) fl L1) = N'-1 , as shown in Remark 5.25. Furthermore, for
fixed1<j<s-2and1<il<•..<ij<s,wehave

kEE(L)

_	 r(h)-á#{k E E(L) : kid = hd for 1 < d < j},
h€Cj(N)
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where h = (h1,... , hj). A trivial upper bound for the last counting function is
N'-'; thus

E r(k 1 )°. ..r(k) < (1 + 2C(a))i Ns-i

kEE(L)

For j = s -1 and fixed 1 < il < . • • < i,_1 < a, let i be the integer determined
by {i l ,...,i,_1} U {i} = {1,2,...,s}. Then

r(i)j — (

2
)]^1

 ar k) < 	 Ra(L)•

kEE(L)	 kEE(L)

Altogether, we obtain

S2 < (1 + C(a)s)R0
(L) + 2a8C(a)sN-a8+8-1

s-2

+ > ( 2a(s-j)S(a)a-1(1 + 2C(a))iN
(1-a)(8-i) .

In view of (5.6) and (5.41) and the inequality Ra (L) < R(L)", this yields the
first part of the theorem, and the second part is an immediate consequence. El

For arbitrary s > 2 and a > 1, we can derive an inequality of the type
occurring in the second part of Theorem 5.26 by the following argument. As in
the proof of Theorem 5.5, we obtain

s

S2 	> 	 + 2"S(a)N -a )
kEE(L) i=1

Now

Ü
^(2r(ki)\

l) 

a)

fl(r(kc) -a + 2a^(a)N-a) = r(kt) -a 1 + C(a) N 
i=1	 i=1	 i=1

< r(k)°(1 + S(a))',

and so
S2 < (1 + C(a)) 8 Ra (L).

Together with (5.6) and (5.41), this yields

	

(5.42)	 Pa(L) < (1 + C(a))'R0 (L) + (1 + 2((a)N-") 8 — 1

< (1 + C(a))'R(L)" + (1 + 2C(a)N -")" — 1

= (1 + ((a))"R(L)" + O(N)

with an implied constant depending only on s and a.
For an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with s >_ 2 and N > 2, we define

in analogy with (5.9) the quantity

	

(5.43)	 R1(L) =	 r(h,N)-1
hEE(L)

The following discrepancy bound was shown by Niederreiter and Sloan 1273].
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THEOREM 5 .27. Let P be the node set of an s-dimensional N-point lattice
rule L witti s > 2 and N > 2. Then

1 s

DN(P) < 1— (1— N l + Rj (L) < N + 1 R(L).

Proof. If P = {xo, xl , ... , XN_ 1 }, then, from the fact that the group LIZ'
has order N, it follows that Nxn E Z" for 0 < n < N —1. Thus we can apply
Theorem 3.10, which yields

1 s 	1 	
N-1

DN(P) < 1— (1— 
N) + h E r(h, N) I N E e(h•Xn)E :( )

=1—(1—N) 8 +R 1 (L),

where we applied Lemma 5.21 in the second step. The second inequality in the
theorem is obtained as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. ❑

A fundamental classification theorem for lattice rules is due to Sloan and
Lyness [317]. This result is based on the structure theory for finite abelian
groups.

THEOREM 5 .28. For every s-dimensional N-point lattice rule with N > 2,
the node set consists exactly of all fractional parts

r !Ci.gj }	with integers 0 < ki < ni for 1 < i < r,
t-1 ^	 —

where the integer r with 1 < r < s and the integers nl, ... ,fl,. > 2 with ni+1
dividing ni for 1 < i < r — 1 and nl • • • n,. = N are uniquely determined. Ir-
thermore, the vectors ga,... , g, E Z" are linearly independent, and, for each
1 < i < r, the coordinates of gi and n are relatively prime.

Proof. Let A = L/Z° be the finite abelian group corresponding to the lattice
rule L. By the primary decomposition theorem, A is the direct sum of cyclic
groups of prime-power order. Let n 1 be the maximum order of elements of A.
Then all orders of elements of A divide nl, and, from the primary decomposition,
we obtain a decomposition A = Cl ® A2, where C1 is a cyclic group of order
nl. If n2 is the maximum order of elements of A2, then n2 divides nl, and A2
has a cyclic direct summand of order n2• Continuing in this way, we obtain a
decomposition A = Cl ®- • • ® C,., where C; is a cyclic group of order ni > 2
for 1 < i < r, and ni+1 divides ni for 1 < i <_ r— 1. A comparison of orders
yields N = nl • • . n,. The number r and the orders n1,... , n,. of the direct
summands in this decomposition are uniquely determined by the orders of the
direct summands in the primary decomposition, and the Jatter orders are, in
turn, uniquely determined by A.

For 1 < i < r, let ci E R' be such that ci + Z' is a generator of C. Then
n^ci E Z"; thus ci = (1/n;)gi for some gi E Z'. Since ci + Z° has order ni,
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the coordinates of gi and ni are relatively prime (compare with Remark 5.19).
From A = Cl ® • . • ® Cr , it follows that the node set of L is as indicated in
the theorem. If c 1 ,... , cr were linearly dependent, then 0 could be written
as a nontrivial linear combination of c1,... , c,. with rational coefficients. By
clearing denominators, we get > i jici = 0 with integers jI, ... , jr satisfying
gcd(jl, ... , j,.) = 1. This yields the identity

r

E.ii(ci +Z')=Z°
i=1

in the group A, and A = Cl ®• • • ®Cr implies that ni divides ji for 1 <_ i <_ r.
Then, however, nr > 2 divides jl , ... , r, a contradiction. Thus c 1 ,... , cr , and
so g1,... ,g, are linearly independent. In particular, it follows that r < s. O

DEFINITION 5.29. The integer r in Theorem 5.28 is called the rank of the
lattice Tule and the integers i,••• , n,. in Theorem 5.28 are called the invariants
of the lattice rule.

If we choose a node set (5.1) with g = (gl ,... ,ga) satisfying
gcd(g1, ... ,g, N) = 1, then we obtain a lattice rule of rank 1 (compare with
Remark 5.19). If we consider the Cartesian product of s trapezoidal rules in (1.2)
for periodic integrands, then we get a lattice rule with node set

L.I :kiEZand0 <ki <mfor1<i<s}.
111 m ,	 , m	 — — 1

This lattice rule has rank s and invariants ni = m for 1 <i <_ s.
For every s-dimensional lattice, there exists a lattice basis, i.e., a set

{b1,... , b,} of linearly independent vectors such that the lattice consists ex-
actly of all Z-linear combinations of b1,... , b,. The s x s matrix B with rows
b1,... , b3 is called a generator matrix of the lattice. A lattice has more than
one generator matrix, since any matrix of the form UB with U being an s x s
unimodular matrix with integer entries is also a generator matrix. However,
for any lattice L, the absolute value 1 det(B)I of the determinant of a generator
matrix B of L is invariant, and this number is called the determinant of L and
is denoted by det(L). Geometrically, det(L) is the volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by the vectors in a lattice basis of L. The following result is due to
Sloan and Kachoyan [316].

THEOREM 5.30. 1f L is an integration lattice yielding an N-point lattice rule,
then det(L) = 1/N. If B is a generator matrix of L, then (BT )' 1 is a generator
matrix of the dual lattice L -i and det(L) = N.

Proof. If the dimension of L is s, then, for every positive integer k, the cube
[ 0, k)' contains exactly k'N points of L. On the other hand, the geometric
interpretation of det(L) shows that, as k —► oo, the number of points of L in
[ 0, k)' is asymptotically equal to Cl det(L). A comparison implies that det(L) _
1/N.
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If b1 ,... ,b8 are the rows of Band a 1 ,... ,a9 are the rows of (BT), then
ai • bj = 6;j for 1 < i, j < s. Thus ai E Ll for 1 < i < s by Definition 5.20. If
h E Ll is arbitrary, then

a
h = hBT (BT ) -1 = t(h - bi)a .

{_1
Since h • b; E Z for 1 < i <_ s, h is a Z-linear combination of a1,... ,a3 . Hence
these vectors form a lattice basis of Ll and (B T ) -1 is a generator matrix of L-L .
Furthermore,

det(Ll ) = det((BT ) -1 )1 = 1 det(B)1 -1 = det(L) -1 = N.	 ❑

If L is an integration lattice, then any generator matrix of Ll has integer en-
tries. It follows from the theory of integer matrices (see Newman [216, Chap. 2])
that Ll has a unique generator matrix in Hermite normal form, i.e., a lower
triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements and with the elements of any
column lying in the least residue system modulo the diagonal element. Conse-
quently, the number of distinct s-dimensional N-point lattice rules is equal to
the number v8 (N) of s x s integer matrices in Hermite normal form with deter-
minant N. By [216, p. 20], v,(N) is a multiplicative arithmetic function of N
and is thus determined by its values at prime powers pk, which are given by

a-1 k+i - 1us(pk) _	 ppti.l
Compare also with Lyness and Sorevik [200] for this formula.

For an s-dimensional lattice rule L, the d-dimensional projection lyd : R" -►
W' with 1 < d < s defined by

lrd(u1, ... , ue) = (ui, ... , Ud)

induces a group homomorphism spd : L/Z° -+ Rd/Zd given by

spd (X + V) _ ird (x) + Zd for all x E L.

The image of spd is a finite subgroup of Itd/Zd and hence corresponds to a
d-dimensional lattice rule Ld. The nodes of Ld are obtained by omitting the
last s - d coordinates of each node of L and by dropping repeated nodes. Since
Ld/Zd is isomorphic to a factor group of LIZ", it follows that, if L has rank r and
invariants nl, ... , n,., then Ld has rank t < min(r, d) and invariants m1,... , mt

with m; dividing n; for 1 < i < t (see Sloan and Lyness [317, Thm. 5.1]). In
particular, if Nd is the cardinality of the node set of Ld, then

Nd = m1• mt < nl ... n t < nl ... nmin(r,d).

The lattice rule L is called projection regular if Nd = nl • • • nmin(r,d) for 1 < d < 8.

An obviously equivalent condition is Nd = n1 • • • nd for 1 < d < r. A de-
tailed study of projection-regular lattice rules was carried out by Sloan and
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Lyness [318]. One of the main results of this paper is the following character-
ization of projection-regular lattice rules: L is projection regular if and only if
the vectors g, = (g; l) , ... , g), 1 < i < r, in Theorem 5.28 can be chosen in

such a way that g{{l = 1 for 1 <_ i < r and g;^ l = 0 for 1 <_ j < i < r. Further-
more, projection-regular lattice rules can be expreseed in a uniquely determined
canonical form.

DEFINITION 5 .31. For any s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with 8 >_ 2
and N > 2, the figure of merit p(L) is defined by

p(L) = minr(h),

where the minimum is extended over all nonzero h E L.

LEMMA 5.32. We always have 1 < p(L) < nl, where n l is the first invariant
of L.

Proof. Since the invariants n2,... , n,. are divisors of nl, it follows from the
description of the node set of L in Theorem 5.28 that the coordinates of all
points of L are rationals with denominator nl. Therefore L-i contains (niZ)°.
In particular, we have ho = (nl, 0, ... ,O) E Ll; hence p(L) < r(ho) = ni. D

REMARK 5 .33. If L has rank > 2, then it follows from Lemma 5.32 that
p(L) < N/2, and, if L has rank 1, then the same inequality is obtained from
Lemma 5.8. Thus it can be shown as in Remark 5.9 that it suffices to extend
the minimum in Definition 5.31 over all h E E(L), where E(L) is as in Defini-
tion 5.24.

The quantities PP (L) and R(L) can be bounded in terms of the figure of
merit p(L). The lower bound

	(5.44)	 P„ (L) > p(L)a 	for all o> 1

is trivial, and the bound

	(5.45)	 R(L) > 1
p(L)

follows from Remark 5.33. The corresponding upper bounds were established by
Sloan and Kachoyan [316] and Niederreiter and Sloan [273], respectively.

THEOREM 5.34. For any s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with s > 2
and N > 2, we have

P,(L) < c(s,a)p(L) -" (1 +logp(L))'-i 	for all > 1,

where the constant c(s, a) depends only on s and a.
Pmof. Put Io = (-oo, 0 ], Il = (0, oo), and, ford = (dj,... ,d a ) E {0,1},

define

Q(d)={h=(h l ,...,h„)eLI:h; EId, forl<i<sandh960}.
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Then we can write

P0(L)=>2S(d) with S(d) = >2 r(h)-Q`
	d 	 hEQ(d)

We now consider S(d) for fixed d. Let be the largest integer with 2' < p(L);
we can assume that p > 0, since the case where p(L) = 1 is trivial. For q =
(Qz,...,q.)EZ" -1 withq;>1 for 2<i<s,wedefine

M(q) = {(h2,... ,h 8 ) E Za-1 : 29t -1 < r(h;) <2 for 2 < i < s}.

Then we may write S(d) as the sum over all permissible q of

S(d,q) =	 >2	 r(h)-'
hEQ(d)

(ha,... ,h.)EM(q)

Case1.g2+».+q8 <—µ+s-1. Put
^(q) = 2.+a-1p(L) > 1,

K(q, b) = {h E Z: b0(q) < r(h) < (b + 1)i(q)} for integers b > 0.

We claim that, if q = (q,... , q,) belonging to Case 1 and an integer b > 0 are
given, then there exists at most one h = (hl, ... , h,) E Q(d) such that hl E
K(q, b) and (h2,... , h,) E M(q). Suppose that h' = (h,... , h') 0 h are two
points satisfying all these conditions. Then b0(q) < r(hl), r(h) < (b+ 1)0(q)
and hl, h'1 E Idl ; hence r(hl - h') < 1 (q). For 2 < i < s, we have 29t -1 < r(h;),
r(h;) <2  and h;, h; E Id { ; hence r(hi - hí) <2q.1• Therefore

8

r(h - h') = Ij r(h: - hi) < 0(q)2g2+...f.q,—s+l = p(L) .
i=1

On the other hand, h - h' E Ll and h - h' 0; thus r(h - h') > p(L) by
Definition 5.31. This contradiction proves the claim.

Consider the contribution to S(d, q) arising from those h = (h 1 ,... , h,) E
Q(d) with (h2 ,... , h,) E M(q) for which h l E K(q, b). We trivially have
r(h) > p(L) if b = 0, and, for b > 1, we obtain

r(h) > b0(q)2g2+...+q.-8+4 = bp(L).

Summing over b, we obtain

00

S(d, q) < p(L) -° 1 + >2 b-a _ (1 + C(a))p(L) -°`.
b=1

Since there are (µsa 1 1) choices for q in Case 1, it follows that the sum S1 (d) of
those S(d, q) for which q belongs to Case 1 satisfies

(5.46)	 S1(d) ^	 (1 + C(a)) p(L)-°` (' 
3 s 1 1)

< cl (8 , a)p(L)-°` (1 + log p(L)) s—1 .
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Case 2. q2 + • • • + q, > µ + s —1. Choose integers v2 , ... , v, with 0 < vj < qi
for 2 < i < s and v2 + • • • + v, = p. For every a = (a2 i ... , a,) E Zs- ' with
0<a;<29t-,► -1 fort<i<s,let

M(q, a) = {(h2,... , h,) E Z° -1 : 2q► -1 + af2 < r(h) <2_ 1 + (
a: + 1)21►

for 2 < i < s}.

Then M(q) defined above is the disjoint union of the sets M(q, a). Put

K(b) = {h E Z: 2b < r(h) < 2b + 1} for integers b > 0.

We claim that, if q = (q,... , q,) belonging to Case 2, a = (a2,... , a,) satisfying
the restrictions above, and an integer b > 0 are given, then there exists at most
one h = (h1,... ,h1 ) E Q(d) such that h l E K(b) and (h2,... ,h8 ) E M(q, a).
Suppose that h' = (hl, ... , h') # h are two points satisfying all these conditions.
Then hl , h'1 E K(b) fl Id1 ; hence r(hl —h') = 1, and, for 2 <_ i < s, we have
r(h; — h;) < 2^► . Therefore

,

r(h — h') _ [J r(h — h;) < 2v2 +...+v. = 2µ < p(L).
i=1

On the other hand, h — h' E Ll and h — h' 0 0; thus r(h — h') > p(L) by
Definition 5.31. This contradiction proves the claim.

Since there are j{..2 24 ► - v► -1 = 292+ ••+q.-µ-,+1 choices for a, it follows
that, if b is given as above, then there are at most 242+•••+v.-µ-8+1 points h =
(h1,... , h,) E Q(d) such that hl E K(b) and (h2,... , h,) E M(q). Therefore

00
S(d, q) <_ 2q2+...+q.-14-8+12-a(q,+...+q.-3+1) 1 + 2 -° E b-a

b=1

= 2—aµ2(1—a)(g2+...+9.—P—,+1)(1 + 2 ° (c))

(2°(2° + S(a))p(L) '2(1—a)(9^+...{4.—µ—,+1)

where we used 2µ+ 1 > p(L) in the last step. If S2(d) is the sum of those S(d, q)
for which q belongs to Case 2, then

S2 (d) ^ (2" 
+C(a))p(L)-'
	 2(1-0)(q2+...+q.-µ-,+1)

qa+•••+q.>µ+,- 1

_ (2a + S(a))p(L) "E 2 (1-a)k (k + s +8—  2 )

k-1	
s-2	 J

00

(2a + ((a))p(L) -° (p + 1)'-2	2(1-Q)k (k + 1)8-2

k=1

< c2(s, a)p(L) -° (1 + log p(L))°-2
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Together with (5.46) and S(d) = S1(d) + S2(d), this yields

S(d) < c3(s, a)p(L) -°` (1 + log p(L))''

Since there are 2° choices for d, the desired result follows. ❑

THEOREM 5.35. For any s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with s >_ 2
and N > 2, we have

1	
a 1

R(L) < p(L) ( 
log 2) 

(2(log N) + 3(log N)' 1 ).

Prooi. Put Io = (-N/2,O], Il = (0, N/2), and, for d = (di,... ,d,) E
{0,1 } 8 , define

Q(d)= {h= (hl,...,h,)EL -L :hiEId fort<i<sandh 0}.

Then we can write

R(L) _ S(d) with S(d) = E r(h) 1 .

d	 hEQ(d)

We now consider S(d) for fixed d. Let w be the smallest integer with 2" > N/2
and let g be the largest integer with 2µ < p(L); we can assume that µ > 0, since
the case where p(L) = 1 can easily be dealt with by using a trivial bound on
R(L). For q = (q,... , q,) E Z'-1 with 1 < q; < w for 1 < i < s, let M(q) be
as in the proof of Theorem 5.34 and define

S(d,q) =	 E	 r(h) -1•

hEQ(d)
(h2,... ,h,)EM(q)

We distinguish two cases as in the proof of Theorem 5.34. In Case 1, we use the
same argument as in that proof, but now it suffices to consider integers b with
0 < b < [N/2J. This yields

1 	IN/2J-11
	1

(5.47)	 S(d, q) < p(L) 1 +	 b < p(L) (1 + log N),
b=1

where we used [224, Lemma 3.7] in the last step. In Case 2, it suffices to consider
integers b with 0 <- b < IN/41, but otherwise the argument in the proof of
Theorem 5.34 can again be applied. This yields

IN/4J 	 1N/4J
S(d , q) <_ 2qa +...+9,—P- 3+12— q2— ...—q,+3-1 1 +	 2b	 2—µ 1 +	

2b
b=1	 b=1

1 	IN/4J 
fl < _ ( +log N)

1	 3

p(L)	 Eb=1 
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where the laat inequality is valid as long as N # 4. By (5.47) this bound can
also be used in Case 1. Since there are w - choiceschoices for q, we obtain

S(d) < 1
p(L)
 w'-1 (2 + log N) ,

and there are 2 possibilities for d; hence

R(L) <
 p(L)

 1 (2w)' -1 (3 + 21og N),

provided that N 0 4. Since the definition of w implies that 2" < N, we obtain
the desired bound on R(L) for N 4. For N = 4, we use the trivial bound

e
R(L) <	 r(h)1 = ^` 	 -1 = 2 - 1.

hEC, (4)	 hL-1

r(h)1 )

	\ )

Since p(L) < 2 by Remark 5.33, it is easily seen that R(L) again satisfies the
inequality in the theorem. ❑

We can combine Theorema 5.27 and 5.35 to obtain an upper bound for the
discrepancy of the node set P of an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule L with
s > 2 and N > 2, namely,

DN(P) < N + - -(j

81

--- )
 

)"-'«logN)'
(L) g2 	 + 2(logN)8-1 j.

There is also a lower bound for DN(P) in terms of the figure of merit, which was
shown by Niederreiter and Sloan [273].

LEMMA 5.36. Let to, t 1 ,... , tN_ 1 E R' and suppose that there exist an h =
(h1,... ,h,) E Z' with F, 1 Ih4 ? 2 and a 0E [0,1) such that {h • t„} = 0
for 0 < n < N — 1. Then the point set P consisting of the fractional parts
{to}, {t1}, ... , {tN_1} satisfies

DN(P) ^mmrh'

where m is the number of nonzero coordinaten of h.

Proof. Consider the interval J = f i_ i J; C P with

C 8 8+1 1J; _ mhi , mhj J	 if ht > 0,

Jt = (0,1)	 if hi = 0,

Jt= (,+ ,+ „ ,+h 	h)if hi<0.
+ 	 •
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Ift=(t i ,...,t,)EJ,then

0
	9+1

	

<hiti <	 if hi > 0,
m	 m

	hiti = 0	 if hi = 0,

hi + 0 <hiti <h+  

+1 if hi < 0,
m	 m

and so
	8 	 8

hi+0<h•t<^hi+0+1.
	i=1	 i=1

	

h{ <0	 hi <0

Thus {h - t} # 0 for t E J; hence no point {t„} is in J. Consequently,

DN(P) ? A,(J) = mmr(h) .	 O

THEOREM 5 .37. The discrepancy of the node set P of an s-dimensional N-
point lattice rule L with s > 2 and N > 2 satisfies

DN(P))
 1
c, p(L)

withc2=4, c3=27, andc3 =—! ((lr+1)'-1) fors>4.

Proof. By Definition 5.31, there exists a nonzero h = (h1,... , h,) E Ll with
r(h) = p(L). If P = {xo, xi, ... , xN_ 1 }, then h • xn E Z for 0 < n < N —1, and
so an application of Theorem 3.16 with t n = x, for 0 < n < N — 1 and 0 = 0
yields

1 < 2 ((x + 1 ) ° — 1 ) p(L)DN(P).

This is the desired result for s > 4. If E 1 Ihi1 > 2, then we apply Lemma 5.36
withtn =xn for0<n<N-1and9=0toobtain

(5.48)	 DN(P) ) 1
s'p(L)

If E 1 lhiI = 1, then, for some i with 1 < i < s, we have hi = ±1 and h = 0
for all j # i. From h • x, E Z it follows then that the ith coordinate of each
xn is 0. This yields DN(P) = 1, and so (5.48) holds trivially. From (5.48), we
obtain the desired result for s = 2 and s = 3. 11

5.4. Existence theorems for efficient lattice rules.

Let L be an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule with s > 2 and N > 2, and let
r be its rank and n1,... , n,. its invariante. The following result from Nieder-
reiter [262] is an analogue of Lemma 5.32 and shows that the first invariant nl
must be large for an efficient lattice rule.
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THEOREM 5 .38. The following bounds are valid:

(i) Pa (L) > (1 + 2(c)ni') - 1 > 2sC(a)ni' for all c> 1;

(ii) R(L) > c(s)ni' log(N/nl), where c(s) > 0 depends only on s;

(iii) DN(P) > 1 - (1 - ni 1 )' > ni 1 , where P is the node set of L.

Proof. (i) Since L1- D (n1Z)" by the proof of Lemma 5.32, we see that, for
a > 1,

	PQ(L) > E r(h) -' -1=	 r(nlh)-a -1
hE(niZ)"	 (hEZ

00 	8

= 1 + 2 ^(nlh)'a -1 = (1 + 2((a)ni')° -1>  2s^(a)ni .
h=1

(ii) From Ll D (n1Z) 8 , we obtain E(L) 2 Ce (N) fl (n1Z)' in the notation
of Definition 5.24. The elements of this intersection are exactly all points nlh
with h E C, (N/nl). Therefore

R(L) >_ > r(nlh) -1 -1 => r(nlh) -1  -1
	hEC.(N/n i )	 (hEC(N/ni)

s

	= 1 + ni 1 	Ih^-1	 -1 > c(s)ni 1 log(N/nl).
hEC•(N/n l )

(iii) By the proof of Lemma 5.32, the coordinates of all points of P are
rationals with denominator nl. Thus the desired result follows from Theorem
3.14. O

Existence theorems for efficient lattice rules of rank 1 have already been
shown in §5.2. These theorems can be used to obtain results for higher ranks by
a method of extending lattice rules.

LEMMA 5.39. For s >_ 2, let a rank r with 1 < r < s and invariants
nl, ... ,n,. > 2 with ni+1 dividing ni for 1 < i < r- 1  be given, and let L1 be an
s-dimensional n1-point lattice rule of rank 1 generated by gl = (g(l) ,. • • ,gi8) ) E
Z° with gcd(gi l) , ni) = 1. Then there exists an s-dimensional lattice rule L with
rank r and invariants n1,... , n,. such that the node set of L contains the node
set of L1.

Proof. We may assume that r > 2. We construct L by putting

gi = (gi l) ,.•. ,gia))Ez8 	for 2<i<r

with gij) = 0 for 1 < j < i - 1 and gcd(g, ni) = 1 and letting the nodes of L
be all fractional parts

r k,
—gi	 with 0 < ki < ni for 1 < i < r.

I. i=1
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Consider the mapping ii on the finite abelian group A = (Z/nlZ)®... ®(Z/n,.Z)
defined by

10: (kl + n1Z, ... , k,. + n,.Z) I-- ► 	 k gi + Z' E L/Z'.
i=1 ni

Then 1' is a surjective group homomorphism. We claim that the kernel of 1' is
trivial, i.e., that

(5.49)	 ki gi - 0 mod Z'

implies that ki - 0 mod ni for 1 < i < r. By comparing the first coordi-
nates in (5.49), we derive (kl/ni)gl l^ = 0 modi; hence klgi l^ = 0 modnl,
and thus kl = 0 mod nl since gcd(gi l , nl) = 1. Thus (5.49) reduces to

z(ki/njgi - 0 modZ', and, comparing second coordinates, we obtain
k2 = 0 mod na. By continuing in this manner, we establish the claim. Conse-
quently, L/Z' is isomorphic to A, and so L has rank rand invariants n1,... , nr .
Clearly, the node set of L contains the node set of L1. ❑

LEMMA 5.40. For s >_ 2, let L1 C L2 6e two s-dimensional integration lat-
tices, and let N1 and N2 be the number of nodes of the corresponding lattice rule8
L1 and L2, respectively, with N1 > 2. Then

(i) p(L2) ? P(L1);

(ii) Pa (L2) < P.(L,) for alla> 1;

s	 a	 e

(iii) R(L2) < i / (2+1og ) 8 _ (i+1og ) )R(Ll) + Nl I 
/ 
1 +log Nl )

(1+N log Ni ) —1;
1

(iv) R(L2) <R(Li) + Nl ((2log N2 +3) — (21og N1 + 1)')

/	 \ e

+I1+Nl log Ni —1

if L1 is a lattice rule of rank 1 generated by a point g E G,(N1).

Proof. (i) Rom L1 C L2, we obtain Ll D L, and so the desired inequality
follows immediately from the definition of the figure of merit.

(ii) Use Ll D Lz and the definitions of Pa (L1) and P0 (L2 ).

(iii) Note that N1 divides N2 , since L1/Z' is a subgroup of order N1 of
the group L2/Z' of order N2. Every h E C,(N2) can be written in the foren
h = k + N1m with k E C,(N1), m E Ma := [—N2/(2N1), N2/(2N1 ) ]' n Z.
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Since N1m E Li by Remark 5.25, we have h E Li if and only if k E Li . Also
using Li L, we see that

	

(5.50) R(L2) <	 E	 r(h) -1 -1
hEC, (Na )nLt

	<	 r(Nlm)-1-1 +	 r(k + Nim) -1

mEM,	 kEE(L1) mEM,

with the notation in Definition 5.24. Now

IN2/(2N1)j 8

(5.51)	 r(Nlm)-1 -1 = 1 + 2 1 N1 	-1
mEM, m=l

/	 s

< I 1 + Nl log 
2N2

 ) -1.

Furthermore,

s

T:= E	 r(k + Nim) -1 =	 fl ( E r(ki + Nlm)-1 ,
	kEE(L,) mEM,	 kEE(L1) i=1^mI<N3/(2N1)

where k = (kl, ... , k,). By proceeding as in the argument following (5.7), we
obtain

r(k + Nim) -1 < r(k) -1 + 
2

 log eN2 for k E C(Ni ),
	ImISNa/(2N,)	 Nl	 Nl

and so

(5.52)

	T<	 ll(r(ki)-1 + 2 log eN2)

kEE(LI) i=1 \	 Nl	 Nl

\ s

= R(Li) + Nl log Nl I card(E(Li))

	e-1 2	 eN2 \ 8—/'2

F ^^Nl log Nl I	 > r(k)...r(kii )
j-1	 J)	 1<il<•••<ii<s kEE(Li)

Forfixed1<j<s-1and1<il<...<ij<sandanykEE(L i ),wehave

N1
r(k... r(kii ) 1 ^ (2)	 r(k)1 ,

and so

	1 	 1<(Nil°-.i	 rk_1=(
2

Nl l'-.iRL

	kEE(Li)	 2	 kEE(Lj) 
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Since card(E(Li)) = Nl-1 -1 by Remark 5.25, it follows hom (5.52) that

1	 e	 a

	T<R(Ll)^ )I
!

 1+log Ni
	 +Nl (1+log N

i

and, together with (5.50) and (5.51), this yields (iii).

(iv) If Ll is as in (iv), then, for fixed l < j < s - l and l < i l < • • • < ii <s,
we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 5.5,

E r(ki,)-'.. .r(kti)-' <Nl-j-'	 r(h)-' <N1-i-1(2logN1+1)j.
kEE(LI)	 hECj(Ni)

Using this in (5.52), we derive

a2	 N2 \ '	 1 8-1 	 N2
T< R(L1) + 28 1 + lo

N
g — I + 1 	^2log— +2 I(2log N1 + 1)j

Nl	 l /  Nl E(8)j	 Nl

= R(L1) + Nl ((2log N2 + 3) e - (2log Nl + 1) 8 ),

and, together with (5.50) and (5.51), this yields (iv). O
THEOREM 5 .41. For s > 2, let a rank r with 1 < r < s and invariants

n,. > 2 with ni+l dividing ni for 1 < i < r - 1 be given. Then, for
every a> 1, there exists an s-dimensional lattice rule L with this rank and these
invariants such that

/	 nl
Pa (L) = OI ni'(lognl) ° ` ('-1)+')

(`l)(`l» ^

where the implied constant depends only on s and a.

Proof. By Theorem 5.13, there exists a gl E G,(ni) such that P«(gi, ni)
satisfies the bound in Theorem 5.13 with N = nl. Let Ll be the corresponding
s-dimensional nl-point lattice rule of rank 1 and let L be as in Lemma 5.39.
Then Ll C L, and so P‹ ,(L) < P.(Li) = P.(gl,ni) by part (ii) of Lemma 5.40.
By the construction of gl, we get the desired result. O

THEOREM 5 .42. For s > 2, let a rank r and invariants nl, ... , n,. be given
as in Theorem 5.41. Then, for every a > 1, there exists an s-dimensional lattice
rule L with this rank and these invariants such that

P0(L) O ni «(logni)a( '-1) 1 +	 r (nl) 	if s > 3,
C	 (lognl )a-1 )	 —

Pa (L) = O(ni'(logni)a \^(n1) + 
1 gnni))	 if s = 2,

where i-(nl) is the number of positive divisors of nl and where the implied con-
stants depend only on s and a.
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Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.41, but use Theorem 5.14 instead
of Theorem 5.13. 11

The remarks following Theorem 5.14 apply, with the necessary changes hav-
ing been made, to Theorems 5.41 and 5.42 as well. Analogous existence theorems
for large values of p(L) and small values of R(L) for lattice rules L with prescribed
rank and invariants can be deduced from parts (i), (iii), and (iv) of Lemma 5.40
and from the corresponding existence theorems concerning p(g, N) and R(g, N)
in §5.2.

Theorems 5.41 and 5.42 have been obtained by a method that is in a sense
indirect, since, in the proof, we first consider efficient lattice rules of rank 1.
There is also a direct method of establishing existence theorems for efficient
lattice roles in which we immediately look at lattice rules of the desired rank.
For a dimension s > 2, let a rank r with 1 <_ r <_ s and invariante nl, ... ,n>2
with ni+l dividing ni for 1 < i < r —1 be given. We put

Z;={gEZ:0<g<n^and gcd(g,n i)=1} for 1<i<r.

Let L = £(s; ni ,... , nr) be the family of all s-dimensional lattice rules L for
which the node set consists exactly of all fractional parts

( T

n= gi 
) 	

with integers 0 < ki < nt for 1 < i < r,

where the gi have the special form gi = (g; l) , ... ,g) with gig) = 0 for 1 < j <
i - 1 and g(j ) E Z; for i < j < s. It follows from the proof of Lemma 5.39 that
each L E G has rank r and invariants n 1 ,... ,n. Let

M(£) card(G)	
R(L)

LEC

be the average value of R(L) as L runs through £. Note that card(G) =
f; 1 «n),— '+1 Inserting the definition of R(L) and interchanging the order of
summation, we obtain

M(G) = 1
card(G) 

^ A(h)r(h) 1 = 1,
hEC,(N)

where N = n1 • • • nr and A(h) is the number of L E £ with h E L-L. We now
invoke Lemma 5.21 to express A(h) in terms of exponential sums, and we use
the special form of the node set of each L E £ to obtain

nl-1	 nr -1 s min(j,r)

i9^kl=0	 k,.=0 j=1 i=1	 gEZ,	 t

for h = (hl, ... , h,) E C,(N). Therefore

nl-1	 nr -1 e	 min(j,r)

E	 = N E ... E II	 r̂ h^ II e(n; hg^
hEC,(N)	 k1=0	 kr=0 j=1 4EC(N)	 i=1	 9Ez
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The innermost sum is calculated by the method following (5.15), which yields

	e hg) =	 µ (d) d.
9E Z4 \	 den{

dIkih

The resulting expression for M(£) is rather complicated. Even in the simplest
higher-rank case where r = 2, very elaborate number-theoretic arguments are
needed to deal with this expression. The following result is obtained in Nieder-
reiter [259] for this case.

THEOREM 5.43. For every s >_ 2 and any prescribed invariants n l , n2 > 2
with n2 dividing nl, we have

M(C) <ca(
  (log N)' + log N '

	

N	 nl J
with a constant c3 depending only on s. In particular, there exists an s-
dimensional lattice rule L of rank 2 with invariants nl and n2 such that

R(L) < ca (log N)' + log N '

	

N	 nl

By combining this result with Theorem 5.27, we see that there always exists
a lattice rule of rank 2 with prescribed invariante for which the node set has a
discrepancy of an order of magnitude close to that of the lower bound in part (iii)
of Theorem 5.38. Similarly, by virtue of Theorem 5.26 or (5.42), we get a value
of P. (L) of an order of magnitude close to that of the lower bound in part (i) of
Theorem 5.38.

Efficient lattice rules can also be obtained by considering suitable s-
dimensional lattice rules of maximal rank r = s, with copy rules offering the
most promising option. If L is an s-dimensional lattice rule and k > 2 is an in-
teger, then the k' -copy of L is the lattice rule with integration lattice k-1 L, i.e.,
the lattice L scaled by a factor k-1 . The k'-copy of L may also be described as
the lattice rule obtained by partitioning I' into k cubes of side k' 1 and apply-
ing a properly scaled version of the lattice rule L to each of these smaller cubes.
Thus the use of copy roles may be viewed as a special deterministic version of
the Monte Carlo technique of stratified sampling (compare with §1.2). In the
following theorem, we collect the basic information on copy rules.

THEOREM 5.44. 1f L is an s-dimensional N-point lattice rule and k > 2
is an integer, then k-1 L is a k'N-point lattice rule of rank s with dual lattice
(k''L)1 = kLl.

Proof. The number of nodes of k- iL is equal to the number of points of
the integration lattice L in [0, k)', which is k'N. Furthermore, k-1L contains
(k''Z)', and the group (k - 1 Z)°/Z° is the direct sum of s cyclic groups of order
k. Hence (k' 1Z)' has rank s, and so has k-1L by [317, Thm. 3.3]. Finally,
from the definition of the dual lattice, we immediately obtain that (k-1L)1

contains kLl . Now Z' /(k-1 L)l has order k'N by Remark 5.25, and, from
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Z' D Ll D kLl and Remark 5.25, we see that Z'/(kL-) allo has order k'N.
Therefore (k-1L)1 = kL1 . O

On the basis of the identity (k - 'L)1 = kLl , corresponding quantities for
k-1L and L can be related. For instance, we have

Pa (k-1L) = ^r(kh) -« for any a> 1,
h

where the sum is over all nonzero h E L', and this expression is closely connected
with P(L). This connection can be effectively exploited in the case where L
is a lattice rule of rank 1. Disney and Sloan [68] calculated the mean value of
P0 (k-1L) when L ranges over all s-dimensional N-point lattice rules of rank 1
generated by a point g E G,(N), where N is a prime number, and showed that
for k = 2 this mean value is asymptotically smaller than the corresponding mean
value of P0 (L) for a comparable number of nodes. This suggests that there are
lattice roles of higher rank that yield smaller error bounds than lattice rules of
rank 1 with a comparable number of nodes.

One of the principal problems in the area is to find general constructions of
efficient lattice rules. Except for the case where s = 2, in which the connection
with continued fractions can be used (see §5.2), no explicit constructions of
infinite families of efficient lattice rules are known. Some attempts have been
made by Hua and Wang [144] and Zinterhof [370] for lattice rules of rank 1,
but the results fall far short of the levels that are set by the existence theorema.
Thus, at present, we still must resort to computer searches to find efficient lattice
rules for dimensions s > 3. The search for good lattice points mod N may
proceed by two strategies, namely, an elimination method in which the points
g mod N with a small value of p(g, N) are systematically eliminated, and a
random search method in which points g mod N are chosen at random and a
good lattice point mod N is obtained after sufficiently many trials. Sometimes
the search is restricted to points of the special foren (1, g, p2 ,... , ga-1) propte

by Korobov [159]. Extensive tables of good lattice points were compiled by
Maisonneuve [203], and these were complemented more recently by the tables in
the book of Hua and Wang [145] and in the papers of Bourdeau and Pitre [31] and
Haber [123]. The search for efficient lattice rules of higher rank is based on similar
strategies. The most ambitious search project involving higher-rank lattice rules
was undertaken by Sloan and Walsh [321] and yielded many practically useful
lattice rules of rank 2.

Notes.

The method of good lattice points was introduced by Korobov [158], and further
pioneering papers on the subject inciude Bakhvalov [13], Hlawka [135], and Ko-
robov [159]. Expository accounts of this method can be found in the books of Ko-
robov [160] and Hua and Wang [145] and in the survey articles of Zaremba [365]
and Niederreiter [225]; see Niederreiter [251] for an update of the latter paper.
Theorem 5.5 is from Niederreiter [264]. By averaging the quantity Rl (g, N)
in (5.9) over suitable sets of points g mod N and using the first inequality in
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Theorem 5.6, improved existence theorems for the discrepancy DN(P) of the
point set P in (5.1) are obtained; see Niederreiter [239] for primes N and Nieder-
reiter [237] for arbitrary N > 2. Algorithms for the determination of good lattice
points modulo powers of 2 were described by Korobov [161]. Computer imple-
mentations of the method of good lattice points are discussed in Genz [113] and
Kahaner [149]. A widely available software implementation is routine DO1GCF
in the NAG library. Several open problems on good lattice points are stated in
Niederreiter [233]. Further existence theorems for good lattice points of the form
(1, g, g2 , ... , g81 )1 ) can be found in Larcher [171] and Temlyakov [343].

A report on calculations in connection with Zaremba's conjecture is given in
Borosh and Niederreiter [30]. For theoretical results related to Zaremba's conjec-
ture, see Cusick [46], [47], [48], Hensley [133], and Sander [300]. Cusick [49] con-
sidered a higher-dimensional analogue of Zaremba's conjecture. Temlyakov [344]
proved the optimality of the two-dimensional lattice point g = (1, F„,_ 1 ) mod F„,
for numerical integration in a clans of functions with bounded mixed derivative.

The first steps in the direction of lattice rules were taken by Frolov [111].
Sloan [314] and Sloan and Kachoyan [315] again approached the subject, and a
systematic theory of lattice rules was developed by Sloan and Kachoyan [316].
For a background on lattices, we refer to the book of Cassels [38]. Lyness [198]
and Sloan and Walsh [320] gave brief surveys of lattice rules from the viewpoints
of generator matrices and classification theory, respectively. Lyness [197] dis-
cussed various ways of aslessing the quality of lattice rules. Further results on
ranks and invariants can be found in Sloan and Lyness [317], and a detailed
study of lattice rules of rank 2 is carried out in Lyness and Sloan [199]. Struc-
tural results on integration lattices and their dual lattices are established in
Lyness, Sorevik, and Keast [201]. For lattice rules of rank 1, Theorem 5.34 was
shown by Zaremba [365], and Theorem 5.35, in a somewhat weaker form, by
Niederreiter [224] (see also Niederreiter [234]). The method of obtaining the
lower bound for the discrepancy in Theorem 5.37 can also be traced to [234].
Lemmas 5.39 and 5.40 are derived from Niederreiter [262). Further informa-
tion on copy rules, in particular, on their invariants, can be found in Sloan and
Lyness [317]. Joe [148] extended the randomization procedure of Cranley and
Patterson [45] from lattice rules of rank 1 to arbitrary lattice rules. Analogues of
lattice rules for integration over R" were considered by Joe [147], Sloan and Os-
bomn [319], and Sugihara [336]. A generalization of lattice rules for Haar integrals
over compact groups was introduced by Niederreiter [262].



CHAPTER 6

Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods for

Optimization

Another basic problem of numerical analysis to which quasi-Monte Carlo meth-
ods can be applied is global optimization. The standard Monte Carlo method
for finding global optima is random search, and it is employed in situations
where the objective function has a low degree of regularity, e.g., in the case of
a nondifferentiable objective function in which the usual gradient methods fail.
The deterministic analogue of random search is the quasi-Monte Carlo method
of quasirandom search. The analysis of quasi-Monte Carlo optimization follows
the same approach as for quasi-Monte Carlo integration: We first establish an
effective error bound in terms of a suitable quantity depending on the deter-
ministically selected points (in this case, the relevant quantity is the dispersion
rather than the discrepancy), and then we strive to find deterministic point sets
or sequences that make this quantity as small as possible.

Both random search and quasirandom search can be described in a quite
general setting, and this is done in §6.1. In the standard case where the objective
function is defined on a bounded subset of a Euclidean space, more concrete
information can be given. Since a straightforward quasirandom search method
is usually inefficient, we also discuss more refined techniques, such as localization
of search. In all these variants of quasirandom search, a basic role is played by
low-dispersion point sets and sequences, which are studied in §6.2.

6.1. General theory of quasirandom search methods.

Let X be a separable topological space and let the objective function f be a
real-valued function on X for which we want to calculate a global optimum. It
suffeces, of course, to restrict the attention to the case where we are interested
in the global supremum (or maximum) of f. Thus we assume that f is bounded
from above, and we put

m(f) = sup /(x).
xEX

The Monte Carlo method of random search proceeds as follows. Put a probability
measure A on X, take a sequence S of independent A-distributed random samples
X1 i x2, ... E X, and use the estimate

(6.1)	 m(f) mN(f, S) := l m X f (xn)•
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The sequence mN (f ; S), N = 1,2,... is nondecreasing, and we would expect
that it converges to m(f). In fact, this can be shown to happen with probability
1 if f is continuous and the measure ais suitable.

THEOREM 6.1. If f is continuous on X and if the measure A is such that
A(A) > 0 for every nonempty open subset A of X, then

li oomN(f; S) = m(!)	 X°°-a. e.

Prooi. For given e > 0, the nonempty set Af = {x E X : 1(x) > m(f) — E} is
open by the continuity of f. Furthermore, we have mN (f ; S) > m(f) — e if and
only if at least one of x1,... , xN lies in AE . The probability of the letter event
is 1 — (1 — \(A,))N by the independence of the samples. Thus, if X°O denotes
the set of all sequences of elements of X, then

A°°({S E X °° : mN(f ; S) > m(f) — e for all sufficiently large N})

> 1—(1— .(Ae ))h 	for h= 1,2,....

Letting h —' oo and using X(A,) > 0, we obtain

a°° ({S E X °° : mN (f ; S) > m(f) — e for all sufficiently large N}) = 1.

Applying this with e = 1/k, k = 1,2,..., we get the desired result. O
In the quasi-Monte Carlo method of quasirandom search, we use a determin-

istic sequence S of points X1, X2,... in X and employ approximation (6.1). We
clearly have

nll mN(f; S) = m(ƒ)

whenever f is continuous on X and the sequence S is dense in X. For the
purpose of error analysis, let (X, d) be a bounded metric space, which means
that the metric d satisfies supx,yEX d(x, y) < oo.

DEFINITION 6.2. If (X, d) is a bounded metric space and the point set P
consists of xl, ... , xN E X, then the dispersion of P in X is defined by

dN(P; X) :up m n d(x, x).

Note that the boundedness of (X, d) implies that the dispersion dN(P; X) is
finite. If B(x; r) denotes the closed ball with center x E X and radius r, then
dN(P; X) may also be described as the infimum of all radii r > 0 such that the
balts B(xl; r), ... , B(xN; r) cover X. If P is as in Definition 6.2, then we also
write mN (f ; P) for the maximum in (6.1). Let

w(f;t)= sup If(x)—f(y)I for t>0
x,yEX

d(x,y) <t

be the modulus of continuity of f.
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THEOREM 6.3. 1f (X, d) is a bounded metric space, then, for any point set
P of N points in X with dispersion dN = dN (P; X ), we have

m(f) — mN(f; P) ^ (f; dN).

Proof. Choose E > 0 and let y E X be such that f (y) > m(f) — e. For lome
kwith1<k<N,wehave

d(1/, xk) = 1 min  d(y, z),

where x 1 ,... , xN are the points of P. It follows that d(y, xk) < dN. Further-
more, we have f (y) — f(xk) < w(f; dN), and so

m(f) — e < f (y) < f(xk) + w(f ; dN) ^ mN(f ; P) + w(f; dN),

which implies the result of the theorem. ❑
Theorem 6.3 shows that suitable deterministic point sets for quasirandom

search are those with small dispersion. If S is a sequence of elements of X, then
we write dN(S; X) for the dispersion of the first N terms of S. For a sequence S,
the error bound w(f; dN (S; X)) in Theorem 6.3 tends to zero as N —► oo if f is
uniformly continuous on X and dN (S; X) —+ 0 as N — oo. The Jatter property
is seen to be equivalent to the denseness of S in X, provided that (X, d) is totally
bounded, which means that, for every e > 0, X can be covered by finitely many
closed balls of radius e. Thus the dispersion may be viewed as a measure for the
deviation from denseness.

To transform low-dispersion point sets and sequences from one domain to
another, the following simple result is convenient.

THEOREM 6 .4. Let T: (X, d) — ► (Y, d') be a map from the bounded metric
space (X, d) onto the metric space (Y, d') such that there exists a constant L > 0
with

(6.2)	 d'(T(x),T(z)) < Ld(x, z) for all x, z E X.

If P is the point set consisting of x1,... , XN E X and P' is the point set con-
sisting of T(x1),... ,T(xN) E Y, then

dN(P';Y) < LdN(P;X),

with equality holding if we have equality in (6.2).
Proof. Note first that, from (6.2) and the surjectivity of T, it follows that

(Y, d') is allo bounded. Furthermore,

dN(P';Y) sup 1 m n d'(y,T(xn)) xEX 
1 m n d'(T(x),T(xn))

yEY

< sup min Ld(x, xn ) = LdN(P; X ),
xEX 1<n<N

with equality throughout if we have equality in (6.2). ❑
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In most applications, the domain of the objective function will be a bounded
subset E of a Euclidean space R'. In this case, there are two interesting metrics
on E, namely, the standard Euclidean metric d and the maximum metric d
defined by

d'(u,v)= max (ui —vi l
1<i<a

for u = (u1 ,... , u3 ) and v = (vl, ... , v,) in E. We write dN(P; E) for the
dispersion of a point set P in (E, d) and d'N (P; E) for the dispersion in (E, d'),
and similarly for sequences. Since d'(u, v) < d(u, v) < s l/2d'(u, v) for all u, v E
E, it follows from Theorem 6.4 applied to the identity map on E that

dN (P; E) < dN(P; E) < s l/2dN (P; E).

Thus the two dispersions have the same order of magnitude, but, in certain
circumstances, one might be easier to work with. For dN (P; E), we have the
general lower bound

(6.3) dN(P; E) >

where X is the s-dimensional outer Lebesgue measure and 'y = x°/ 2/r(s/2+ 1)
is the volume of the s-dimensional unit ball. This is shown by let-
ting xl, ... , xN E E be the points of P and noting that the balts
B(xl; r),... , B(xN; r) with radius r = dN(P; E) cover E. Comparing mea-
sures, we get Ny3r' > ),(E), which leads to (6.3). The analogous bound for
d'N (P; E) is

(6.4) d'N(P; E) > !A.(E) 1/'N-1/° •

REMARK 6.5. If Â5 (E) > 0, then (6.3) and (6.4) show that dN(P; E) and
d'N (P; E) are at least of the order of magnitude N-11°. On the other hand, we
can construct point sets for which the dispersion attains this order of magnitude.
Let E be a bounded subset of W, so that E is contained in some cube [a,b]°.
For a positive integer k, we partition [ a, b] into the intervals Ih = [ a+h(b- a)/k,

a + (h + 1)(b - a)/k) for 0 < h < k-2  and Ik_i = [b - (b - a)/k, b]. Then
the cubes fli- 1 Ih; , with the hi, 1 < i <_ s, running independently through the
integers 0,1,... ,k - 1, forma partition of [a, b ]" . For each of those cubes C
having a nonempty intersection with E, we select one point from C fl E. In
this way, we arrive at a point set P consisting, say, of x1,... , xN E E. If
x E E is arbitrary, then x lies in some cube Co from above having a nonempty
intersection with E, and also x, E Co for some n with 1 < n < N. Since

d'(x, xn) < (b - a)/k, we arrive at d'N (P; E) < (b - a)/k. Now N < k°, and
therefore d'N (P; E) < (b - a)N-1/'

The quasirandom search method already described is also known as crude

search. This method has a limited usefulness, since its rate of convergente is, in
general, very slow. Its inefficiency can also be seen from the fact that most of the
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time is spent calculating function values at points that are far from those points
at which the function values are close to m(f ). A refinement of crude search was
introduced by Niederreiter and Peart [269] and is called localization of seanch.
To simplify the exposition, we assume that E = Í° with the maximum metric
d'. For B = B(a; 6) with a E Í" and 5> 0, let gB : Í' —► B be the function
defined by

gB(x) = a + 6(2x — (1, ... ,1))	 for x E 1',

which is the canonical similarity transformation from Í ° onto B. Now let
xl, ... , xN be points in Í", put

S(B) = {1 < n < N:ge(xn)EÏ8 },

and define

1N(f;B)=max(f(a),n ax f(gB(xfl))).

Furthermore, let x* (B) be one of the points in the set {a} U {gB (xn ) : n E S(B) }
for which

IN(f; B) = f(x* (B)).

Now choose a sequence El, e2, ... of positive numbers converging monotonically
to zero and define a sequence Bo, B1,... of balls (in the maximum metric, i.e.,
cubes in the usual geometry) as follows:

Bo = i8 ,	 B1 = B(x`(Bo);el),

and, for j = 1, 2, ... ,

_ {B(X* (Bi);Ej+l)	 if 1N(f;B.i) > 1N(f;Bi-1),
B^ +1 	B(x`(BB_1);e +1) otherwise.

Then the sequence lN (f ; Bi), j = 0, 1, ... , is nondecreasing and, for suitably
large j, the value of IN (f ; Bi) is taken as an approximation to m(f ). In practice,
we will usually set ej = ei for j = 1,2,... with a fixed e satisfying 0 < e < Z.
The point set P of initial points x1,... , xN E 16 should then be chosen in such
a way that d'N (P; Is) < e.

It should be noted that, contrary to what we know about the crude search
method, the convergence of the method of localization of search cannot be guar-
anteed. Problems arise when f has a local maximum very close, but not equal, to
m(f ). The difficulty of proving a rigorous convergence theorem for localization
of search occurs even in the context of a stochastic model, as was noted by Solis
and Wets [330, p. 21]. It is advisable to perform the method of localization of
search several times, with different initial point sets and different values of e,
and then to take the maximum function value reached in all these calculations
as the approximate value of m(f ).

It may also happen that the sequence lN (f ; Bi), j = 0,1,..., does not con-
verge to m(f) because the sequence e1,e2,... converges too quickly to zero.
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The following procedure of outer iteration may be used to countervail that ten-
dency. We first run through a small number of steps in the localization of search
method, thus obtaining a point xi at which f has the largest computed value.
Then we start a second localization of search method with a ball B(x; 61) with
61 larger than the radius of the ball searched last. In general, having arrived
after k —1 outer iterations at the point xk_ 1 , we start the kth iteration with a
ball B(4_ 1 ; Ók_1) with 6k_1 by a constant factor (independent of k) larger than
the radius of the bal! searched last. We refer to Niederreiter and Peart [269] for
a further discussion of this procedure.

If prior information on the function f is available, we could also employ
adaptive methods to improve the performance of crude search. One idee is to
use fewer points x,a in those regions where f varies slowly and more points in
those regions where f oscillates strongly. Information on the oscillation of f can
also be obtained from an initial crude search. Another possibility is to adapt the
metric to the behavior of f. For instance, we may use the "weighted" maximum
metric

d(') (u, v) = max ci lui — vi l
1<i<s

for u = (Ui,... , u,) and v = (v1,... , v,) in E, where the positive weight ci
measures the oscillation of f (ui, ... , u,) as a function of ui. If f had bounded
partial derivatives on E, we could use for ci the supremum of I8//0u4 over E.
In general, these suprema will not exist or will not be available numerically, but
we may use a difference scheme based on a coarse grid to get approximate values
for the ci. See Niederreiter [235] for further comments on adaptive methods.

6.2. Low-dispersion point sets and sequences.

We now normalize E to be Í'. Instead of dN(P; Í') and d'N(P; Í'), we simply
write dN (P) and d'^, (P), respectively, and similarly for sequences. The following
result provides an easy connection between the dispersion and the discrepancy.

THEOREM 6 .6. For any point set P consisting of N points in 1, we have

d(P) < DN(P)" s

Proof. Let x1,... , xN be the points of P. For Biven e with 0 < e < r
d'N(P) there exists an x E Í' such that d'(x, x„) > r — e for 1 < n < N. Thus
the ball B(x; r — e) in the metric d' contains none of the points of P. Now
J = B(x; r — e) f1 Í is _a closed interval with ),(J) >— (r — e)', and so, for the
half-open version J of J, we have

DN (P) > I A( ; P) —)1 8 (J) = ).(J) > (r — E)',
N

which implies the desired inequality. 0
Thus every low-discrepancy point set (or sequence) is a low-dispersion point

set (or sequence), but not conversely. If we had a general inequality of the form
DN(P) < g(d'N (P)) with a function g satisfying lim„.o+ g(u) = 0, then this
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would lead to the conclusion that every dense sequence in Í' is uniformly dis-
tributed in Í', which is obviously incorrect. The constructions of low-discrepancy
point sets in Chapters 3 and 4 yield, in the s-dimensional case, point sets P with
DN(P) = O (N-1 (log N)'-1 ), and so, from the bound in Theorem 6.6, we obtain
dN(P) = 0(N -1/'(logN) (8-1)/s), where the implied constante depend only on
s. As we have seen in Remark 6.5, we can sometimes achieve a slightly smaller
order of magnitude by a direct inspection of the dispension.

In the case where s = 1, the two metrics d and d' are identical, and so
dN(P) = d'^,(P). If we order the points xl, ... , xN of P such that 0 < x l <
x2 < • • • < xN < 1, then it is easily seen that we have the explicit formula

(6.5)

dN(P) = max i

\

 xl,  (x2 - xl), (x3 - x2), ... , (xN - xN-1), 1 - xN).

If x„ = (2n-1)/(2N) for 1 < n < N, then dN(P) = 1/(2N), and (6.4) shows that
this is the minimum value of dN (P) for any point set P consisting on N points
in!. The corresponding question for one-dimensional sequences is already less
trivial. Here we have, first, the following lower bound due to Niederreiter [2301.

THEOREM 6 .7. For any sequence S of elements of 1, we have

^v	 log4

Prof. Suppose that there exists a sequence S of elements of Í with

NE NdN(S) < c = 
10g+ 4

Then, for a sufficiently smalle > 0, we have

(6.6)	 dN(S) < c N E for all sufficiently large N.

For such an N, we order the first N ternes of S so that 0 < x l < x2 < . • . < xN <
1. There are N+1  steps xl , x, - x. for 1 _< n _< N- 1,  and 1- XN, which we
denote by uo , u1, ... ,UN in such a way that uo > ui > ... > ure. We note that
dN(S) >- uo/2 by (6.5). The (N+1)th term of S falls at best into the largest step;
hence dN+1(S) > u1/2. Similarly, after having taken into account the (N+ 1)th
and (N + 2)th term, a step > u2 will remain; thus dN+2(S) > u2/2. Continuing
in this way, we get dN+m (S) > um/2 for 0 < m < N, and so, by (6.6),

	

Um < Nc+ -	for 0 < m < N.

It follows that
N	 N

1 =	 um < 2(c - e) V N + m < 2(c - E) ( j + fNdt
m=0	 m-0

=1-elog4+ 2(c-e)
N

which is a contradiction for sufficiently large N. 0
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The lower bound in Theorem 6.7 is the best possible, according to the fol-
lowing example given by Ruzsa (see Niederreiter [230]). Consider the sequence
S defined by

log(2n — 3) l for n = 2
,3(6.7)	 x1 = 1,	 xn =	 l0g 2	 f 
	 , ... .

A straightforward argument shows that

dN(S) = logN — log(N — 1) for 
N > 2 ,

log 4 

and so, for this sequence, we have

lim NdN(S)o 	log 4 '

It is remarkable that this sequence S of asymptotically minimal dispersion
is not uniformly distributed in Í, and so its discrepancy does not satisfy
limN. DN(S) = 0. At any rate, the problem of constructing a sequence with
asymptotically minimal dispersion can be solved in the one-dimensional case,
whereas the corresponding problem for the discrepancy is far from being settled
(compare with §3.1). This suggests that questions of irregularities of distribution
are easier to handle for the dispersion than for the discrepancy.

In the multidimensional case, we can determine for every fixed N the mini-
mum value of the dispersion d(P) relative to the maximum metric. The follow-
ing result of Sukharev [337] contains the relevant information. The lower bound
for d(P) is a slight refinement of (6.4).

THEOREM 6.8 . For any point set P of N points in Í", we have

1
dN(P) > 2[N1/8 .

Furthermore, for every N and s, there exists a P for which equality holds.

Proof. Let the points of P be x1,... , xN E Í" and let m be the positive
integer with m° _< N < (m + 1)'. If r = d'N(P), then the balla B(x;r),
1 <_ n <_ N, in the metric d' cover 1'. Consider the point set Q consisting of the
(m+ l) points (kl/m, ... , k,/m) with the ki running independently through the
set {0, 1,... , m}. By the pigeon-hole principle, there exists an n with 1 <n < N
such that B(x,; r) contains two distinct points of Q, say ql and qz. Then it
follows that m < d^(qi, q2) ^ d^(qi, x) + d'(xn., q2) _< 2r;

hence

d(P)=r> 2m = 2LNl̂ s ,
To prove the second part, let N and s be given and choose m as above. Con-

sider the m' points (hl/(2m), ... , h 8 /(2m)) with the hi running independently
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through the set {1, 3,5,... , 2m - 1}, and then repeat some of these points to
obtain a point set P with N points. For this P, it is easily seen that

1	 1

dN(P)

_	 _
 2m 2[N 1 /°J '	 ❑

The analogous problem of determining the minimum value of dN (P) for fixed
N is equivalent to a difficult geometric problem, namely, that of finding the most
economical covering of R' by balts (in the Euclidean metric) of equal radius. This
problem has been solved only in the trivial case where s = 1 and in the case where
s = 2, where the solution is given by the circumscribed circles of a hexagonal
tiling of R2 (see [102, pp. 58-59]).

Next, we consider the question of constructing low-dispersion sequences rel-
ative to the maximum metric in the multidimensional case. Currently, the best
result on this problem is due to Niederreiter [2351.

THEOREM 6 .9. For every s > 1, there exists a sequence S of points in Í'
with

lim N 1/dN (S) = 1
N—.00	 log 4

Proof. Let So be the one-dimensional sequence defined in (6.7). Consider
a sequence S of points x 1 , x2 ,... E Í such that, for any positive integer m,
the first m' terms of S consist exactly of all points (u 1 ,... , u,) with the ui
running independently through the set {xl, ... , xm }. The precise order of the
xn is immaterial. For given N > 1, determine m by m' < N < (m + 1)'
and let y = (y1, ... , y,) E 1' be arbitrary. Then, for each i with 1 < i < s,
there exists an integer n i with 1 < ni <_ m such that lyi - x„,1 < dm (S0).
The point (x 1 ,... ,x 1 ) is among the points x 1 ,... ,x; thus d(S) < dm (So).
Furthermore, there exists t E 1 such that

min lt - x,I = dm+1(So)•1 <n<m+1

Then the point (t,... , t) E Í' has distance > dm+1(So) in the metric d' from
all points x1,... , XN. This implies that d'N (S) > dm+1(So). Consequently, we
have

mdm+l (So) ^ N' 1 %(S) < (m + 1 )dm(S0),

and so 1im„,.,mdm (So) = 1/(log4) yields the desired conclusion. ❑
Thus, for every dimension s, there is a sequence S of points in Í' with

d(S) = O(N -1/8 ). In view of Theorem 6.8, this order of magnitude is the best
possible. Note that the corresponding problem of determining the minimal order
of magnitude for the discrepancy of s-dimensional sequences is unsolved for s > 2
(compare with §3.1). As to the dispersion d'N (S), there remains the problem of
finding the asymptotically optimal constant in the bound dN (S) = O(N -118 )
More precisely, we want to determine the constant

(6.8)	 D(18) = inf lim N"'dN (S),
S N—oo
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where the infimum is taken over all sequences S of points in 18 . We infer from
Theorems 6.8 and 6.9 that

1 < D(P) < 1
2 -	 log4'

The value of D(!,) is only known in the case where s = 1, where it is equal to
1/(log 4) by Theorem 6.7. In analogy with (6.8), we may define, for any bounded
subset E of R° with ), (E) > 0, the constant

D(E) = inf 11m N'I"dN (S; E),
S N-+oo

where the infimum is extended over all sequences S of points in E. It appears
to be a rather challenging problem to determine the value of this constant.

We now analyze the dispersion of some typical low-discrepancy point sets
and sequences to improve on the bound obtained by Theorem 6.6 in the cases
considered. The following two results for nets and (t, s)-sequences (see Chapter 4)
were shown by Niederreiter [2471.

THEOREM 6.10. For any (t, m, s)-net P in base b, we have

d(P) < b-l(m-t) /sJ < b(s- l+t)/IN-11# with N = bm.

Proof. Write k = 1(m - t)/s j, so that m - t = ks + h with 0 < h < s - 1.
Consider the partition of P into elementary intervals in base b of the form

h	 s

1I[asb-k-1 , (as + 1)b-k-') x Ij [atb-k ,(a + 1)b-k )
i=1	 i=h+l

with integers 0 < a ; < bk+l for 1 < i < h and 0 < ai < bk for h + 1 < i < s. If
x E I s is arbitrary, then x belongs to a unique interval J of that partition. Since

)8 (J) = (b-k-1)h(b -k)s-h = b-ks-h = bt -+n ,

it follows from Definition 4.1 that J contains at least one point x„ of P. Then
d(x,xn ) < b-k ;thus

d(P) < b-k < b(8-i+t)/8b-m/8 = b(s- +t)/dN-1 /".	 11

THEOREM 6.11. For any (t, s)-sequence S in base b, we have

dN (5) < b(s+018N 	 for all N > 1.

Proof. For N < b°+t, we have d(S) < 1 < b(°+t) /8 N-h/s. For N > bs+t

let m be the largest integer with bm < N, so that, in particular, m> t. By
Definition 4.2, the first b' terms of S form a (t, m, s)-net in base b. Using
Theorem 6.10 and N < bm+ i , we therefore obtain

d(S) <- dbm(S) < b(8_l+t) /s b-m/8 < b(s+t)/sN-h/s.	 0
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Next, we present bounds for the dispersion of Halton sequences and Hammer-
sley point sets (see §3.1). Theorem 6.12 is an analogue of a result of Mitchell [212]
for the dispersion with respect to the Euclidean metric, and Theorem 6.13 was
established by Bayrhamer [17] (see [212] for the "Euclidean" version).

THEOREM 6.12. For the Halton sequence S in the pairwise relatively prime
bases b1,... , b„ we have

d'N(S) <N" max bi for all N > 1.
1<i<a

Proof. Fix N > 1, and, for 1 < i < s, let fi be the largest integer with
bi < N"'. Consider the partition of T' into intervals of the form

fl[cibi 1 , (ci + 1)b= 1{)
i=1

with integers 0 < ci <b( ` for 1 < i <_ s. If x E P is arbitrary, then x belongs
to a unique interval J of that partition. In the proof of Theorem 3.6, we have
shown that among any bl' ... ba• consecutive terms of S exactly one lies in J.
Since N > 6i' • • • bi', it follows, in particular, that J contains at least one term
x, of S with 0 < n < N -1. Now d (x, xn ) < maxi<i<s b , and so

d(S) < max b
'

 ƒ' <N" max bi ,
1<i<8	 1<i<a

whereweusedb;` +1 >N 1 / 8 for1<i<s. 13
THEOREM 6.13. If s >_ 2, then, for the N-element Hammersley point set P

in the pairwise relatively prime bases b1,... , b8_1, we have

d'N (P) < (1 + max bi)N -1 "°
1<i<e-1

Proof. For 1 < i < s - 1, let fi be the largest integer with bi` < Nll-, and
put m = rj8- b;'. A given x E Í" has a distance < m/N from a suitable interval
of the form

s-1

J-
[cm c+l)m
N ( N )xrj[cibi ", (ci+ 1)bi I{ )

i=1

with integers 0 < c < LN/mJ and 0 < ci < b,' for 1 < i < s- 1. A point
x„ of P lies in J if and only if cm < n < (c + 1)m and the term with index
n of the (s - 1)-dimensional Halton sequence in the bases b1,... ,b 8_1 lies in
i^_i [cib,. ", (ci + 1)bs f`). By the proof of Theorem 3.6, these two conditions
on n are satisfied for exactly one value of n. With this n, we have

d'(x,x„) <_ m +maxi
\ N

m , max b; fe,
 1<i<a-1

and the bound for d'N (P) follows. 0
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Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 provide further examples of sequences S of points
in Í" for which d'N(S) = O(N^ 1/"). A sequence S of dyadic points in P with
dN(S) = O(N 112) was constructed by Lambert [167]. Good lattice points (see
§5.1) can also be used to obtain s-dimensional point sets with a dispersion of
minimal order of magnitude. In fact, it was shown by Niederreiter [240] that,
for every s, there are infinitely many N for which an effective construction of a
g E Z' can be given such that the corresponding point set P in (5.1) satisfies
d^,(P) = O(N-1 /").

Notes.

Expository accounts of random search methods can be found in the books of
Evtushenko [92], Rubinstein [297], [298], Torn and Zilinskas [352], and Zhigl-
javsky [368]. Various stochastic models for random search have been analyzed
by Devroye [61], Matyas [208], Pintér [282], and Solis and Wets [330], among
others.

Quasirandom search methods have been used in numerical practice for a con-
siderable time; see Aird and Rice [6], Artobolevskii et al. [10], [11], Sobol' [325],
and Sobol' and Statnikov [329] for early published accounts. Sukharev [337] car-
ried out the first theoretical analysis of quasirandom search for objective func-
tions satisfying a Lipschitz condition. A general systematic analysis, inciuding
the error bound in Theorem 6.3, was first given in Niederreiter [228] (see also
Niederreiter and McCurley [266]), where the term "dispersion" was also coined.
The dispersion was studied in detail in Niederreiter [230], [235]. For the case of
point sets in P, Sobol' [326] proposed to take into account the dispersion of the
projections of a point set on all lower-dimensional faces of Í" when assessing the
suitability of a point set for quasirandom search. Sobol' [327], [328] investigated
the dispersion with respect to weighted 1 1 metrics on Í".

The lower bound (6.3) for the dispersion was shown in Niederreiter [228],
where an improvement can be found for a tiling domain E, i.e., for a bounded
subset E of R' with .\. (E) > 0 such that R° can be tiled by congruent copies of
E (such as E = Í'). An improvement on (6.3) for the case where E is a convex
body was established by Gritzmann [115]. In the proof of Theorem 6.8, we
followed Niederreiter [235]. For the special case of (t, m, s)-nets P in base 2, an
analogue of Theorem 6.10 for the dispersion dN(P) was proved by Sobol' [326].
Bounds for the dispersion of nets with respect to weighted 1 1 metrics were given
in Sobol' [327], [328]. For s = 2, Peart [280] determined the exact value of dN (P)
when P is an N-element Hammersley point set in base 2 with N being a power
of 2. Again for s = 2, Larcher [174] gave a formula for d(P) when P is the
N-element point set (5.1) generated by g = (1, g) E Z2 . The related concept
of the dispersion of a two-dimensional lattice was introduced and analyzed by
Larcher [177]. The dispersion of the sequence of fractional parts {nz}, n =
1,2,..., with z E R° was studied by Drobot [71] and Niederreiter [230) in the
one-dimensional case and by Niederreiter [235] in the multidimensional case.
With suitable choices of z we arrive at s-dimensional sequences S with d(S) =
O(N-11"). General bounds for the dispersion in terms of exponential sums were
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shown by Mitchell [212] and Niederreiter [230], [240]. A result of Deheuvels [57]
on maximal spacings for multivariate order statistics implies that d'N (S) is almost
surely of the order of magnitude N-1/8 (log N) 1/° for random sequences S of
points in P.

Reports on comparative studies of the performance of various low-discrepancy
point sets and sequences in quasirandom search methods can be found in
Bandyopadhyay and Sarkar [15] and Niederreiter and Peart [267]. Tests with
Halton sequences were carried out by Niederreiter and McCurley [266]. Nu-
merical experiments for domains other than Í" were reported in Niederreiter
and Peart [268], and this paper contains also Theorem 6.4 as well as methods
of generating low-dispersion point sets and sequences in special domains such
as balts, spheres, and simplices. Fedorenko [101] compared quasirandom search
methods with other global optimization methods. Applications of quasirandom
search methods to computational physics are discussed in Bandyopadhyay and
Sarkar [14] and Khasnabis et al. [151].

Level sets of the objective function and their connections with quasiran-
dom search were studied by Bayrhamer [16], [17]. A description of localiza-
tion of search in the setting of metric spaces was Biven by Niederreiter [235].
Sukharev [338] analyzed sequential search strategies, i.e., procedures where the
choice of a sample point depends on the previously calculated sample points and
function values. Applications of quasirandom search to discrete optimization are
discussed in Niederreiter [240].



CHAPTER 7

Random Numbers and
Pseudorandom Numbers

Random sampling is at the heart of the Monte Carlo method, as we have seen
in Chapter 1. The success of a Monte Carlo calculation depends, of course,
on the appropriateness of the underlying stochastic model, but also, to a large
extent, on how well the random numbers used in the computation simulate the
random variables in the model. The specification of the requirements on random
numbers and the discussion of the testing of these requirements are two of the
topics of this chapter. In actual practice, random numbers are generated by
a deterministic algorithm that is implemented in the computer, and so we are
really working with pseudorandom numbers. Therefore our main attention in
this and the following chapters will be focused on pseudorandom numbers. The
emphasis will be on methods of pseudorandom number generation for which a
theoretical analysis of the structural and statistical properties is possible.

In §7.1 we discuss the desirable properties of random numbers and some at-
tempts at defining the rather elusive concept of a sequence of random numbers.
Section 7.2 lays the foundations for our treatment of pseudorandom numbers,
gives a brief account of some methods for the generation of nonuniform pseu-
dorandom numbers, and describes randomness tests for uniform pseudorandom
numbers. Some classical methods for the generation of uniform pseudorandom
numbers, such as the linear congruential method, are briefly analyzed in §7.3.

7.1. Random number generation.

The taak in random number generation is the following: Given a distribution
function F on R, generate a sequence of real numbers that simulates a sequence
of independent and identically distributed random variables with distribution
function F. Random numbers are needed in a wide range of areas; we have noted
their applications in Monte Carlo methode and, more generally, in simulation
methods, but they are also of basic importance in computational statistica, in the
implementation of probabilistic algorithms, and in related problems of scientific
computing that have a stochastic ingredient. In addition, random numbers are
applied in areas of direct practical interest such as VLSI testing, cryptography,
and computer games.

The requirements on random numbers may be classified into the following
four categories: structural, statistical, complexity-theoretic, and computational.

161
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Structural requirements refer to aspects such as period length, lattice structure,
and so on. Statistical and complexity-theoretic requirements will be discussed
more fully in the sequel. By computational requirements, we mean features relat-
ing to the computer implementation of random numbers, such as ease of coding,
set-up time, running time, required memory space, and portability. Given the
power of modern computers, the consideration of the efficiency, i.e., of the time
and space requirements, of random number generation has a lower priority nowa-
days; we quote from James (146, p. 3321: "This [efficiency] was considered very
important in the early days, but with the kind of computations being performed
now, both the computer time and memory space taken by random number gen-
eration are increasingly insignificant and can almost always be neglected."

It is common to make a distinction between uniform and nonuniform random
numbers. Uniform random numbers are random numbers for which the target
distribution is the uniform distribution U on Í = (0,1], i.e., the distribution
function defined by U(t) = 0 for t < 0, U(t) = t for 0 < t < 1, and U(t) = 1 for
t> 1. Nonuniform random numbers (also called random variates) have a target
distribution different from U. Nonuniform random numbers are often generated
by suitably transforming uniform random numbers; see §7.2 for a description of
such methods in the context of pseudorandom number generation.

The statistical requirements imposed on random numbers relate mostly to
distribution and statistical independence properties. Statistical tests for these
properties will be discussed in §7.2 in connection with uniform pseudorandom
numbers. Here we report on efforts of handling the vexing problem of defining the
concept of a sequence of random numbers, a problem which, if explored to its full
consequence, actually leads from the mathematica) into the philosophical realm.
A possible formalization of the statistical properties of uniform random numbers
is based on the following extension of the notion of a uniformly distributed
sequence (compare with §2.1).

DEFINITION 7.1. A sequence xo, x1,... of numbers in Í is completely uni-
formly distributed if for every integer s > 1 the sequence of points (xn , xn+l, ... ,
xn+,_1) E Î, n = 0,1,..., is uniformly distributed in P.

Knuth [154, §3.5] proposes a hierarchy of definitions for a sequence of uni-
form random numbers, and, on the lowest level of this hierarchy, is his Definition
R1, according to which a sequence of numbers in 1 is random if it is completely
uniformly distributed. The notion of complete uniform distribution attempts to
formalize the requirement that successive random numbers should be statistically
independent. However, this notion does not reflect the intuitively obvious prin-
ciple that the distribution and statistical independence properties of a sequence
of random numbers should be invariant under certain selection rules for subse-
quences. Clearly, we cannot insist that the sequence and all its subsequences be
completely uniformly distributed, as this would lead to a void concept. Hence
some restrietion on the admissible selection rules has to be imposed. Definition
R4 of Knuth [154, §3.5] proposes to cal) a sequence xo, x1,... of numbers in 1
random if, for every effective algorithm that specifies a sequence so, Si,... of
distinct nonnegative integers, the sequence xso ; xsl , ... is completely uniformly
distributed.
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Explicit constructions of completely uniformly distributed sequences are
known, and we refer to [225, p. 997] for a survey of such constructions. Note that,
according to [163, p. 204, Thm. 3.13], ) °°-almost all sequences of numbers in 1
are completely uniformly distributed, where A is the Lebesgue measure on Í. A
classical probabilistic result of Franklin [108] says that the sequence of fractional
parts {0"}, n = 0, 1, ... , is completely uniformly distributed for almost all real
numbers 0> 1 (in the sense of Lebesgue measure). Thus, in the indicated sense,
almost all these specific sequences satisfy Knuth's Definition R1 of randomness.
Knuth [154, §3.5] conjectured that these sequences satisfy his much stronger
Definition R4 in the above probabilistic sense, and Niederreiter and Tichy [275]
managed to prove this conjecture by combining several techniques of probabilis-
tic number theory and results on the location of zeros of sparse polynomials.
Concretely, the theorem of Niederreiter and Tichy states the following.

TIEOREM 7.2. The sequence of fractional parts {9'}, n = 0, 1, ... , satisfies
Knuth's Definition R4 of randomness for almost all real numbers 0 with X01 > 1
(in the sense of Lebesgue measure).

The approach to randomness based on the notion of complete uniform dis-
tribution can also be pursued for sequences of digits (see Knuth [154, §3.5]). In
this case, there are interesting connections with the classical theory of normal
numbers (see Knuth [154, §3.5] and Kuipers and Niederreiter [163, §1.8]).

A complexity-theoretic approach to a definition of randomness for finite
strings of digits is due to Kolmogorov [156], Chaitin [39], and Martin-Lof [207].
If b > 2 is an integer and vN is a string, i.e., a finite sequence, of length N
consisting of elements of Zb = {0, 1,... , b — 1}, then its Kolmogorov complexity
is defined as the shortest length of a program that generates aN on a Zuring
machine. The string oN is designated as random if it has the maximum Kol-
mogorov complexity among all strings of length N consisting of elements of Zb.
This is, of course, the worst concept of randomness from the viewpoint of practi-
cal random number generation, since it means that the random strings are those
that are the least efficient with regard to computer implementation. On the
other hand, this complexity-theoretic approach is of great relevance for random
bit strings that are used for cryptographic purposes. In these applications, it is
essential that the utilized bit strings have a sufficiently high complexity, so that
the algorithms generating the strings cannot be "cracked." The procedures that
have been devised for the generation of cryptographically strong pseudorandom
bit strings have not yet made an impact on random number generation for simu-
lation methods, one reason being that the secrecy aspect in cryptography is not
a concern in simulation studies. On the contrary, it can be argued that, in the
latter area, transparency and reproducibility of random numbers are virtues.

Efforts have also been made to produce physical random numbers, i.e., to
generate random numbers by physical devices. The sources of random numbers
that have been considered include coin flipping, roulette wheels, white noise,
and counts of emitted particles. Some relevant references are given in [225,
p. 998]. Although the use of physical random numbers may appeal to intuition,
it must be emphasized that these types of random numbers are problematic in
numerical practice. First, since no theoretical analysis of these random numbers
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is possible, they must be subjected to extensive statistical tests for randomness
prior to actual use. Furthermore, the simulation studies now performed require
huge amounts of random numbers, and since these must be available for the later
validation of computations, this causes considerable storage difficulties in the
case of physical random numbers. By way of comparison, in the case of standard
algorithms for pseudorandom number generation, just a few parameters and
some seed values must be stored. There is also a more philosophical standpoint
that posits that calculations executed in a computer should be supported as
much as possible by internal routines and should not have to rely on external
sources for auxiliary data such as random numbers.

7.2. Pseudorandom numbers.

Early in the history of the Monte Carlo method, it already became clear that
"truly random" numbers are fictitious from a practical point of view. Therefore
users have resorted to pseudorandom numbers (abbreviated PRN) that can be
readily generated in the computer by deterministic algorithms with relatively few
input parameters. In this way, problems of storage and reproducibility do not
arise. Furthermore, well-chosen algorithms for pseudorandom number generation
can be subjected to a rigorous theoretical analysis. Naturally, the PRN must pass
an assortment of statistical tests for randomness to be suitable for simulation
purposes. It should be clear that a deterministic sequence of numbers cannot
perform well under all imaginable tests for randomness. Therefore the user of
PRN must be aware of the specific desirable statistical properties of the random
samples in the current computational project and must choose PRN that are
known to pass the corresponding statistical tests.

The standard algorithms for generating sequences of PRN are based on recur-
sive procedures and yield sequences that are ultimately periodic. It is no serious
loss of generality if we restrict the attention to (purely) periodic sequences. A
sequence yo, yl, ... of elements of a nonempty set is (purely) periodic if there
exists a positive integer T such that yn+T = y„ for all n >_ 0. We write per(yn )
for the least value of T, i.e., for the least period length.

The desirable properties of a sequence of PRN may be summarized as follows:
(i) the least period length should be sufficiently large; (ii) it should have littie
intrinsic structure (such as lattice structure); (iii) it should have good statistical
properties; (iv) the computational requirements listed in §7.1 should be satisfied
(e.g., the algorithm generating the sequence should be reasonably efficient).

As in the case of random numbers, we distinguish between uniform pseudo-
random numbers and nonuniform pseudorandom numbers. Uniform PRN sim-
ulate the uniform distribution U on Í. Nonuniform PRN are usually generated
by starting from uniform PRN and transforming them to fit a given target dis-
tribution F # U. In our exposition, we will concentrate on uniform PRN. Many
methods have been developed for transforming uniform PRN into nonuniform
PRN, and, in the following, we briefly discuss the most common ones.

(i) Inversion method. Let the distribution function F be strictly increasing
and continuous on R. Then F has an inverse function F— ', which is defined at
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least on the open interval (0,1). Now take a sequence xo, xl, ... of uniform PRN
in (0,1) and define yn = F 1 (x), n = 0, 1,. .. , as the sequence of nonuniform
PRN. If F does not satisfy the two conditions above, then we may consider
the generalized inverse function G(u) = min{t E R : F(t) > u} for u E (0, 1),
which exists under the standerd assumption that the distribution function F is
continuous from the right, and then we put y„ = G(x) for n > 0. Although
this method is, in theory, universal, it is in many cases impractical since the
(generalized) inverse function may not be available in a convenient form.

(ii) Rejection method. Suppose that F has a density f, i.e., F(u) _
f u. 1(t) dt for u E R. Find a "nice" distribution G with density g such that
1(t) < cg(t) for all t E R with a constant c > 1. Now generate two independent
random samples, namely, x from the uniform distribution U and z from the dis-
tribution G. If cx > f (z)/g(z), then reject z and try again with other x and z.
This is repeated until finally cx < f (z)/g(z), and then the random variate y = z
is the output. Note that

Prob(z < u and z is accepted) = J 	ƒ(t) dG(t) _	 ^(^t^ g(t) dt
cg(t)_  fu

-00

ft) dt = !F(u),

and, by taking u -► oo, we see that

Prob(z is accepted) = 1 .
c

Thus we obtain the conditional probability

Prob(z < u 1 z is accepted) = c cF( u) = F(u).

Consequently, the random variate y has the distribution function F. The con-
stant c should be as close to 1 as possible so that the acceptance probability is
large.

(iii) Composition method. We regard F as a mixture F = ^^ p1F, with
distribution functions Fj on R and a discrete probability distribution (Pl,... , p,. )
with r, fel p3 = 1 and pp > 0 for 1 < j < r. Now we first sample j from the
discrete distribution, and then y from the corresponding distribution F,. The
random variate y has the distribution function F. This method is often applied
in the following form: Partition R into finitely many intervals Ij, ... , I,. and let
F, be the distribution function with support Ij induced by F.

(iv) Ratio-of-uniforms method. Suppose that F has a density f, put A =
{(u,v) E R2 : 0 < u < f(v/u) 1/2 }, and assume that A is contained in some
compact interval [ 0, a ] x [ b1, b2 ]. Now we generate two independent uniform
random numbers xl and x2, and we put zl = axl and z2 = bl + (b2 - bl)x2.
If (zi, za) A, then we try again with other xl and X2. This is repeated until
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finally (z1, Z2) E A, and then the random variate y = zz/zl is the output. It can
be shown that y has the distribution function F (see [62, p. 195], [295, p. 66]).

There are quite a few other general techniques for transforming uniform PRN
into nonuniform PRN, and there is a great abundance of methods tailored to
special distributions such as normal distributions, beta distributions, gamma
distributions, and so on. An encyclopedie account of methods for random variate
generation is given in the book of Devroye [62].

We now discuss some typical statistical tests for the randomness of uniform
PRN. Acceptable sequences of uniform PRN should pass a variety of such tests.
Let xo, x1, ... be a sequence of numbers in 1 to be tested for randomness and
let N be a large integer; if the sequence is periodic, then it suffices to take
N < per(xn ).

A. Uniformity test. This is a goodness-of-fit test for the empirical distribu-
tion of an initial segment xo, x1,... , XN_1 of the sequence. The test is per-
formed by calculating (or bounding) the discrepancy or the star discrepancy of
xo, xl, ... , xN-1. If D , 	...  x.-i) is taken as the test quantity, then this
amounts to performing the two-sided Kolmogorov test in nonparametric statis-
tics, which is a very well-studied procedure. For fixed N and random point
sets zo, z1,... , zN_1 E 1, the distribution of DN(zo, ... , zN_1) is known. Var-
ious formulas for Prob(DN(zo, ... , ZN_1) < u), 0 < u < 1, are given in [220,
§5]. For random sequences zo, z1,... of numbers in Í, the star discrepancy
DN(zo, ... , zN_1) follows the Kolmogorov-Smirnov law

lim Prob(N 1/2 D* (zo, ... , zN_1) < u) = 1-2 ^(-1)k+le -zk'u2 for u > 0.
N—+oo	 —

k=1

Furthermore, we have the law of the iterated logarithm

(2N) 1/2DN(zo, ... , ZN-1) —(7.1)	 Nl	 (log log N)1/2	 - 1	 a°°

where A is the Lebesgue measure on _Ï (see Chung [41]). In a related test known
as the frequency test, we partition 1 into finitely many subintervals, count the
number of terms among xo, xl, ... , XN_1 falling into the various subintervals,
and perform a X 2 test on these data.

B. Gap test. Let J be a fixed proper subinterval of Í. If, for some n > 0, we
have	 J for 0 < j < k -1, but xn+k E J, then we refer to a gap of length
k. These gap lengths are geometrically distributed with parameter 1- X1(J). In
the practical implementation of the gap test, we choose a positive integer h and
count the number of gaps of lengths 0,1,... , h - 1, and >_ h until a large total
number of gaps is reached. Then we apply a X 2 test to these data.

C. Run test. A segment of the sequence satisfying xn <x,1 < • • • < xn+k-1,
but xn_1 > X. and xn+k_1 % xn+k, is called a run-up of length k. We count
the number of runs-up of lengths 1, 2, ... , h, and > h + 1 in xo , x1, ... , XN_1.
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Since adjacent runs are not independent, we cannot use a straightforward X2
test for these data. A more complicated statistic given in [154, §3.3.2] must be
computed. A similar test can be performed for runs-down.

D. Permutation test. We choose an integer s > 2 and consider the s-tuples
(xn, xn+13 • • • ,	 n = 0, 1,... , N -1. There are s! possible relative order-
ings among the entries of such an s-tuple, and these orderings are equiprobable.
We determine the frequency of each ordering and apply a X2 test to these data,
using the probability 1/s! for each ordering. Alternatively, we may consider the
maximal deviation of these frequencies from the expected number of occurrences.

E. Serial correlation. This is a rather weak test for the interdependence
between xn and xn+h, where h > 1 is a given integer. The test is performed by
calculating the serial correlation coefficient

(h) _ MN(xnxn+h) — MN(xn) 2

OrN 	MN(xn) — MN(xn)2

where MN(un) = N- '	 un is the meen value of uo , u 1 ,... , uN-1 and where
we assume that the denominator is nonzero. If xn and xn+h are almost inde-
pendent, then Io (N ) is very small. It is a deficiency of this test that the converse
does not necessarily hold.

F. Serial teat. This is a more severe test for the statistical independence of
successive PRN and is a multidimensional version of the uniformity test in A.
The serial test can allo be viewed as a way of measuring the deviation from
the property of complete uniform distribution in Definition 7.1. It is therefore
closely connected with Knuth's Definition Rl of randomness, stated in §7.1. For
a fixed dimension s > 2, put

Xn = (xn, xn+l, ... , xn+a-1) E P	 for n = 0,1, • • • , N - 1.

Then consider the discrepancy

(7.2) 	 := DN(xo,... ,XN -1)

or the star discrepancy

(7.3)	 DN') := D' (Xo, ... , XN-i)•

For fixed N and random point sets zo, z 1 ,... ,  	 E Ï, we have the following
result of Kiefer [152] on the distribution of the star discrepancy: For every e > 0,
there exists a constant c> 0 depending only on e and s such that

Prob(N' /2DN(zo, ... , zN_1) < u) > 1- ce -(2-2 	for all u > 0.

For random sequences zo, zl, ... of points in Í°, the behavior of
DN(zo, ... , zN_1) is governed by the s-dimensional version of the law of the
iterated logarithm in (7.1), namely,

(7.4)	 Ni	 (2N) 1(i gi(g )i%ZZN-i) = 1	 a°°-a.e.,
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where a is now the Lebesgue measure on 1' (see [152]). This law serves as a
benchmark for the orders of magnitude of DN) and DN') . The s-dimensional
serial test has an added significance for numerical analysis, since upper bounde
on DN') yield error bounds for quasi-Monte Carlo Integrations using the nodes
xo, ... , xN-1 (compare with §2.2). Moreover, further quantities of statistical
relevance can be bounded in terras of DJ'). For instance, by the method in
Niederreiter [233], we obtain

laN 1 < 73DNh+1)

for the serial correlation coefficient cNh) . Some authors have also considered the
distribution of the nonoverlapping s-tuples x,, = (xn,, x„,+1, • • • , xns+s-1) E
Í', n = 0,1, .... However, it should be noted that usually this does not make any
difference, for, in the standard case where xo, x1,... is periodic and N = per(xn ),
the point sets xo, xl, ... , xN_1 and xo, x„ ... , x(N_ 1), are identical whenever
gcd(s, N) = 1, since then the indices ns, n = 0, 1,... , N — 1, run modulo N
through the set {0, 1,... , N — 1}. There is also an s-dimensional frequency test,
which operates like the frequency test mentioned under A, namely, by starting
from a partition of Í' into finitely many subintervals, counting the number of
terms among xo, x1 i ... , xN_ 1 falling into the various subintervals, and applying
a x2 test to these data.

G. Spectra! teat. This test is applied to periodic sequences xo , x1, ... , where
all xn are rationals with common denominator M. If per(x) = T, then, for
h = (h1,... , h,) E Z', we define the exponential sums

T-1	 s

X(h) _ 	 e(hixn+i_i).
n=o i= 1

Ideally, we should have X (h) = 1 if h = 0 mod M and X(h) = 0 otherwise.
The deviation from this behavior is a measure for the nonrandomness of the
given sequence of PRN. The difficulty here is to find a convincing quantitative
formulation of this idea. Coveyou and MacPherson [44] used an intuitive analogy
with the theory of harmonie oscillation; in the case of linear congruential PAN,
this proposal has a nice geometrie interpretation (see §7.3).

7.3. Classical generators.

A classical and still very popular method for the generation of uniform PRN is
the linear congruential method introduced by Lehmer [187]. As the parameters in
this method, we choose a large positive integer M, an integer a with 1 < a < M
and gcd(a, M) = 1, and an integer c E ZM = {0,1,... ,M — 1}. Then we
select an initial value yo E ZM and generate a sequence yo, yl, ... E ZM by the
recursion

(7.5)	 yn+l = ayn + c mod M for n = 0,1, ... .
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From this sequence, we derive the linear congruential pseudorandom numbers

(7.6)	 x„= M EI=[0,1)	 for n =0,1,....

In this context, M is referred to as the modulus and a as the multiplier. The
choice of the modulus is customarily accorded with the word length of the ma-
chine, typical values being M = 232 or the Mersenne prime M = 231 — 1. For
high-precision calculations, larger values such as M = 248 have also been used.
A common distinction is between the homogeneous case where c = 0, also called
the multiplicative congruential method, and the inhomogeneous case where c 0,
also called the mixed congruential method Since the linear congruential method
has been extensively treated in book form (see, e.g., [154], [295]), we limit our
discussion to those aspects that are related to other material in these lecture
notes.

It is clear from (7.5) and (7.6) that the sequences xo, xl, ... and yo, yl,
are both periodic and that per(x) = per(y„) < M. An elementary number-
theoretic argument shows that per(xn) = M if and only if gcd(c, M) = 1,
a - 1 mod p for every prime p dividing M, and a - 1 mod 4 whenever 4 di-
vides M (see [154, §3.2.1)). The following are three standard cases that are
considered in practical implementations of the linear congruential method (in all
three cases per(xn ) is reasonably close to M):

(i) M is prime, a is a primitive root modulo M (i.e., the multiplicative order
of a modulo M is M — 1), c = 0, and yo 0 0. Note that (7.5) implies that
yn  a"yo mod M for n = 0,1, ... , and so per(x n) = M — 1.

(ii) M is a power of 2, a - 5 mod 8, and c is odd. From the above criterion,
we get per(xn ) = M.

(iii) M is a power of 2, a = 5 mod 8, c = 0, and yo is odd. Then, again,
y„ - anyo mod M for n = 0,1,..., and so per(xn ) equals the multiplicative
order of a modulo M, which yields per(xn) = M/4 by an elementary argument
(see [295, Thm. 2.2]).

The performance of linear congruential PRN under the uniformity test is
easy to describe in the above three cases if we apply the test to the full pe-
riod. Put T = per(xn) and first consider case (ii). Then the point set
xo, xl, ... , xT_ 1 is equal to the set of rationals in I with denominator M,
and so Dz.(xo, ... , XT_1) = 1/M by Theorem 2.6. In case (i) the point set
xo, xl, ... , XT_1 is equal to the equidistant point set 1/M, 2/M,... , (M-1)/M,
and so DT(xo, ... , xT_1) = 1/M by Theorem 2.6. In case (iii), the point set
xo, xl, ... , xT_1 is equal to the set of all rationals in 1 of the form b/M with an
integer b =_ yo mod 4, and so D .(xo, ... , ZT_1) = 3/M by Theorem 2.6. Thus,
in all three cases, we have DT(xo, ... , ZT_1) = O(M 1 ) with an absolute im-
plied constant. The situation is less trivial if we consider the uniformity test for
parts of the period, i.e., for 1 < N < T. Results of Niederreiter [221], [222] show
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that, in our three cases, we have

DN(xo,... ,XN_1) = 0(N-1 M1 /2 (logM) 2) for 1 < N <T

with an absolute implied constant and that this bound is, in general, the best
possible, apart from the logarithmic factor.

Historically, the distribution of the s-tuples xn = (za , xn+1+ ... , x,+8-1) E
n = 0,1, ... , with s > 2 was first considered in the context of stochastic

models. Franklin [108] studied the dynamics of the recursion xn+l = {axn + 9},
n = 0,1, ... , with an integer a> 1, a fixed 0 E I, and a random initial value
xo E I, as well as the dynamics of the associated sequence xo , x1 , ... of s-
tuples. Although the sequence xo , x1 ,... can never be uniformly distributed in
Í", Franklin could prove that, for almost all xo E 1 (in the sense of Lebesgue
measure), the sequence is "asymptotically" uniformly distributed in 1 as the
integer a tends to infinity. For the case where 0 = 0, corresponding to the
multiplicative congruential method, a quantitative refinement was established
by Ermakov [91]. We refer also to [225, §11] for a brief discussion of these
results.

The more important question of the performance of a concrete sequence
xo, xt, ... of linear congruential PRN under the s-dimensional serial test was
explored much later. To arrive at the crucial observation in a more leisurely
way, we consider, for now, only case (i). Then yn = anyo mod M for all n >_ 0,
and so, for yn = (yn, yn+1, ... , yn+s-1) E Zjy, we obtain

yn = anyog mod M for n > 0,

where g = ( 1, a, a2 ,... , a° -1 ) E Z". Since a is a primitive root modulo M,
gcd(yo , M) = 1, and T = per(xn) = M - 1, the integers anyo , n = 0, 1,... ,
T - 1, run modulo M through the set {1, 2,... , M - 1}. Now xn = M- lyn

for n > 0 by (7.6), and so the point set xo , xl , ... , XT_ 1 is equal to the point
set consisting of the fractional parts {(n/M)g}, n = 1,2,... , M - 1. This is
a point set of the type (5.1), except that the point corresponding to n = 0 is
missing (which is, of course, insignificant for large M). Therefore, by the theory
developed in §5.1, the distribution behavior of the point set xo, x1 ,... ,
and thus the performance of the full period of the sequence xo, xl, ... under the
s-dimensional serial test, is governed by the quantities measuring the suitability
of g as a good lattice point mod M. In particular, for the discrepancy DT°) of
the point set xo, x 1 ,... , xT_ 1 , we obtain the following bound, which is a slight
variant of a result of Niederreiter [223], [224].

THEOREM 7.3. In case (i) of the linear congruential method, we have

DT' 1 < M± 1 + 	1 Rl (g, M) for every s > 2,

where R1(g, M) is defined by (5.9) and where g = (1, a, a2 , ... , as-1 ) E Z8 .

Proof. Let P be the point set consisting of {(n/M)g}, n = 0,1,... , M -1,
and let P' be obtained from P by deleting 0. For every J E 3 (see Defini-
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tion 2.2), we have A(J; P*) = A(J; P) - e(J) with e(J) = 0 or 1, and so

^A(J; P*) - (M -1)a° (J)I = IA(J; P) - e(J) - MA,(J) + )i°(J)I

< MDM (P) + J.\8 (J) - e(J)I < MDM (P) +1.

Consequently,

TDT°) = (M - 1)DM_ 1 (P*) < MDM (P) + 1.

We can bound DM (P) by Theorem 5.6, and this yields

TDT°1 < M(1 -  (1- M) ° + Rl (g, M)) + 1 < 8+1  +MR 1 (g,M).	 ❑

We may use the bound Rl (g, M) < 1 R(g, M) (see the proof of Theorem 5.6),
and then there arises the problem of the existence of a primitive root a modulo
the prime M for which R((1, a, a2 ,... , as-1 ), M) is small. This problem can be
treated by the averaging technique in the proof of Theorem 5.18, although now
the mean value is just taken over the primitive roots modulo M. This leads to
the following theorem of Niederreiter [224).

THEOREM 7.4. In case (i) of the linear congruential method, we have, for
every s > 2,

Dz°) = O(M-1 (log M)° loglog(M + 1))

for an average multiplier a, where the implied constant depends only on s.
In analogy with the theory of good lattice points, the quality of a multi-

plier can also be assessed by an appropriate figure of merit. The following is a
specialization of Definition 5.7.

DEFINITION 7 .5. For every dimension s > 2 and any integers M > 2 and
a, define the figure of merit p(3) (a, M) by p(°) (a, M) = p(g, M) with g =
(1, a,a2 ,... ,as-1) E Z8 .

In view of Theorem 7.3 and (5.11), the discrepancy DT°) can be bounded
in terms of p( 8) (a, M) in case (i) of the linear congruential method. For this
case, the following result concerning large figures of merit was shown by Nieder-
reiter [224: For every s > 2 and every prime M, there exists a primitive root a
modulo M with

(7.7)	 p(&) (a, M) >
C° M

(log M)°- ' log log(M + 1)'

where the constant c, > 0 depends only on s.
If s = 2, then the quantities considered above, such as p(°) (a, M), are con-

nected with continued fractions (compare with §5.2). In case (i), the favorable
multipliers a for the two-dimensional serial test are the primitive roots a modulo
M for which the number K(a/M) introduced in Definition 5.16 is small. This
then leads to the consideration of a quantity analogous to that in (5.38), namely,

a
QM = min K 	 for primes M,
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where the minimum is extended over all primitive roots a modulo M. In partic-
ular, there is the open problem of whether there exists an absolute constant C
such that QM < C for all primes M. From Theorem 5.17 and (7.7) with 8= 2,
we obtain QM = 0((log M) log log(M + 1)) with an absolute implied constant.

Let us return to the crucial observation in the treatment of case (i), above,
namely, that the point set xo, x1,... , xT_1 E I' with T = per(xn) is basically
the same as a point set (5.1) with a suitable g E Z'. This brings us directly to
the lattice structure of linear congruential PRN, i.e., to the phenomenon that the
points xn = (Xn9 Xn+19 • • • , x+._) obtained from a sequence xo, xl, ... of linear
congruential PRN are bound to form a regular lattice pattern. We refer to §5.3 for
the basics of the theory of lattices in R'. For s > 2, put X. = {xo, x1,... , xT_ 1 },
where, again, T = per(xn). Since the points xn , 0 < n < T —1, are distinct, X,
is the same as the point set consisting of xo, xl, ... , xT_ 1. For an integer N > 1
and a multiplier a, let L, (a, N) be the s-dimensional lattice with lattice basis

z	 ,- 1

bi = ei for 2 < i < s,

where ei is the ith vector in the standard ordered basis of R'. Note that L.(a, N)
contains Z' and is thus an integration lattice in the eense of §5.3. The following
result describes the lattice structure in the three standard cases of the linear
congruential method.

THEOREM 7.6. For every s > 2, we have

X. = L.(a, M) n (0, 1)"	 in case (i),

X, = (xo + L.(a, M)) n I'	 in case (ii),
M

X. = (xo + L. (a, 4 )) fl 1'	 in case (iii).

Proof. In case (i), we have already seen that X, C L,(a, M) n 1', and, since
no xn has a zero coordinate, we get X. C L,(a, M) n (0,1)'. On the other hand,
L,(a, M) has determinant 1 /M, and so Theorem 5.30 shows that card(L,(a, M)n
I') = M. Thus card(L,(a, M) n (0, 1)') < M — 1; hence X, = L,(a, M) n (0, 1)'
since card(X,) = M —1.

In general, we note that if, for fixed n >_ 0 we use induction on i and the
recursion (7.5), we then obtain

(7.8)	 for i = 0,1, ... .

Therefore

(7.9) xn — xo - (y,. — yo) M (1, a, a2 , ... , a'') mod Z' for all n > 0,

and so always X, C (xo + L, (a, M)) fl 1'. In case (ii), both sets have cardinality
M, and so they are equal. In case (iii), we have yn = 110 mod 4 for all n > 0:
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hence (7.9) can be written as

x	 = Vn 4 po,, - xo 	 (1, a, a2 , ... , a" -1 ) mod Z"	 for all n > 0.

Thus X, C (xo + L, (a, 4)) f118 , and, since both sets have cardinality M/4, they
are equal. O

In the above proof, we have noted that X, is always contained in (xo +
L.(a, M)) f1 I°. Thus all points x, lie on a grid, i.e., a shifted lattice, with the
determinant of the lattice being 1/M. In case (iii), we can even get a determi-
nant 4/M. At any rate, the determinant is independent of s; we get what is
called a "coarse" lattice structure. Theorem 7.6 can be used to give bounds on
the discrepancy DT°) of the point set X„ which are analogous to the bound in
Theorem 7.3 (compare with Niederreiter [224], [234] for such bounds).

The lattice structure of linear congruential PRN provider a basis for lattice
tests that can be applied to these PRN. Strictly speaking, "lattice tests" is a
misnomer, since these are not statistical tests, but rather methods of check-
ing structural properties of linear congruential PRN. Typical examples are the
following (see [154, §3.3.4], [295, Chap. 2] for a fuller description):

Ll. Number of hyperplanes. Determine the minimum number of parallel
hyperplanes on which all points x„ lie. This number should be as large as
possible.

L2. Distance between hyperplanes. Determine the maximum distance be-
tween adjacent hyperplanes, taken over all families of parallel hyperplanes with
the property that they contain all points x,,. This distance should be as small
as possible. In certain cases, such as case (ii), this can be viewed as a geometric
version of the spectral test (see test G in §7.2).

L3. Basis test. Consider the lattice L, (a, M) in cases (i) and (ii) and the
lattice L.(a, M/4) in case (iii). Determine a "reduced" lattice basis of this lattice,
such as a Minkowski-reduced lattice basis, and calculate the ratio of the lengths
of the shortest and the longent basis vector. This ratio should be as close to 1
as possible.

Below, we list some deficiencies of the linear congruential method, which are
of relevance when comparing this method with other methods to be discussed
later:

(a) The modulus M, and therefore per(xn ), are bounded in terms of the word
length of the machine. For instance, with a 32-bit processor we have per(x n ) <
M < 232 , unless we are willing to use costly multiple-precision arithmetic.

(b) There is too much regularity in sequences of linear congruential PRN,
which sterns from the simple nature of the generation algorithm. For instance,
in case (i), we have Theorem 7.4, which staten that DM) 1 = O (M-1 (log M)°
log log(M+1)) for most choices of multipliers. Compare this with the law of the
iterated logarithm in (7.4), according to which the discrepancy of M -1 random
points in I should have an order of magnitude around M -1"2 . Also, some long-
range correlations in sequences of linear congruential PRN have recently been
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discovered; we mention the papers of de Matteis and Pagnutti [58], Eichenauer-
Herrmann and Grothe [84], and Percus and Percus [281]. These regularities can
create misleading results in simulations where "true randomness" is essential.

(c) The coarse lattice structure of linear congruential PRN is a strong element
of nonrandomness and can be disruptive in simulations; see, e.g., Eichenauer and
Lehn [78] and Ripley [295, pp. 55-59] for illustrations.

The idee of employing higher-order linear recursions for pseudorandom num-
ber generation is used in the multiple-recursive method. Let p be a large prime,
let k > 2 be an integer that serves as the order of the linear recursion, and choose
a0,... , ak_1 E Z. with ao 0 0. Then we generate a sequence yo, yl, ... E Zp by
the recursion

k-1
(7.10)	 Yn+k = E a1yn+1 mod p for n=0,1,...,

t-o

where yo, ... , yk_1 are initial values that are not all zero. We obtain multiple-
recursive pseudorandom numbers by the normalization

xn = !n E I for n = 0,1, ... .
p

The sequences xo, x1,... and yo, yl, ... are both periodic and per(xn) = per(yn ).
The k-tuples (y,, yn+1, ... , Yn+k-1) E Zp, n = 0,1, ... , are all 54 0 and cannot
be repeated within the period. Therefore per(y n) < pk - 1. The upper bound
pk - 1 can be achieved as follows. View ao, ... , ak_ 1 as elements of the finite
field FF of order p and let

k-1

f(x) = xk -	 atx' E F,,[x]
t=o

be the characteristic polynomial of the recursion (7.10). Now assume that f is
a primitive polynomial over Fp in the lense of Definition A.1 in Appendix A.
Then per(yn) = pk - 1, and so T = per(z) = pk - 1.

Let xo, xl , ... be a sequence of multiple-recursive PRN with primitive char-
acteristic polynomial. Then, for every dimension s < k, the distribution of the
points xn = (xn , xn+1, • • • , xn+s-1) E I3 , 0 <_ n < T — 1, or, equivalently, of
the points yn = (yn, yn+l, ... , Yn+a-1) E Zp, 0 < n < T- 1, can be described
explicitly. For c E Zp, let A(c) be the number of integers n with 0 < n < T - 1
and yn = c. Then we have

pk-a	 if c # 0,
711	 c-(	 )	 A = {PII- s -1 ifc=0.

For the proof, we observe that, since T = pk - 1, the k-tuples
(Yn, Yn+1, • • • , Yn+k-1), 0 < n < T - 1, run exactly through all nonzero points
in Z. Therefore A(c) is equal to the number of nonzero b E Zp that have c
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as the s-tuple of their first s coordinates. For c 0, we can have all possible
combinations of elements of Z, in the remaining k - s coordinates of b; hence
A(c) = pk-8 . For c = 0, we must exclude the possibility that all remaining k -s
coordinates of b are 0; hence A(c) = pk-" - 1.

Formula (7.11) establishes an almost perfect equidistribution of the points
y,, and so of the points xn . Nevertheless, multiple-recursive PRN have a serious
weakness. Note that the coordinates of all points x, are rationals with denomi-
nator p. Therefore the star discrepancy DN°) = D.,(xo, ... , xN_ 1 ) satisfies

DN °> > 1- 11- 1 I a > 1 forall s> 1 and N>_ 1
\ p/	 p

by Theorem 3.14. In particular, with N = T = pk -1, we obtain that DT 8) is
at least of the order of magnitude T -1/k , which is too large for k >_ 3 (compare
with (7.4)). The underlying reason for this deficiency is, of course, that compared
to the least period length the discretization afforded by multiple-recursive PRN
is too coarse.

Notes.

Expository accounts of random and pseudorandom number generation are Biven
in the books of Bratley, Fox, and Schrage [34], Dagpunar [50), Dek [53], De-
vroye [62], Kalos and Whitlock [150], Knuth [154], and Ripley [295], and in the
recent survey articles of Anderson [7], James [146], L'Ecuyer [186], and Nieder-
reiter [257]. Refinements of Theorem 7.2 were obtained by Goldstern [114],
Niederreiter and Tichy [276], and Tichy [350]. Interesting work on complete uni-
form distribution of sequences of digits was recently done by Flajolet, Kirschen-
hofer, and Tichy [105], [106] and Kirschenhofer and Tichy [153), among others.
Further information on the complexity-theoretic approach to randomness can be
found in Chaitin [40], Kolmogorov and Uspenskii [157], Schnorr [304], and Us-
penskii, Semenov, and Shen' [355]. See Kranakis [162] for methods of generating
cryptographically strong pseudorandom bit strings.

Further results on the uniformity test and the serial test for linear congru-
ential PRN, also for parts of the period, can be found in Levin [189], Nieder-
reiter [225], [231), [234], and Shparlinskii [313]. Detailed investigations of the
two-dimensional serial test for the full period were carried out by Dieter [63] and
Niederreiter [224). Exact calculations of the discrepancy of linear congruential
PRN were discussed by Bhavsar et al. [27] in the one-dimensional case, and by
Affierbach and Weilbficher [5] in the multidimensional case. Further existence
theorems for large figures of merit are shown in Larcher and Niederreiter [179]
and Niederreiter [224]; see also Larcher [171] for a related result. Various prob-
lems on figures of merit and on the discrepancies DT" ) for linear congruential PRN
are posed in Niederreiter [233]. Fishman and Moore [104] performed an exhaus-
tive search for Bood multipliers with the prime modulus M = 231 - 1, whereas
Fishman [103] undertook an exhaustive search with the modulus M = 232 and a
partial search with M = 248 . A systematic search algorithm for optimal multipli-
ers with respect to the two-dimensional serial test was developed by Borosh and
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Niederreiter [30], and a different algorithm for this purpose is due to Denzer and
Erker [60]. Applications of linear congruential and other PRN to quasi-Monte
Carlo integration were considered by Niederreiter [237].

The lattice structure of linear congruential PRN was noted by
Marsaglia [204], and detailed investigations of the lattice structure were later
done by Beyer [25], Beyer, Roof, and Williamson [26], Marsaglia [205], and
Ripley [294]. The formulation of Theorem 7.6 sterns from [294]. The proof of
Theorem 7.6 shows that the formule for case (ii) holde whenever per(x n) = M.
Sometimes the structure of X, cannot be described by a single grid, and then
a union of grids is needed. A recent paper on the lattice structure is Affier-
bach [2]. In the implementation of lattice tests, an algorithm of Dieter [64] for
calculating a shortest nonzero vector in a lattice is often useful. See Affierbach
and Grothe [3] and Eichenauer-Herrmann and Grothe [85] for recent work on
lattice tests.

The uniformity test and the serial test for multiple-recursive PRN were stud-
ied by Niederreiter [222], [227] and Shparlinskii [312], and the lattice structure
was investigated by Dieter [65] and Grube [119]. Interesting methods for pseu-
dorandom number generation that are not discussed in these lecture notes in-
clude the combining of generators (see, e.g., Collings [43], L'Ecuyer [185], and
Wichmann and Hill [358], [359]), shuífíing techniques (see, e.g., MacLaren and
Marsaglia [202]), and the use of cellular automata (see, e.g., Wolfram [360]).



CHAPTER 8

Nonlinear Congruential
Pseudorandom N u m bers

To overcome some of the deficiencies of the linear congruential method, such as
the coarse lattice structure, new methods for the generation of uniform PRN
have recently been designed and analyzed. The basic idea is to consider recur-
sions other than the linear recursion that is used for the generation of linear
congruential PRN. The result is that, with suitable nonlinear recursions, the
coarse lattice structure can be broken up.

The general nonlinear congruential method is described in §8.1, and the re-
sulting PRN are analyzed by their lattice structure and by the serial test. In
this section, we also briefly discuss the quadratic congruential method, which
has a somewhat longer history than the general nonlinear congruential method.
A particularly promising type of nonlinear congruential method is the inversive
congruential method treated in §8.2. Here the nonlinearity is achieved by using
multiplicative inversion in modular arithmetic. Inversive congruential PRN with
a prime modulus are, in a sense, optimal with regard to the lack of a lattice struc-
ture, and they behave much better under the serial test than linear congruential
PRN.

8.1. The general nonlinear congruential method.

The general framework for the methods to be discussed in this chapter is the
following. Choose a large positive integer M, Galled the modulus, and define
a congruential generator modulo M to be a sequence yo, yl, ... of elements of
ZM = {0, 1,... , M — 1 }, that is generated by a congruential recursion (of arbi-
trary order and with an arbitrary feedback function). A very special instance
of this is the sequence generated by the recursion (7.5) in the linear congruen-
tial method. Rom a congruential generator modulo M, we derive a sequence
xo, xl, ... of uniform PRN by the normalization a„ = y/M for n = 0,1, ... .

In the general first-order congruential method, the congruential generator
modulo M is obtained by an arbitrary first-order (or one-step) recursion

(8.1) yn+l =_ f (y„) mod M for n= 0,1,...

where f is an integer-valued function on ZM. In practice, f and the initial
value yo are chosen in such a way that the sequence yo, yl, ... is (purely) pe-
riodic and per(yn) is large. We clearly have per(x) = per(yn) < M. We can

177
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always achieve per(yn) = M by starting from a periodic sequence yo, yl, .. .
with per(yn) = M and {yo, yl, ... , ym-l} = ZM and defining f (yn) = yn+i for
0 <_ n <_ M - 1. In practical terms, however, this particular example is useless,
since we want a function f that is computable without the prior knowledge of the
sequence yo, yl, .... Among first-order congruential methods, we can distinguish
the linear congruential method and nonlinear congruential methods, which are all
remaining methods. As in the linear congruential method, the most convenient
moduli for first-order congruential methods are primes and powers of 2.

Now let M be a prime modulus and let us write M = p. In this case, we
can identify ZM with the finite field Fp of order p. Consider a periodic sequence
yo, yl, ... of elements of Fp with per(yn) = p. Then the map n E F9 '-+ yn E Fp ,
like any self-map of a finite field, can be represented by a uniquely determined
polynomial g E F[z] with d := deg(g) < p. In other words, we have

(8.2) yn = g(n) E Fy for n = 0,1, ... ,

where n is also viewed as an element of F. If {yo, yl, ... , yp_1} = Fp ,
then g is a permutation polynomial of F9, i.e., a polynomial over Fp with
{g(0), g(1), ... , g(p - 1)} = F. Conversely, if the sequence yo, yl, ... is given
by (8.2) with a permutation polynomial g of F., then the sequence is periodic
with per(yn) = p and {yo , y,... , yp_ 1 } = F. We now restrict the attention
to this case. Note that the sequence yo, til,... can also be generated by (8.1)
with a suitable f, as was shown in the previous paragraph. The degree d of the
polynomial g plays an important role in the theory. Since g is a permutation
polynomial of F., we must have d > 1. If d = 1, then the sequence yo, y',... can
be generated by (8.1) with f being a monic linear polynomial, and so we get the
linear congruential method with modulus p and multiplier a = 1 (by the way,
this is a very bad choice for the multiplier in the linear congruential method).
If d> 1, then by a result from the theory of permutation polynomials (see [192,
Cor. 7.5]) d cannot divide p -1, and so 3 < d < p - 2; note that this implies, in
particular, that p > 5. If d> 1, then we speak of the sequence yo, yl, ... as a
(first-order) nonlinear congruential generator modulo p, and the corresponding
PRN xn = yn/p E I, n = 0,1, ... , are called nonlinear congruential pseudoran-
dom numbers (with modulus p). These PRN were first proposed by Eichenauer,
Grothe, and Lehn [76], and the viewpoint based on permutation polynomials
was introduced by Niederreiter [248].

The following basic definition makes sense for any congruential generator
modulo a prime p. For s > 1, we view Fp as an s-dimensional vector space over
F.

DEFINITION 8.1. For given s > 1, a congruential generator yo, yl , ... modulo
the prime p passes the s-dimensional lattice test if the vectors yn - yo , n =
1, 2, ... , span F, where

Yn = (yn,1in+1, • • • , yn+s-1) E Fp	 for n = 0,1, ... .

For comparison, we first consider the s-dimensional lattice test for a linear
congruential generator yo , til,... obtained from (7.5) with a prime modulus p.
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From (7.8), we infer that

Yn — yo = (yn — x/0)( 1 , a, a2 , ... , aa-1 )	 for n = 1 , 2, .. .

in the vector space F. This shows that the vectors yn - yo, n = 1, 2, ... , span a
linear subspace of Fp of dimension at most 1. Consequently, a linear congruential
generator with prime modulus can pass the s-dimensional lattice test at most
for a = 1. This is another instance of the weakness of linear congruential PRN
with regard to lattice structure.

The situation is quite different for nonlinear congruential generators modulo
p. Here the importance of the number d, introduced above, becomes apparent.
The theorem below was shown by Eichenauer, Grothe, and Lehn [76]; our prooi
follows Niederreiter [248].

THEOREM 8 .2. A nonlinear congruential generator modulo p passes the s-
dimensional lattice test if and only if s < d.

Proof. Since passing the s-dimensional lattice test implies passing any lower-
dimensional lattice test, it suffices to show that a nonlinear congruential gener-
ator yo, yl, ... modulo p passes the d-dimensional lattice test and does not pass
the (d + 1)-dimensional lattice test. Equivalently, if we put

uj = (Yj+l — Yj,Yj+2 — yj,... ,y+p-1 — yj) EFp-1 	for j =0,1,...

and U. is the s x (p - 1) matrix with rows uo, u1,... , u 1 , then it suffices to
show that rank(Ud) = rank(Ud+l) = d (consider the columns of Ud and Ud+1).
Let Ak be the k-fold iterate of the differente operator át n = tn+1 - t, defined
on a sequence to, tl, .... For i = 1, 2, ... , we have

	

d	 1 _ (d) 	d	 1_ d ^-1

	j=o	 j=0	 n=0
i-1_	

1 M+1 Yn 
= 0 ,

	

^n)=—
n=0	 n=

where the last step follows from (8.2) and deg(g) = d. Therefore

d

	()J)
d(-1)d-j

	
uj=0;

j=o 

hence Ud is a linear combination of u0,... , ud-1 i and so rank(Ud+ l) < d. Fur-
thermore, Ady,y = Adg(n) # 0 and Od+l gn = 0 for all n _> 0; thus yo , yl , ... is
a linear recurring sequence with minimal polynomial (x - 1)d+ 1 (compare with
Appendix A). With

Yj = (Yj,Yj+l,... , yj+d) E Fp+l ,

we claim that yo, yl, • • • , Yd are linearly independent over F. Suppose that there
exist bo , b1 ,... , bd E Fp , not all zero, such that 	 =o bjyj = 0. By comparing
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components, we see that

d

bjg(n+j)=0 for n=0,l,...,d.
j=o

This means that the polynomial h(x) = E f=o bfg(x+j) has at least d+1 distinct
roots in F. Now deg(h) < d, however, and so h is the zero polynomial. From
this, we obtain

d

E bbyn+j=0 for n=0,1,...;
j=o

thus the sequence yo, yl, ... satisfies a linear recursion of order < d, which is
a contradiction. From the linear independence of yo, Yl, ... , yd, we deduce the
linear independence of yl 

-70,...  , Yd -yo, and since the transposes of the letter
vectors are the first d columns of Ud+1, we obtain rank(Ud+l) = d. It follows
that u0,... , ud_1 are linearly independent over Fp, and so rank(Ud) = d. ❑

Since d < p - 2, it follows from Theorem 8.2 that a nonlinear congruential
generator modulo p cannot pass the s-dimensional lattice test for s > p-1. From
the viewpoint of the lattice test, a large value of d is preferable. The polynomial
g determined by (8.2) can be written as

P-1	 P-2	 1	 p-1

g(x) = E (1 - (x - n)P-1) ^n = E(-1)k+1(p k l xk E nP-1-k
&n,

n=0	 k=0	 /J n=0

and so d is equal to the largest integer k < p - 2 for which

p-1

E nP-1-kgn # 0 modp.
nn=0

In particular, d has the maximal value p - 2 if and only if

p-1

(8.3)	 E nyn 0 0 mode.
n=0

This was used by Eichenauer and Niederreiter [81] to construct the following
example. Consider the periodic sequence yo, yl, ... E Zp with per(yn) = p,
which is given by yn = n for 0 < n < p- 3, yp-2 = p-1, and yp_1 = p-2. Then
it is easily checked that (8.3) is satisfied, and so this nonlinear congruential
generator modulo p passes the s-dimensional lattice test for all s < p - 2 by
Theorem 8.2. On the other hand, it is clear that this generator has extremely
bad statistica) properties (consider, e.g., the distribution of pairs (y n , yn+l) or
the run test). Therefore the lattice test is rather weak and should only be used
for the elimination of bad generators.

We now study the behavior of the full period of a sequence xo, xl, ... of non-
linear congruential PRN with modulus p under the uniformity test and the serial
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test. Since in the full period we find exactly all rationals in I with denominator
p, we obviously get Dp(xo, ... , xp_1) = 1/p. To assas the performance under

the serial test, we consider the discrepancy Dp' ) defined by (7.2). We have the
following result of Niederreiter [249] in which the number d is again important.

THEOREM 8 .3. For nonlinear congruential PRN with modulus p, we have

1

U2-
Dp' 1 <1-(/ 1-	 +(d-1)p 1/2 loge+1.72)\ 	for2<s<d.

- 	\ Pl
Proof. If yo, yl, ... E Fp is the corresponding nonlinear congruential gener-

ator modulo p, then we have shown in the proof of Theorem 8.2 that this is
a linear recurring sequence with minimal polynomial (x - 1)d+ 1 For a given
s with 2 < s < d, put Yn = (yn, yn+1, • • • 1ln+e-i) for n >_0. For a fixed
h = (hl,. . .

_ 
, h,) E C; (p), we consider

h - Yn =	 hibn+i-1
i=1

as an element of F. Suppose that there would exist a b E F. such that

e

hiyn+i-1 = b for all n>0.
i=i

Then, by applying the difference operator A on both sides, it follows that the
sequence yo , yl , ... satisfies a nontrivial linear recursion of order < s, which
is a contradiction. Thus, in conjunction with (8.2), we see that there exists a
polynomial G E Fp [x] with 1 <_ deg(G) < d <p such that h • Yn = G(n) for all
n > 0. From Weil's bound for character sums (see [192, Thm. 5.38]), we then
obtain

p-1

E e (1 h Yn) _ E e I G(n) < (d -1)p1 ^2 for all h E C, (p).
n=0 p 	n=0 \ p

Therefore the hypothesis of Corollary 3.11 is satisfied with B = (d - 1)p'/2 , and
the result of the theorem follows. O

Further results in [249] show that Theorem 8.3 is, in general, the best possible,
in the eense that DP' ) can be of an order of magnitude at least p' 1/2 and that
the bound cannot hold for dimensions s > d. Similar theorems for parts of the
period are also available in [249]. Note that the bound in Theorem 8.3 is only
useful if d is at most of a somewhat smaller order of magnitude than pl/2.

A special first-order congruential method that has received some attention
is the quadratic congruential method proposed by Knuth [154, §3.2.2]. Here we
use (8.1) with the modulus M = 2, a > 2, and with f being the quadratic
polynomial f(x) = ax2 + bs + c, where a, b, c E ZM. For the corresponding
sequence xo, xl, ... of quadratic congruential pseudorandom numbers, we have
per(xn ) = M if and only if a is even, b - a + 1 mod 4, and c is odd, according
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to a result in [154, §3.2.2]. In the following discussion, we always assume that
per(xn ) = M.

The lattice structure of quadratic congruential PRN was analyzed by
Eichenauer and Lehn [79]. For a given dimension s > 2, the set of all nonoverlap-
ping s-tuples Xns = (Xns r Xns+l 9 • • • , xns+s-1) E I, n = 0,1,... ,M — 1, is the
same as the intersection of I" with a union of 2'' gridsgrids with explicitly known
shift vectors and lattice bases. Here r and w are determined by gcd(s, M) = 2'^,
gcd(a, M) = 20 , and w = max([ ! (a - f3+  1)j, r^).

Eichenauer-Herrmann and Niederreiter [88] investigated the performance of
quadratic congruential PRN under the two-dimensional serial test. Let DM be
the discrepancy defined by (7.2) for s > 2 and the full period, and let i3 be as
above. Then, for s = 2, we have

Day < M + 4 (2f + 1)20/2M-1 /2 1
/
 2 logM+ )

2 .

This is the best possible in the sense that, if /3 < a -2 and b =_ 1 mod 20+ 1 , then

D ('> >	 1 	20/2 M -112 for all s > 2.
M - (ir+2)f

The upper bound for DM suggests that it is reasonable to choose the parameter
a in such a way that ,0 = 1, i.e., that a =_ 2 mod4. Then the criterion for
per(xn) = M implies that b =_ 3 mod4, and, in this case, we have the lower
bound

DM > 3(7r + 2) M
-112 for all s> 2.

The resulting order of magnitude of DM) is in line with the probabilistic law (7.4)
for random sequences.

8.2. The inversive congruential method.

In the inversive congruential method, we use the recursion (8.1) with a simple
class of functions f, which involve multiplicative inversion in modular arithmetic.
As usual, convenient moduli are primes and powers of 2. We first consider
the case of a prime modulus M =p > 5. For c E Z,,, we define c E Zp by
cc - 1 mod p if c 0 and c = 0 if c = 0. Now we choose parameters a, b E Z p

with a # 0 and an initial value yo E Z,. Then the sequence yo, y,... E ZP

generated by the recursion

(8.4)	 yn+l = ayn + b mod p for n=0,1,...

is called an inversive congruential generator modulo p, and the corresponding
PRN xn = yn/p E I, n = 0,1,..., are called inversive congruential pseudoran-
dom numbers (with modulus p). These PRN were introduced by Eichenauer and
Lehn [78]. Since a 0 0, the congruence (8.4) can be solved uniquely for yn if yn+ 1
is given, and so the sequence yo, yl, ... is periodic and per(x n) = per(yn) < p.
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The following sufficient condition for per(xn) = p was shown in [78]. We again
identify Z. with the finite field Fp , and we recall the definition of a primitive
polynomial over Fp from Appendix A.

THEOREM 8 .4. If a, b E Fp are such that x2 -bx-a is a primitive polynomial
over Fp , then the sequence xo, x1,... of inversive congruential PRN with modulus
p satisfies per(xn ) = p.

Proof. The sequence co, cl, ... E Fp defined by co = 0, cl = 1, cn+z =
bcn+l + ac i for n > 0 is a maximal period sequence in Fp (see Appendix A);
hence it is periodic with per(c,^) = p2 -1. Let ry be a root of x 2 - bx - a in Fa.
Then, by Theorem A.2 in Appendix A, there exists a 0 E Fpa with 0 # 0 such
that

(8.5) c„ = 07n + 0 yP` for n=0,1.....

Since co = 0, (8.5) shows that 6p-1 = -1. Now suppose that we had c,,, = 0
for some m with 1 < m < p. Then (8.5) yields 7(p -1)m = -91-p = 1. Again,
by (8.5), we then get cn+(p-l)m = cn for n = 0, 1, ... ; thus per(cn ) _< (p- 1)m <
(p - 1)p <p2 -1, a contradiction. Thus c, 0 for 1 < n < p.

Let yo, yl, ... be generated by (8.4) and consider first the case where yo = 0.
Then, using cn 0 for 1 <_ n <_ p, we obtain by induction on n that y n = c,cn+ l
for 0 < n <_ p. Consequently, we have yn 0 for 1 < n < p-1, and so per(yn ) >
p; hence per(xn) = per(yn) = p. In particular, {yo, yl, ... ,y-i} = Zp. If we
have an arbitrary initial value yo, then the sequence yo, yl, ... is a shifted version
of the sequence with initial value 0, and so again per(x n ) = per(yn) = p. ❑

We henceforth assume that a, b E Fp have been chosen in such a way that
xZ -bx-a is a primitive polynomial over F. Since per(yn ) = p, we are then in the
framework developed in §8.1 for prime moduli. Inversive congruential generators
modulo p behave very well under the lattice test. The following result of Nieder-
reiter [248] represents a slight improvement on an earlier theorem of Eichenauer,
Grothe, and Lehn [76].

THEOREM 8 .5. An inversive congruential generator modulo p passes the s-
dimensional lattice test for all s < (p + 1)/2.

Proof. If g E Fp [x] is as in (8.2), then, by Theorem 8.2, it suffices to show
that d = deg(g) > (p + 1)/2. Put wn = ynyn+l - byn - a for n > 0; then
wn is represented by a polynomial over Fp of degree 2d. From (8.4), it follows
that wn = 0 for p - 1 values n E Fp, namely, for those with y,, 0. Thus
we must have p - 1 < 2d. Now d = (p - 1)/2 is impossible by a property of
permutation polynomials of Fp stated in §8.1, and so d > (p+ 1)/2. The fact that
d = (p - 1)/2 is impossible can also be seen directly as follows. If d = (p - 1)/2,
then g(x)2 = E ajxj with all aj E Fp and ap_1 # 0. In Fp , however, we have

p-1 p-1 p-1 p-1 p-1

0=> n2= ^yn = g(n)2=>ajEni=—ap-1,
n=0	 n=0	 n=0	 j=0 n=0

which gives a contradiction. ❑
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The following strong nonlinearity property of inversive congruential genera-
tors modulo p was shown by Eichenauer-Herrmann [82]. Here we view FP as an
affine space.

THEOREM 8.6. For s > 2 and every inversive congruential generator
yo,yl,... modulo p, any hyperplane in Fy contains at most s of the points
Yn = (yn,yn+i,.•• ,Yn+e-1) uáth 0 < n < p - 1 and yn ...j/n+s_a # 0.

Proof. Let uo, ul, ... E F. be generated by (8.4) with uo = 0 and put
dd = -au E F. for j > 0. Rom {u0, u1,... ,up_ 1} = Fp, it follows that
do, dl, ... ,d_1 are distinct. Define Ø(n) = an+b E F. for n E F. and let 01 be
the jth iterate of the function , with ili°(n) = n. By induction on j, we have

(8.6)	 t(n) = uj n - dd 	for 1 < j < p - 1
n-dd_1

and whenever n # d, for 0 <- i <_ j -1. Since the theorem is trivial for s > p, we
can assume that s < p. We have

(8.7) {yn : 0<n< p-1}={(tiri° (n),z(i l (n),...,ip'~'(n)):0<n<p-1},

and the condition yn • yn+,_z # 0 amounts to the condition n # di for 0 <
i < s - 2 in the second set. Now let a hyperplane H in Fp be defined by
E =1 bj zi = bo with bo, bl, ... ,b3 E F. and (b1,... ,b8 ) # 0. Then (8.6) shows
that, for n ,0 d;, 0 <_ i <_ s-2,  we have (vi° (n), ii l (n), ... , l (n)) E H if and
only if

bin +	
n 
-d
- dj_ 1 = bo.

i=2
nj_Z

Clearing denominators, we see that this is equivalent to h(n) = 0, where the
polynomial h over F. is given by

a	 e	 e

h(x) = (bix - bo) H(x - dd_2) + t bjuj_1(x - dd_1) H(x - d._2).
.1 =2 	.1=2	 i=

Since deg(h) < s, the result of the theorem follows if we can show that h is
not the zero polynomial. If h were the zero polynomial, then, by looking at the
coefficient of x', we would get bl = 0. Furthermore, for 2 < k < s, we would
obtain

	ft (dk-20 = h(dk-2) = bkuk-i(dk-2 — dk-i) 	 — di-2);
i=2
{#k

hence bk = 0, a contradiction to (b1,... ,b9) # 0. ❑
Note that any s points in Fp define a hyperplane or a lower-dimensional

affine subspace, and so Theorem 8.6 is optimal in the eense that there do exist
hyperplanes in FP that contain exactly s of the points yn considered in this
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theorem. We remark also that the condition yn • • • Yn+,-s 0 in Theorem 8.6
eliminates exactly s -1 of the points yn .

Since inversive congruential PRN with modulus p are, in particular, nonlinear
congruential PRN with modulus p, we could hope to deal with the serial test for
inversive congruential PRN by simply referring to Theorem 8.3. However, for
these PRN, we have d > (p+l)/2 by the proof of Theorem 8.5, and so the bound
in Theorem 8.3 becomes useless. Therefore the case of inversive congruential
PRN must be treated by a specially adapted method. The following is a slight
variant of a result of Niederreiter [252).

THEOREM 8 .7. For inversive congruential PRN with modulus p, we have

D( ) <1-^1- 1 1 ' +^ 2s 2 + a -1
^(W4

 logp+1.72) a fors>2.
P/	 \ P

l/Z
	p	 n

Proof. Let 110,111,... be the corresponding inversive congruential generator
modulo p, and, for a given s > 2, put yn = (yn, yn+l i ... , Yn+s-1) for n > 0.
Since the theorem is trivial for s > p, we can assume that s < p. For a fixed
h = (h1,... , h,) E C, (p), we use (8.7) to obtain

p-1^ 1	^ p=1	 1 s

S(h) := E e -h • Yn = E e - hj -1 (n)
n=0 p 	n=0 p j_1

Let k be the least index with hk 54 0. If k = s, then, since Vie -1 is a permutation
of Fp , we get S(h) = 0. For k < s, we simplify the writing by introducing the
additive character X(c) = e(c/p) for c E F. We have

e	 s	 s
r hjOj-1(n) = [1 hjOj-1(n) = r h*jj—k 

(,,k-1(f)1
4^	 l 

	hij _Ic
	 J

and, using '/ik-1 (n) as a new summation variable, we derive

s	 s-k

S(h) _	 X Ê hji -k (n)) _ E X	 hj+k (n) •
nEFF j=k	 nEFy j=0

Now we apply (8.6) for n # di, 0 < i < s - k - 1, which yields

s—k	 s—k
n-dj

hj+ki(n) = hkn + 
hj+kuj n - dj_1

j=0	 j=1

The last expression is a rational function Q/R of n with Q E FF [xJ and R(x) _
fl;:' (x - dj_1) E Fp [x1. Therefore

IS(h)I < s - k +	
XnEFy

(Q(n»

R(n
R(n)#0
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The rational function Q/R has at most s — k finite poles, each of multiplicity
1, and, since deg(Q) = deg(R) + 1, it has a pole at the point at infinity of
multiplicity 1. Thus a welf-known bound of Weil [357] (see also Stepanov [335]
for an elementary proof) yields

X \ R(n) /	
2(s — k)pl/2 < (2s — 2)p"2.

nEFF
R(n)00

Altogether, we obtain

IS(h)I < (28-2)p1/2 +8-1  for all h E C'(p).

Thus we can apply Corollary 3.11 with B = (2s — 2)pl/ 2 + 8— 1,  and this yields
the desired result. O

The upper bound in Theorem 8.7 has the order of magnitude p 1/2 (logp)'.
This is, in general, the best possible up to the logarithmic factor, as the following
result of Niederreiter [255] demonstrates. Note that «(p 2 — 1)/2 is the total
number of primitive polynomials x 2 — bx — a over F. by [192, Thm. 3.5].

THEOREM 8.8. Let p > 5 be a prime and let 0 < t < 1. Then there are more
than A(t)4(y2 — 1)/2 primitive polynomials x 2 — bx — a over Fp such that, for
the corresponding inversive congruential PRN with modulus p, we have

DP > 2ir "__
p1"2     for all s > 2,

where the numbers A(t) satisfy

-
pim AP(t) = 1 — t2 > 0 for all t.

A comparison between the linear congruential method and the inversive con-
gruential method with prime modulus reveals that the latter has at least the
following three advantages:

(i) Inversive congruential PRN are vastly superior with respect to lattice
structure. Once a, b E F. have been chosen such that x2 — bx — a is primitive over
F., then Theorem 8.5 guarantees that the lattice test is passed for a very large
range of dimensions, and Theorem 8.6 ensures strong nonlinearity properties. In
contrast, for the linear congruential method, laborious calculations are needed
to find multipliers that yield a nearly optimal lattice structure even for a modest
range of dimensions. For instance, an inversive congruential generator modulo
p = 231 —1 passes the s-dimensional lattice test for all s < 2 30 , whereas, for the
linear congruential method with this modulus, it is already difficult to guarantee
a nearly optimal lattice structure for all s < 10 (compare with Fishman and
Moore [104]).

(ii) Inversive congruential PRN show a better behavior under the serial test.
Theorems 8.7 and 8.8 entail that, for a positive fraction of the possible pairs
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a, b) E F of parameters, and, in particular, on the average, DP°) has an order of
magnitude between p- 1/2 and p 112 (logp) for every s > 2. This is in reasonable
accordance with the law of the iterated logarithm in (7.4). On the other hand,
in case (i) of the linear congruential method with prime modulus p and least
period length p -1, we have on the average Dp') 1 = 0 (p 1 (log p)' log log(p + 1))
for every s _> 2 by Theorem 7.4. Thus sequences of inversive congruential PRN
display more irregularity in their distribution and, in this sense, model truly
random numbers more closely than linear congruential PRN.

(iii) The inversive congruential method allows a wide choice of parameters, all
of which lead to guaranteed and comparable structural and statistical properties.
It suffices to choose a, b E Fp such that x2 - bx - a is primitive over Fp , and then
the properties in Theorems 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7 hold without any further restriction.
This feature can be of great practical value in various parallelized simulation
techniques in which many parallel streams of PRN are needed. In case (i) of the
linear congruential method with prime modulus p, just choosing any primitive
root a modulo p is certainly not enough. Rather, the multiplier a must be
selected very carefully, and this selection process is a nontrivial computational
task.

A computational issue that arises in connection with the recursion (8.4) is
the efficient calculation of c for given c E F. One method is based on the
observations that c = cp- ' for all c E Fp and that c' 2 can be calculated
with O(logp) multiplications in Fp by using the standard square-and-multiply
technique (see [193, p. 347]). A second method calculates c for c 0 by using the
Euclidean algorithm with the integers c and p, and this algorithm will terminate
after O(logp) steps (see [154, §4.5]).

The inversive congruential method can also be used with a composite modulus
M. Let GM be the set of c E ZM with gcd(c, M) = 1. For c E GM, let c be the
unique element of GM with cc = 1 mod M. With an initial value yo E GM and
parameters a E GM and b E ZM , a sequence yo, yl, ... E GM is generated by the
recursion

(8.8) y„}1= ay„ +bmodM for n=0,1,....

The integers a, b must be chosen in such a way that each y, is guaranteed to be
in GM. In this case, the sequence yo, yl, ... is called an inversive congruential
generator modulo M, and the corresponding PRN x, = y„ /M E I, n = 0,1, ...
are called inversive congruential pseudorandom numbers (with modulus M). In
the case of greatest practical interest, namely, when M is a power of 2, these PRN
were introduced by Eichenauer, Lehn, and Topuzoglu [80]. Since gcd(a, M) = 1,
the sequence yo, yl, ... generated by (8.8) is periodic and per(x n) = per(yn ) <
card(GM) = ¢(M). -

Now let M be a power of 2. Then a - yo - 1 mod 2, and we have y, t E GM
for all n > 0 if and only if b - 0 mod 2. From the above general bound, we obtain
per(xn) < M/2. The following criterion for per(xn ) = M/2 was established by
Eichenauer, Lehn, and Topuzoglu [80].
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THEOREM 8.9. If M > 8 is a power of 2, then a sequence X0,24, ... of
inversive congruential PRN with modulus M satisfies per(xn) = M/2 if and
only if a - 1 mod 4 and b - 2 mod 4.

Proof. If per(xn) = M/2, then {yo, yl, ... , y(M/2)-1 } = GM, and so we can
assume that yo = 1. If we consider the sequence yo, yl, ... modulo 4, then it has
least period length 2; hence y2 - 1 mod 4. If we consider this sequence modulo
8, then it has least period length 4; hence y2 1 mod 8, and so y2 - 5 mod 8.
Since c - c mod 8 for c E GM, it follows from (8.8) that

y2 =_a(a+b)+b-1+(a+1)bmod8,

and so (a + 1)b = 4 mod 8. This implies that a - 1 mod 4 and b - 2 mod 4.
Conversely, suppose that a - 1 mod 4 and b - 2 mod 4 and consider first

the case where yo = 1. For M = 8, it is checked by the above arguments that
per(y) = 4. Now let M = 2' with a > 4. Define the sequence co, cl, ... E Z,M
byco=cl=land

(8.9)	 c„+Z = bc+,+1 + ac, mod M for n = 0,1, ... .

Then cn - 1 mod 2, and so c,a E GM for all n > 0. By induction on n, we obtain

(8.10)	 yn - c„c,'+l mod M for all n > 0.

With the integer matrix

A =(0 1 1
\ a b / '

we see, from (8.9), that

C c+`+1	 A ( cn I mod M for all n > 0,
Cn+2 J	 \ Cn+l /

and so

(8.11)	 ( Cfl 1 = An ( 1 1 mod M for all n > 0.

By induction on\h > 4 and using\a - /1 mod 4, b - 2 mod 4, it is shown that

(8.12)
A2h-2 _ r 2h -1z. + 2h-z + 1	 2h-1 1 + 3.2h-2 1 mod 2h for all h > 4

I 2h-11 + 3.2h-2 2h-lk + 3.2h-2 + 1 )-

with suitable k, 1 E Z. By applying (8.12) with h = a +2 and also using (8.11),
we see that c,++M = c„ for all n > 0, and so yn+M = yn for all n > 0 by (8.10).
Thus per(yn) divides M, and we already know that per(yn) < M/2. Hence,
to prove that per(yn) = M/2, it suffices to show that per(y n) > M/4. If we
had per(yn) < M/4, then yM/4 = Yo = 1, and 80 C(M/4)+1 = CM/4 by (8.10).
From (8.11), however, with n = M/4 and (8.12) with h = a, we obtain the
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contradiction c(M/4)+1 = CM/4 + (M/2) mod M, and so per(y„) = M/2 is proved
if yo = 1. In particular, {yo, Ul, • • • 9 a /(M/2)-1} = CM. If we have an arbitrary
initial value yo E GM, then the sequence yo, yl, ... is a shifted version of the
sequence with initial value 1, and so again per(z n ) = per(y) = M/2. O

According to a result of Eichenauer-Herrmann et al. [87], the lattice structure
of inversive congruential PRN with modulus M = 2", a > 3, and with a
1 mod 4 and b =_ 2 mod 4 can be described as follows. For a given dimension s >
2, the set of all nonoverlapping s-tuples Xn, = (xn8, Xns+1 r • • • , xns+s-1) E I8 ,
n = 0, 1,... , (M/2) - 1, is the same as the intersection of P with a union of
2"-n-1 grids with explicitly known shift vectors and lattice bases. Here 17 and
w are determined by gcd(s, 2' -1 ) = 2n and w = max(L2 (a + 1)J,77 + 1).

Again for M = 2a, a >_ 3, and a - 1 mod 4, b = 2 mod 4, the behavior of in-
versive congruential PRN with modulus M under the two-dimensional serial test
was studied by Niederreiter [252]. If DM/2 is the discrepancy defined by (7.2) for

s > 2 and the full period, then, for s = 2, we have DM12 = O(M -1 /2 (logM) 2 )
with an absolute implied constant. Eichenauer-Herrmann and Niederreiter [89]
have shown that this bound is the best possible in the sense that, for a positive
fraction of all possible pairs (a, b) of parameters, the discrepancy DM/2 is at least

of the order of magnitude M -112 for all s > 2.

Notes.

The s-dimensional lattice test in Definition 8.1 can be viewed as a special case
of a lattice test proposed by Marsaglia [205]. For more information on permuta-
tion polynomials, we refer to [192, Chap 7]. Quadratic congruential PRN with
arbitrary modulus were studied by Eichenauer and Lehn [79]. The least pe-
riod length of sequences of inversive congruential PRN with an arbitrary prime
power modulus was discussed by Eichenauer-Herrmann and Topuzoglu [90], and
Eichenauer-Herrmann [83] treated the two-dimensional serial test for odd prime
power moduli. The proof of Theorem 8.8 depends on distribution properties of
the values of Kloosterman sums over finite fields; see Niederreiter [256] for a
detailed study of such properties. Parameters a, b E Fp such that x2 - bx - a is a
primitive polynomial over Fp are tabulated in Grothe [118] for some large primes
such as p = 231 -1. A generalization of the inversive congruential method, which
is based on higher-order recursions, was introduced by Eichenauer et al. [77].
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Shift-Register Pseudorandom

Numbers

Pseudorandom numbers generated by higher-order linear recursions have already
been considered briefly in §7.3 in the form of multiple-recursive PRN. However,
the method we used there to transform a linear recurring sequence into a sequence
of uniform PRN, namely normalization, is not quite satisfactory, and much better
methods are available for this purpose. The basic idea of these methods is to
employ a small prime modulus p (such as p = 2) for the generation of the linear
recurring sequence and then take certain collections of terms of this sequence
as digits of the PRN to be constructed. This has the advantages that modular
arithmetic must be performed only with respect to a small modulus and that
there is much flexibility as far as the discretization of the PRN is concerned.
There are two methods of this type that have received much attention in the
literature, namely, the digital multistep method and the GFSR (for "generalized
feedback shift register") method. The PRN generated by these two methods have
comparable properties, and these PRN are collectively known as shift-register
pseudorandom numbers. One common feature of these PRN is that they tend
to have strong uniformity properties, which can be made explicit in terras of
the theory of nets described in Chapter 4. The reference to shift registers in the
terminology sterns from the fact that linear recurring sequences in finite fields can
be generated by simple switching circuits called (linear feedback) shift registers
(compare with [192, §8.1]).

In §9.1 we discuss the digital multistep method, and in §9.2 the GFSR
method. In the latter section, we also perform a comparative analysis of lin-
ear congruential PRN and shift-register PRN.

9.1. The digital multistep method.

Let p be a small prime (usually p = 2), let k > 2 be an integer, and generate a
kth-order (or k-step) linear recurring sequence yo , yl , ... E Zp by

k_1

(9.1)	 Yn+k =	 aty, modp for n = 0, 1, ... ,
t-o

where yo,... , yk_1 are initial values that are not all zero. The integer coefficients
ao,... , a,_1 in (9.1) are chosen in such a way that, if they are viewed as elements

191
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of the finite field Fp , then the characteristic polynomial

k-1
f (x) = xk — E aix' E F[x]

t-o

of the recursion (9.1) is a primitive polynomial over F. We then have per(yn) _
pk — 1 (compare with §7.3 and Appendix A).

In the digital multistep method due to Tausworthe [342], the sequence
yo, yl, ... is transformed into a sequence xo, Z1,... of uniform PRN in the fol-
lowing way. Choose an integer m with 2 < m < k and put

m
(9.2)	 xn = E Ymn+j-1P -3 for n = 0,1, ... .

j=1

In other words, the numbers xn are obtained by splitting up the sequence
yo,yl,... into consecutive blocks of length m and then interpreting each block
as the digit expansion in base p of a number in I = [0,1). The numbers xn are
called digital multistep pseudorandom numbers, or digital k-step pseudorandom
numbers if we want to emphasize the value of k.

LEMMA 9.1. The sequence xo, Z1,... defined by (9.2) is periodic with

_	 pk -1
per(xn) gcd(m,pk — 1)

Proof. Put T = pk —1 and d = gcd(m, T). Then, from (9.2) and per(y n) = T,
we get xn+(T/d) = xn for all n > 0; thus xo, x1, ... is periodic and Tl = per(xn )
divides T/d. Fiom xn+T, = x,i for all n > 0 and (9.2), we infer that

Ymn+j-1+mT1 = Ymn+j-1 for all n > 0 and 1 < j < m;

hence yn+mTi = yn for all n > 0. This implies that T divides mT1; thus T/d
divides T1, and so T1 = T/d. O

We henceforth assume that gcd(m, pk — 1) = 1, and we thus guarantee by
Lemma 9.1 that the sequence xo, x1,... of digital k-step PRN satisfies per(xn) =
pk — 1 = T. To study the behavior of these PRN under the uniformity test and
the serial test, we consider, for a given dimension s > 1, the points

(9.3)	 Xn = (xn) xn+1,... ,xn+8_1) E I"	 for n=0,1,...  ,T-1.

For small dimensions, i.e., for s < k/m, the distribution of these points can be
described exactly. Note that the coordinates of all points xn are rationals with
denominator pm.

THEOREM 9.2. Let s < kim and let t E I' be such that all coordinates of
t are rationals with denominator pm. If Z(t) is the number of integers n with
0 < n < T —1 and x.n = t, then

pk_ms 	if t 0 ,
Z(t) =1pc_ms — 1 if t=0.
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Prooi. The sequence y„ = (yn , yn+l, ... , yn+ms-1) E Zms n = 0,1 ,...,
satisfies per(y) = T, and, from gcd(m, T) = 1, it follows that the points ymn ,
0 < n < T - 1, form a rearrangement of the points yn , 0 < n < T - 1.
Since ma < k, formula (7.11) can be applied with s replaced by ma, and the
same formula allo holde for the counting function referring to the points y mn ,
0 < n < T -1. From (9.2) and (9.3), we see that x„ = t if and only if y mn = c
for a suitable c E ZP " depending only on t, with c = 0 if and only if t = 0, and
so we obtain the desired result. O

If DT' ) denotes, as in (7.3), the star discrepancy of the point set in (9.3),
then from Theorem 9.2 we obtain

(9.4)	 DT') = 1 - (1 - p m)' for s < kim

by a straightforward argument; see Niederreiter 12411 for the details.
For a > k/m, the distribution of the points in (9.3), and thus the

s-dimensional serial test, can be analyzed by means of the theory of nets in
Chapter 4. The only provision we must make is that we must add the point 0
to the point set in (9.3). Note that the characteristic polynomial f has a root a
in the extension field Fq of Fp , where q = pk. Consider the system

(9.5)	 Cl = {a(`-l)m+i_l : 1 <j < s, 1 < j < m}

of elements of Fq . If we view Fq as a k-dimensional vector space over F., then
we can assign to Cl the number p(C1) according to Definition 4.27.

DEFINITION 9.3 . For s > k/m, the figure of merit r(')(f, m) depending on
s, the characteristic polynomial f, and m is defined by

r (' ) (f,m) = min(m,p(Ci))•

REMARK 9 .4. The value of r ( ') (f , m) does not depend on the choice of the
root a of f. Note that f as a primitive polynomial over Fp is, in particular,
irreducible over Fp . The residue class field Fp [x]/(f) can be viewed as a vector
space over F. Then a subsystem {a('-1)m+^-1 : 1 < i < di, 1 _< i < s}
of Cl is linearly independent over Fp if and only if the corresponding system
{X(i-1)m+i-1 + (f) : 1 <_ j < di, 1 < i < s} of residue classes is linearly
independent over F. Now it suffices to observe that the Jatter statement does
not depend on a.

THEOREM 9.5. For s > k/m, the pk points 0, x0 , xl , ... , xT_ l form a
(t, k, s)-net in base p with t = k - r(')(f, m).

Prooi. We first show that the p k points in the theorem can be obtained by the
general construction of (t, k, s)-nets in base p leading to (4.25). In the notation
of this construction, we obtain, from (9.2) and (9.3), that, for 1 <_ n < T and
1 < i < s, we have

(_)	 for 1 < j <

y(i)=0	 for m<j<k.
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If Tr denotes the trace from Fq to F., then, by Theorem A.2 in Appendix A,
there exists a 0 E Fq such that

yn = Tr(0an)	 for n = 0,1, ... .

It follows then that, for 1 < n < T, 1 < i < s, and 1 < j < m, we have

(`) = rly(0amna('-1)m+.1-1).
yn j

Put ryn = 9amn and let {po, ... „3k_1} be a basis of Fq over F. Then

k-1

'Vn = E br(-jn)$r
r=0

with suitable b, fyn ) E Fy , and so

k-1

ynt) = br('Vn) Tr(Nra (i-1)m+j-1\
9 1

r=0

for 1 <_ n <_ T, 1 < i < s, and 1 < j < m. Fiom gcd(m,T) = 1, it follows that
am is a generator of the cyclic group F, and so the y,, 1 < n < T, run exactly
through F. If we now put 'Vo = 0, then the k-tuples (bo(yn), ... , bk-,(ryn)),
0 <_ n < T, run exactly through F,. Therefore we get the point set in the
theorem if, in the construction of (t, k, 8)-nets in base p leading to (4.25), we
choose R = F. and the bijections in (N2) and (N3) to be identity maps, and if,
for 15i<sand0<r<k-1, we put

c^) = .pf(Qra('-1)m+i-1) for 1 < j < m,

	c(r=0	 for m<j<-k.

Note that the inclusion of ryo = 0 amounts to the inclusion of 0 in the point set.

Let C = {c^' ) : 1 < i <_ s, 1 < j < k} with c^') _ (cj(ó , ... , cj'k_ 1 ) E FP .

Then, by virtue of Theorem 4.28, it suffices to show that p(C) = r(*) (f , m). Let

Cl = {c(`) : 1 < i < s, 1 <_ j < m} and note that c^' ) = 0 for 1 < i < s and
m <j < k. We claim that p(C) = min(m, p(C')). This is trivial if p(C') < m.

If p(C') > m, then, from the linear dependence of c,... , c, cm+ l = 0 over

Fp , it follows that p(C) < m: however, any system {c 	 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s}
with di > 0 for 1 < i <_ s and E^=1 di = m is linearly independent over F.,
and so p(C) = m. Next we claim that p(C') = p(C1). Consider a subsystem

:1 _<j <_ di, 1 < i < s} of C' with 0 < di < m for 1 <_ i < s. It suffices
to prove that this subsystem satisfies a linear dependence relation over F. if and
only if the corresponding subsystem {a(i-1)m+j-1 : 1 <_ j < di , 1 < i < s} of
C1 satisfies the same linear dependence relation. Suppose that we have

s d;

	b . c^' ) = 0 with all	 € F.
i=1 j=1
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By comparing components and using the formula for the c?, we see that the
relation above is equivalent to

8 d ;

E	 b(t) T'r(fra({-1)m+j-1 ) = 0 for 0 < r < k - 1.
i=1 j=1

By the Fp linearity of the trace, this is, in turn, equivalent to

s d;
n (Or 	b^+) a(s-1)m+j-11 = 0 for 0< r < k- 1.

	i=1 j_1	 J
Since {/3o,... , i3-1 } is a basis of Fq over Fp and the trace is surjective, the last
condition holds if and only if

e d;

L^ L^
 b(i)a('-1)m+j-1 = 0 ,
j

i=1 j=1

and the claim is verified. Altogether we have

p(C) = min(m,p(C')) = min(m,p(Ci)) = r (8) (f,m).	 ❑

COROLLARY 9 .6. For digital k-step PRN, we have, for s > k/m,

C 1 1 
p—r < DT' ) = O(r"—lp—

r) 2 2p

with r = r(°) (f, m), where the implied constant depends only on p and s.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 9.5, we have shown that the points
0, xo, x1,... , xT_1 form a point set of the type in (4.25). Therefore the
lower bound for the star discrepancy DT ") of the point set consisting of
xo, x 1 , ... , xT_1 follows from Theorem 4.30 and Remark 4.31. The upper bound
is obtained from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 and from the argument in the proof of
Theorem 7.3, which takes care of the deletion of 0 from the net. ❑

Theorem 9.5 and Corollary 9.6 are due to Niederreiter [244]. The upper
bound in Corollary 9.6 can be made explicit by the results in §4.1 (compare also
with [244, Thm. 9.4]). It is evident from Theorem 9.5 and Corollary 9.6 that the
larger the figure of merit, the better the distribution properties of the points x,.
The following theorem, which is a special case of a result of Niederreiter [246],
shows that large figures of merit can always be achieved by a suitable choice of f.

THEOREM 9.7. For any prime p and any s, k, m with s> k/m, there exists
a primitive polynomial f over Fp with deg(f) = k and

	

r (" ) (f, m) >	 m,min 	 q(pk — 1)C [ los
 p(ms-1)(m+1)'-1J)'

where log. denotes the logarithm to the base p.
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Prooi. Put

d- [log. «(Pk
 (ms -1)(m+1)'' ]

If d < 0, then there is nothing to prove, so we can assume that d > 1. It suffices
to show that there exists a primitive polynomial over F. of degree k for which the
corresponding system Cl in (9.5) satisfies p(C1) > d. Fix an 8-tuple (d1,... , d,)
of integers with 0 < d; < m for 1 < i < s and E 1 d; = d. The system
{(i-1)m+j- 1 + (f) : 1 < j < d;, 1< i < s} in F[x]/(f) is linearly dependent
over Fp if and only if there exist b(` ) E Fp , 1 < j < d;, 1 < i < s, which are not
all zero, such that f(x) divides

a di

E E b(i)x(i-1)m+j -1
j

i=1 j=1

There are leas than pd choices for the bb` ) , and, for each such choice, there exist
at most (ms - 1)1k primitive polynomials f over F. of degree k that divide
the above polynomial. Fllrthermore, an upper bound for the number of s-tuples
(d1,... ,d.) satisfying the above conditions is (m + 1) 8' 1 . Thus it follows from
Remark 9.4 that the number Ak(d) of primitive polynomials over F. of degree k
with p(C1) < d -1 satisfies

A,(d) < mak 1
(m+ 1)8-lp(.

Fiom the definition of d, we obtain Ak(d) < «(pk - 1)1k, which is the total
number of primitive polynomials over F. of degree k by [192, Thm. 3.5]. Con-
sequently, there exists a primitive polynomial f over F. with deg(f) = k that is
not counted by Ak(d), and for this f we have p(C1) > d. ❑

To obtain large values of r(*)(f, m), we first choose m to be maximal, i.e., we
take m = k. Then r(,) (f, k) = p(C1) by Definition 9.3, and we are in the case
where s > k/m if s > 2. In the remainder of this section, we assume that m = k.
The following special case of a result of Niederreiter [246] provides information
on the average order of magnitude of the star discrepancy D$ of the point set
in (9.3).

THEOREM 9 .8. If s >_ 2, m = k, and gcd(k,T) = 1, then, for digital k-step
PRN, we have, on the average,

DT °) = O (T- ' (log T)'+' log log T)

with an implied constant depending only on p and s, where the average is taken
over all primitive polynomials f over Fp of degree k.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 9.5, we have shown that the point set P
consisting of 0, xo, X1, ... , XT_ 1 can be obtained by the construction leading
to (4.25), with the system C = {c^' ) E FP : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < k} given in that
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proof. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.32 that

Dl (P) ^ N + Rr(C)

with N = pk. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 7.3, we obtain TDT °) <
NDN (P) + 1, and so

(9.6)	 DT') < 8 T 1 + (i+ T)c) .

Note that C depends on f, so we write C = Cf. We have

RR(Cƒ) =	 Wp(H),
HEBƒ

where B1 is the set of all nonzero H = (hs1) E C(p)"X k with

e k

(9.7)	 E h^jc^' ) = 0 E F.
i=1 j=1

We now consider the average value R of R(C1) taken over the set Q of all
primitive polynomials f over Fp of degree k. Since card(Q) = «(T)/k, we obtain

R O(T)	 (C!) _ O(T) f H> W(H)IEQ 

W
p

(H)	 1.
H960	 fEQ

HEBƒ

For a fixed H # 0, the condition H E B1 is described by (9.7), and, by the proof
of Theorem 9.5 and Remark 9.4, condition (9.7) is equivalent to

s k

hijxi^-i)k+^-1 = 0 mod f (x).
i=1 j_1

On the left-hand side, we have a nonzero polynomial of degree < ks -1, and so
there are at most s - 1 polynomials f E Q satisfying this condition. Therefore

R < (
s

 -)k	
WW(H) = O(O(T) -1 (logT)d+ 1 )

çb( 	
HO

by Lemma 3.13, and the result of the theorem follows from 0(T) - ' =
O(T-IloglogT) and (9.6). ❑

Since we have assumed that m = k, the maximum possible value of r(") (f, k)
is k. If r(")(f, k) = k, then the point set in Theorem 9.5 forms a (0, k, s)-net
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in base p. However, by Corollary 4.21, a (0, k, s)-net in base p can only exist if
s < p + 1. Therefore, for s > p + 2, we must have r(')(f, k) < k.

We are led to the following computational problem: Given 8 > 2, k >_ 2, and
the prime p, find a primitive polynomial f over F. of degree k for which r(")(f, k)
is large. For practical implementations, the case where p = 2 is of the greatest
interest. A straightforward argument shows that we have r( )(f, k) > r(")(f, k)
whenever s < v. Therefore, to obtain large values of r(") (f , k) for some s > 2,
we first must make sure that we achieve large values of rl2 (f, k). The treatment
of the latter problem is facilitated by the formula given in Theorem 9.9, below.
Using the notation introduced in (4.63), we put L(f) = K(f (x) /xk).

THEOREM 9.9. For any characteristic polynomial f of degree k, we have

r(2 (f,k)=k+1 -L(f).

Proof. We have r(2) (f, k) = p(C1), where, by Remark 9.4, we can take Cl =
{x(' -1 )k+3-1 + (f) : 1 < i <_ 2, 1 < j < k}. Note that, for 0 <- dl, d2 < k with
dl +d2 > 0, the subsystem {x(''I)k+3-1 + (f) :1 <j < d;, 1 < i < 2} of Cl is
linearly dependent over Fp if and only if there exist h, hl E Fp [x] not both zero
with hi (x) + h(x)xk EO mod f (x) and deg(hl) < dl -1, deg(h) < d2 -1. Then
we must have h # 0 and hl(x) + h(x)xk = h2(z)f(x) with deg(h2) = deg(h),
and the congruence is equivalent to hl (x) - h2(x) f(x) - 0 mod xk . If we put
g = (1, f) E F[x] 2 , then the above argument shows that p(Cj) = p(g,x"),
where the latter quantity is defined in Definition 4.39. The desired formula for
r (2) (f, k) now follows from Theorem 4.46. O

It is a consequence of Theorem 9.9 that r(2)(f, k) is large if and only if L(f)
is small. The problem of finding primitive polynomials f over Fp for which L(f)
is small can be solved on the basis of results in Niederreiter [243]. The nec-
essary computations were carried out for the case where p = 2 by Mullen and
Niederreiter [215]. Polynomials f over F2 with L(f) = 1 can be characterized
completely (see [243]), and they are rarely irreducible, let alone primitive. How-
ever, if we consider the next larger value 2, then primitive polynomials f over F2
of degree k with L(f) = 2 can be found for each k in the range 3 < k < 64. A
table of such polynomials is given in [215]. It is conjectured that such polynomi-
als exist for all k > 3. For s >_ 3, the search for primitive polynomials f over F2
of degree k with large r(') (f, k) proceeds by finding many f with L(f) < 2 and
then maximizing the value of r ( '>( f, k) among these. This program was carried
out by André, Mullen, and Niederreiter [8] for dimensions s = 3,4,5 and degrees
k<32.

9.2. The generalized feedback shift-register (GFSR) method.

The generalized feedback shift-register (GFSR) method due to Lewis and
Payne [190] is another technique for transforming the sequence 110,111,... in §9.1
into a sequence of uniform PRN. Again, let p be a small prime, let k > 2 be an
integer, and define the sequence yo, yl, ... E Zp by the recursion (9.1) with prim-
itive characteristic polynomial f over Fp and with initial values yo, ... , yk_ 1 that
are not all zero. Then we choose an integer in > 2 and integers hl, ... , hm > 0,
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and we put

m
(9.8)	 xn =,EYn+hjP-j 	for n = 0,1, ... .

j=1

The numbers xn belong to the interval I and are called GFSR pseudorun-
dom numbers. From per(yn) = pk - 1, it immediately follows that per(xn) =
pk -1 = T. A convenient implementation of GFSR PRN is based on the vectors
Yn = (Yn+h i , ... , Yn+hm ), n = 0,1, .... It follows from (9.1) that the Yn can be
generated by the vector recursion

k-1

Yn+k = E a,Yn+l mod p for n = 0,1, ... ,
1=0

and, if Yn is interpreted as a block of digits in base p, then we obtain xn due
to (9.8).

In the treatment of digital multistep PRN in §9.1, we have seen that the
cases where s < k/m and s> k/m must be distinguished. The corresponding
distinction for GFSR PRN is given in the following definition. Let a again denote
a root of f in the field F., where q = pk, and let s > 1 be a given dimension.

DEFINITION 9.10. For GFSR PRN, we have the low-dimensional case if the
ms elements ai- 1+h, , 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m, of Fq are linearly independent over
F. and the high-dimensional case otherwise.

As in Remark 9.4, it is verified that this distinction does not depend on the
choice of the root a. Note that, since Fq is a vector space over Fp of dimension
k, the low-dimensional case can only arise if s < k/m. We now consider the
points

(9.9)	 X. = (xn, Xn+l? ... ,x+5_) E I"	 for n = 0, 1, ... ,T — 1.

In the low-dimensional case, we have the following analogue of Theorem 9.2.
THEOREM 9.11. Let t E P be such that all coordinaten of t are rationals

with denominator p'. If Z(t) is the number of integers n with 0 < n < T - 1
and xn = t, then, in the low-dimensional case of the GFSR method, we have

pk—ms	 if t # 0,
Z(t) = pk—ma -1 if t = 0.

Proof. If Yn is as above, then we have xn = t if and only if
(Yn , Yn+l + • • • , Yn+d-1) = c for a suitable c E Zp ' depending only on t, with
c = 0 if and only if t = 0. If c = (cj1), 1 < i < s, 1 <_ j < m, is viewed as
an element of Fp ° and if we use the formula for y, in terms of the trace stated
in the proof of Theorem 9.5, then we see that Z(t) is equal to the number of n
with 0 < n < T - 1 and

Tf(oana' -1+hi) = cis for 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m.
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Since the 9a", 0 < n < T -1, run exactly through F, it follows that Z(t) equals
the number of p E FQ with

(9.10)	 Tr(Qai-I+hi) = c;. for 1<i<8,  1 < j < m.

Since the system {ai-1+hf : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m} is linearly independent
over F., it can form the first ms elements of an ordered basis of F. over F.
Let {,i,... , fik} be the dual basis of this ordered basis (see Appendix A), and
write p = E 1 birli with all bi E F. Then (9.10) states that the coefficients bi,
1 < 1 < ms, are uniquely determined by the cij, with all these bi = 0 if and only
if c = 0, while the remaining bi can be arbitrary. This leads to the formula for
Z(t) in the theorem. 0

If DT' ) denotes the star discrepancy of the point set in (9.9), then Theo-
rem 9.11 shows that, in the low-dimensional case, we have the formula in (9.4).
In the high-dimensional case, we proceed in analogy with the case where s > kim
in §9.1. Consider the system

C2={ai- '+h, :1<i<s, 1<j<m}

of elements of Fq , view Fq as a k-dimensional vector space over F., and let p(C2)
be given by Definition 4.27.

DEFINITION 9 .12. In the high-dimensional case of the GFSR method, the
ligure of ment r(")(f,H) depending on s, the characteristic polynomial f, and
the m-tuple H = (hl, ... , h„,) of parameters h1,... , h„, is defined by

r (') (f, H) = min(m, p(C2)).

REMARK 9 .13. As in Remark 9.4, we see that r()(ƒ, H) is independent of
the choice of a, since p(C2) may also be defined by considering the system
{xi-1+hi + (f) : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m} of residue classes in FF [x]/(f ).

THEOREM 9 .14. In the high-dimensional case of the GFSR method, the pk

points 0, xo, xl, ... , XT_1 form a (t, k, s)-net in base p with t = k - r(') (f, H).
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 9.5, and we again use the

notation in the general construction of (t, k, s)-nets in base p leading to (4.25).
Fiom (9.8) and (9.9), we obtain that, for 1 < n < T and 1 < i <- s, we have

I$'  = Yn+i-1+hj for 1 < j < m,

yn^ = 0	 for m < j k.

Continuing as in the proof of Theorem 9.5 and using the simpler expression
-yn = 9a", we arrive, for 1 < i < s and 0 < r < k -1, at the formules

dir =Tr(prai-l+hf) for 1 < j < m,

cir=0	 form<j<_k.

The proof is then completed as in the case of Theorem 9.5. 11
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COROLLARY 9 .15. For GFSR PRN, we have, in the high-dimensional case,

p' < DT s) = O(rs—lp—r )
1	 1
2 2p

with r = r( ) (f, H), where the implied constant depends only on p and s.

Proof. For the proof, proceed as in the proof of Corollary 9.6. ❑

Theorem 9.14 and Corollary 9.15 are due to Niederreiter [244]. The upper
bound in Corollary 9.15 can be made explicit by the results in §4.1 (compare
also with [244, Thm. 9.4]). Theorem 9.14 and Corollary 9.15 imply that a larger
figure of merit guarantees better distribution properties of the points x 11 . The
following result of Niederreiter [253] shows that, under reasonable conditions, a
large value of r(8) (f, H) can be obtained by a suitable choice of H.

THEOREM 9.16. Let p be a prime, let k >_ s > 2 and ms > k, and let f
be a primitive polynomial over Fp of degree k. Then there exists a choice of
H = (hl, ... , hm) such that

r (" ) (f, H) > min(m, Ik - (s - 1) logp (m + 1)J),

where loge denotes the logarithm to the base p.

Proof. It suffices to show that there exist nonzero ryl, ... , y,,, E Fq such that
the system C = {at -1 -yj : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < m} of elements of the vector space
Fq over Fp satisfies

(9.11)	 p(C) > Ik - (s - 1) log„(m + 1) J =: d.

The reason is that a, being a root of f, generates the cyclic group F; hence,
if ryl, ... , y E F9 as above have been found, then, for suitable integers
h 1 ,... , hm > 0, we have ryj = ahi for 1 < j < m, and so the result of the theorem
follows from Definition 9.12 with H = (h 1 ,... , h). If d < 0, then (9.11) holds
trivially. For d > 1, let G(d) be the number of m-tuples (ry l , ... ,'y,n ) of elements
of Fq such that the system {a'- lryj : 1 <_ j < di, 1 < i <_ s} is linearly dependent
over Fp for some s-tuple (d1,... ,d8 ) of integers with 0 < di < m for 1 < i < s
and Ei=1 di = d. Fix such an s-tuple (dl, ... , d,) and let M(dl, ... , d,) be
the number of m-tuples (y',... , rym ) of elements of Fq such that the system
{a'-l 'yj : 1 < j < di, 1 < i < s} is linearly dependent over F. Let

ÊÊ j _ 1  = 0
s=1 j=1

be a linear dependence relation with fixed ct E Fp not all zero and cij = 0 for
j > d. Witti ^1 =	 ^ii	 a'-1 it can be written as.i ^^-1 

m

(9.12)	 rl^ yj = 0.
j=1
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Since k > s, the system {ai-1 : 1 < i < s} is linearly independent over Fp ,
and so ilj 54 0 for at least one j. It follows that the number of (7i, ... , Y„.)
satisfying (9.12) is at most (q - 1)m -1 . Since the number of choices for the cij
is pd - 1, we obtain that

M(dl, ... , d,) < (pd -1)(q -1)
m-1

The number of (dl , ... , d,) with 0 < di < m for 1 < i < s and E .. 1 di =d is at
most (m + 1)' -1 , and so	 -	 -

G(d) < (m + 1)'-1(pd - 1 )(q -1 )m-1

From the definition of d in (9.11), it follows that

G(d) < (m + 1)' -1 ( (m + 1)' -1 - 1) (q -1 )m-1 < (q - 1 )m .

Thus there exists an m-tuple (ryl, ... , ry,,.^) of elements of F that is not counted
by G(d). For this m-tuple, we have p(C) > d, and so (9.11j holds. O

As in §9.1, we now consider again the special case where m = k. The following
is a special case of a result of Niederreiter [244], which provides information on
the average order of magnitude of the star discrepancy DT ") of the point set
in (9.9).

THEOREM 9 .17. If f is a primitive polynomial over F. of degree k >_ s >_ 2
and if m = k, then, for GFSR PRN, we have, on the average,

DT' ) = O(T-1 (logT)')

with an implied constant depending only on p and s, where the average is taken
over all H = (hl, ... , hk) with 0 < hi < T - l for 1 < j < k.

Proof. By the argument leading to (9.6), we obtain

(9.13)	 DT') < s T 1 + (1 + T f R„(C).

Here C depends on H, so we write C = CH. We have

	Rp(CH) =	 Wp(E),
EEBH

where BH is the set of all nonzero E = (eij) E C(p)°x k with

s k

(9.14)	 E eila' -1+hj = 0.
j=1 j=1

We now consider the average value R of RP (CH) taken over the set Q of all
H = (hl, ... , hk) with 0 < hj < T -1 for 1 < j < k. Then

R = T-k 	Rp(CH) = T-k 	Wp(E),
HEQ	 HEQ EEBH
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and, by interchanging the order of summation, we obtain

(9.15)	 R = T.k 	WW (E)	 1.
E#0	 HEQ

EEBH

For fixed E # 0, the inner sum in (9.15) is equal to the number of H =
(h1,... , hk) E Q that satisfy (9.14). We write (9.14) in the form

k	 s

E iljahf = 0 with r^^ = E eija` -1 for 1 < j < k.

Since k > s, the system {a' -1 : 1 <_ i < s} is linearly independent over F., and
so rlj # 0 for at least one j. From this, it follows that the number of H E Q
satisfying (9.14) is at most Tk-1 . Thus, from (9.15),

R < 1 E W,(E) = O(T' 1 (logT)°),
T E#0

where we applied Lemma 3.13 in the second step. The result of the theorem now
follows from (9.13). ❑

For m = k, the maximum possible value of r(8) (f, H) is k. If r(S) (f, H) = k ,
then the point set in Theorem 9.14 forms a (0, k, s)-net in base p. However, by
Corollary 4.21, a (0, k, s)-net in base p can only exist if s _< p + 1. Thus, for
s > p + 2, we must have T(8) (f, H) < k; in the special case where p = 2, this was
proved in Tezuka [3461 by a different method.

The results in this chapter demonstrate that shift-register PRN tend to have
strong uniformity properties and small discrepancy, and, at least in the letter
respect, they are thus similar to linear congruential PRN (compare with §7.3).
There are, however, the following advantages of shift-register PRN over linear
congruential PRN.

(i) Shift-register PRN can be generated by fast algorithms, since, in the
standard case where p = 2, we use only binary arithmetic rather than modular
arithmetic with a very large modulus.

(ii) The least period length of sequences of shift-register PRN is not bounded
in terms of the word length of the machine. Note that, in the standard case
where p = 2, the least period length is 2k - 1 and that the value of k can be
chosen far beyond the word length. The value of k is, in principle, limited only
by memory restrictions.

(iii) Shift-register PRN are preferable with regard to lattice structure. It is a
consequence of Theorems 9.5 and 9.14 that the digital multistep method and the
GFSR method with well-chosen parameters yield PRN with very little lattice
structure. We have, of course, the trivial lattice structure, which sterns from the
fact that all generated PRN are rationals with fixed denominator p'.
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Notes.

Proofs of elementary facts about digital multistep PRN, such as least period
length and low-dimensional distribution properties, and of results on the unifor-
mity test, even for parts of the period, can allo be found in Lidl and Nieder-
reiter [193, Chap. 7]. A matrix-theoretic approach to elementary properties of
shift-register PRN was presented by Marsaglia and Tsay [206]. Further results
on the serial test, even for parts of the period and for arbitrary irreducible
characteristic polynomials over Fy, are proved in Niederreiter [246] for digital
multistep PRN and in Niederreiter [242] for GFSR PRN. Upper bounds for the
(star) discrepancy in terms of the figure of merit that are weaker than those in
Corollaries 9.6 and 9.15 where shown by Niederreiter [241], [242], and, in the spe-
cial case where p = 2, for the GFSR method by Tezuka [345]. Theorem 9.9 was
first proved in Niederreiter [241]. A notion of "k-distribution" for shift-register
PRN was studied, e.g., by Fushimi and Tezuka [112], but this property is weaker
than the net property established in Theorems 9.5 and 9.14, since it amounts
to considering the distribution of the points x, in elementary cubes rather than
in arbitrary elementary intervals, as in the case of nets. Historical remarks and
further references on shift-register PRN can be found in Niederreiter [257].
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Pseudorandom Vector Generation

The taak in random vector generation is to produce a sequence of vectors (or
points) that simulates a sequence of independent and identically distributed ran-
dom vector variables with a given multivariate distribution. Random vectors are
becoming more important because of the trend toward parallelization in sci-
entific computing. Typical applications of random vectors arise in parallelized
probabilistic algorithms, in parallel Monte Carlo and simulation methods, and in
multivariate statistics. If the generation proceeds by a deterministic algorithm,
then we speak of pseudorandom vectors (abbreviated PRV). We discuss here only
the case of uniform pseudorandom vectors where the target distribution is the
uniform distribution on ik , k > 2. One possibility of generating k-dimensional
uniform PRV is to derive them from uniform pseudorandom numbers xo, x1,...
by formulas such as

un = (xnk, xnk+1, ... , Xnk+k-1) E Ik 	for n = 0, 1, ... .

However, it seems to be preferable to generate uniform PRV directly, and such
methods form the subject of this chapter.

Section 10.1 is devoted to the matrix method, which is a multidimensional
analogue of the multiplicative congruential method for generating uniform pseu-
dorandom numbers (see §7.3). The matrix method inherits some of the draw-
backs of the linear congruential method, such as the coarse lattice structure. In
§10.2 we consider nonlinear methods for uniform pseudorandom vector genera-
tion. This subject is still in its infancy, and so our report on it will be rather
brief.

10.1. The matrix method.

For given k > 2, the generation of k-dimensional uniform PRV by the matrix
method proceeds as follows. We choose a large positive integer M, called the
modulus, and a k x k matrix A with entries from ZM. Then we generate a
sequence zo , z1 ,... of row vectors in Zmk by starling from an initial vector zo 0 0
and using the recursion

(10.1)	 Zn+1 c znA mod M for n=0,1.....

205
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The sequence zo, z1,... is referred to as a matrix generator modulo M. Fiom
this sequence, we derive the uniform PRV

(10.2)	 un = jzn E Ik for n = 0,1, ... ,

which are called uniform pseudorandom vectors generated by the matrix method.
We can guarantee that the sequences z0, z 1 ,... and u0 , u1,... are (purely)
periodic if we assume that the matrix A is nonsingular modulo M, i.e., that
gcd(det(A), M) = 1.

We first consider the case where M = p is a prime modulus. Then we can
view (10.1) as a vector recursion over the finite field FF and A as a matrix over
F. We assume that A is nonsingular, so that A belongs to the general linear
group GL(k, Fr). Note that then per(un) = per(zn) < pk — 1 since there are
pk — 1 nonzero vectors in F,. Theorem 10.2, below, characterizes the cases in
which the upper bound is attained.

LEMMA 10.1. If the characteristic polynomial of A is irreducible over Fy ,
then per(un) is equal to the order of A in the group GL(k, F,) for every z o # 0
in F.

Proof. From (10.1) we obtain in Fp ,

(10.3)	 zn = z0An	 for n=0,1.....

Thus, if m is the order of A in GL(k, Fr), then zn+m = z, for all n > 0, and so

per(zn ) divides m. The characteristic polynomial f(z) = xk — F, ó aix1 is also
the minimal polynomial of A under our hypothesis; hence

k-1

Ak = E ajA'.
1=o

Premultiplying by z,, and using (10.3), we see that

k-1

zn+k = E alzn+l for n=0,1 .....
t=o

Since zo # 0, there exists a j with 1 < j < k such that the jth component of zo
is # 0. If yn is the jth component of z a , then

k-1

Yn+k = E aten+t for n=0,1 .....
t=o

Since yo # 0, we get per(yn) = ord(f) by [192, Thm. 8.28], where ord(f) is the
least positive integer h such that f(c) divides xh — 1, and, from the fact that
f is the minimal polynomial of A, we deduce ord(f) = m. Now per(zn) is also
a period length of the sequence yo, yl, ... ; thus per(yn) = m implies that m
divides per(zn). Consequently, per(u) = per(z n) = m. 0
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THEOREM 10 .2. For A E GL(k, F.) the following properties are equivalent:
(i) per(u) = pk — 1 for every zo # 0 in Zp;
(ii) A has order pk —1 in GL(k, Fr);
(iii) The characteristic polynomial of A is primitive over F.
Proof. (i) (ii) . If m is the order of A in GL(k, Fr), then the argument

following (10.3), which holds for any A E GL(k, Fr), shows that per(u„) divides
m, and so m > pk — 1. We now prove m < pk — 1 for any A E GL(k, Fr).
If g E F.[x] is the minimal polynomial of A, then m is equal to the order of
x + (g) in the group U of units of the residue clans ring F[x]/(g). Therefore
m < card(U) < pde8(9) — 1 < pk — 1.

(ii) (iii) . If m = pk -1, then, from the last chain of inequalities, it follows
that deg(g) = k and m = card(U) = p k - 1, so that Fp [x]/(g) is a field and
x + (g) generates U. Hence g, which is then allo the characteristic polynomial
of A, is primitive over Fp sine it has x + (g) as a root in Fp [x]/(g).

(iii) (i) . If the characteristic polynomial f of A is primitive over Fp , then
it is irreducible over Fp and equal to g. The order of x + (g) in U is then the
same as the order of a root of f in F, which is pk -1. Thus m = pk -1 by the
first part of the proof, and the rest follows from Lemma 10.1. ❑

We henceforth assume that the characteristic polynomial of A is primitive
over F., so that per(un) = per(zn) = pk - 1 = T by Theorem 10.2. Then
ZO, zl, ... , ZT_1 run exactly through all nonzero vectors in F,. For the PRV
u, this means that uo , u 1 ,... , uT_1 run exactly through all points p - la with
a nonzero a E Zp, and so

DT(u0,...,UT-1) =1- (1- p-1 ) k

The number M(k, p) of k x k matrices over Fp with a primitive characteristic
polynomial over Fp is given by

k	 k 1

(10.4)	 M(k,p) _ 
^(p k 1 )

j=11

a result derived by Niederreiter [254] from a formula of Reiner [292]. If f is a
fixed primitive polynomial over Fp of degree k, then it follows from the theory
of rational forms of matrices that a k x k matrix A over F9 has the character-
istic polynomial f if and only if A = SBS-1 , where S E GL(k, F.) and B is
the companion matrix of f. Furthermore, if an A E GL(k, Fp) with a prim-
itive characteristic polynomial over Fp has been found, then all such matrices
(with repetitions) are obtained by forming SAhS-1 with S E GL(k, F.) and an
integer h satisfying 1 < h <pk — 1 and gcd(h,pk — 1) = 1. This provides a
way of explicitly constructing matrices with primitive characteristic polynomial
over F. A probabilistic algorithm for producing such matrices proceeds by ran-
domly selecting a k x k matrix A over Fp and then testing whether A belongs
to GL(k, F.) and has order pk — 1 (compare with Theorem 10.2). This is done
by checking whether APk-1 = E and AiP`' 1)/r 0 E for every prime divisor r of
pk — 1, where E E GL(k, F1,) is the identity matrix.
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The analysis of the structural and statistical properties of uniform PRV pro-
ceeds in analogy with that for uniform PRN. If the u n are given by (10.2) with
M = p, then, for a given integer s > 2, we consider the points

(10.5)	 vn = (un , un+19 • • • , un+s-1) E Ik# 	for n=0,1.....

Because of per(vn) = pk - 1 = T, it suf aces to take 0 :5 n < T - 1. The lattice
structure of these points was determined by Affierbach and Grothe [4]; compare
with case (i) of Theorem 7.6 for the analogous result for linear congruential PRN.
For the terminology used here, we refer to §5.3.

THEOREM 10.3. 1/ the characterístic polynomial of A is primitive over F.,
then for s > 2 we have

{0, V0, Vl e ... , VT-1 } = L (1 I k',

where L is the ks-dimensional lattice with generator matrix

	p 1E p 'A p IA2 ...	 p 'As-1

0	 E	 0	 ...	 0
0	 0	 E	 ...	 0

0	 0	 0	 ...	 E

and where E is the k x k identity matrix over R.
Proof. Note that L contains Zk' and is thus an integration lattice. For any

n >_ 0, we obtain, using (10.5), (10.2), and (10.3),

Vn = p(znr zn+1, ... ,z+._) = p(zni znA, znA^, ... , znA°-1 )

= zn(p 'E p''A p 1 A2 ... p- 'A" -1 ) modZk° ,

and so
ks

The set on the left-hand side has pk elements. Now det(L) = p; hence card(Lf
Ik#) = pk by Theorem 5.30, and the desired result follows. ❑

The fact that det(L) = p 	 independent of s means that we again have
a coarse lattice structure, as in the case of the linear congruential method. In
analogy with the s-dimensional serial test for uniform PRN, we now consider the
s-dimensional serial test for uniform PRV. In the present context, this means that
we study the discrepancy D' of the point set consisting of v0, v1,... , VN_1 E
Ik'. We define

(10.6)	 R(&)(A,p) _ ^r(h,p) -1 ►
h

where the sum is over all ks-dimensional column vectors h E C 8 (p), which,
when represented as a concatenation of the k-dimensional column vectors
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(10.7)
,-1

E Aihi == 0 modp.
i=O

Furthermore, r(h,p) is defined as in the beginning of §3.2. The following is a
slight variant of a result of Niederreiter [254] for the full period.

THEOREM 10.4. If the chamcteristic polynomial of A is primitive over Fp ,

then for s ~ 2 we have

D~) ::; ~ + (1 + ~) (~ + R(')(A,P)).

Proof. If P = {O, Vo, Vb ... ,VT-I}, then by Theorems 3.10 and 10.3 and
Lemma 5.21, we obtain

DT+l(P) s ks +E r(h,p)-l,
p h

where the sum is over all h E Ck,(p) n L1. and where L1. is the dual lattice of
the lattice L in Theorem 10.3. If h is a concatenation of ho,hI, ... ,h'-b then
the form of L shows that hE L1. if and only if (10.7) holds. Therefore

DT+l(P) s ks + R(')(A,p).
p

It remains to observe that, as in the proof of Theorem 7.3, we obtain

TD~) s (T + l)DT+l(P) + 1. 0

Note that R(')(A,p) has some similarity with the quantity R1(L ) defined
in (5.43), which can, in turn, be bounded in terms of the quantity R(L) intro
duced in Definition 5.24. Pursuing this analogy further, we define a figure of
merit similar to that in Definition 5.31 by putting

p(')(A,p) = minr(2h),
h

where the minimum is extended over all hE Ck,(P) for which (10.7) holds. It is
easily seen that we always have 2 ::; p(s)(A,p) ::; 2pk . By arguments similar to
those in the proof of Theorem 5.35, it is shown that

R(')(A) (2log2p)k' + 3(2Iog2p)k,-1.
,p < (log2)k'-l p(')(A,p) ,

compare with [2541. Together with Theorem 10.4, this implies that p(')(A,p)
should be large to make the upper bound for the discrepancy D~) as small as
possible. In [2541 there is also a lower bound of the form

D(') > c(k, s)
T - p(')(A,p)
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with a constant c(k, s) > 0 depending only on k and s. Furthermore, it is shown
in [254] that, for every prime p and for every k > 2 and s > 2, there exists a
k x k matrix A over F. with a primitive characteristic polynomial over F. such
that

P(')(A^p) > 
(logp) k' 11  logt g(p+ 1)

with a constant cl (k, s) > 0 depending only on k and s.
We now study the average order of magnitude of R(') (A, p) for fixed p, k,

and s. We use the convention that an eigenvector of A corresponding to the
eigenvalue a is a k-dimensional row vector c # 0 with cA = ac.

LEMMA 10 .5. Let A be a k x k matrix over Fp whose characteristic polyno-
mial is irreducible over F. '1 (71, ... , yk) E Fq is an eigenvector of A when A
is considered as a matrix over Fq with q = pk, then {ryl , ... ,7k} is a basis of F9

over F.
Proof. Let a E Fq be the eigenvalue corresponding to the given eigenvector.

Then a is a root of the characteristic polynomial of A; hence {1, û,... , &c_} is
a basis of Fq over F. We have

(10.8)	 ('Yi,...,7k)Am=am(71,...,7k) 	 for m=0,1,....

Furthermore, there exists a j with 1 < j < k such that -yj # 0. If ,0 E Fq is
arbitrary, then, for some f E F[x] with deg(f) < k, we have frÇ ' = f (a). By
forming a suitable linear combination of the identities in (10.8), we obtain

(71, ... , 7k)ƒ(A) = f (a)(71, ... ,7k).

Now we compare the jth components in this identity. Since 1(A) is a matrix
over Fp , we obtain on the left-hand side a linear combination of 71,... ,7k with
coefficients from Fy , while, on the right-hand side, we obtain f (a)y1 = Q. Thus
we have shown that 7i,... ,7k span Fq over F. ❑

THEOREM 10.6. Let a prime p and integers k > 2 and s > 2 be given. Then
the average value R of (A, p), taken over all k x k matrices A over Fp with
a primitive characteristic polynomial over Fp , satisfies

ka

R< 
s-1 	2

logp+7
^(pk — 1) ^	 5

Proof. If Q is the indicated range of matrices A, then card(Q) = M(k,p) in
the notation of (10.4), and so

R M(k, p) AE R(') (A, p).

Inserting the definition of R(8) (A, p) from (10.6), interchanging the order of sum-
mation, and using the fact that every primitive polynomial over F. is irreducible
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over Fp , we obtain

1	 N(k, p, h)

	

(10.9)	 R - M(k,p) 
hEC (p) r(h, p)

where N(k, p, h) is the number of k x k matrices A over Fp with irreducible
characteristic polynomial over F., which satisfy

a-1

	(10.10)	 >2A`hi=0EFP.
i=0

Here we have interpreted the congruente (10.7) as an identity in the vector space
Fp and we have represented h E C a (p) as a concatenation of the column vectors
ho, h1 ,... , hs_ 1 E F,. It follows from Lemma 10.5 that every matrix counted by
N(k, p, h), when considered as a matrix over Fq with q = pk, has an eigenvector
(1, y2, ... , 7k) E F9 and (1,72,... , ryk} is a basis of Fq over F. In addition to
h E Cka (p), we now allo fix a row vector c = (1, Y2,..• , yk) E Fq such that
{1,'y2 i ... , 7k} is a basis of Fq over F., and we count the k x k matrices A over
Fp with irreducible characteristic polynomial over Fp , which satisfy (10.10) and
have c as an eigenvector. If A is such a matrix, then let a E F. be the eigenvalue
corresponding to the eigenvector c. Premultiplying (10.10) by c, we derive

a-1

	(10.11)	 acht = 0.
^=o

Now hi 0 for lome i with 0 < i < s -1, and then the scalar ch i is # 0, since
(1,72,... ,7k} is a basis of F. over F. Thus (10.11) is a nonzero polynomial
equation for a E Fq of degree < s- 1,  and so (10.11) has at most s- 1  solutions
a E Fq . For each solution a the matrix A is uniquely determined from cA = ac,
since (1,72 ,...  ,7k} is a basis of F. over F.

Let G be the Galois group of Fq over F. We let G act componentwise on
the vector space F. Let o E G and let c E FQ be as above. If the k x k matrix
A over Fp has the eigenvector oc when considered as a matrix over FQ , then let
,0 E F. be the corresponding eigenvalue. Applying a -1 to (oc)A = /3(oc), we
get cA = (a-lf)c. Thus, if we assume in addition that A has an irreducible
characteristic polynomial over Fp and satisfies (10.10), then A is already obtained
in the counting procedure above by considering the eigenvector c. Therefore all
vectors in the orbit of c under G yield the same solutions A, and there are at
most s - 1 solutions A from each orbit.

The above argument shows that N(k, p, h) is at most s -1 times the number
of different orbits that are obtained from the action of G on the vectors c. There
are exactly

k-1

H (pk - p3)
i=1
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choices for vettors c = (1, 'y2, ... ,7k) with the property that {1, yz i ... , ryk}
is a basis of F. over F. We claim that each orbit contains exactly k'distinct
elements. Let al be the Robenius automorphism (see [192, p. 75]) that generates
the cyclic group G, and suppose that oc = oic for some 0 < 1 <j < k. Then

-ic = c; hence, if m is the least positive integer with oi c = c, then m < k and
m divides k. This shows that 1,72,... ,7k all lie in the proper subfield Fp- of
Fq , a contradiction to {1,72,... ,7k} being a basis of F. over F. Thus the orbit
of c under G consists exactly of the distint elements o ic, j = 0,1,... , k -1. It
follows that the number of different orbits is exactly

k	 (Pk - pi ),

and so we have

N(k,p,h)<
s-1

f(pk -P?)k f_ l

Together with (10.4) and (10.9), this yields

s-
R < p

1

k - 1) hECk.(p)

and the desired bound on R is obtained from [224, Lemma 2.3]. O
Theorem 10.6 was proved by Niederreiter [254] and shows, in particular, that

for any given p, k, s, there are matrices A as in Theorem 10.6 for which

R(° ) (A, p) = O (T- ' (logp)k° log log T)

with an implied constant depending only on k and s. For such A, the quantity
R(°) (A,p) is of a smaller order of magnitude than the term ks/p in the upper
bound for Dz" ) in Theorem 10.4. Note that ks/p is essentially the discretization
error, since it follows from Theorem 3.14 that

/	 1 ka
D (O» 1- 11- -^

\\	 P

which is ks/p in first approximation. For these PRV, it thus seems to be reason-
able to consider, instead of DT°) , a discrete version of the discrepancy in which
the discretization error does not play a role. This will be discuseed further in
§10.2.

We now consider the case where M is a prime power modulus, say M = p°t
with a prime p and an integer a > 2. We assume that A is nonsingular modulo
M, i.e., that det(A) 0- 0 modp. Then the sequences zo, zl, ... and uo, ui, .. .
generated by (10.1) and (10.2) are periodic. The following is an upper bound
on the least period length of these sequences which allo holde in the case where
a = 1 (compare with the remark prior to Lemma 10.1).
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LEMMA 10.7. 1f M = p° with a prime p and an integer a > 1 and if the
k x k matrix A is nonsingular modulo M, then per(un ) < (pk - 1)pa-1 .

Proof. It suffices to show that there exists an integer m with 1 <_ m <
(pk -1)pai -1 such that Al __ E mod M, where E is the k x k identity matrix, for
then zm - zoAm - zo mod M, and so per(un) = per(zn) < m < (pk - 1)p«-1

We proceed by induction on a. The case where a = 1 was settled in the first
part of the proof of Theorem 10.2. Under the induction hypothesis for some
a > 1, we have Al = E+pzB for some m with 1 <_ m < (pk - 1)p,-1 and some
integer matrix B. Since E and B commute, we can apply the binomial theorem
to obtain

AT"p =(E+paB)a = C` (r)p;"B'=-p Emodpa+'L
r=o

Since 1 < mp < (pk - 1)p", the induction is complete. ❑
In the case where a = 1, we have already seen that the upper bound pk - 1

in Lemma 10.7 can be attained. Fora >_ 2, Eichenauer-Herrmann, Grothe,
and Lehn [861 have given a construction of matrices A such that the bound for
per(un) in Lemma 10.7 is again attained. We mention only a simple special
case of this construction. Start from a matrix B E GL(k, Fp) with a primitive
characteristic polynomial over Fp and view B as an integer matrix. Then, by
Theorem 10.2,

Bpk-1 - E+pC modp2

for some k x k integer matrix C. Now define the k x k matrix A with entries
from ZM with M = p" by

A=B+p(BC-B 2) modM.

Then, for any initial vector zo # 0 modp, we have per(un ) = (pk - 1)p 1 .

FurtherFurther work must be done on the matrix method with composite moduli to
assess structural and statistical properties.

10.2. Nonlinear methods.

We present some recent attempts at extending the nonlinear congruential meth-
ods for pseudorandom number generation in Chapter 8 to the case of pseudo-
random vector generation.

The general first-order nonlinear method for the generation of k-dimensional
uniform PRV proceeds as follows. Let p be a large prime and let F q be the finite
field with q = pk elements. We generate a sequence yo, 71,... E Fq by selecting
an initial value yo and using the recursion

(10.12)	 = '(ry„)	 for n = 0,1, ...

where the map b: Fq -+ Fq is chosen in such a way that the sequence 'yo, y1, .. .
is periodic with per(ry„) = q. Such maps t' always exist; compare with the simple
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argument following (8.1). Now view Fq as a k-dimensional vector space over Fp

and let {i3 , ... ,,Ok} be a basis of F. over F. If Tr denotes the trace from Fq to
Fp , then we derive a sequence of uniform PRV by putting

(10.13) un = 1(` (f317n), • • • , ` r(f3kl,n)) E Ik for n=0,1 .....

This proposal is due to Niederreiter [2631 .
THEOREM 10.8. The sequence ua, ul, ... defined by (10.13) is periodic with

per(un) = pk . Over the full period this sequence runs exactly through all the pk
points of the form pa with a E Z.

Proof. Since the sequence yo, -y1, ... is periodic with per(ryn) = q = pk , it is
clear that the sequence u0, ui,... is periodic with period length q. To prove that
q is the least period length, we show that u0, ui,... , u,-1 are distinct. Suppose
we had u,„=un for some m and n with 0<m <n<_q-1. ThenTr((3,rym)=
Tr(Ppn ) for 1 < j < k. From the Fp linearity of the trace and from the fact that
{01 , • • • , Pk} is a basis of Fq over Fp , it follows then that Tr(a( ,y n - ryn)) = 0
for all E Fq . By the surjectivity of the trace, this implies 'y = 'yn , which is
impossible. The second part of the theorem is obtained by noting that every un

is of the form p la for some a E Zp and that u0, u1,... , u9_1 are distinct, as
we have just proved. El

A special first-order nonlinear method is the inversive method proposed in
Niederreiter [258. This is a natural extension of the inversive congruential
method discussed in §8.2. We use the recursion (10.12) with a simple class
of maps ti. Let p and Fq be as above. For 'y E F. we define l E Fq by y = ry- 1 if
ry # 0 and ry = 0 if -y = 0. Then we choose parameters a,,0 E Fq with a0 and
generate a sequence ryo, ryl, ... E Fq by selecting an initial value ryo and using the
recursion

(10.14) 7n+1 = a'Yn + f3 for n=0,1.....

The uniform PRV ua, u1,... are then obtained by (10.13). As in Theorem 8.4,
we have the following sufficient condition for per(un) = pk

THEOREM 10.9. 1f a, f3 E Fq are such that x2 - px - a is a primitive poly-
nomial over F., then the sequence u0 , u 1 ,... defined by (10.13) and (10.14) is
periodic with per(un) = pk . Further►nore, over the Pull period, this sequence runs
exactly through all the pk points of the form p la with a E Z.

Proof. By Theorem 10.8 it suffices to show that the sequence yo, 71,... gen-
erated by (10.14) is periodic with per(ry n) = q. This is demonstrated by the
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8.4; obviously, the fields F. and F2
in that proof have to be changed into Fq and Fq2, respectively. O

In §10.1 we briefly described the s-dimensional serial test for sequences of
k-dimensional PRV. We now apply this test to a sequence u0, u1,... of PRV
generated by the inversive method. For a given s > 2, we define the points

	Vn = (un i un+l v • • • , un+a -1) E Ik° 	for n=0,1.....
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The s-dimensional serial test amounts to considering the discrepancy DN ) _
DN(VO,... ,vN_ l ). Note that by Theorem 3.14 we have

1\ ke

DN'> >1-(1- 1 )
	

for all N>_1.
P/

This is a large discretization error, which, as we have already seen in §10.1, can
dominate the other terms in upper bounds for DN ) . Thus it seems more appro-

priate here to consider the discrete discrepancy EN' 1 of v0 ,... , VN_ 1, which is
defined by replacing the family J in Definition 2.2 by the family of all subinter-
vals of Ik" of the form

ka

jllp'p

with ai , bi E Z for 1 <_ i <_ ks. The discrete discrepancy satisfies a bound as in
Theorem 3.10, but without the term corresponding to the discretization error.

If a and ,3 are as in Theorem 10.9, then, for EN°) with N = q, i.e., for the
full period, analogues of Theorems 8.7 and 8.8 can be established. The upper
bound for the discrete discrepancy has the form E,8) = O(q -1/2 (logp) k") for
2 < s < p, with an implied constant depending only on k and s. There are
O(q2 - 1)/2 parameter pairs (a0) satisfying the condition in Theorem 10.9,

and, for a positive proportion of these, we have Eq' > >_ Cq -112 for all s >_ 2,
where C > 0 is an absolute constant. The proofs require deep results from the
theory of character sums over finite fields.

Notes.

Matrix generators have long been studied in the theory of linear modular sys-
tems (see [192, Chap. 9]). In the context of pseudorandom vector generation,
the first detailed analysis was performed by Tahmi [339], who investigated peri-
odicity properties for arbitrary moduli. Independently, the matrix method was
proposed by Grothe [116], [117], who showed the equivalence between (i) and
(iii) in Theorem 10.2. Another approach was pursued by Niederreiter [236] and
Niki [279], but their method was later found to be equivalent to the matrix
method (see [254]). The classical work of Franklin [109] can be viewed as an
analysis of a stochastic model for the matrix method.

In the proofs of Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 10.2, we have noted that the
order of A in GL(k, Fp) is equal to ord(g), where g is the minimal polynomial
of A. Detailed information on ord(g) is contained in [192, Chap. 3]. Further
work on the lattice structure of PRV generated by the matrix method, including
computational results for specific matrices A, is presented in Afflerbach and
Grothe [4] and Grothe [118]. In particular, the latter dissertation contains tables
of matrices A with primitive characteristic polynomial over Fp for some large
primes such as p = 224 - 3 and p = 231 - 1. For the matrix method, bounds on
DN) for parts of the period have been given in Niederreiter [236] for s = 1 and
in Niederreiter [254] for s > 2.
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Theorems 10.8 and 10.9 have been shown in Niederreiter (263]. The sequences
70, 7i, ... E Fq considered in a first-order nonlinear method are uniformly dis-
tributed in Fq ; see, e.g., Niederreiter and Shiue [271], [272] for an investiga-
tion of this property in the context of recursions. Higher-order recursions in
place of (10.12) could also be contemplated. The transition from a sequence
70, '71,... E Fq generated by such a recursion to a sequence of uniform PRV
would then again be achieved by (10.13).

Expository accounts of random and pseudorandom vector generation are
given in the books of Dagpunar [50], Dek (53], and Devroye [62]. The sur-
vey article of L'Ecuyer [186] contains a discussion of the matrix method. The
uses of pseudorandom vectors in parallel Monte Carlo calculations are explained,
e.g., in Bhavsar and Isaac [28]. For a recent discussion of the problems of ran-
dom number and vector generation for parallel processors, we refer to Eddy [75].
The interesting concept of a pseudorandom tree for parallel computations was
introduced by Fredrickson et al. [110]; see also Anderson [7] and Halton [126].



APPENDIX A

Finite Fields and Linear Recurring
Sequences

We collect some basic facta about finite fields and linear recurring sequences,
which are used in various parts of these lecture notes. A suitable reference for
this material is the book of Lidl and Niederreiter [192].

For any prime power q, all finite fields with q elements are isomorphic, and
so we can speek of the finite field F. with q elements (or of order q). If q is a
power of the prime p, then Fq is a simple extension of its prime subfield F., and
the latter field can be identified with the residue class field of Z modulo p. The
field Fa with q = pm, m > 1, is usually constructed as a factor ring FP [x]/(f ),
where f is an irreducible polynomial over F. of degree m. The multiplicative
group FQ of nonzero elements of Fq is cyclic.

If k is a positive integer, then every irreducible polynomial over F q of degree k
has a root in the extension field 4 of Fq . Conversely, every defining element of
the extension 4 over F., i.e., every element of 4 that does not belong to any
proper subfield F of Fyw with F D Fq , is a root of some irreducible polynomial
over Fq of degree k. This leads to the formula

I9 (k)= 1 E kIgd
dik \ ///

for the number Iq (k) of monic irreducible polynomials over F. of degree k, where
p is the Möbius function and the sum is over all positive divisors d of k. The
following class of polynomials is of particular importance.

DEFINITION A .1. A monic polynomial over F, of degree k > 1 is called a
primitive polynomial over Fq if it has a root in Fqk that generates the cyclic
group Fqw .

Since every generator of F w is a defining element of Fqk over F9 , it foliows
that every primitive polynomial over F. is irreducible over Fq. A useful map
from 4 to Fq is the trace

k-1

Tr(a)_^a" for aEFan.
^=o

The trace is Fq-linear and surjective. The following notion is connected with the
trace: For every ordered basis {al, ... , ak} of Fqk over Fq , there is a uniquely

217
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determined dual basis, i.e., an ordered basis {/3j,... , (ik} of Fqk over Fq such
that, for t<i,j<k,wehaveTr(ai,Q3)=0ifi#j andTr(aifi)=1ifi=j.

A sequence yo, yl, ... of elements of Fq is called a (kth-order) linear recurring
sequence if it satisfies a linear recursion

k-1

yn+k = E alyn+1 for n = 0,1, .. .
1=0

with constant coefficients a0,... , ak-1 E Fq . A kth-order linear recurring se-
quence yo , yl , ... is uniquely determined by the recursion and by the initial val-
ues yo,.. , yk-1. A linear recurring sequence is always ultimately periodic, and
it is (purely) periodic if a0 # 0. The polynomial 1(x) = xk - F^ á aixl E Fq [x]
is called the characteristic polynomial of the recursion and also a characteristic
polynomial of the linear recurring sequence. The constant polynomial 1 is also
viewed as a characteristic polynomial of the zero sequence.

THEOREM A .2. If the kth-order linear recurring sequence yo, yl, ... has an
irreducible characteristic polynomial f over F. and a E Fqk is a root of f, then
there exists a uniquely determined 8 E Fqk such that

yn =T(ean) for n=0,1,... .

If yo, ... , yk-1 are not all zero, then 0 # 0.

If yo, yl, ... is a kth-order linear recurring sequence with a primitive charac-
teristic polynomial over Fq and with initial values that are not all zero, then we
speak of a maximal period sequence, and we have per(yn) = qk - 1.

Let FQ ((x-1 )) be the field of formal Laurent series over F. in the variable x -1

(compare with §4.4). Then, with an arbitrary sequence yo, yl, ... of elements
of Fq , we associate its generating function E-0 ynx-n-1 E Fq ((x-1 )). If f E
Fq [x] is monic, then the sequence yo, yl, ... is a linear recurring sequence with
characteristic polynomial f if and only if

E ynx-n-1 = g(x)
n=0 	f(x)

with g E Fq [x] and deg(g) < deg( f ). This follows immediately by considering the
coefficients in the Laurent series expansion of f(x) E10 ynx-n-1 . The rational
generating function of a linear recurring sequence has a uniquely determined
reduced form h/m with a monic m E Fq [x] and with h E Fq [x], deg(h) < deg(m),
and gcd(h, m) = 1. The polynomial m is called the minimal polynomial of
the linear recurring sequence. It follows from this definition that the minimal
polynomial of a linear recurring sequence divides any characteristic polynomial
of the linear recurring sequence. For a linear recurring sequence that is not the
zero sequence, the degree of its minimal polynomial can thus be interpreted as
the least order of a linear recursion satisfied by the sequence.
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Continued Fractions

Connections with continued fractions appear in several parts of these lecture
notes. We provide a brief summary of the theory of continued fractions for real
numbers and formal Laurent series. All the results on continued fraction expan-
sions of real numbers that we need can be found in LeVeque [188, Chap. 9]. The
theory of continued fractions for formal Laurent series is quite analogous (see,
e.g., [192, pp. 235-237] and [250]), except for a result on best approximations,
which we prove in Theorem B.1, below.

Every irrational number z has a uniquely determined infinite continued frac-
tion expansion

z = ao + 1/(al + 1/(a2 + ... )) =: (ao; al, a2, ... ],

where the partial quotients ai, i = 0, 1, ... , are integers with ao = lzJ and ai > 1
for i > 1. For i > 0, the ith convergent ri to z is defined by

ri= [ao;al,...,ai].

The rationale ri are also obtained by the following algorithm. Define

p_2=0, p-1 = 1, pi = aipj-1 +pc-2 for i>0,
q_2-1, q-1 = 0, qi = aigi-1 + qi-2	 for i>0.

Then, for i > 0, we have ri = pi/qi, and the fractions pi/qi are in reduced form,
i.e., gcd(pi, qi) = 1. Moreover, we have 1 = qo < ql <q2 < • • • and

ii < 1 	for i>0.
qI	 giqi+i

The continued fraction expansion of a rational number is finite, but it is not
unique since we have the identity [ao; a1,... , al] = [ao; a1,... , al-„ al — 1, 1]
if ai > 1. However, the continued fraction expansion of a rational z becomes
unique if we write it in the form

z = [ao ; a l , ... , ai ]	 with ai = 1 and l>1.

219
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The integers a0,... , al satisfy ai > 1 for 1 <_ i <_ 1 and are again called the partial
quotients. For 0 < i < 1, the ith convergent to z is again defined as the rational
number [ao; a1,. . . , ai ], which can be represented by the reduced fraction pi /qi,
where pi and qi are obtained by the same recursions as in the case of irrational
z. We have 1=qo <q,<q2<••• <giand

1	_<z-?-!< 	 for 0<i<l -1.
gi(qi + qi+1)	 qi	 giqi+l

Furthermore, pi/qi is a best approximation to z in the eense that, if h is any
integer satisfying 1 < h < qi+l for lome i with 0 < i < 1-1, then

	Mhz - bi > iqiz - pik	 for all integers b.

Let F be an arbitrary field and let F((x-1 )) be the field of formal Laurent
series over F in the variable x -1 . Every L E F((x -1 )) has a unique continued
fraction expansion

L= [Ao; Al, A2, ...],

where the partial quotients A i , i = 0,1, ... , are polynomials over F and
deg(Ai ) > 1 for i > 1. This expansion is finite if L represents a rational function
over F and is infinite otherwise. If the continued fraction expansion of L is bro-
ken off after the term A i , i > 0, we get a rational function, which is called the
ith convergent to L. The polynomials Pi and Qi over F are defined recursively
by

P_2=0, P_ 1 = 1, Pi= AiFi_ 1 +Pi_2 	for i > 0,

Q-2 = 1, Q-1 =0, Qi = AiQi-1 + Qi-2 for i >0,

where these recursions can be used as long as Ai exists. For such i, we have
[Ao; Al, ... ,A] = Pi/Qi, gcd(P , Qi) = 1, and

i

deg(Qi) _ E deg(Ar) if i > 1.
r=1

For rational L, we now interpret deg(Ai) = deg(Qi) = oo whenever Ai and Qi
do not exist.

We introduce the discrete exponential valuation v on F((x-1 )), which extends
the degree function on F[xl. For a nonzero L E F((x-1 )), we put

00

v(L)=-w if L = E tkx-k and tw # 0,
k=w

where all tk E F, and we set v(0) = -oo. Then we have

v(L - P' I = - deg(Qi) - deg(Qi+ l) for i > 0.

The following strong result on best approximations holds in this setting.
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THEOREM B .1. Let L E F((x -1 )) be given. If h E F[x] with 0 <- deg(h) <
deg(Q{+1) for some i > 0, then

v (L - h > v (L - Q{ ) for all b E F[x].

Proof. Suppose that for some b E F[x] we have

v(L-)<v(L-Qi ).

Then

v(hL - b) < v (L - QP9) + v(h) _ - deg(Q;) - deg(Q; +1 ) + deg(h) < 0,

and so it follows from Lemma 3 in [250] that h = E, ^ CrQr with C,. E F[x]
and deg(C,.) < deg(A,.+1 ) for j < r < m and Cj 0, and that

v(hL - b) = deg(C1) - deg(Qi+i) ? 
- deg(Qi+l)•

On the other hand, from the above, we get v(hL - b) < - deg(Q;), and so we
must have j > i. Since deg(h) < deg(Q i+l ), we cannot have j > i + 1; thus j = i
and h = C;Qi. This implies

deg(C;) - deg(Q;+ 1) = v(hL - b) < - deg(Q;) - deg(Qi+l ) + deg(h)

= deg(CC) - deg(Qi),

which is a contradiction. 0
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permutation test, 167
physical random numbers, 163
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primitive polynomial, 217
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quasirandom points, 23
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quasirandom sequences, 23
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random number generation, 3, 161
random search, 147, 158
random variates, 162
random vector generation, 3, 205
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rejection method, 165
run test, 166
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trace, 217
trapezoidal rule, 1

uniform pseudorandom numbers,
164

uniform pseudorandom vectors, 205
uniform random numbers, 162
uniformity test, 166
uniformly distributed, 13

van der Corput sequence, 25, 44, 45,
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variance, 4
variance reduction, 7
variation, 19, 22

sequence,14
completely	 uniformly

distributed, 162
generalized Halton, 45
generalized van der Corput, 25
Halton, 29, 44, 45, 157, 159
linear recurring, 218
low-discrepancy, 23
maximal period, 218
periodic, 164
quasirandom, 23
(t, s)-, 47, 48
uniformly distributed, 13
van der Corput, 25, 44, 45, 74,
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sequence, (t, s)-, 47, 48
serial correlation, 167
serial correlation coefficient, 167
serial test, 167, 208
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simulation methods, 6
spectral test, 168
standard deviation, 5
star discrepancy, 14
statistical tests for randomness, 166
stochastic simulation, 6
stratified sampling, 7, 144
strong law of large numbers, 4

totally bounded, 149

Zaremba's conjecture, 123
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